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stepping ‘Queerly’?
Discourses iu Dance Education for Boys in Late 20th Century Finland
Abstract
Dance research has acknowledged that males in theatrical dance are 
subject to social prejudices. In masculinist culture, the stereotype of the 
male dancer as an effeminate homosexual has limited young males’ 
participation in dance. Gender-specific approaches have been developed 
in an attempt to get more boys involved.
Located at the intersection of dance research, masculinity studies, 
discourse analysis and social constructionist views of the subject, this 
thesis examines discourses in boys’ dancing. The focus is on 
masculinities as performed in dance educational and choreographic 
accounts as well as in the self-narratives of male dance students in the 
late 20^  ^century Finland.
Literature review undertaken revealed that dance education is a prime 
site of oppression of boys. Subsequently, discourse analysis was used on 
primary data collected through focus groups of male dance students (age 
10 to 28) and their teachers (age 29 to 49), through observations of dance 
classes and also through dance analysis of choreographies performed in 
dance educational contexts. Also secondary data on boys’ dancing - 
dance pedagogic discussions and media accounts - were subjected to 
discourse analysis. Treating the data, from a poststructuralist viewpoint 
as ’text’, an intertextual analysis was undertaken by juxtaposing extracts 
fi*om the data with texts on gender performativity, social accountability, 
modernity and Finnish cultural history.
Above all, it is argued that multiple and sometimes competing discourses 
operate in hoys’ dance education and choreography. However, 
heteronormativity is a prevalent discourse through which masculinities 
are constructed and performed, which can make ’dance for boys’ appear 
limiting to students who identify as non-heterosexuals. In consequence 
some boys use discursive rhetoric and perform heterosexuality to avoid 
being marked negatively in masculinist culture.
Moreover, the rejection of effeminacy -  the fear of stepping ‘queerly’ - 
in male dancing is embedded deep in the devaluation of women and gay 
men in the history of Western thinking. Such fear underscores the 
complex question of the social legitimacy of dance art.
Ill
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Chapter One 
Introduction
l.I. Analysing Dance Education of Males as a Site of Oppression
Since the 19^  ^ century, male dancers have been subjected to social prejudices in the 
West (see Section 1.5.). In masculinist culture, the stereotype of the male dancer as an 
effeminate homosexual has limited young males’ participation in dance. Thus, 
gender-specific dance educational approaches have been developed in Finland and 
elsewhere in an attempt to get more boys involved (see Section 1.6.). However, dance 
education can also provide a prime site for the oppression of boys.
Any education that makes students embody and perform gender and sexuality in a 
limited heteronormative manner violates non-heterosexual students’ constitutional 
right to be treated equally.^ Enforcing heterosexual masculinity, as the only socially 
acceptable way of performing maleness, is not equal treatment -  it is heteronormative 
indoctrination. This kind of oppressive practice can influence how males in dance 
construct their identities and how they limit themselves to perform in certain ways. To 
make dance a democratic site, where eveiy student can participate on equal terms, 
requires that we, as dance educators, recognise oppressive gender-political discourses 
and politics of sexuality in dance education and do something to change them. Thus, 
this thesis aims to ‘unsettle’ heteronormative masculinism as a ‘doxa’ in boys’ dance 
education and choreography.
While ‘dance for boys’ has been a widely discussed topic in Finland, such discussion 
has taken place almost entirely outside academia (see Section 1.6.). This discussion 
has lacked a critical perspective on gender, sexuality and other, more complex, topics 
such as the discursive underpinnings of dance education and identities of dance 
students. Thus, this thesis investigates the relationship between boys and dance 
education in theatrical dance with the objective of illuminating the underpinning 
discourses that produced ‘gender order’ and performed masculinities in boys’ dancing 
in Finland during the latter half of the 20* century.
Five interrelated questions are asked: First, how are ‘boys’ constructed as a concept in 
dance educational discussions? Second, how are boys’ dance educational practices 
constructed? Third, how is gender embodied in these practices and what kind of 
masculinities are performed through the dancing male body? Fourth, how do 
individual male subjects in dance negotiate their social position in relation to gender 
and sexuality? Fifth, how do masculine embodiments and performances operate as a 
political rhetoric on personal and institutional levels? By investigating these 
questions, this thesis aims to provide new understanding on young males’ oppression 
in dance. The thesis can help dance teachers and administrators to recognise 
oppressive practices, which will hopefully lead to the search for more humane and 
democratic approaches that appreciate students as subjects who identify themselves in 
multiple ways.
Following recent suggestions in the sociology of masculinity (Brod & Kaufinan 1994; 
Frosh 1994; Horrocks 1994; Connell 1995; Mac an Ghaill 1996; Segal 2001) and in 
dance research (Thomas 1995, Adshead-Lansdale 1999b, Green & Stinson 1999), an 
interdisciplinary approach was chosen to expose discourses that produce 
embodiments and performances of gender in boys’ dancing. An interdisciplinary 
approach that draws from dance studies, masculinity studies, queer theory, discourse 
analysis, social constructionism as well as Finnish cultural and political history 
seemed valid because dance and gender are part of social practices and because “the 
grounding of who and what we become as women and men can be seen as operating 
at so many different levels” (Segal 2001, 236-237). However, there are limitations to 
an interdisciplinary approach as far as ontological and epistemological underpinnings 
of different methodologies are concerned (Thomas 1995, Green & Stinson 1999). 
Still, as epistemologically and ontologically consistent methodologies, which were 
relevant to the research questions, could be found and they yielded “conclusions 
which are compatible with the theory” (Breakwell & Rose 2000, p. 20), an 
interdisciplinary approach seemed justified in this research project.
Because discourses in dance education leave marks on various forms of data -  
written, spoken, choreographed and embodied -  a nexus of methodologies that would
work for all these different forms of data was applied. The outlining of the context 
was done first through a literature review on boys’ dance education and also on males 
in theatrical dance (see Sections 1.5. and 1.6.). Primary data w^is^cdlected through a 
nexus of methodologies, including fifteen focus groups, informal and formal 
discussions, observation of dance classes and dance analytic descriptions of seven 
choreographies (see Sections 2.3., 2.4., and 2.5.).
Discourse analysis (as described in Carabine 2001, Taylor 2001a and Parker 1992) 
was used first to pick out recognisable themes on boys’ dancing in primary and 
secondary data (see Table 4 in Section 2.6.). Then, texts in each topic area were 
subjected to a detailed scrutiny to see how these topics were addressed from various 
discursive positions. This analysis provided an illustrative chart of discourses 
recognised in the texts (see Figure 1 in Section 2.6.).
The examination of dance educational accounts, the observation of dance classes and 
the dance analytic examination of choreographies helped to identify discursive 
strategies and technologies in hoys’ dance education. Further, the attempt to look for 
absences, silences, resistances and counter-discourses in the data helped to recognise 
the dominant position of heteronormative masculinism in boys’ dancing: non­
heterosexual positions were either missing from the statements examined, or such 
positions were marginalised and marked negatively. The examination of dance 
educational practices, seven choreographies and boys’ self-narratives helped to 
identify consequences of the discourses. The key discourses recognised were 
elaborated upon through intertextual analysis to make sense about the worldviews that 
they put forward and, also, to make the consequences of these discourses visible. The 
illustrative chart helped trace relevant intertexts from different discursive realms when 
the intertextual analysis was produced. Intertextuality (as described in Adshead- 
Lansdale 1999 and Frow 1990), which treats all data as ‘text’, was used as the 
overarching methodology that made possible the juxtaposition of a vast range of texts 
from different theoretical contexts (see Section 2.7.).
1.2. The Organisation of the Thesis
Before moving further to introduce some of the key theoretical concepts of gender 
studies that are relevant to this research, the organisation of the thesis is presented. A 
historical account on males in theatrical dance, a literature review on boys in dance 
and musings on the author’s relation to the subject matter bring the Introduction to a 
closure. Also, while methodologies were introduced above, a more detailed 
elaboration upon collected data and methodologies applied is presented in Chapter 
Two.
The discourse analysis on accounts of dance teachers and of other dance-related 
people such as administrators and critics, in Chapter Three, presents how essentialist 
ideas about boys are constructed from a number of different discursive perspectives in 
such accounts. Discourses of biology, medicine and evolutionary psychology are 
picked out from text extracts as key advocates of essentialism. Also, it is shown how 
essentialist discourses amalgamate with the heroic masculinity, as presented in 
popular culture and Western history writing, to fix heroic behaviour into male biology 
while the nexus of nationalist and psychological discourses produce young Finnish 
males as particularly fragile.
The focus then shifts to examine how boys in dance are discursively constructed 
differently in different contexts. The discourse of otherness introduces the ‘freak’. On 
the other hand, the male dance student is constructed as ‘normal’ with references to 
plurality and ordinariness but also by constructing him as an athlete. The sports 
discourse provides means to construct boys in dance also as superior to other males 
and make them attractive to the military discourse. Male dance students’ need for 
social support is shown to be constructed through a therapeutic discourse that 
perceives boys in dance as victims and also through the role learning discourse that 
emphasises boys’ need of male role models. The belief that male dance students are 
competitors to each other is also taken up in Chapter Three.
Boys’ dance education is examined in Chapter Four from a Foucauldian point of view 
as a collection of discursive practices that operate on the student’s body. Teacher’s
accounts in primary and secondary data are investigated to recognise discursive 
underpinnings of ideas that constitute pedagogical framev^orks for the teaching of 
boys. Formal dance educational documents such as national curricula guidelines are 
examined for their gender-neutral tone. Essentialist and emancipatory ideas, which 
underpin claims ahout all-male groups in dance within the basic arts education, are 
also studied. This leads to the analysis of texts that perceive boys’ dance education -  
its content and methods -  as distinct from other forms of dance education.
The ‘raw timber method’ of Isto Turpeinen is introduced, also in Chapter Four, as a 
complex example that draws from discourses of motor skills development, sports 
training and psychology. A three-stage model, presented by the working group on 
dance pedagogy for boys, provides another example of the amalgamation of these 
discourses. Tag is introduced as an example of a play activity in boys’ dance 
education. The discursive underpinnings of its use as a means to handle delirious boys 
are examined. Discourses of sports training and nutrition are scrutinised as a means 
through which stronger and healthier bodies that operate as mannequins of modernity 
are formed in boys’ dance education. The rhetoric act of renaming ballet to get more 
boys to take up dance is examined at the end of Chapter Four.
In Chapter Five, the notion of adventure is presented as an overarching idea that 
connects themes and practices of boys’ dance education. The teaching of male 
students is analysed in the light of dance teacher Ilkka Lampi’s poetic elaboration 
upon the theme. In addition, the rich intertextuality that opens up on a page from Isto 
Turpeinen’s choreographic notebook of True Stories is examined. Glimpses from the 
Dance Camp of Boys, in the summer of 2001, reveal the camp as a site where various 
masculinities -  the ballet dancer, the entertainer, the warrior, the soldier and the West- 
African black masculinity -  intermingle. Turpeinen’s (1998) account of his ‘mission’ 
in boys’ dance education and some female dance teachers’ accounts show that the 
teaching of boys can appear from the teacher’s point of view as an adventure. A 
female performance of masculinity as an attempt to gain legitimacy in front of an all­
male student group is also taken up. An examination of different views on boys 
dancing in public closes the chapter.
Which gendered positions are available for male students to inhabit in choreographies 
that they perform is asked in Chapter Six. Performances of masculinity are examined 
by scrutinising dance analytic descriptions of seven choreographies and a critic’s 
review of one dance. In addition, performances of sexuality are analysed. Also, 
choreographies that subject homosexual masculinity and intimate male bonding to 
heteronormative social control are examined.
Underpinned by a social constructionist view of the subject. Chapter Seven 
scrutinises self-narratives of boys in dance to see how young males position 
themselves inside and outside the dance context. Extracts from focus groups are 
examined to see how boys discuss their relations with significant others. A self- 
narrative of a male dance student in the Higher Education is analysed to see how a 
strong heteronormative masculinist background can make it difficult for a young male 
to solve a conflict between a traditional masculinist identity and a more open-ended 
male identity in theatrical dance. Self-narratives of two other students are studied to 
see how dance practices can both enable and limit the performances of diverse 
identities. Some linguistic strategies that boys in dance use to address bullying, and to 
protect themselves from bullying, are examined in the final section of Chapter Seven.
The recognition of the oppressive power of heteronormativity in the examined 
accounts of male dance students in Chapter Seven leads, in Chapter Eight, into a more 
detailed analysis of the rejection of effeminacy and the fear of dancing ‘queerly’ in 
dance educational accounts on boys’ dancing. A discourse analysis undertaken on 
Ludvig Nyholm’s (1959) article is used to point out how a gender political strategy 
that rejects effeminacy and homosexuality emerges through the interplay of 
discourses of modernity, eugenics, psychiatry and nationalism. The use of sports 
discourse in Nyholm’s account is examined as a means to ‘wash’ dance from these 
marks of ‘degeneracy’. More recent text extracts are used to demonstrate that texts on 
male dancing from the late 1990s and early 2000s resonate with the late 1950s view 
that rejects homosexuality and male performances of effeminacy as damaging. The 
chapter shows how particular constructions of the male dance student and certain 
performances of masculinity and sexuality have appeared to be politically more 
advantageous than others in distinctive social and historical contexts. Concluding
remarks and reflections in Chapter Nine bring the thesis to a closure.
1.3. Gender, Masculinities and Masculinism
Gender has become an increasingly discussed topic in the field of dance studies 
during the past fifteen years or so (Cooper Albright 1997, 1998; Bond 1994; Burt 
1995, 2001a, 2001b; Desmond 2001, Foster 1996, 2000; Hanna 1988; Thomas 1993). 
This discussion stems, to a large degree, from more than thirty years of feminist 
research and is focused on female representations, experiences and positions in dance 
(Adair 1992; Cooper Albright 1990; Banes 1998; Briginshaw 1998, 1999; Brown 
1994a, 1994b; Carter 1993, 1996; Daly 1984, 1987, 1991, 1992, 1998, 2000; 
Dempster 1988, English 1980; Shapiro 1998; Stinson 1984, 1993, 1998; Stinson et al 
1990). Recently, some writers have approached gender and sexuality in dance also 
from a queer theory point of view (Briginshaw 2001, Burt 2001a; Case, Brett & 
Foster 1995, Desmond 2001).^ Within dance studies, as well as in feminist and gender 
studies more generally, ‘gender’ is a multiply defined concept.^ In this thesis, it is 
understood as a social practice that “refers to bodies and what bodies do” (Coimell 
2001, p. 34) within the existing ‘gender order’ In addition, gender is seen as a 
‘parody’ and a ‘performative’ (Butler 1990,1993,1997).
Butler (1990,1997) refers to Althusser’s (1971) theory of ideology to explain how the 
subject becomes ‘subjugated’.^  Our sex is announced at birth, and from then on our 
social environment keeps reminding us about what it is to be a ‘boy’ or a ‘girl’, a 
‘man’ or a ‘woman’. We are ‘interpellated’ into gender from birth through speech acts 
and other forms of discursive practices that operate “in a network of authorization and 
punishment” (Butler 1997, p. 11). The very idea of an original in reference to gender 
is a myth: people imitate meanings that this myth produces. The imitation becomes a 
‘parody’ because it displaces “the meaning of the original” (Butler 1990, p. 138) and 
imitates “the myth of originality itself’ (ibid). Thus, gender identity emerges as
a personal/cultural history of received meanings subject to a set of imitative 
practices which refer laterally to other imitations and which, jointly construct 
the illusion of a primary and interior gendered self or parody the mechanism 
of that construction.
Butler 1990, p. 138.
Human ‘expressions’ have been traditionally taken as products of identity. However, 
Butler sees them as a “performatively constituted” (1990, p. 25) identity.^ Gender as 
‘performative’ is
the repeated stylisation of the body, a set of repeated acts within a highly rigid 
regulatory frame that congeal over time to produce the appearance of 
substance, of a natural sort of being.
Butler 1990, p. 33
Gender is a performative “insofar as it is the effect of a regulatory regime of gender 
differences in which genders are divided and hierarchized under constraint” (Butler 
1997, p. 16).
Drawing from Foucault, Butler acknowledges that political life is regulated in 
‘negative terms’ by juridicial systems of power. Negative in this context suggests 
statements that prohibit, limit, control and so on. These systems, Butler argues, 
''produce the subjects they subsequently come to represent” (1990, p. 2, original 
emphasis). Further,
the subjects regulated by such structures are, by virtue of being subjected to 
them, formed, defined, and reproduced in accordance with the requirements of 
those structures.
Ibid.
The link between power and the subject is all-important for the politics of gender
because juridical subjects are invariably produced through certain 
exclusionary practices that do not ‘show’ once the juridical structure of 
politics has been established.
Ibid.
Thus, the standards of structures through which subjects are produced are not neutral 
or natural. Instead, being discursively constructed within a ‘heterosexual matrix’ of 
power, such standards
operate by requiring the embodiment of certain ideals of femininity and 
masculinity, ones which are almost always related to the idealization of the 
heterosexual bond.
Butler 1997, pp. 17-18.
Thé notion of constraint in Butler’s theory can be understood as any form of belief, 
value statement, restriction, taboo or v^aming that Avorks through the reiteration of 
heteronormative standards that regulate the construction of gender in any given 
situation. As a ‘compulsory’ assignment, gender performativity is not entirely 
‘determining’ in the sense that it “ is never quite carried out according to expectation, 
whose addressee never quite inhabits the idea s/he is compelled to approximate” 
(Butler 1997, p. 17). This does not mean, however, that gender is a voluntary practice 
or a matter of choice: a performance of an actor.^ On the contrary, Butler underlines 
that gender performativity is
a compulsory repetition of prior and subjectivating norms, ones that cannot be 
thrown off at will, but which work, animate, constrain the gendered subject, 
and which are also the resources from which resistance, subversion, 
displacement are to be forged.
1997, p. 17.
For this thesis, and for dance studies more generally, the usefulness of Butler’s 
definition of gender lies in its ability to theorise how performances of the body are in- 
/formed by culturally constructed accounts of masculinity and femininity. Her theory 
reveals, “how the apparently ‘natural’ body turns out to be a ‘naturalized effect’ of 
discourse” (Salih 2002, p. 80). When bodies mediate culturally constructed meanings 
of gender in this way, they operate in a Foucauldian sense as ‘vehicles’ of discursive 
power (Foucault 1995). Therefore, the body (dancing or otherwise) can be examined
as signified and as signification, a body that can only be known through 
language and discourse -  in other words, a body that is linguistically and 
discursively constructed. Salih 2002, p. 80, original emphasis.
Butler’s theory of gender is not entirely unproblematic. It has been criticised for 
paying little attention to material consequences of gender and of being reductionist in 
its view on heterosexuality (Connell 2000, Jackson 1999). In addition, the use of 
Althusser’s (1971) concept of ‘interpellation’ in Butler’s theory is problematic, from a 
poststructuralist point of view, because it suggests a critical structuralist framework 
for ‘gender’. However, when the ideological framework and connotations are replaced 
with a discursive understanding of the subject, the subject as a fabrication of 
discursive power, her theory can be used along with other poststructuralist tools.
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Much of the masculinity research from the last two decades has emerged from 
(pro)feminist underpinnings (Gardiner 2002; Whitehead 2001). This area of research 
has proliferated radically covering now a range of topics including, for example, 
public institutions such as workplace (Collinson & Hearn 2001) and school (Mac an 
Ghaill 1994; Haywood & Mac an Ghail 1996; Lehtonen 1999, 2003, Segal 2001). 
Work on public masculinities can be linked vsdth Pateman’s (2002) work on the 
‘fraternal social contract’ as well as research on masculinity in reference to popular 
culture (Dyer 1989,1993, 1994, 2002; Lehtonen 1995; Donnald 2001, Lehman 2001), 
sports (Tiihonen 1999; Majors 2001) and dance (Burt 1995 Burt 2001a, Burt 2001b; 
Lehikoinen 1996, 1997, 1999; Spurgeon 1997; Keyworth 2001; Risner 2002a, 2002b, 
2002c; Turpeinen 1990; 1997). On the other hand, work on private masculinities has 
focused on families (Morgan 2001) and fatherhood (Huttunen 1996, 1999), men’s 
sexuality (Gronfors 1999; Hanninen 1999; Soikkeli 1999) and identities (Dyer 1989; 
Nardi 2001, Lancaster 2002). In reference to multiple masculinities, Segal (2001) and 
Halberstam (2002) have introduced the idea of ‘female masculinity’. Also, recently 
there has been some work published on boys and young men (Sinkkonen 1990; 
Hoikkala (ed) 1996; Holland et al 1998; Pollack 1998; Lehtonen 1999, 2003; Connell 
2000; Frosh et al 2002).
While a complete review of masculinity studies would be outside the scope of this 
thesis, the listing above is broad enough to suggest that such vast a range of topics 
attracts multiple theoretical perspectives. Indeed, masculinity has been addressed 
from a broad range of theories covering, for example, such disciplines as 
psychoanalysis, sociology, social psychology, anthropology, cultural studies, history, 
dance studies as well as different strands of feminisms and gender studies. In this 
research, I draw from recent masculinity studies in the sense that I see masculinities 
as multiple and discursively constructed (Haywood & Mac and Ghaill 1996, Lehtonen 
1999, Segal 2001). In addition, I refer to ‘masculinism’, a culturally prevalent 
discourse that
naturalizes male domination ... Masculinism takes it for granted that there is a 
fundamental difference between men and women, it assumes that 
heterosexuality is normal, it accepts without question the sexual division of 
labour, and it sanctions the political and dominant role of men in the public 
and private spheres. Moreover ... it tends to be relatively resistant to change.
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In general, masculinism gives primacy to the belief that gender is not 
negotiable ... nor, for that matter, does it allow for the possibility that 
lesbianism and homosexuality are not forms of deviance or abnormality, but 
are alternative forms of gender commitment.
Brittan 2001, p. 53-54.
In this thesis, ‘masculinism’ is preferred to the commonly used concept of 
‘hegemonic masculinity’, which refers to dominant forms of masculinity, due to the 
inconsistency that makes the latter term unfit for a poststructuralist ‘tool-box’ (see 
Whitehead 2002).^ Brittan (2001) perceives masculinism as an ‘ideology’, but the 
concept can be used along with other poststructuralist tools on the condition that
[t]he ideological framework and assumptions must give way to a discursive 
understanding of power. Thus masculinism becomes a dominant discourse 
rather than a dominant ideology.
Whitehead 2002, p. 98, original emphasis.
1.4. Males in Theatrical Dance
The appreciation of male dancing has varied radically in different cultural and 
historical contexts (Hanna 1988; Burt 1995, 2001a, 2001b; Hayashi 1998; Au 2002). 
While in Finland theatrical dance only dates back to the late 19* century, elsewhere in 
Europe dancing for an audience goes much further back in history.^ In Europe, an 
uneasy relationship between males and theatrical dance emerged in the economic 
climate of the 19* century. Buzzwords of modernity - rationality, productivity and 
progress - made the bourgeoisie culture reduce the body to a means of production, 
highlight self-control, and link theatrical dance with sexuality and emotions (Hanna 
1988; Burt 1995, 2001b; Sutinen 1997). Romantic ballet was constituted as a male 
directed patriarchal institution and the ballerina was displayed as the eroticised object 
of desire for the heterosexual male gaze (Daly 1987; Novack 1993; Burt 1995 and 
2001a; Tudeer 1999). In such a context, performing dance was considered 
inappropriate for men. The male dancer was met with disgust because he interfered 
with the visual consumption of the eroticised body of the ballerina and blurred the 
boundary between homosocial and homosexual gaze of the male audience (Burt 1995 
and 2001a). Eventually, in the 1840’s, in London and Paris, the male dancer was 
replaced by a ‘danseuse travestie’ a female dancer dressed up as a man who partnered 
the ballerina (Walker 2000).^® Men’s resistance to dance has been evident also in
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Japan during the 20* century. According to Michie Hayashi (1998), this resistance 
stems from modernity and those European influences that were imported to Japan in 
the late 19* century.
Male dancing has been intricately linked to wider social issues in Finland as well. For 
example, in the 1920s and 1930s, the socially dominant ‘white’ discourse - a 
nationalist discourse embedded in agrarian, bourgeois and Christian values and 
influenced by the discourse of Natural Sciences -  produced a culturally dominant 
masculine ideal that was in conflict with the romantic, aristocratic masculinity and the 
notion of male individuality that were performed in classical ballets (Ahonen 2000). 
The healthy male athlete and the effeminate dandy were other male stereotypes that 
emerged in Finland through a modernist discourse in the 1920s (Ahonen 2000; Hapuli 
1995). Finnish male ballet dancers’ bodies did not resonate with the highly celebrated 
male athlete’s winning body that signifies physical power and competition. Moreover, 
male dancing embodied soft, round and lyrical movement material that could be 
interpreted as feminine (Ahonen 2000). The effeminate form of masculinity was 
despised and perceived as a cultural threat because markers that appeared as feminine 
on men were taken to signify a renunciation of power. Also, effeminacy in men was 
regarded as a threat because feminine markers were taken to signify homosexuality, 
which was a crime in Finland in the 1920s (ibid).
It has been suggested that boys who dance have faced significant social prejudice at 
different points during the 20* century (Rodgers 1966, Alkins 1994, Van Ulzen 
1995/96, Keinânen 2003, Nykanen 2003). Comments about dance not being a male 
pursuit come from peers at school but sometimes also within the family. Rodgers, for 
example, notes how “[mjany parents discourage their sons from dancing because they 
are afraid it might ‘sissify’ them” (1966, p. 36). When it comes to peers, as Van Ulzen 
(1995/96) suggests, harsh bullying can be involved because boys who dance stand out 
from what is commonly considered as the socially acceptable culturally dominant 
male stereotype. In Finland, dance teacher Aame Mantyla’s inquiry among 
secondary school children revealed that only one hoy out of ten shows interest 
towards dance while most boys reject the idea entirely (Nykanen 2003). Dance 
teacher Ilkka Lampi points out that many boys have to hide their dance interest
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particularly in small municipalities where male dancing is not common (Nykanen 
2003).
Various texts show that male dancers’ sexuality is an uneasy topic and that 
homosexuality is often discussed in negative terms in relation to male dancing 
(Rodgers 1966, Grant 1985, Van Ulzen 1996, Koegler 1995, Hamilton 1999). For 
example, Rodgers sees homosexuality as an ‘emotional disturbance’, more “likely to 
be a handicap than a help to anyone who is having to lead a disciplined life, such as 
that of a dancer” (1966, p. 36). Grant suggests “[t]here’s an assumption that men in 
dance are either gay or else only there to ogle or pick up women” (1985, p. 20). Van 
Ulzen notes how in Australia some male dancers have “learned, sometimes through 
bitter experience, simply to keep quiet about their occupation in certain company” 
(1996, p. 17). Koegler maintains that Western theatrical dance has been ‘in the closet’ 
for an “unusually long time” (1995, p. 231). Even in a relatively recent American 
article the topic of ‘coming out’ in dance is introduced apologetically:
We realize that some readers may be uncomfortable with the topic of 
homosexuality. However we believe that Dance Magazine has a responsibility 
to provide useful information for those dancers who may be dealing with this 
issue...
Hamilton 1999, p. 72.
As Spurgeon suggests,
[w]hat is germane for the issue of men and dance is the assumption that any 
male interested in dance must be either a homosexual or ‘effeminate -  sissy’ 
and more importantly the consequent derision, even hatred, heaped upon such 
men.
1997, p. 12, emphasis in original.
It has been suggested that the link between the male dancer and homosexuality is, 
partially at least, due to Diaghilev’s influence in the early part of the 20* century but 
also due to the fact that discourse on homosexual identity was constructed first in the 
late 19* century (Burt 2001a, Foucault 1998b). What Burt calls “the performance of 
the queer male dancing body” (2001a, p. 214) transgresses the dominant heterosexual 
norms of masculinity. In that sense, performing non-heterosexual masculinity is 
subject to “[t]he threat of punishment for transgression of heterosexual norm” (ibid).
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Indeed, constructing the male dancer as a top athlete can be seen for boys and men in 
dance as a means to fight the stereotypical image of the male dancer as gay/^ This 
speaks clearly about culturally prevalent heteronormative discourses that oppress and 
marginalise gays, not just in dance, but also more generally in society.
Indeed, W ulffs (1998) multi-locale ethnography shows that homosexuality was 
commonly concealed in some large-scale ballet companies in the 1990s in the West. It 
is telling that gay couples in dance are not invited to various promotional functions 
such as dinners and receptions at embassies (ibid). This kind of social injustice is 
something that Hanna seems to miss entirely vsdth her focus on the question “why 
male homosexuals are disproportionately attracted to dance” (1988, p. 136). From a 
position that seems to lack an understanding of gay lives, she suggests that the ballet 
world of the 20* century has functioned as some kind of a safe haven for 
psychologically tom escapist gay males who choose a dance career because they do 
not have “as much to lose as other males” (Hanna 1988, p. 136). Her speculative list 
about reasons why homosexuals are attracted to dance is a perfect example of 
heteronormativity that constmcts homosexuality in negative terms as a problem, not 
just for heterosexuals but also for gays.^ "^ ’
Due to social prejudices, it has not been easy for young males to take up dance in 
Finland during the 20* century. An extract from dancer Kari Kamakoski’s (1908- 
1985) autobiography provides a good example of this as it shows that theatrical dance 
was not regarded as a decent occupation for men in the 1930s:
Paattavainen âitini oli jo mielessaan ratkaissut minun elamanurani. ”Karista 
tulee hammaslaakari!”
Urhollisesti pinnistin muutaman kuukauden. Enhan mina mikâan neropatti 
ollut, kaukana siita. Lopulta sisuunnuin. Erâanâ pâivânâ yliopistolta palattuani 
paiskasin kiijat poytaanja ilmoitin, ettâ nyt se on sitten loppu.
”Mika on loppu?” kysyi âitini.
’’Laaketieteelliset opintoni”, vastasin, ja  mista lienenkaan saanut niin paljon 
rohkeutta, ettâ samantien paukautin jymyuutiseni ilmoille.
’’Minusta tulee balettitanssija!”
Vaikka olisin ilmoittanut mpeavani sirkustirehtooriksi, ei âllistys olisi voinut 
olla suurempi. Sukulaiset halusivat nimenmuutosta sââstyâkseen skandaalista, 
mutta minâ olin tâtâ tanssijan uraa hautonut niin kauan pââssâni, ettâ pââtin 
kerrankin saada tahtoni lâpi. Pysyin jârkkymâttâ kannassani.
Kamakoski 1993, pp. 27-28.
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My determined mother had already solved my future career in her mind. “Kari 
is going to become a dentist!”
I  exerted myself bravely for a couple o f months. However, I  was not a genius, 
far from it. Eventually I  grew angry. One day when I  came home from the 
University, I  slammed the books on the table and announced that it is now 
over.
“What is over?” my mother asked.
“My medical studies ”, I  answered, and I  do not know where the courage came 
from, but I  also immediately threw out my big news.
“I  am going to be a ballet dancer! ”
The astonishment could not have been greater had I  announced I  was going to 
become a circus director. My relatives insisted on a change o f  name to avoid a 
scandal But I  had been planning this idea about the career o f  a dancer in my 
head for so long that for once I  wanted to have it my way. I  was steadfast with 
my stand.
In 1931, when Kamakoski started his ballet training in the Finnish National Opera 
Ballet School, the boys and the girls were still taught in mixed groups (Rasanen 
1997)/^ The first all-male dance class was established much later, in autumn 1959 
(Ahjolinna 1994). The beginning of the autumn term was advertised in Helsingin 
Sanomat on 30 August 1959. The advertisement shows that new female students were 
not accepted in that year. New boys, however, were asked to report to the director of 
the school by 15* of September. As dance critic Helena Makinen (1959b) writes, the 
decision to focus on male students that year was because the Ballet of the Finnish 
National Opera lacked frequently good male dancers. There was a particular shortage 
of men who could perform the ‘prince type’, Makinen (ibid) writes and adds that the 
ballet school had successfully recmited an unusually large number of boys that year.
There were approximately ten new boys who started that year, which made the total 
number of boys, at the ballet school, around twenty -  approximately one sixth of the 
total number of students at the school (ibid). Seija Simonen, a female teacher who was 
in charge of the two classes in the elementary level, is mentioned as the teacher of the 
boys in Makinen’s article (ibid). However, in an obituary that was written to 
commemorate former principal dancer and ballet teacher Uno Onkinen, Aku 
Ahjolinna (1994) recalls that Onkinen was hired to teach the first all-male ballet class 
in the Finnish National Opera Ballet School in 1959. It is possible that the boys were 
handed to Onkinen soon after the crushing comments that Makinen (1959b) wrote
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about their effeminate behaviour in Simonen’s class.
Makinen’s (ibid) article instigated a response in Ludvig Nyholm, a dancer in the 
Finnish National Opera and the chairman of the Union of Finnish Dance Artists in his 
article that was published in a journal of the union later the same year (see Nyholm 
1959). As Nyholm’s article is investigated more carefully in Chapter Eight, it is 
sufficient to say here that he, too, attacks effeminacy in males and welcomes the then 
discussed idea about sports training as a means to teach dance for boys. The sports 
discourse in Makinen’s (1959a, 1959b) and Nyholm’s (1959) articles links these texts 
with the ‘desissifying’ gender politics that can be seen in Western theatrical dance 
history more generally.
Research in sports sociology suggests that sports are formed as a male field of activity 
(McKay 1992). As Solway suggests, the idea of dance as sport has been used 
strategically to “demystify the world of dance” (quoted in Hanna 1988, p. 145). That 
is, male dancers have been constructed as athletes to make boys and young men 
interested in dance. Ted Swawn’s all-male dance project in the 1930’s, Jacques 
d’Amboise’s project in American schools during the early 1980’s and Jorden Morris’ 
work with male students in Canada in the 1990’s provide some examples (Mumaw & 
Sherman 1982, Hanna 1988, Foster 2001, Mitchell 1999). Jean Carroll and Peter 
Loflhouse’s (1969) handbook Creative Dance for Boys is also a good example 
although the authors make a clear distinction between sports and dance:
Athletics arise from the child’s delight in running, jumping and throwing in 
measurable situations ... in dance, movement is used for the inner purpose of 
expression.
1969, p. 10-11.
The authors seek ways to teach dance so that boys do not have to “feel foolish or 
unmanly” (ibid). This is done, Carroll and Lofrhouse suggest, by introducing 
“material ... [that] will re-assure them of their masculine rôle when dancing” (ibid). 
Male dance students’ concern about their social position is also mentioned in Rodgers 
(1966) and Grant (1985). Such concern shows, it can be argued, that performances of 
masculinity have been strongly regulated during the 20* century in the West. 
Moreover, the above mentioned ‘demystification’ projects can be perceived as a form
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of a gender politic that aims to ‘desissify’ and ‘heterosexualise’ the male dancer 
(Risner 2002a, 2002b). Indeed, as Burt (1995) suggests, heterosexual sturdiness is a 
key characteristic of performed masculinities in American modem dance tradition 
during the 20^ century.
Central-European modem dance tradition, or free-dance, had great significance in 
Finland during the first three decades of the 20^ century. However, free-dance was 
very much a female realm and those few men who wanted to take classes from a 
Dalcroze-influenced Maggie Gripenberg did so in private (Pakkanen 2001a). ‘Plastic 
movement’ was not considered as a male pursuit, which made some people see it as a 
non-serious art f o r m. Thus ,  men’s participation was used in the 1920’s to measure 
the legitimacy of different art forms (Pakkanen 2001c). Unlike ballet, free-dance did 
not have an established training method nor an institutional safe-haven in Finland, 
which made it to the fight for its position as a legitimate art form very difficult, 
particularly in the strong anti-German political climate after the World War II. 
Ausdmckstanz was linked with Nazism (Ikaheimo 1998).
Modernism never faded entirely in Finnish dance. The American modem dance 
tradition picked up from where the Central-European free-dance movement had ended 
(Makkonen 1990. 1991). However, free-dance and modem dance movements 
remained a female realm up until 1960’s. Even if male students constituted a small 
minority in the schools of modem dance, their overall number increased gradually 
during the 1960’s (Pakkanen 2001c). More men got involved with theatrical dance in 
the 1970’s when the first dance theatres were established.^^
Ballet education for boys gained new impetus in Finland in the early 1980’s when 
Ilkka Lampi took over the teaching of male students in the Finnish National Opera 
Ballet School. Lampi was trained in the teaching programme at the Vaganova 
Institute in Leningrad but instead of being dogmatic to the Russian approach, he has 
introduced games and athletic elements including sports training and its terminology 
as well as various martial arts forms to his male students (Rasanen 1995, 2000).^^ 
Sports and dance medical discourses on prevention of injuries underpin Lampi’s 
teaching. In addition, he worked to integrate sports and dance medical knowledge into
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teaching of ballet to prevent dance injuries and to build stronger dancers (Raisko 
1990, Rasanen 1995). Lampi is also one of the founding members and he has been the 
artistic director of the dance camp for boys that Kuopio Dance and Music Festival has 
organised since 1987.^®
The initiative to set up a special dance course just for boys came from Leena 
Jaaskelainen who, in the 1980s, was the Chief Inspector of Physical Education in the 
National Board of Education. Her son was one of the group of disappointed young 
males who marched to the office of the Kuopio Dance and Music Festival to claim 
back their course fees in the summer of 1986. They felt they were being overrun by 
girls and women in the course that they had attended (Janhonen 1996a; Jaaskelainen 
1993). Eventually, a curriculum for male dance students was constructed in 
collaboration with Lampi and the first boys’ dance camp took place 1-13 June 1987 
under the title of ‘The Course for Developing the Dance Art of Boys’ (Kuopio Dance 
Festival, dance camp for boys brochure 1987). Ever since, this camp was established, 
it has been running annually with approximately twenty to thirty boys attending every 
year. In the summer of 2003, 87 boys from Finland and also from Holland participated 
in the two courses: one from beginners to intermediate level, the other for boys who 
had extensive experience on dancing (Lankolainen 2003, Mâkinen 2003, Kuopio 
Dance Festival programme 2003).
Almost every year since the beginning, ballet training has been the core component of 
the camp. Other genres of dance including tap, jazz, break, contemporary dance and 
African dances have been introduced in the camp in different years. In addition, Orff- 
based music education has been part of the summer camp every year. Classes in dance 
improvisation and composition, acrobatics, mental training, fitness training and some 
martial arts forms such as shaolin and capoeira have also been included in the 
programme. Visits to see dance performances in the Kuopio Dance Festival have also 
been part of the boys’ dance camp experience (Kuopio Dance Festival, dance camp 
for boys brochures 1987-2003).
A ‘boom’ in Finnish male dancing took place during the early 1990’s when the 
number of men who entered the professional field of theatrical dance suddenly
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increased. It has been suggested that this younger generation of male dance artists 
were able to benefit from the formal educational routes that were established for 
dance in vocational and higher education systems during the 1980’s and early 1990’s 
(Sage 1999). However, in the area of basic arts education system, the number of male 
dance students has remained remarkably low.^  ^ At the end of the 20* century, more 
than 95 % out of the total of 21,785 students who were studying dance within this 
system were female (Poma 2000). Thus less than 5 % were males. This figure is in 
line with the average percentage of male students found studying in the area of basics 
arts education more generally. The low number of boys in the basic arts education 
suggests that the relationship between young males and the arts is generally an uneasy 
one in Finland. Yet, there are some art forms that appeal to young men. Foma’s (ibid) 
report shows that 48.9 % of the students who study architecture and video art in the 
area of basic arts education are male. Also in the basic education of circus art 42 % 
and in music 30.4 % of the students are male.
Several institutions of dance education have worked zealously in Finland to get more 
boys and men involved in dance. In addition to the Finnish National Opera Ballet 
School in Helsinki, and the Dance Camp for Boys in the Kuopio area, the Vantaa 
Dance Institute (formerly the Dance School of Raatikko) in South Finland also needs 
to be mentioned. In Vantaa, dance has played an increasingly important role for boys 
and young men since the early 1990’s when the directors of the Vantaa Dance 
Institute, Aame Mantyla and Isto Turpeinen established a project with two local 
kindergartens and a local elementary school. Subsequently, their project brought 
hundreds of boys in contact with contemporary dance (Turpeinen 1997, Mantyla 
personal information 29.3.2001). Turpeinen, who regarded his work with boys as a 
‘mission’, developed a particular teaching method. This so called ‘raw timber 
method’ has been elaborated upon in a number of articles (see for example Turpeinen 
1994, 1997, 1998).^^ In addition, Turpeinen is known for his large-scale 
choreographies that have been performed by his students and that have gained major 
recognition in Finland and abroad.
In addition to Lampi, Mantyla and Turpeinen, the question on how to get boys and 
men engaged in dance has intrigued many other Finnish dance teachers, such as
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Marketta Viitala (1998), Eeva Anttila (1994) and Minna Palokangas-Sirvio for 
example, who have worked in their respective areas of children’s dance in Pyhajarvi, 
Kajaani and Helsinki to find ways to teach dance for boys and young men. Viitala, 
Anttila and Palokangas-Sirvio are in many respects excellent examples of female 
dance teachers who have successfiilly involved boys in dance.
1.5. Discussion on Boys in Dance
Gender differences between male and female dance students have been reported by a 
number of teachers and scholars from different countries (see for example: Carroll & 
Lofthouse 1969, Alkins 1994, Bond 1994, Plummer 1995, Wigert 1999). Russell 
Alkins, a ballet teacher and Grade Examiner for the Royal Academy, suggests that 
boys develop differently from girls: they can have problems with posture and their 
feet are often “difficult” (1994, p. 49). In addition, boys perform masculinity “with a 
tense and stiff body that will not ‘move’” (ibid) and when they spring and leap, “they 
often attempt to use their arms and shoulders” (ibid). Anne Wigert’s (1999) 
observational studies on dance in Swedish elementary school support Carroll and 
Lofthouse’s (1969) view on gender differences in the ways children solve movement 
tasks. According to her, boys find high energy, speed and transitions enjoyable and 
they tend to use more space than girls. Karen Bond (1994) has acknowledged in her 
observational studies in Australia that free transitions, explosive energy, high speed, 
the use of body weight and loudness are typical of boys’ way of moving. Plummer’s 
(1995) thesis on gendered codes in modem dance suggest that female dance students 
enjoy gentle and indirect use of kinesphere and their steps and gestures are performed 
with isolated parts of the body while male students are more focused on elevation, 
locomotory movements and holistic ways of using the body. In addition, male dance 
students’ direct and strong actions take often place in general space (Plummer 1995, 
see also Spurgeon 1997).
Sometimes, the notion of male aggression has been used to explain male dance 
students’ behaviour and movement qualities. Wigert (1999), for example, refers to the 
winter issue of Dance Perspectives {no 40/1969) where a number of male dancers 
consider aggression as a positive source of energy. She then proposes that boys and
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men need to find ways to express their aggressive emotions. Perhaps boys’ 
aggressions and their desire to use a lot of space are some of the qualities that make 
Alkins propose that dance teachers should not let boys “dominate at the expense of 
the girls” (1994, p. 48).
Appart fi*om Turpeinen’s (1994, 1997, 1998) articles, there is very little academic or 
pedagogic literature that has been published directly on boys and dance in Finland. It 
is more common that authors make short references to males in dance. For example, 
Aino Saije (1997) takes up young schoolboys’ responses to dance in her survey on 
schoolchildren’s relation to creative dance in four elementary schools that participated 
in a particular ‘artists in schools’-project in Central Finland in 1996. Saije (ibid) 
assumes that all boys connect the dance studio with femininity and uses statistical 
analysis to show that dance is ‘easier’ and ‘more natural’ for girls than for boys. She 
also writes about children’s attitudes towards dance and dancers. Boys, she suggests, 
are slightly reserved towards those who dance and they have a ‘remarkably’ more 
negative view on dance than girls. She calls for ideas on how to get boys to overcome 
their preconceptions and how to get them excited about dance.
Eeva Anttila (1997) shares with Saqe (1997) the concern that it is important to find 
out why boys have more negative experiences with dance than girls. She refers to a 
series of dance classes that were offered to eight groups of 5-9 year-old children as 
part of her work towards the licentiate thesis. In these classes, boys were often more 
self-confident than girls and they came up with more ‘original’ movement ideas than 
girls. In addition, boys had more problems with concentration and were less able to 
bring their tasks to a conclusion than girls. Moreover, older boys had difficulties in 
fi*eeing themselves to move expressively (Anttila 1997).
Finnish boys take up dance significantly later than girls, generally around 15 years of 
age, reports Pipsa Nieminen (1998a) in her PhD thesis on non-professional dancers’ 
socialisation, participation motives, attitudes and stereotypes.^^ In addition, as far as 
taking up dance was concerned, both boys and girls in dance found the influence of 
their mothers more significant than that of their fathers. This distinguishes the 
socialisation to dance from socialisation to sports. Moreover, other siblings who
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already dance make it ‘easier’ and ‘more evident’ for their brothers to take up dance 
(Nieminen 1997).
Marketta Viitala (1998), a Finnish dance educator in the area of children’s dance, 
calls for the right for boys to try out dance without unnecessary social pressures. Such 
pressures link to common ignorance, which, as Viitala suggests, is one of the main 
reasons why dance is undervalued in Finnish society. In addition, boys need role 
models if they are to dance, but Finnish society seldom provides such models (ibid). 
In the search for a scapegoat, Viitala points her finger at theatrical dancing and asks 
whether too much gracefulness in certain male dancers at a critical point in history 
distanced men from dance. "^  ^She calls for boys’ right to be sensitive and suggests that 
public action should be taken to replace old biases with new strategies. She highlights 
the importance of media in implementing new values and believes that children 
should have equal opportunities to leam dance at school (ibid).
In the spring of 2002, a working group that was set up by the Finnish National Opera 
Ballet School and the Vantaa Dance Institute published a memo on dance pedagogy 
for boys (see Lampi et al 2002). The objective of the memo was to create guidelines 
for boys’ dance education within the fi*amework of the basic arts education in dance. 
The memo focuses on two key pointers: the balanced structure of dance classes and 
some special features of young males. In addition to the guidelines and some practical 
ideas, the memorandum also contains four short reflections on boys and dance, one 
from each of the working group members.^^ In the memo, Lampi addresses the 
‘teaching of the man’ in a poetic fashion, Turpeinen maps the paths different boys 
have taken in dance training and Niiranen challenges the notion that a male teacher is 
the best option for all-male groups. Mantyla reflects his personal dance history and 
the problems he faced at the age of nine due to his ballet interest. His account 
highlights the existing tensions between males and dance in Finnish culture.
1.6. Searching for the ‘Holy Grail’ of Male Dancing: Musings About the 
Relationship Between Boys’ Dancing and the Author
In the late 1970’s, John Travolta’s dancing from Saturday Night Fever sparked my 
interest in dance. At the age of fourteen and gay, my first experience of an organised
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dance class was a disco dance course at a private school of social dancing in Turku, 
my hometown in Finland. Soon after that, a friend introduced me to tap dancing, and 
classes in tap followed. In autumn 1980, a newly established dance theatre in Turku, 
Tanssiteatteri Miimos, advertised in a local newspaper for free classes for males who 
would like to assist in their productions. I decided to sign up. No more than a couple 
of months later, a group of us boys was on stage in Turku City Theatre, performing 
hunters in Jane Koskinen’s Suden morsian [The Wolfs Bride], a dance theatre piece 
based on Aino Kallas’ (1928) book about a hunter’s wife who turns into a wolf at 
night to dance with other wolves in the woods.
I was happy to notice that two other boys from my school had taken up dance as well. 
When our dance interest came out at school, we faced some mockery at first. 
However, our dancing gradually became more accepted -  partially, perhaps, due to 
the dirty punk tango that we performed with three female classmates in a school party, 
partly because our dance teachers managed to organise an introductoiy course on 
different dance forms for our male classmates.
At home, I received full support from my grandparents. My mother remained neutral 
but she was always happy to help with making costumes for the performances. My 
father reacted positively towards my tap interest but remained reserved about other 
theatrical dance forms. Once my dancing became more known to others through 
public performances, and the reviews of the choreographies performed, he attacked 
me with a verbal torrent of abuse: I had made myself a public laughing stock, he 
shouted at me. It was my love of the ‘magic’ of stage, the joy of moving in a non­
competitive way (unlike in PE at school), the musicality of dancing and the fact that I 
had become close friends with other boys and girls who shared my dance interest that 
made me continue. The dedication that my teachers showed towards dance gave me 
an uncompromising model, and the encouragement I received from them led me to 
embark on a dance career eventually.
Besides my tap training with Helvi Anias in Tanssitiimi - a private school of theatrical 
dance in my hometown - and classes in jazz, tap and ballet at Verla Flower’s Dance 
Arts in Seattle during my exchange year in the United States, I gained most of my
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early dance training in the all-male group of Turun tanssiyhdistys, a dance association 
in Turku. Miija-Liisa Herhi, Riitta Saastamoinen and other female teachers in the 
school of the association taught ballet and jazz to the all-male class once or twice a 
week. However, many of us boys also took classes together with girls and women 
because we wanted more training. Thus, we entered the female realm of dancing and 
our presence turned a number of all-female classes co-educational.
Later, during my years of professional training, I studied with several outstanding 
female teachers including Janice Brenner, Ruth Currier, Jane Darling, Gun Roman, 
Cilia Roos, Lynn Simonson, Ernestine Stodelle and Jeanne Yasko. But I also had the 
opportunity to study with charismatic male teachers such as Vanoye Aikens and 
Thomas Berggren in the University College of Dance in Stockholm and with Alan 
Danielson, Jim May and Clay Taliaferro in Ruth Currier’s school of modem dance in 
New York. A variety of masculinities were performed in their dance classes, but the 
focus of my learning, as I recall it, was not on the embodiment of masculinities but on 
the embodiment of particular styles of jazz and modem dance these men taught.
After receiving a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in Dance Education in 1989, I first 
taught a year in Kuopio Conservatory and then worked for a period of five years as a 
regional dance artist in the Regional Arts Council of Turku and Pori Province. On 
several occasions, dance teachers approached me to ask how to get more boys to take 
up dance. There seemed to be uncertainty about what the content of boys’ dance 
classes should be and what kind of teaching methods should be used. I found it 
difficult to answer these questions because my dance background was grounded 
almost entirely in co-educational training. For me, gendered dance pedagogy seemed 
like the mysterious Holy Grail: a hidden secret that I had no access to. In my search 
for this ‘Grail’, I collaborated with Turun ja  Porin laanin tanssialan neuvottelukunta 
[the Board o f  Dance in the Province o f  Turku and Pori] to organise a seminar on 
boys’ dance education in Turku in autumn 1992.1 was also hoping to leam about the 
teaching of boys from more experienced colleagues who worked in the Dance Camp 
for Boys in Kuopio. Thus, I enrolled to teach modem dance, improvisation and dance 
composition in the camp on three subsequent summers. I teamed enormously from 
conversations with Leena Jaaskelainen, Ilkka Lampi and Harri Setala, three of the key
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people from the camp. Even more so I learned directly from the boys (see Lehikoinen 
1993).
My perception on dance and gender changed radically in the mid 1990’s when I 
encountered feminist ideas in the Department of Dance Studies at University of 
Surrey where I did my MA. One of the first things I was told by a female lecturer was 
that I should not expect ‘special treatment’ just because I was male. I had come to 
England with a serious intention to study - ‘special treatment’ was not what I was 
expecting. Yet, because of my gender, I was already treated differently from my 
female fellow students. As I grew more familiar with feminist thinking and Foucault’s 
(1972, 1980a, 1982) ideas on discursive knowledge, I could see the attack as 
discursively constructed through certain feminist ideas on men. As the year went on, I 
learned more about dance and gender. I applied a gender-critical perspective to my 
choreographic praxis and to my coursework in dance analysis. I also gained a 
complex understanding on men and masculinity through my MA dissertation, a dance 
analysis on masculine representations in Kenneth Kvamstrom’s Fern Danser. 
Drawing from critical and psychoanalytical texts that emerged as part of the second 
wave in sociology of masculinity, I saw masculinities as multiple, socially constructed 
and fragile (Lehikoinen 1996,1999).
Eventually, I started paying attention to gender in dance education. Inspired by Joseph 
Fleck’s (1981) critique on sex role theory, I presented a paper on fragile masculinities 
and the influence of sex role theory in boys’ dancing at the 7* dance and the Child 
international conference in Kuopio, Finland (Lehikoinen 1997). I had become aware 
of the tensions between masculinity and boys’ dance education, albeit, I was still quite 
unable to articulate these tensions. Nevertheless, my curiosity about the power of 
masculine discourses in boys’ dancing had been aroused.^^ I wanted to study further 
and write a PhD thesis on this phenomenon.
Thus, the early foundations of this thesis have been built from my personal 
experiences as a male dance student, my earlier search for the ‘Holy Grail’ of boys’ 
dancing and the understanding I have gained on gender through dance studies. These 
studies have made me see dances, dance educational practices and the male dancer as
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historically situated within wider contextual and discursive frameworks provided by 
society and culture (see, for example: Adshead 1981, Burt 1995, Foster, 1995, 
Hodgens 1988, Hanna 1988).
Notes for Chapter One
The new Constitution of Finland that came into force in 2000 is very clear about discrimination: 
No one shall, without an acceptable reason, be treated differently from other persons 
on the ground of sex, age, origin, language, religion, conviction, opinion, health, 
disability or other reason that concerns his or her person. (FINLEX, 2003)
Queer theory has emerged during the past ten years or so as a nexus of feminist, poststructuralist 
and psychoanalytic theories to interrogate the notion of fixed identity. Its “target is ... the 
assumption of unity or harmony or transparency within persons or groups” (Phelan 1997, p. 2) 
as it affirms “the indeterminacy and instability of all sexed and gendered identities” (Salih 2000, 
p. 9). One of the key tasks of this critical perspective is
to investigate formulations of straighmess in order to reveal the ‘queemess’ underlying 
particularly those identities which aggressively present themselves as straight, 
straightforward, singular and stable. Ibid.
For concise and critical accounts on how gender is defined through different theoretical 
positions including liberal feminism, Marxist feminism, radical feminism, socialist feminism, 
French feminism, feminism of colour, lesbian feminism, postfeminism and queer theoiy, see, 
for example. Brooks (1997) or Burr (1998).
Following Bob Connell, ‘gender order’ can be defined as
a historically constructed pattern of power relations between men and women and 
definitions of femininity and masculinity ... the structural inventoiy o f an entire 
society. 987, p. 99.
Althusser (1971) uses the concept of ‘interpellation’ to talk about the process o f subjugation. 
Lechte has a concise way to put this theory in words:
Ideology ‘interpellates’ -  or ‘hails’ -  individuals as subjects o f the system: it gives 
them the identity necessary to the ftmctioning of the existing state o f affairs. This 
identity is constituted materially, concretely in various practices ... ‘Obviousness’ -  
taken-for-grantedness -  is quite characteristic of ideological practices; and it is so 
because these practices are inseparable from the way that people live out the 
spontaneous and immediate aspect of their ‘existence’. No one is imaffected by 
ideology in this sense. 1994,40.
For a person, the idea that s/he is either a woman or a man, heterosexual or homosexual 
emerges, according to Butler, from the
metaphysics of gender substances ... [that locates] the notion of gender under that of 
identity ... [which leads] to the conclusion that a person is a gender and is one in virtue 
of his or her sex, psychic sense o f self, and various expressions of that psychic self, the 
most salient being that of sexual desire. 1990,
pp. 21-22.
Austin (1962) in his speech act theory suggests that language is a means to do things and to 
make things happen. An utterance that commits an act is a ‘performative’. Following Austin, 
Butler sees ‘performative acts’ as “forms of authorative speech” (1997, p. 11) and suggests that 
“most performatives ... are statements that, in uttering, also perform a certain action and 
exercise binding power” (ibid).
Butler emphasises that
[t]here is no subject who is ‘free’ to stand outside ... [social] norms ... on the contrary, 
the subject is retroactively produced by these norms in their repetition, precisely as their 
effect... Freedom, possiÛlity, agency do not have an abstract or presocial status, but are 
always negotiated with a matrix of power. 1997, p. 17.
On ‘hegemonic masculinity’ see for example Carrigan, Connell & Lee 1985; Connell 1995;
Bird 1996.
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9 Russian ballet ensembles performed several times in Helsinki during the early part of the 20^ 
century and the free-dance movement that linked to German Ausdmckstanz was active. A 
number of private dance schools operated in Helsinki already in 1911 when the Finnish Opera 
(from 1956 the Finnish National Opera) was established. The Ballet of Fiimish Opera was not 
established until m 1922. Meanwhile, students from baroness Maggie Gripenberg’s and Toivo 
Niskanen’s dance schools assisted at the Opera (Vienola-Lindfors & af Hâllstrôm 1981, Repo 
1989, Salmenhaara 1996, Suhonen 1997, Ikèieimo 1998, Pakkanen 2001a).
10 See also Tiina Rosenberg’s (2000) book on travesty roles in theatre and opera.
11 According to Hayashi (1998), a discourse on fixed embodiments of gender that underpiimed 
European system of Physical Education eroded a long tradition of Japanese male dancing when 
this system was implemented in Japan in the 1870’s.
12 Bullying can be defined as “a subset of aggressive behaviour that involves an intention to hurt 
another person by a variety o f means, including physical and verbal assaults and social 
exclusion” (Boulton 1997, p. 223).
13 Anthropologist Daniel O’Connor’s work from the 1980’s points out a number o f rhetoric 
strategies, which male dancers in New York City use, despite their sexual orientation, to avoid 
being labelled as gay (see Hanna 1988).
14 See Burt (1995) and Risner (2002a) for more critique on Hanna’s (1988) heteronormative view 
of gays in dance.
15 According to Butler, our social world is constmcted within a ‘heterosexual matrix’ of power 
that produces heteronormativity, a culturally prevalent discourse that demands “the embodiment 
of certain ideals of femininity and masculinity, ones which are almost always related to the 
idealization of the heterosexual bond” (1997, pp. 17-18). Heteronormativity typically “renders 
any alternative sexualities ‘other’ and marginal” (Jackson 1999, p. 163).
16 A ballet school was established at the Finnish Opera in 1922. At first, the school was open for 
everyone who paid the tuition. However, from 1956 onwards a state subsidy made it possible 
for the Finnish National Opera Ballet School to focus on training professional ballet dancers 
(Râsânen 1997).
17 See Rajala quoted in Pakkanen (2001a).
18 On the Dance Theatre Raatikko, for example, see Suhonen (1997), Ikdheimo (1998).
19 More on combat forms, see Sections 5.3. and 6.3. in this thesis.
20 The Kuopio Dance and Music Festival (since 2002 the Kuopio Dance Festival) is one of the
largest dance events in Scandinavia. It was first organised in 1970 (Hietaniemi 1992; Miettinen 
1994).
21 Basic arts education system is a goal-oriented and gradually advancing education for different 
art forms that was created by the law that came into force in 1992. The system is aimed 
primarily for children and young people and one of its objectives is that it provides the 
necessary skills for the students to apply into arts education in vocational and higher levels. 
Curriculum guidelines are provided by the National Board of Education (Opetushallitus 1992; 
Poma & Korpipad 1992).
22 On Turpeinen’s ‘raw timber method’ see Section 4.4. in this thesis.
23 See also Nieminen (1998b).
24 Viitala (1998) does not specify the period in history she refers to. Neither does she mention any
names.
25 More on this memo, see Section 4.4. in this thesis.
26 ‘Discourse’ is not a transparent concept as its uses in everyday language and in academia vary. 
For different definitions, see, for example: Foucault (1972) & (1984a), Jarowski & Coupland 
(1999), Mills (1997), Wetherell et al (2001a) and (2001b). This thesis follows a Foucauldian 
line of thinking, which sees that power operates in society through historically specific 
discourses (see Foucault 1980a, 1984b and 1995). Discourse is a more or less coherent body of 
statements that produce and regulate social practices, such as dance teaching or performing 
gender. It is also the relationship between linguistic and embodied knowledge that makes a 
specific social act and the material objects involved meaningful (Philips & Jorgensen 2002b). 
Discourses are kept in circulation through a nexus of practices while other practices try to resist 
or asphyxiate certain discourses (Mills 2003).
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Chapter Two 
Research Methodologies
2 , 1* Introduction
There is much more than just the physicality of dancing involved in dance education/ 
Learning dance involves embodying movement codes and mastering their 
performance in the dancing body. In the area of theatrical dance, learning dance 
commonly takes place through social interaction in a dance class through formal 
teaching-learning situations. In such a context, teaching and learning involve 
generally both verbal and non-verbal communication (Gray 1989). These two modes 
of communication are often used in a complementary manner and/or interchangeably. 
In addition, discussion on dance teaching appears verbally from informal coffee table 
discussions to formal seminars and in written form from scholarly papers to articles in 
newspapers and weekly magazines. Reflection on what goes on in dance classes takes 
place in student groups as well as in the musings of individual students and teachers.
It can be suggested that dancing as a form of embodied understanding and bodily 
meaning-making amalgamates in a dance class with spoken words and non-verbal 
signifiers and with what is already ‘read’ or ‘said’ to constitute a set of statements that 
can be regarded as a ‘discourse’. Dance discourse is not a single unified set of ideas. 
Rather, dancing embodies historically specific cultural meanings (Adshead 1981, 
Hodgens 1988, Foster 1995, Desmond 1997, Shapiro 1998). In that sense, dancing, 
choreographies and dance educational conventions are formed through and carry 
traces of other discourses. As Susan Leigh Foster suggests,
[a]ny standardized regimen of bodily training ... embodies, in the very 
organization of its exercises, the metaphors used to instruct the body, and in 
the criteria specified for physical competence, a coherent (or not so coherent) 
set of principles that govern the action of that regimen. These principles, 
reticulated with aesthetic, political, and gendered connotations, cast the body 
who enacts them into larger arenas of meaning where it moves alongside 
bodies bearing related signage.
1995, p. 8.
I sought a way to make an in-depth analysis of the relationships between dance.
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gender, identities and institutional politics. This type of research is typically 
interpretative in the sense that it rejects the positivist stance of revealing the ‘truth’ 
about these phenomena through ‘objective’ methodologies and sees, instead, that our 
accounts about ‘reality’ and our practices are socially constructed (Burr 1995; 
Foucault 1972, 1995; Gergen 1999; Green & Stinson 1999). In my search for a 
feasible methodology that would work for my research questions and the modes of 
data I had to deal with, I acknowledged that there are limitations to every 
methodology and that applying a nexus of methodologies can “compensate for the 
weaknesses of one methodology in a domain by supplementing or complementing it 
with another methodology which is stronger in that domain” (Breakwell & Rose
2000, p. 20-21).
Dance educational questions have been typically studied with document analysis, 
various types of interviews and various forms of observational methods (Gray 1989, 
Green & Stinson 1999). When considering the different options for working on my 
research topic, I rejected the idea of designing a survey because surveys and 
questionnaires tend to provide short replies of a closed nature. Such data(^  rather 
useless for research that seeks constructed interpretations (Green & Stinson 1999). I 
also abandoned the idea of writing an ethnography because of the ‘naturalist’ 
underpinnings of ethnographic research.^ I, however, regarded the ethnographer’s 
field methods -  observing, listening, asking open-ended questions, taking notes and 
making recordings - as feasible ways to collect multiple forms of data on boys and 
dance. I needed to do ‘fieldwork’ in order to collect data fi*om various dance 
educational institutions. I hoped to access archives in these institutions to see if there 
were useful documents for my research. Also, I needed to listen to how dance teachers 
and male students construct their views on boys’ dancing. In addition, I wanted to see 
how gender operated and how masculinities were embodied and performed in dance 
educational practice and in choreography.
2.2. The Data
To locate secondary data on boys in dance, I ran a data search to locate printed and 
electronic sources that already existed on boys and dance. I conducted a keyword 
search with electronic search tools in English and in Finnish. I used libraries with
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dance collections in Finland and in England to gather relevant articles and other 
printed data. Additional secondary data was collected from the archives of the 
institutes visited, particularly in the Finnish National Opera, the Kuopio Dance 
Festival and the Vantaa Dance Institute. Secondary data collection continued 
throughout the research process and in some cases colleagues who knew my research 
interest contacted me to point out additional relevant sources.^
Secondary data included dance educational books, articles and Internet pages (Anttila 
1994; Lampi 1991; Turpeinen 1994, 1997, 1998, http://www.kolumbus.fi/isto. 
turpeinen/index2.htm 15.3.2003; Lampi 1991; Nyholm 1959; Viitala 1998), curricular 
texts (Lampi et al 2002; Opetushallitus 2001, 2002, Raatikon tanssikoulu n.d.), a 
choreographer’s unpublished notebook (Turpeinen 2000), programme notes (Raatikon 
tanssikoulu & Tikkurilan teatteri 1996; Sokura 2000) and photographs on 
choreographies taken by Kari Hakli, Markus Lahtinen, Kari Liukkunen and Isto 
Turpeinen and also by some anonymous photographers. Media accounts on boys’ 
dance education and on young males in dance were collected from newspapers and 
magazines (Af Bjorkensten 1997; Bask 1992; Bergman 2002; Hankaniemi 1999; 
Hakanen 1992; Harri 1993; Hietalahti 1996; Hietaniemi 1989, 1992; Harkonen 1999; 
Innanen 1997; Janhonen 1996; Jokela-Nazimov 1991; Jaaskelainen 1993; Kaikkonen 
1996; Kaiku 1996; Kangas 1994; Laakso 1988; Lammassaari 1992; Lehtiranta 1993; 
Leinonen 1994; Lipiainen 1996; Miettinen 1994b; Moring 1993; Makinen 1959a, 
1959b; Nykanen 2003, Pietinen 1997, Reunamaki 2000, Runonen 2001, Rasanen 
1986, Rasanen 2000a, 2000b; Râty 2003; Saarela 2001; Sairo 1990; Saijas 1995; 
Silenius 1991; Tiihonen 1996; Tenhunen 1994; Talvitie 1990; Tossavainen 1998; 
Tourunen 1988; Vuori 1996; Yli-Simio 1996). Transcriptions of two television 
documentaries (Rauhamaa 1994; YLE TVl 2003), a television news insert (Keinânen 
2003) and two radio programmes (Mattila 2001; YLE RADIO 1 2001) were also used 
as secondary data. In addition, three male dance students’ self-narratives, as 
constructed in their MA dissertations, were also included as secondary data (Luhtanen 
1998, Halonen 2000, Knif 2000).
Primary data collection, which took place in the form of fieldwork between December 
2000 and May 2002, included informal and formal discussions, focus groups and 
observation of dance classes. Following the research questions, I limited my research
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to dance institutions that teach dance for young males who engage with dance either 
as a serious hobby or as an occupational interest. For practical reasons, and also 
because my approach was qualitative rather than quantitative, I narrowed the focus 
down to seven institutions: The Finnish National Opera Ballet School and the 
Department of Dance at the Theatre Academy in Helsinki, the Dance Camp of Boys 
in Siilinjarvi, the Department of Dance in the Outokumpu Learning Centre, the 
Department of Dance in the Turku Conservatory and the Department of Dance in the 
Turku Arts Academy/Turku Polytechnic and the Vantaa Dance Institute. I chose these 
sites because they represented the Finnish arts education system from basic arts 
education level to upper secondary level vocational dance education up to dance 
studies in higher education. The fact that these educational locations had male 
students and that some of these institutions were well known for their emphasis on 
male dancing were obvious reasons to choose these sites.
During the fieldwork period, I visited all institutions involved at least once. In most 
cases, at least two visits were made to each institution. The visits lasted from two 
hours to several days and included observation of dance classes or dance 
performances as well as informal discussions and formal focus groups with teachers 
and students. The longest single period of fieldwork took place in the Dance Camp for 
Boys in Siilinjarvi in June 2001.1 volunteered to work as a supervisor throughout the 
ten-day camp. I had my meals with the 17 boys (age from 10 to 16) and 5 of their 
teachers. Together with a female supervisor, I helped with mundane tasks, comforted 
those who were homesick, tried to make sure that the lights were out by 11pm and so 
on. This allowed me to establish a good rapport Avith many of the boys as well as with 
their teachers, some of whom I knew already before I came to the camp.
Fifteen focus groups were to study how discourses that underpin boys’ dance 
education and also to explicate how young males in dance construct themselves in 
their self-narratives. The sample was obtained by contacting administrators in the 
institutions and asking for their help in recruiting volunteers -  male dance students 
and their teachers - for the focus groups. Separate focus groups were organised for 
students and teachers.
All together, 33 male dance students aged from 10 to 28 years of age and 24 teachers
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(12 male, 12 female) aged from 29 to 49 years of age were interviewed. Details of the 
focus groups conducted, including the pseudonyms used for the participants and the 
demographics of the sample (such as social class and educational background), are 
given in Appendices 1 and 2. Those participants who are directly quoted in the thesis 
are presented in Tables 1 and 2 below. Throughout the thesis, pseudonyms are used to 
refer to the participants.
Pseudonym Age Institutional
Level
Date of Focus 
Group
Matt n.a. Basic 29.03.2001
Elliot 41 Basic/vocational 19.06.2001
Frank 46 Basic 19.06.2001
Jeremy 39 Basic 19.06.2001
Janet 46 Higher 07.02.2001
Maggie 36 Higher 07.02.2001
Tina 32 Higher 07.02.2001
Jane 29 Basic 29.03.2001
Table 1 Participants of teacher focus groups who are quoted in the thesis.
Pseudonym Age Institutional
Level
Date of Focus 
Group
Risto 25 Higher 29.05.2001
Pekka 28 Higher 29.05.2001
Lauri 22 Higher 29.05.2001
Kalle 24 Higher 01.02.2001
Teemu 13 Basic 13.06.2001
Mikko 16 Basic 18.06.2001
Eero 13 Basic 18.06.2001
Jaakko 14 Basic 18.06.2001
Table 2 Participants of student focus groups who are quoted in the thesis.
The observation of dance classes included classes in ballet, ballet repertory, contact 
improvisation, improvisation, jazz dance, modem dance, music, tap and West-African 
dances in five institutions: the Finnish National Opera Ballet School, the Kuopio 
Boys’ Dance Course, the Turku Arts Academy, the Turku Conservatory and the 
Vantaa Dance Institute. Observations yielded approximately 20 hours of videotaped 
data and approximately 100 pages of field notes. In addition, two lectures and a panel 
discussion that were held in a seminar on dance pedagogy in Vantaa 27-29.4.2001 
provided additional primary data that were recorded and transcribed. The two lectures
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on boys and dance were held by dance teachers Ilkka Lampi and Isto Turpeinen. The 
panel on the future prospects of Finnish boys’ dancing included dance scholars Eeva 
Anttila, Soili Hamalainen and Kai Lehikoinen as well as dance teacher Minna 
Palokangas-Sirvio, dancer Sami Saikkonen and dance critic Auli Rasanen.
Dancing is certainly a central component of dance education, and gender can be ‘read’ 
from the dancing body (Foster 1995, Carter 1996). Moreover, dance educational 
institutions tend to organise showings where students perform dances that have been 
choreographed particularly for them or variations from the existing dance repertoire. 
Visual data such as video recordings of dances that had been choreographed for male 
students or mixed-sex groups were found from the archives of the Vantaa Dance 
Institute, the Finnish National Opera Ballet School and the Turku Conservatory. The 
researcher’s dance analytic descriptions provided primary data about masculinities 
that were performed in seven choreographies (see Table 3).
Title of the W ork Choreographer Year Genre
Seitseman veljesta 
[Seven Brothers]
Isto Turpeinen 2002 Narrative dance 
theatre
Kenraali Raiko 
[General Raiko]
Ilkka Lampi 1993 Narrative dance 
theatre
Pohjoisen poikien 
uudempi katrilli 
[The Newer 
Quadrille of the 
Northern Boys]
Marketta Viitala 2000 Narrative dance 
theatre
White on White Jorma Uotinen 1991 Contemporary
dance
Ihmisten juhlaa
[People’s
Cellebration]
Ari Numminen 1998 Postmodernist 
dance theatre
Viimeinen varoitus 
[The Last Warning]
Katri Soini 1996 Contemporary
dance
Nollaus -  
sattumanvaraisia 
kohtauksia 
[Reset to zero - 
coincidental 
accidents]
Sari Hannula 2000 Contemporary
dance
Table 3 Choreographies analysed in the thesis.
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2.3. Observing Dance Classes
I prepared for the observational sessions by reading Moore and Yamamoto’s (1988) 
ideas on perception and the ‘bodily prejudices’ that influence the way the world is 
perceived by different people. In addition, I went through my notes and the hand-outs 
from Karen Bond and Sue Stinson’s method course on ‘researching meaning in dance 
education’ that was organised in Theatre Academy in Helsinki in the summer of 1997. 
These made me aware of the perceiver’s position as an active meaning-maker, the 
inter-subjective nature of perception, psychological, somatic and environmental 
conditions that can influence perception and the activities that observations involve. I 
furthered my understanding of observational practice by reading through Lofland and 
Lofland’s (1995) book on qualitative observation in social settings. I also got 
acquainted with Judith A. Gray’s (1989) book on dance educational research. 
However, her behaviourist oriented framework for observing dance educational 
settings, which supported the collection of quantitative rather than qualitative data, 
did not seem very useful for my interpretative purposes.
In the field, when I was doing observations in dance studios or other spaces where 
actual dancing took place, I tried to find a place in a comer or by the wall, where my 
presence would not interfere the dance class. Generally, I tried to remain neutral but 
occasionally I was pulled into the social interaction with the class. For example, in 
Minna Karesluoto’s all-male ballet class in Turku Arts Academy, I had to participate 
in the class because two male students insisted on it and I did not want to compromise 
the rapport I had established with them. Likewise, on the last day in the dance camp, I 
had to participate in the sharing that involved an African-influenced dance 
improvisation where everybody participated. In one dance class, I was tumed into a 
judge of a contest that involved two groups and a showing of my videotape was 
requested to determine the winning group. Personally, I enjoyed participating in the 
dance activities, however, I also realised that personal participation hindered rather 
than helped the collection of visual data. Clearly, the situation would have been very 
different had I had phenomenological aspirations with my research.
A dance class is full of life -  it is rich in physical activities and social interaction. 
During the observational sessions in the field, I followed Bond’s advice to “altemate
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between perception of part and whole” (1997) to keep track of what was going on. In 
order to cope with the overwhelming amount of visual data, I also had to focus on 
particular types of activities that were relevant to my research questions. Thus, rather 
than pondering over questions of safety, or some kinesiological concerns of particular 
dance exercises, for example, I focused on acts that could be regarded as meaningful 
in terms of embodying and performing gender and sexuality. While observing, I tried 
to be aware of my ‘inner state’ as an observer by questioning my shifting discursive 
positions that directed the choices I made in terms of focus and in terms of 
interpreting what I perceived. Rather than trusting my perception of fading moments,
I used a video camera to record actions. These recordings provided visual data that 
could be used to verify written notes and to produce detailed descriptions of dance 
activities through multiple viewings.
From a poststructuralist viewpoint, it can be argued that dance educational activities 
are never limited to their immediate presence. Instead, they are linked through their 
discursive underpinnings with various contexts that exist outside the immediate 
boundaries of particular dance events. This makes observational methods that focus 
merely on what takes place in the immediate teaching-learning situation, in a piece of 
choreography or in the dancing body inadequate. Therefore, methods that focus on 
describing spatial and dynamic qualities of movement through a limited conceptual 
firamework, like Laban Movement Analysis does, fall short in analysis if the objective 
is to trace the discursive underpinnings of embodied signifiers in the dancing body 
and to link the dance ‘text’ with social divisions such as gender, class, ‘race’, 
sexuality and age within the wider social relations.
Thus, I used my ‘own’ words - a fragmented corpus of discursive dance languages 
and other ‘language games’ (Wittgenstein 1965) -  to provide interpretative 
descriptions of what I saw. Following Loftland and Loftland’s (1995) idea on ‘jotted’ 
note taking, I scribbled down key words, short phrases, quotes and drew stick-figures. 
I used these notes as a memory-aid when I later produced full field notes at the end of 
the day or the next morning. These notes included comments about the institutional 
environment, observed dance practices, social interaction between the teacher and the 
students as well as between the students themselves. In addition, my notes included 
comments on conversations that I had happened to overhear or on informal
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conversations that I had had with students and teachers. Gradually, during the process 
of note taking, I started to write down preliminary interpretations about possible 
discourses that underpinned observed practices and different themes in conversations.
2.4. Focus Groups: Interviewing Boys and Their Teachers
In order to enlarge the corpus of primary data and to gain first-hand experience on 
how discursive ideas on boys and dance emerge through social interaction, I decided 
to interview male dance students and their teachers. To prepare, I reviewed my notes 
on interviewing methods from Jennifer Brown’s lecture at the University of Surrey 
(14.9.1999) and also from Karen Bond and Sue Stinson’s method course (see above). 
In addition, I got acquainted with some literature on the subject (Briggs 1986; Flick 
1998; Powrey & Watts 1987; Smith 1995).
Structured interviewing with a strict interview schedule or a pre-designed 
questionnaire was clearly unfit for my purposes as my objective was to study 
discourses that operate in respondents’ talk rather than to “reduce the responses to 
quantitative categories” (Smith 1995, p. 9). In addition, I wanted to “capture the 
richness of the themes emerging from the respondent’s talk” (ibid). Structured 
interviewing was far too limiting for this. Semi-structured interviewing seemed to 
allow more opportunities for the respondent “to tell his or her own story” (Smith 
1995, p. 12). Also, as I had to take into consideration that some questions on gender 
and sexuality could be experienced as sensitive, semi-structured interviewing seemed 
like a better way to “establish a rapport with the respondent” (Smith 1995, p. 12).
I chose to use a semistructured approach within a group interview format for the 
reason that group interviews are less time-consuming but also because “they stimulate 
the answers and support ... [respondents] in remembering events, and ... they can 
lead beyond the answers of the single interviewee” (ibid). Within qualitative research, 
there are various group interviewing procedures that suit different purposes (see Flick 
1998). I was not interested merely in what people thought but more importantly in 
how and why they perceived certain topics the way they did. I was also curious to see 
how identities are constructed and how social positioning takes place in relation to the 
discussed topics. Therefore, I decided to use a focus group technique that can be
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defined as
a semistmctured group session, moderated by a group leader, held in an 
informal setting, with the purpose of collecting information on a designated 
topic.
Carey & Smith 1994, p. 124.
Focus groups differ from other group interview methodologies “by ‘the explicit use 
of the group interaction’ as research data” (Kizinger 1994, p. 103), which can be seen 
as one of the great advantages of this approach. The focus group technique is a useful, 
and also unique, methodology in the sense that it yields rich and detailed descriptions 
of complex “experiential information by using group interactions” (Carey & Smith 
1994, p. 124). From a discourse analytic point of view, one of the key advantages of 
this approach is that it gives space for respondents’ priorities and their use of 
language and discourses when they explicate their ideas and make sense about the 
world in a group (Kizinger 1994).
One of the main weaknesses of focus group methodology is that it compromises 
privacy and confidentiality (Kitzinger 1995). In addition, psychosocial group 
dynamics can cause “censoring and comforting” (Carey & Smith 1994, p. 124). I was 
acutely aware of these shortcomings. I decided to tackle the issue of confidentiality as 
I met the respondents face to face before each interviewing session. Also, I thought 
that tension does not always have to be viewed as something negative in a research 
setting. Indeed, it has been suggest that
conflicts over differences of opinion are rarely accessible to the social 
researcher in routine observation or in interviews since the presence of the 
researcher will attenuate or temper expression of discord but may be re­
enacted and expressed in the simulated social setting afforded by the focus 
group.
Wellings, Branigan & Mitchell 2000, p. 265.
My original intention was to conduct fourteen focus groups: one group of teachers 
and one group of students in each of the seven institutions. However, because in two 
of the vocational institutions some of the boys were out of reach and in one of the 
institutions there were only two male students enrolled in the dance programme, I 
decided to conduct additional student focus groups. In one institution it was not 
possible to schedule a focus group with the teachers despite several attempts. My
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revised approach ensured that I had enough data to work with.
I prepared two discussion guides: one for the teachers and the other for the students. 
In both cases, I used open-ended questions that had emerged from the interplay of 
written sources on boys and dance, literature on gender and masculinity studies, and 
my personal experiences as a male dance teacher and a student. Following Kitzinger’s 
(1994) suggestion on the use of ‘cards’, I wrote some key statements on boys’ 
dancing on pieces of paper to stimulate discussion.
I piloted the discussion guides and the use of the card method in one of the 
institutions. I learned that I needed to limit the number of questions and give more 
freedom to the respondents for in-depth discussions to emerge. During the pilot for 
the ‘card method’, I found some of the respondents held the ‘cards’ in their hands and 
repeated the written statements over and over again instead of moving on to discuss 
these statements. I regarded the written statements as overly dominating in the focus 
group situation and decided to discard the card method. I revised the discussion 
guides (see Appendices 3 and 4). In actual focus group situations, the discussion 
guides functioned merely as a memory-aid: I used it to tick off the discussed topics. It 
also helped me to use moderator skills to draw the discussion back to the pre­
designed topics when a digression did not seem to provide relevant data.
I decided to allow the more sensitive topics to “emerge gradually over the course of 
the interview” (Lee 1993, p. 103). Of course, it was quite impossible to know 
precisely, which topics that individual respondents regarded as difficult or 
embarrassing. However, I followed Lee’s idea that people can have difficulties in 
picking up topics, which are “highly personal, threatening or confidential ... 
unfamiliar or distasteful” (1993, pp. 102-103). I spotted two topics that might be 
potentially sensitive to the teachers that I was going to interview: sexuality and 
speaking about individual students. As for the boys, I though sexuality and possible 
experiences of bullying might be sensitive topics for them. In addition, I thought it 
might be difficult for them to talk about their teachers. To make the participants more 
at ease, I followed Wellings, Branigan and Mitchell’s advice to work “from the more 
neutral and potentially inoffensive [topics] to more personal [ones]” (2000, p. 257). I 
placed the question about bullying towards the end of the discussion guide before the
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question that addressed the commonly held stereotype of the male dancer as 
homosexual. In this way, I was hoping that the respondents themselves might lead the 
discussion from one topic to another.
In the actual focus groups, I tackled the problem of mentioning names by starting 
each session with a briefing where I made clear the objectives of the session and of 
other aspects of my research. I underlined the importance of confidentiality and 
promised to use pseudonyms. To avoid unnecessary anxieties, I also asked for 
permission from the respondents to use a video camera. I explained that the video 
recording would provide me with extra help in case I had difficulties transcribing 
some parts of the conversation from the audiotape. I made it clear that the videotapes 
would not be shown to anybody and that both the audio- and videotapes would be 
stored in a safe place where only I had access. I also made sure that I answered all the 
questions that the participants might have about the research before I asked for their 
informed consent. From younger boys, informed consent was asked not only from the 
boys themselves but also from their parents, in all cases through the respective 
institutions.
Following Kitzinger’s (1995) advice, I decided to make the respondents at ease by 
making the setting comfortable and relaxed and providing refreshments. Then I 
started off by introducing a non-threatening question such as ‘can you describe to 
each other how you came to take up dance?’ The focus groups lasted from 1.5 hours 
to 2 hours. Following the idea that in focus groups “attempts must be made to enable 
participants to focus on one another, rather than on the researcher” (Wellings, 
Branigan & Mitchell 2000, p. 257), I tried to function as a moderator or a facilitator 
of the ongoing conversation. I used my body language and open-ended questioning 
techniques to ensure that everyone actively participated.
Usually, I tried to avoid intervening by commenting on what the participants said. 
However, in cases where I knew the teachers quite well, it was more difficult to 
maintain the traditional independent role of the moderator. While not offering 
opinions or my own, I had to acknowledge that I was part of their lived history. 
Moreover, I too had taught boys -  sometimes the same young men that were their 
students. In these cases, I chose to participate in the conversation to maintain the
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rapport with the group. I do not think that my participation ‘damaged’ the data in any 
way. Rather, my accounts became part of the nexus of different voices where multiple 
views intermingled.
As the interviews came to an end, I asked all participants to fill out a simple 
questionnaire that contained questions about age, education (teachers) and parents 
occupation (students). I also asked them to write down their contact details in case I 
had to get in touch with them for some reason. The debriefing in the end of the 
interview gave also me an opportunity to give the participants my contact details in 
case they wanted to speak with me about anything that they felt uncomfortable in 
speaking in the group or if they wanted to discuss further some of the topics. Once the 
tape recorder and the video camera had been tumed off and the ‘formal’ part of the 
interview was over, many of the participants expressed their contentment at having 
had the opportunity to participate in the focus group. Many of the boys said they were 
genuinely happy that they had this opportunity to share their ideas and experiences on 
dancing and to address also such topics that are in everyday conversations passed by 
with a silence. In two focus groups, the post-interview conversations started to 
address such topics that I had to ask for a permission to continue recording.
The focus groups yielded about 30 hours of recorded conversations. After producing 
complete transcripts fi*om four focus groups, each yielding more than 40 A4 pages of 
text that took several days to write, I started looking for more economic ways to deal 
with the audible data. After examining the transcripts that I had produced so far, I 
realised that some parts of the focus group discussions had not provided data that was 
immediately relevant to my research questions. Thus, I developed a new method of 
transcribing only those parts of the discussions that I had marked, on the basis of 
preliminary listening of the tapes, as relevant. While transcribing these sections, I 
fi*equently listened through also other sections of the tapes to ensure that I did not lose 
the meaning of the surrounding context.
As the aim of this thesis was not to provide a detailed conversation analysis but an 
analysis of discourses that underpin accounts presented in the focus groups, there was 
no need to use a complex system of transcription symbols. However, a radically 
simplified version of such symbols was adapted from Wooffitt (2001) to ensure the
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clarity of the transcript where the conversation was dense or otherwise obscure/ 
Once a transcript was ready, a proof reading was done to confirm that the text 
matched with the recorded voices.
2.5. Dance Analysis: Reading Masculinities from Choreographies
As Hodgens maintains, interpreting dances requires skills of "‘'recognising, 
characterising, and making sense o f  the object of event in question” (1988, p. 61). 
The interpretative practice involves locating the dance in the broad socio-cultural 
framework that underpins it. It also involves recognising the context where the dance 
appears (artistic, educational, social, therapeutic, sacral, etc). Recognising the genre 
and style of any particular dance is also important as they both convey, even in a post­
modern world where barriers between genres erode, important insights about 
ideologies and values that underpin conventions in different traditions (Hodgens 
1988). The viewer studies the embodiment of these discourses in the dance ‘text’ to 
construct her/his reading of the choreography. “The reality of interpretation is”, as 
Adshead-Lansdale suggests,
that the readers enter at different points, select points of interest and, most 
usually enter from an interpretive or evaluative stance. The reader then selects 
(chooses) those ‘facts’ which support that perspective. In this sense the reader 
constructs the dance.
1999, p. 19.
Dance analysis, as described in Adshead et al 1988, Adshead-Lansdale 1999 and 
Carter 1996, was used as a methodology to describe masculinities performed in seven 
choreographies (see table 3 in Section 2.2.). The analysis of video recordings from 
dance performances and from the dance classes observed included multiple viewings. 
First, I watched through all tapes once or twice to get a general idea about the existing 
visual data and to locate dance examples that were relevant to my research questions. 
Then, I produced a choreographic outline of the selected dances that included a 
detailed description of the dancers and their movements.^ When necessary, I also 
described visual elements such as set design, lighting, costumes and props and audible 
elements such as speech or music. In addition, I described relationships between 
dancers and juxtaposed different sections from a single choreography. I used my 
‘own’ words to describe the dances very much the same way as I did in the field (see
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above). In the viewing of video recorded dances the same precautions applied 
regarding perception as in the observations in the field. As I was focused on 
examining how gender and sexuality were constructed and performed in these dances, 
it was unnecessary for me to capture everything that went on in them. In that sense 
my descriptions are partial as descriptions always are (Adshead-Lansdale 1999; Green 
& Stinson 1999).
1 approached the dance examples in this research by following Adshead-Lansdale’s 
(1999) idea of dance descriptions as ‘unstable’ texts. From the collected dance 
examples, 1 examined how masculinities were constructed and performed in relation 
to male and female characters and “in relation to the narrative” (Carter 1996, p. 47) or 
what Barr and Lewin call the ‘proto-narrative units’ in the dance.^ 1 examined, how 
maleness, the notion of being a man, was portrayed through the characters that boys 
performed. Following Carter (1996), 1 linked these questions to questions about the 
characters’ social significance in the narrative, their ‘destiny’ in the story, their mental 
states and their agency. 1 also scrutinised other components such as costumes and 
sound to see how “masculine actions and qualities” (Carter 1996, p. 52) are endorsed.
1 focused particularly on the movement material, or more precisely on “how the actual 
movement contributes to, or constitutes, the ‘meanings’ of dance” (Carter 1996, p. 
49). Such investigation linked to questions such as
what kinds of actions are performed by the women and by the men: who lifts, 
who supports, who leads or guides and who follows, and what is the 
significance of these actions in terms of notions of dependency and control?
Ibid.
1 tried to be aware of the spatial features and dynamics of movement as well as the 
dancer’s orientation in the performance space and even the use of focus to see in what 
ways these elements contribute to the narrative structure in a meaningfiil way.
The dance analysis method of Adshead et al (1988) that has been developed further 
from a feminist perspective by Alexandra Carter (1996) seemed a useful approach for 
reading how gender operates in the described dance educational practices and 
choreographies. She argues that
through analysis, dance can be revealed as not just an artistic product but also
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as a cultural phenomenon which produces, circulates -  and has the potential to 
subvert -  dominant constructs of gender in society.
1996, p. 54.
The model of analysis that Carter proposes is formed on the idea that “the symbols 
and structures of dance can only be read in relation to the cultural practices of 
society” (1996, p. 45). This type of analysis does not assume an apolitical or 
ahistorical position that focuses merely on how the movements are executed by the 
dancing body. Nor does it “rest solely in the realm of aesthetics but is a complex 
interplay between the aesthetic and the social” (ibid). As Carter suggests, the notion 
of “shared cultural meanings” (ibid) is central to this type of analysis.
While Carter’s model of analysis focuses on “constructs of femininity” (1996, p. 43), 
it can be used more generally to interpret “how gender in all its cultural 
manifestations and stereotypes is produced and circulated by dance” (ibid). Carter’s 
suggestions provide a number of useful starting points for reading gender. A list of 
binary oppositions is just one example:
Polarities of delicate/strong; lyrical/forceful; flexible/direct; irmer/outer; 
passive/active; emotional/rational; natural/cultural; private space/public space 
can be exposed as facets of the male-female binary construction in which one 
term, one attribute, one way of being is favoured at the expense of another.
Carter 1996, p. 53.
The disadvantage of Carter’s model is its feminist commitment to the idea of 
patriarchy as an omnipresent structure that subordinates women. That is, patriarchy 
has been subjected to growing critique in academia and one of the problems with the 
use of this concept is that it
implies a fixed state of male oppression over women, rather than a fluid 
relationship between men and women which is complex and moves with great 
speed at times.
Hargreaves as quoted in Whitehead 2002, p. 87.
More importantly, it has been suggested that the concept of patriarchy is reductionist 
and that it victimises women (Whitehead 2002). Some feminists, including for 
example Elshtain, Pollert, Kandiyoti and hooks, have maintained that patriarchy “is 
unable to explain and analyse male dominance and its differentiations across multiple 
sites” (Whitehead 2002, p. 87). From a feminist perspective, it would seem
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particularly problematic that patriarchy “fails to prise open and illuminate the points 
of resistance, change and difference” (Whitehead 2002, p. 87). Whitehead elaborates 
this further with a reference to Pollert’s warning, which
alerts us to the dangers of assuming a concrete structure within which the 
individual either struggles to little or no avail or, in Althusserian terms, is 
subsumed under an ideological apparatus that has successfully inculcated any 
critical faculty and awareness ... there is ample evidence to show that women 
do successfully resist and overcome male dominance across both the public 
and private spheres and are increasingly doing so across numerous, diverse 
societies. Likewise, issues of class, race, ethnicity and sexuality need to be 
introduced into the analysis if one is to capture something of the (localized) 
experience and dynamic of male dominance, beyond simple overarching 
description.
2002, p. 88.
In this light. Carter’s feminist oriented dance analysis model appears problematic as it 
aims to pin down quite complex cultural constructions in the dance by forcing them 
under the overarching title of ‘caused by patriarchy’. A feminist reading practice can 
sometimes provide fresh interpretations that deconstruct grand narratives. Other 
times, when this is not possible. Carter suggests, “we can, at least, look to their origin 
and their reasons” (1996, p. 48). Depending on the feminist underpinnings, it could be 
maintained that in the final analysis this type of interpretation tends to end up blaming 
either men as a group or the capitalist system. What is lacking from Carter’s model is 
the poststructuralist idea that that there is no final referent to the dance or the dancing 
body. This is not to argue, however, that Carter’s feminist oriented model is useless. 
On the contrary, it is a cornucopia of insight about where to start and what to look at 
when engaging in a gender-oriented dance analysis. In this research, I applied Carter’s 
ideas but, to grasp the complexity of gender relations, I chose to keep the 
interpretative part of the analysis work more open than what is possible when the 
dance or the dancing body is investigated with the feminist concept of patriarchy in 
mind.
2.6. Discourse Analysis: Tracing Discourses from the Data
I was looking to find a method to pull out discourses from different forms of data. To 
find a feasible method for this, I consulted a number of books on discourse analysis 
(Coyle 1995; Jarowski & Coupland 1999; Jokinen et al 1993, 1999; Parker 1992;
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Philips & Jorgensen 2002a; Potter & Wetherell 1987 and Wetherell et al 2001a, 
2001b). Discourse analysis can be described broadly as a research practice that aims 
to explicate how discourses actualise in various social practices and how social reality 
is being produced through language and other signifying systems (Coyle 1995, 
Jokinen et al 1993). However, discourse analysis is not a single method or a coherent 
research practice.^ All strands of discourse analysis share a common interest in the 
human meaning making but there is no epistemological and ontological consistency 
throughout these different approaches. A precise taxonomy of different strands is 
difficult to produce because not all examples of discourse analytic research fit into 
clear-cut categories and there is overlap, for example, in the use of theories and 
methods (Jawroski and Coupland 1999; Mills 1997; Taylor 2001a). Thus, discourse 
analysis needs to be understood as a complex and relatively heterogeneous area of 
social and cultural research or “a broad theoretical framework concerning the nature 
of discourse and its role in social life” (Potter & Wetherell 1987, p. 175).
The idea of discourse analysis as the “close study of language in use” (Taylor 2001a, 
p 5) underpins different discourse analytic orientations but these research traditions 
differ from each other in terms of more refined research interests. To determine which 
approach is most applicable for any particular discourse analytic research depends on 
a number of factors including, for example, “the type of data one wants to collect, the 
topic, the academic discipline in which one is working and the discourse tradition 
which seems most appropriate” (Wetherell 2001c, p. 380). For the purposes of my 
research, 1 needed a discourse analytic approach that could be used for pulling out 
discourses that underpin uses of language as well corporeal practices. What 1 needed 
was an approach that perceived discourses in the broadest possible sense as “human 
meaning-making processes” (Wetherell 2001c, p. 390) and made no distinction 
between linguistic (discursive) and social (extra-discursive) realms. Such distinction 
is made, for example in conversation analysis and also some scholars in the area of 
discourse psychology focus merely on conversations (Taylor 2001a; Wetherell 
2001c). However, this type of distinction does not hold very easily in a 
poststructuralist framework such as the Foucauldian research, deconstructionist 
discourse analysis or Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse theory (Carabine 2001; Hall 
2001; Macleod 2002; Philips & Jorgensen 2002b; Wetherell 2001c).
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Macleod (2002) who has worked to establish a deconstructive mode of discourse 
analysis points out three methodological and epistemological problems that entail the 
distinction between ‘discursive’ (linguistic) and ‘extra-discursive’ (material):
Firstly, it denies the central role of discourse in constituting social relations 
and subjectivity; secondly, it risks sliding into a cause-effect dualism; and 
thirdly, it creates the untenable position of constantly having to decide what is 
discursive and what is extra-discursive.
Macleod 2002, p. 19.
Indeed, society is seen from a poststructuralist perspective “as a vast argumentative 
texture through which people construct their reality” (Laclau as quoted in Wetherell 
2001c, p. 389). Moreover, “since all social practices entail meaning, and meanings 
shape and influence what we do -  our conduct -  all practices have a discursive 
aspect” (Foucault as quoted in Hall 1997, p. 44, emphasis in original). The distinction 
between ‘discursive’ and ‘extra-discursive’ becomes irrelevant in poststructuralist 
thought because it is argued that all physical objects get their meanings through 
discourses from the social contexts they are part of (Philips & Jorgensen 2002b).^
Thus, without denying the existence of the material body, it can be argued, in line 
with Foucault (1984c, 1978, 1995), that the body is a target of multiple discourses, 
made through discursive practices and a ‘vehicle’ through which discourses act in 
society. Moreover, the body receives its multiple meanings through the practices it 
becomes part of and through the culturally available and historically specific 
discourses that particular situations call forth from what Foucault (1972, 1978) calls 
the ‘archive’. Following this line of discourse analytic thinking, 1 asked how 
discourses constructed the dancing bodies of male students and how they operated in 
and ‘spoke’ through dance practices in the dance class and in choreographies on stage.
After collecting the data and preparing it for the analysis, reading it through several 
times helped to identify ''themes, categories and objects of the discourse” (Carabine 
2001, p. 281, original emphasis) in boys’ dancing (see Table 4). Techniques of free 
association were used to explore “the connotations, allusions and implications” 
(Parker 1992, p. 7) which the different texts evoked. 1 marked the topics recognised 
on the margins of the photocopied documents, transcripts and choreographic outlines.
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TOPIC AREAS TOPICS
Boys Energy, nature, development, lack of boys 
in dance education.
Boys’ dancing: dance content African dances, ballet, break dance, 
improvisation, jazz dance, contemporary 
dance, tap.
Boys’ dancing: other content Acrobatics, drama, games, martial arts, 
military training, pop culture, sports 
training, health & nutrition.
Social psychological concerns Attitudes, bullying, fear, group, 
legitimacy, loneliness, normalcy, role 
models, sexuality, shame, social position 
of boys in dance, support, tensions, 
victim, vulnerability, work.
Educational concerns Authority and discipline, curricular 
objectives and content, teacher’s gender, 
recruitment of male students.
The male dancer Athleticism, body, effeminacy, hetero- 
and homosexuality.
Masculine stereotypes Athlete, gay, explorer, hero, straight, 
warrior, patriot.
Dance art Cultural significance, economy, female 
realm, male dancing.
Table 4. Recognisable topics in texts on boys’ dancing.
Texts in each topic area were subjected to a detailed scrutiny to see how these topics 
were addressed from various discursive positions. To recognise how discourses link 
to one another was the next step in the analysis. This was done through free 
association and by drawing various mind-maps. By asking what bodies of knowledge 
are necessary to produce such statements or acts, I was able to trace discourses in the 
data. Sometimes discursive underpinnings were easy to pick out through culturally 
recognisable textual references in individual samples of the data. More often, 
however, 1 had to use an interpretative practice to ‘tease’ out the discourses. Such 
teasing was done through an intertextual analysis (see below). This analysis provided 
an illustrative chart of discourses recognised in the texts (see Figure 1).
The discourses operate in relation to boys’ dance education and choreography and 
Figure 1 displays the dynamic relationship of this intertextuality. The spiral in the 
figure represents the fluid nature between boys’ dance education and different 
discursive realms. Further, it shows that the relationships between different discourses
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are not fixed. Yet, certain groupings of discourses appeared around particular 
masculinities (printed in italics) that these discourses produce and maintain.
ueer th eo n  
G ay m asculin ities  Fem inism s
Heteronomiativitv
Chnstianitv
Nationalism
Heterosexualitv Homosexuality
Effeminate masculinity 
Otherness
W hite discourse 
Patriotism M asculinism Dandyism
Strangeness 
A ristocra tic  m asculin ity
viilitary m asculinit}
Western hisloiy writing
Science fiction 
Popular culture Warrior m asculinity
Martial arts
Nomnalcv
H eroic m asculinity
Ballet Black m asculin ity  
African dances
Dance
for
Bovs
Pom Film noir Jazz dance 
Break danceM isogyny Literature
Backw oods mascidinitx
M odem  dance
MusicAcrobaticsAthletic m asculinity
   Fitness ; Sports
M odemitv ^  Kutntion
Eugenics Antropom axim ology ^ ^ ^^^Sports m edicine
Evolution psychology
Enlightenment ■  individualism
Contact improvisation  
Play and gam es Improvisation
Fheatre
M edicine Fragile masculinity  
Social psxchologv Communal discourse
B ioloc\ Sex-dilterencc
Natural sciences
Psycho-dynam ic theorv
Liberal humanism
Figure 1. Discourses in boys’ dance education.
Following Foucault’s (1972, 1978, 1995) idea on discourses as both restrictive and 
productive and Butler’s (1990, 1997) notion of gender as performative, I directed my 
focus on how gender operated through various discourses in statements on boys’ 
dancing in primary and secondary data. I examined how such discourses were 
embodied in dance educational practices and in choreography and how they were 
performed in male students’ dancing. I focused also on the limits of the discourses 
that operated in the examined extracts. I asked what the discourses recognised, 
enabled or produced, and what they ignored, held back, marginalised or suffocated. In 
addition, I scrutinised male dance students’ accounts to see how they constructed 
themselves discursively in different ways. While the self-narratives of individual boys 
who study dance were highly informative, in some cases it was also valuable to 
include stories of professional male dancers simply because they too have been young 
dance students once.
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As Parker (1992) suggests, one of the key tasks of discourse analysis is to investigate 
how power operates at two levels: At one level, the objective is to identify which 
institutions gain and which ones lose when certain discourses are used; at another 
level, the objective is to see how discourses that are used position people into 
different categories, some of them more profitable than others. This involves 
identifying whose interest it serves to endorse (or to suffocate) the use of any 
particular discourse. Indeed, this final step requires the analyst to elaborate how the 
texts “interrelate to give rise to certain tacit assumptions about roles, ‘political’ 
effects and social positions” (Parker 1992,123).
Thus, as my analysis evolved, I moved to consider performances of masculinity that 
were favoured in the data and the discourses involved in them. In addition, I 
considered masculine performances that were missing from the data or the ones that 
were perceived as negative or problematic. This led me to ask questions about which 
groups would benefit from the use of certain masculine discourses and who gets to be 
marginalised or silenced. I also speculated about the politics involved in performing 
certain types of masculinities while other masculinities are rejected. As I followed 
textual ‘threads’ that continued through the boundary of a particular extract, or 
through a collection of extracts, to see how they linked “with other utterances and 
other conversations, texts and documents ... [that provided] the wider discursive 
context” (Wetherell 2001c, p. 389), I was able to tease out political meanings of 
gendered performances in boys’ dance education and the discursive underpinnings of 
these performances.
The next major step was to examine how discursive power operates on personal and 
institutional levels. By scrutinising boys’ accounts from focus groups and some male 
dance students’ self-narratives in their MA dissertations, it was possible to recognise 
that performances of masculinism are more profitable in a heteronormative society 
than performances of other masculine discourses.
2.7. Intertextuality: Drawing Links between Texts
The juxtaposition of Ludvig Nyholm’s (1959) article on dance education with recent 
texts on males in dance and the intertextual analysis of relationships between these
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and other relevant texts, made it possible to see performances of heteronormativity as 
a political means for the field of theatrical dance to fight for its legitimacy in the late 
20* century in Finnish society. Intertextuality was also the overarching methodology 
that made possible the juxtaposition of a vast range of texts from different theoretical 
contexts, including social constructionist views on the subject, Foucauldian 
understanding on discursive power, queer theory views on gender as performative and 
heteronormativity as a culturally dominant discourse. Feminist critique on the 
Enlightenment and modernity as oppressive discourses and narratives on Finnish 
cultural and political history.
Following Frow’s idea of intertextual analysis as “an act of interpretation” (1990, p. 
46), discursive signifiers, recognised in text extracts from the data, were traced back 
to other texts which were understood as discursive intertexts. Because “the intertext is 
not a real and causative source but a theoretical construct formed by and serving the 
purpose of a reading” (ibid), there was no need to point out any specific textual works 
as ‘sources’ behind the text extracts examined. Rather, it was sufficient to link the 
extracts to their discursive realms. Some relevant (inter-)texts that belong to these 
realms were elaborated upon to make the dominant discourses in boys’ dance 
education more visible. The idea was to pin down some of the key tenets of these 
discourses to underscore some of the consequences of these discourses to boys’ 
dancing.
Deriving from literary theory, ‘intertextuality’ is a multiply defined term (Allen 
2000). In this thesis the concept is used to refer to both explicit and latent 
relationships between texts, which is “the condition of any text” (Barthes 1981, p. 
39). Moreover, ‘text’ is understood in the broadest sense as any meaning-making 
system.
Frow proposes that a text is constituted from other discursive texts such as social 
norms, cultural conventions, stereotypes etc., and that
the concept of intertextuality requires that we understand the concept of text
not as a self-contained structure but as differential and historical...
Texts are therefore not structures of presence but traces and tracings of
otherness. They are shaped by the repetition and the transformation of other
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textual structures.
1990, p. 45.
Relationships between texts exist because
the writer is a reader of texts ... before s/he is a creator of texts, and therefore 
the work of art is inevitably shot through with references, quotations and 
influences of every kind.
Still & Worton 1990, p. 1.
In addition, they appear to the reader because in the reading process inteipretations 
produced emerge “due to the cross-fertilisation of the packaged textual material... by 
all the texts which the reader brings to it” (Still & Worton 1990, p. 1-2).
Additionally, ‘intertextuality’ is taken to suggest that people make sense about their 
lived experiences through culturally available texts. According to Kristeva, the 
subject, who ‘reads’ the events of the world as text, is “composed of discourses, is a 
signifying system, a text, understood in a dynamic sense” (Still & Worton 1990, p. 
16). In that sense, the subject “is itself an effect produced in social context” (Still & 
Worton 1990. p. 17) and the world, as we know it, is textual fabrication.
This thesis was written from a .social constructionist position. From such perspective, 
the researcher-author can be understood as a dynamic structure, an interpretative crux 
for generating knowledge about various objects through a fabrication of fragmented 
narratives that discursive power relations in society produce (Foucault 1986, Barthes 
1977). The aim was to follow textual traces to juxtapose examined texts on boys’ 
dancing with other texts in order to recognise existing relationships in these texts and 
to produce interpretations on that basis.
Thus, as the author of this thesis, I regard my body as a marked site of many 
discourses. It used it as a point of access to the discursive texts in the cultural archive, 
but as for anybody else, its access to this archive was always a limited one. Indeed, 
from a social constructionist position, it can be argued that the innocence/neutrality/ 
objectivity of the investigating gaze of the scholar is always blurred by intertextual 
references and discourses.
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Foucault once wrote, “the only valid tribute to thought such as Nietzsche’s is 
precisely to use it, to deform it, to make it groan and protest” (1980b, p. 53-54). As I 
scrutinised others’ theories and use their concepts from my partial position, I 
recognise in line with Barthes that
[a]s soon as a fact is narrated no longer with a view to acting directly on 
reality but intransitively, that is to say, finally outside of any function other 
than that of the very practice of the symbol itself, this disconnection occurs, the 
voice loses its origin, the author enters into his own death, writing begins.
1977, p. 142.
I also like to think that
...a text is made of multiple writings, drawn from many cultures and entering 
into mutual relations of dialogue, parody, contestation, but there is one place 
where this multiplicity is focused and that place is the reader, not, as was 
hitherto said, the author. The reader ... is simply that someone vfho holds 
together in a single field all the traces by which the written text is constituted.
Barthes 1977, p. 148.
In that sense, as the author of this thesis, I positioned my reading body as a meeting- 
ground for texts to mingle and regarded myself as a ‘functional principle’ that “limits, 
excludes and chooses” (Foucault 1984a, p. 119). In the process of looking at dance 
educational practices, choreographies and dancing bodies, as well as in the process of 
scrutinising statements on boys in dance, I tried to make sense of what I perceived, 
through the process of interpretation, by reading dance ‘texts’ through diverse 
culturally informed texts. This ‘violence’ was unavoidable for the reason that there is 
no place for anybody to leap outside the boundaries of discourse (Foucault 1984a).
Interpretative acts that require decision-making went on throughout my research 
process. Yet, such acts did not happened randomly nor were they whirlwinds of the 
subjective mind. Rather, such acts of decision-making were based on ‘interpretative 
reasoning’ (Best 1992). Such reasoning derived from the juxtaposition of different 
theories in relation to the research questions of the thesis and in relation to those texts 
on boys’ dancing which were collected as data for the research. I used discourse 
analytic and dance analytic methods to distance myself from the data in order to 
scrutinise extracts of the data and to ask what are the theories and concepts that those 
extracts suggest and call forth. In that sense, I did not arrive at a position that could 
reveal the ‘truth’ about Finnish boys’ dancing. Rather, I shifted between different
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positions as these positions emerged from the interplay beween myself and the text.
There are some limitations to the methodologies applied in this research. First, it is 
important to acknowledge that in discourse analysis
participants’ discourse or social texts are approached in their own right and 
not as a secondary route to things ‘beyond’ the text like attitudes, events or 
cognitive processes. Discourse is treated as a potent, action-oriented medium, 
not a transparent information channel. Crucial questions for traditional social 
psychological research thus cease to be relevant... The concern is exclusively 
with talk and writing itself and how it can be read, not with descriptive acuity.
Potter and Wetherell 1987, p. 160.
Moreover, dance analysis, as applied in this research, does not aim to reveal the 
choreographer’s or performer’s intentions. Likewise, this thesis does not aim to reveal 
the intentions of any individual teacher whose teaching content or methods are 
described and interpreted in the some of the following chapters. Rather, the focus is on 
the surface, on discernable traces in different modes of texts and the relationship of 
these traces to other cultural texts. What also matters is what these texts and the 
discourses that operate in and through them accomplish or what they can be thought to 
accomplish.
Notes for Chapter Two
‘ Gray (1989) provides a useful conceptual framework for dance educational research where
different variables of dance teaching have been mapped out.
 ^ Ethnography can be seen as a research practice where the other is subjected to the
ethnographer’s gaze and constructed through her/his language. As a method or a collection of 
methods, it
involves the ethnographers participating, overtly or covertly, in people’s daily lives for 
an extended period of time, watching what happens, listening to what is said, asking 
questions ... collecting whatever data are available to throw light on the issues that are 
the focus of the research. Hammersley & Atkinson 1995, p. 1.
Naturalism can be regarded as a philosophical attempt to remain faithful to the nature of the 
phenomenon that is studied. Within ethnographic literature,
[n]aturalism proposes that, as far as possible, the social world should be studied in its 
‘natural’ state, undisturbed by the researcher. Hence, ‘natural’ not ‘artificial’ settings, 
like experiments or formal interviews, should be the primary source o f data ... The 
primaiy aim should be to describe what happens in the setting, how the people 
involved see their own actions and those of others, and the contexts in which the action 
takes place. Hammersley & Atkinson 1995, p. 6
 ^ I am particularly gratefiil to Tiina Suhonen for bringing Ludvig Nyholm’s (1959) article to my
attention. I also want to thank Anne Makkonen for providing me with a copy o f Piia Ahonen’s 
(2002) MA dissertation and Satu Süivoin for providing me with a copy of Marika Bergman’s 
(2002) article.
 ^ The transcript marks used include:
(.) = a short pause in the speech.
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[]  = simultaneously occiirring speech.
XX = a strong emphasis in the speech, speaking louder etc.
(comment) = focus group facilitator’s comments.
Adshead et al emphasise the acts of ''’'recognising m à identifying the character of the dance, 
ascribing qualities to it and understanding its meaning” (1988, p. 110). However, such 
interpretative acts are made possible only by "discerning, describing and naming the 
components and the form of the dance” (ibid). In this model, the components of dance are 
‘movement’, ‘dancers’, ‘visual settings’, and ‘aural elements’ and the formal structures emerge 
from ‘relations according to components’, ‘relations at point in time’, ‘relations through time’, 
‘relations between the moment and the linear development’ and ‘major/minor/subsidiaiy 
relations’ (ibid).
The proto-narrative unit can be defined as “a semiotic unit o f experience containing elements 
that lend themselves to being configured with narratives” (Barr & Lewin 1995, p. 20). This 
concept can be used
to refer to elements such as themes, schemas, gestures, and postures tiiat, like Mona 
Lisa’s smile, suggest narrative possibilities without specifying what these narratives 
might be. Such proto-narratives employ recognizable components of everyday life 
whose meanings remain ambiguous yet suggestive and open to interpretation.
Ibid.
Currently, there are at least twelve strands of discourse analysis including speech act theory and 
pragmatics, conversation analysis and ethnomethodology, discusive psychology, the 
ethnography of communication, interactional sociolinguistics, narrative analysis, critical 
discourse analysis, rhetorical analysis, Bakhtinian research, Foucauldian research, 
deconstructive discourse analysis and Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse theory (Billig 1996; 
Jawroski & Coupland 1999; Wetherell 2001a; Macleod 2002, Philips & Jorgensen 2002a, Van 
Djik 1993).
Actually a poststructuralist view does not have to deny nor affirm the existence of the ‘real’ 
including the material body. As Kenneth Gergen suggests, “[w]hatever is, simply is” (1999, p. 
222). That is,
the moment we begin to articulate what there is -  what is truly or objectively the case -  
we enter a world o f discourse -  and thus a tradition, a way o f life, and a set of value 
preferences ... Each commitment to the real eliminates a rich sea o f alternatives, and 
by quieting alternative discourses we limit possibilities of action. Ibid.
From a poststructuralist position, the question whether the material body exists does not require 
an answer. It would be more significant to ask what are “the consequences in cultural life of 
placing such [discursive] terms into motion” (Gergen 1999, p. 225).
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Chapter Three 
‘Boys Will Be Boys’
3.1. Introduction
While different generalisations about young males underpin accounts on boys in dance, 
it would be a mistake to think that boys who dance are defined merely by such general 
statements. Positioned as a male dance student, the concept of boy embodies additional 
meanings. Some of these meanings are underpinned by the discourses that are used for 
elaborating on the marginal position of the male dancer in society. Others emerge in 
reference to the male dance student’s marginal position in dance education that is 
generally considered as a female realm. It could be maintained that for the discussion 
on gender politics in dance, some of the most interesting discourses on boys who dance 
are the ones that aim to ‘normalise’ the male dance student or to redefine him in 
different ways. As the analysis in this chapter shows, such rhetoric acts boost gender 
politics that seek means to accommodate the culturally dominant heteronormative 
discourse of masculinism.
It is a commonly held belief, as Burr suggests, that
women and men are different kinds of people, with different abilities and 
aptitudes, different patterns of personality characteristics, different behaviours 
and different emotional capacities.
1998, p. 26.
As a result, gender, defined as “the social significance of sex” (Burr 1998, p. 11), 
constitutes a tapestry to our everyday lives as we operate in different arenas of the 
social world. For example, microcultures in schools, it has been argued, constitute “key 
infrastructural mechanisms through which masculinities and femininities are mediated 
and lived out” (Mac an Ghaill 1994, p. 4). As the following extract shows, gender 
matters also in the area of dance education;
Oleimaista on ollut, ettâ olemme katsoneet jokaista poikaa poikana. Poikia pitaa 
aina katsoa ensisijaisesti poikina eika lapsina.
Turpeinen as quoted in Saarela 2001b, p. 9.
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It has been essential that we look at each hoy as a hoy. Boys have to he 
perceived primarily as hoys and not as children.
Dance teacher Isto Turpeinen’s statement exemplifies the commonly held view within 
dance education in Finland about a fixed male core that needs to be considered when 
dance is taught to boys (Jaaskelainen 1993, Anttila 1994, Turpeinen 1997, Reunamaki 
2000, Rasanen 2000a, Bergman 2002). As the differentiation between boys and 
children shows, the dance educational claim that is put forth in the extract is 
underpinned by a set of binary oppositions (adult/child, boy/girl, male/female). Boys, 
as a social group, are located through the notion of otherness outside the position of the 
child, a position that is left for young females to occupy. This distinction and the 
circular claim that boys have to be regarded “as boys”, reveals the essentialist 
underpinnings of Turpeinen’s statement. Hence, it could be argued that an essentialist 
discourse, a nexus of statements that contribute to the notion about a monolithic core 
that is embedded in all male subjects, constructs young males unproblematically as a 
single and unified category. Outside discussion on boys in dance, such discourse 
operates, for example, in Robert Stoller’s (1968, 1976) work on ‘core gender identity’. 
It underpins also the highly criticised Jungian based work on a ‘deep masculine’ by 
Robert Bly (1990).^ In addition, essentialist discourse underpins much of the so called 
sex-difference debate.^ Moreover, it has been pointed out that a belief in ‘true 
masculinity’ is shared by the mass media, Christian fundamentalists and essentialist 
feminists (Connell 1995).
Yet, in the area of masculinity studies the concept of multiple masculinities suggests a 
more complex view of the male subject (Brittan 2001, Connell 1995, Whitehead 2002). 
Indeed, as the backgrounds of the interviewed and observed male dance students show, 
boys who dance are not carved from a single piece of wood. They come from different 
social and ethnic backgrounds. They differ from one another also in terms of age, body 
composition, sexuality, interests and so on. Moreover, the poststructuralist argument 
about the unstable nature of signification (Hutcheon 1989) makes it possible to argue 
that ‘boy’ is far from a transparent concept. How young males are turned into objects 
of meaning-making “depends upon the structuring of a discursive field” (Laclau and 
Moufle 1985, p. 108).
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Rather than trying to generalise what boys are, this chapter sets out to investigate how 
boys are conceptualised through different discourses in Finnish discussions on boys 
and dance.^ Several questions arise: first, how exactly are boys characterised in the 
data? Second, what discourses make possible these characterisations? Third, in what 
rhetoric contexts do these discursive characterisations appear? These questions are 
addressed by scrutinising statements of dance teachers and of other relevant persons in 
the data.
3.2. The “Nature” of Boys
The idea that gender represents a relationship of difference explains why maleness and 
femaleness are often perceived as a set of binary oppositions (De Lauretis 1987, 
Connell 1995). However, a discourse analytic point of view suggests that there is no 
neutral position from which to classify such differences. That is, according to Foucault 
(1994), various discursive preconceptions regulate what can be discerned, how it can 
be discerned, what is regarded as irrelevant, and how the perceived information is 
interpreted in relation to other existing bits of information. The aim of this section is to 
show how essentialist accounts about the “nature” of boys emerge through biology- 
based discourses in Finnish discussion on dance for boys. In order to do this, this 
section places under scrutiny, first, a set of text extracts from focus group material 
(29.03.2001). Following that, passages from dance teacher Isto Turpeinen’s internet 
homepage (http://www.kolumbus.fi/ isto.turpeinen/index2.htm 15.3.2003) are studied.
Matt is a middle-aged dance teacher with years of experience in teaching dance for 
boys and young men in different levels. In the focus group, he explained how, together 
with his colleagues, he had come to an understanding that male dance students need a 
male teacher. In addition, he claimed that a dance class for boys needs an educational 
focus that differs from the objectives of “traditional” dance classes that were held for 
female dance students. His use of the word traditional, in this context, referred to 
authoritarian modes of teaching. The following three extracts demonstrate the 
discursive view of boys that underpins Matt’s dance educational claim. In the first 
extract, such a view provides support for the claim that male dance students need a 
male dance teacher:
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Int.: Mikâ sen ajatuksen takana oli?
Int.: What was behind that idea?
Matt: Sen miesopettajan takana?
Matt: Behind the male teacher?
Int.: Niin
Int.: Yes
Matt: No tietenkin silloinhan me pohdittiin aika lailla sita just nimenomaan viis,
kuus, seitteman vuotiaiden kohdalla. Taas tultiin niin kun siihen tulokseen, 
joka paivakotiopetuksen kautta oli tullut esille, oli se, etta pitaa tota ajoissa 
ikâan kuin iskea ennen kuin asenteet on muuttuneet seitseman vuotiaalla 
pojalla jo siihen, etta taa on likkojen harrastus. Etta piti paasta ennakoimaan 
se, elikka nelja vuotiaina noi menee viela tytot ja  pojat menee ihan 
kimppaan, mut viis vuotiaina alkaa oleen jo niinkun semmosta, etta pojat 
alkaa hahmottaa olevansa poikia (Kâantyy puhumaan haastattelijalle) ... ja 
varmaan sulla on taustatietoa, etta missa vaiheessa niinkun identiteetti tulee 
pojalla siihen, etta se alkaa seurata isaansa ja  tallain nain.
Matt: Well, o f  course at that time we were thinking about that a great deal
particularly in reference to five, six, seven year olds. Again we came to a 
conclusion, what had come up when teaching in the kindergarden, that one 
has to, well, sort o f  strike in time before the attitude o f  a seven year old boy 
has changed to that this is a hobby for girls. So that it had to be anticipated, 
that is, at four years o f  age it still works, girls and boys go together, but at 
the age o f five it starts to be that boys sees themselves as boys (turns to 
address the interviewer) ... and surely you have some background 
information on at what phase the boys identity moves to the point that he 
begins to follow his father and so on.
The reference to the ability of boys to acknowledge and perform gender stereotypes 
and other references to their attitudes, identity development and father-son relationship 
link Matt’s reply intertextually, it could be maintained, with the complex and 
fragmentary discourse of psychology. It is the discursive framework of psychology, it 
can be argued, that makes also possible the essentialist idea about boys’ need for a 
male dance teacher:
Matt: Ja sen takia koettiin jotenkin, etta mieshenkilo vois olla siina vaiheessa,
koska identiteettiâ luodaan niin se vaikuttaa joka tavalla. Se niin kun 
automaattisesti haluaa samaistua ja  silloin se pojan kanssa se mies mies on 
tarkeâ olennainen.
Matt: We somehow felt that a male would be appropriate in that phase fo r  the
reason that in the process o f  creating an identity, it influences (the boy) in 
every way. He kind o f automatically wants to identify (with a male) and that 
is why a man is important, essential, fo r  the boy.
In the second extract. Matt presents an idea about the identity development of young 
males. It is perceived as an automatic and fixed process that takes place in relation to
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men. The essentialist underpinnings of Matt’s view become more explicit later in the 
focus group when he moves to talk about sex differences as follows:
Matt: Ja varsinkin niinkun poika jotenkin on niinku hirveen (.) naisethan sen on
oivaltaneet, etta miehet saa liikkumaan kun laittaa jonkun perassa ne 
juoksemaan [naurua] elikka tota kun pojalle antaa pallon niin se lahtee sen 
pallon peraan juoksemaan ja potiin sita ja  se saadaan sidottua sen energia 
siihen. Tytto ei ehkâ ihan samalla lailla tartte sita valinetta. En tiedâ missa 
mikâ aivoihin liittyva erilaisuus tai geenit.
Matt: And especially the boys are somehow kind o f  extremely (.) well women sure
have noticed that a man can be made to move when you make them run after 
something [laughter] that is (.) well when you give a ball to a boy he starts 
running after it and kicking it and that energy can be focused to it. A girl 
does not need that medium perhaps quite in the same way. I  don’t know 
where (.) what brain related difference or genes.
In this extract, Matt speaks about the teaching content of dance classes. His 
educational claim is that boys need a different motivation to move than girls. From a 
(pro-)feminist queer theory perspective, it can be noted how women are positioned in 
this heteronormative and sexist comment as objects of men’s chase."  ^ The comment 
contains an idea that it is “natural” for males to run after moving objects just like it is 
“natural” for them to run after women. As the extract shows, references to genes and 
the brain structure are used for linking this kind of male behaviour to the male biology. 
Through this discursive link sex differences, as well as the interests of young males, 
are constructed in Matt’s speech as inevitable and permanently fixed. It is from such 
biology-based essentialism, it can be maintained, that the reductionist idea about the 
“nature” of boys emerges in his speech. From the same discursive underpinnings 
emerge also Matt’s educational claims.
According to Eklund (1999), sex differences have been explained generally from two 
distinctive positions: biology-based theories and socio-cultural theories.^ In the 
following extract, fragments from Isto Turpeinen’s (http://www.kolumbus.fi/ 
isto.turpeinen/index2.htm 15.3.2003) article exemplify how discourses of biology- 
based evolution psychology and physical development define young males as “other” 
in relation to young females. What emerges is a sex-difference discourse that supports 
the idea about separate groups for boys and girls in dance education up until 13 years 
of age:
Munasolujen hedelmoittymisista yli puolet sukupuoleltaan XY -koodattuja ja 
tamân seurauksena myos syntyvista lapsista runsas puolet onkin poikia. Taman
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vastapainona on toisaalta poikasikiôiden ja  syntyneiden poikalapsien heikompi 
eloonjaamisen todennakoisyys -  poikalapset ovat lastenpsykiatri Jari 
Sinkkosen sanontaa lainatakseni ns. heikompi astia.
Poikien kehitykseen liittyy enemmân hâiriôitâ ja  he ovat lapsina alttiimpia mm. 
onnettomuuksille. Erilaisia kehityshairioita, kuten esim. MBDita, dysfasiaa tai 
Aspergerin syndroomaa, esiintyy selkeasti useammin juuri poikalapsilla. Myos 
psykososiaalisia ongelmia omaavien lasten ja  nuorten joukon paaosa on juuri 
poikia...
Kokemus tuntuisi nayttavan, etta pojille olisi annettava vuosi enemmân aikaa -  
kun tytot aloittavat 4-vuotiaina, pojilla tuntuu ryhmâopetus sujuvan noin 5- 
vuotiaasta lâhtien ... Nuoruuden alkupuolella tapahtuva kasvupyrâhdys ja 
seksuaalinen kypsyminen eivât tasoita tilannetta mitenkâân. Tytot kasvavat ja 
kypsyvât aikaisemmin. Kun kasvupyrâhdys ajoittuu keskimâârin ikâvuosiin 11 
-  14 niin tytôillâ se tapahtuu aikaisemmin kuin pojilla. Jos kasvupyrâhdys on 
kiivaimmillaan noin puoli vuotta ja  pisimmillâân voi kestââ VA - 2 vuoteen, 
niin erot saattavat olla nâissâ ikâryhmissâ tyttôjen ja  poikien vâlillâ todella 
suuret.
Over half o f  the fertilised egg cells have their sex XY-coded. Consequently, 
more than half o f the babies that are born are boys. On the other hand, this is 
counterbalanced by the smaller probability for male embryos and born male 
children to survive -  to quote paediatrician Jari Sinkkonen, the boy child is a 
so called weaker vessel.
The development o f boys involves more disorders and as children boys are for  
example more prone to accidents. Different developmental disorders, such as 
MBD, dysphasia and Asperger’s syndrome, for example, appear distinctly 
more often particularly among boy children. Also most children and young 
people who have psychosocial problems are, indeed, boys...
Experience would seem to suggest that boys need to be given an extra year -  
whereas girls start at the age o f  4, learning in a group would seem to work for  
boys from 5 years on ... The rapid growth period and the sexual maturing 
during the early adolescence do not even the situation by any means. Girls 
grow and mature earlier. When the rapid growth period takes place 
approximately between years 11 and 14, for girls it takes place earlier than for  
boys. I f  the rapid growth period appears most intensively for a period o f  6 
months and, at longest, it can take from 1 1 /2 -2  years, the differences between 
boys and girls in these age groups are significantly large.
It can be seen how in this extract a medical discourse supported by a known medical 
specialist introduces, through references to chromosomes, embryos, developmental 
disorders and psychosocial problems, an essentialist bias that underpins the 
educational claims that are put forth in Turpeinen’s text. It constructs the notion of 
human development around biology-based models in evolutionary psychology that 
generally focus on explaining how genetic, hormonal and neurological features as well 
as the brain structure differ between males and females.^ In this discourse, as the 
extract shows, the male child is prone to die. He can suffer from different 
developmental disorders. He also lags behind in physical and social development in
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relation to girls. In this discourse, the entire development of the male child is 
‘irretrievably’ linked to the Y part of the twentythird pair of the human chromosomes. 
From this discursive perspective, the male child is not just different from most girls -  
he represents the weaker sex.
Hence, biology-based discourses produce essentialist statements on the ‘nature’ of 
young males by linking boys’ behaviour and interests with male biology. In this 
discursive framework, young males who stand out as different from what is perceived 
as the male nature are not taken to undermine the notion of male ‘nature’. Rather, as 
the following extract from Matt’s speech demonstrates, such boys are perceived as 
deviants:
Matt: Et aina on erilaisia yksiloita. Et oonhan makin yhdeksan vuotiaana
alottanut j a silti (.) varmaan j otain vik- vikaa tai [naurua].
Matt: Well, there have always been different individuals. I  too have started at
the age o f nine and (.) surely there has been something wr- wrong or 
[laughs].
Prior to this extract. Matt has been emphasising how due to the male ‘nature’, 
‘traditional’ or authoritarian form of dance training does not fit male students. In the 
extract, he acknowledges the possibility that there can be young males who actually 
enjoy traditional forms of training. However, they are constructed as exceptions to the 
rule. By reflecting back in his personal history as a dance student, with laughter and 
self-irony. Matt includes himself in such group of deviants: boys who had “something 
wr- wrong” in them. Further, young males who do not fit into this frame of reference 
are marginalised as deviants whose relation to the notion of what boys are carries only 
minor significance.
Hence, it can be argued that biology-based discourses make the ‘nature’ of boys 
appear as a permanent quality in male dance students that is irrevocably programmed 
into their male biology. This enables sweeping generalisations about boys to be made 
and provides a fertile ground for requests to masculinise dance educational practices. 
Yet, it would be far too simplistic to argue that biology determines social aspects of 
life.^ It would also be far too simple to maintain that essentialist ideas about the 
“nature” of boys emerge merely from biology-based discourses. Thus, in the following
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section the focus turns to other discourses that also provide essentialist views on young 
males.
3.3. Heroes and Hunters: Boys Emerging Through History and Popular Culture
It has been suggested that popular culture and mass media disseminate some of the 
most commonly available forms of masculinity (Mosse 1996, Connell 2000, Donnald
2001, Dyer 2002). As a discourse, heroic masculinity is familiar from comic books, 
fiction, Hollywood films and so on practically to every young male. According to 
Whitehead, the discourse of heroic masculinity is
captured in the notion of ‘man as (lone) hero’: the adventurer/explorer/ 
conqueror trapped in a cycle of return and departure as he exposes himself to 
new challenges; with a drive to achieve that is not, apparently, of his choosing 
but comes from ‘deep’ within his psyche.
2002, p.118.
It could be maintained that Western popular culture constructs its superheroes 
generally as white, muscular, able-bodied, heterosexual and invincible. They are men 
who stand against the evil. With “bravery, endurance and self-sacrifice” (Whitehead
2002, p. 122), they help those who are in trouble. For many boys. Superman and 
Tarzan, the two fantasy characters fabricated by Jerry Siegel, Joe Shuster and Edgar 
Rice Burroughs, are, no doubt, superheroes par excellence.
Interestingly, as the following extract shows, brief references to Superman and Tarzan 
appear also interwoven in some of the accounts on sex-differences in Turpeinen’s 
(http://www.kolumbus.fi/isto.turpeinen/index2.htm 15.3.2003) text on boys and dance:
Sukupuolisuuden kromosomiparin Y -osa toimii tehokkaasti ja  
vâajâamâttômâsti, mutta rakentaa lasta, joka on kuin ’’harsoinen terasmies” ... 
Kasvavien lasten fysiologiset erot ovat pienia. Ennen nuoruusian puberteettia 
ja nopeaa kasvupyrahdysta fyysiset erot eivat ole tanssinopetuksen kannalta 
suurta eriyttamista vaativia ... Poikien fyysisyyden kokonaisvaltainen karkeus 
ja  suoranainen keskimaarainen ’’tarzanmaisuus” ovatkin syita, joissa kannattaa 
miettiâ esim. tanssinopetuksen aloittamisen ikâa suhteissa tyttoihin.
The Y-part in the chromosome o f  sex operates efficiently and irretrievably, but 
it constructs a child that is like a ‘‘gauzy Superman” ... The physiological 
differences between growing children are small. Prior to puberty and the rapid 
period o f  growth, physical differences do not require largely separated 
teaching o f  dance ... Roughness and the directly average “Tarzan-like” quality 
o f boys’ physicality are some o f  the reasons that are worthy to consider as one
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is pondering the age when to begin with boys in dance education in relation to 
girls.
In this extract, the two references to superheroes stand out in stark contrast to the 
surrounding text that is constructed through biology-based discourses. Yet, it could be 
maintained that it is through these references that the discourse of heroic masculinity 
amalgamates with the biology based discourse. Together these two discourses 
introduce the idea of “roughness” that is used to differentiate boys from girls in 
Turpeinen’s (ibid) text. It could be maintained that the amalgamation of these two 
radically different discourses is not as unexpected as one might think. That is, 
stereotypical behavioural patterns of heroic masculinity are made easily recognisable 
through the wide circulation of images of super heroes in popular culture. Biological 
essentialism, on the other hand, provides simple explanations for such behaviour by 
fixing it to the biology of the male body.
Following Dyer, it can be argued that muscularly built and tanned bodies of super 
heroes are displayed in popular culture “not as typical but ideal” (2002, p. 265). In 
addition, however, their armour-like hardness can also be linked to
a model of white male identity in which anxieties about the integrity and 
survival of the self are expressed through fantasmic fears of the flooding, 
invading character of women, the masses and racial inferiors. Only a hard, 
visibly bounded body can resist being submerged into the horror of femininity 
and non-whiteness.
ibid.
Behind the embodied idea of an invincible super hero, there are doubts and 
uncertainties. Indeed, such see-through and fragile qualities of the brawny fabrication 
can be detected from the metaphor of “gauzy superman” that is used for defining boys 
in the extract from Turpeinen’s text. This metaphor can be read to suggest that 
underneath the gendered performance of the mighty superhero, which is a cultural 
fabrication and a fantasy, there is a fragile boy, a ‘weaker vessel’, that requires special 
attention.
Following Scott (1999), it can be argued that representations from the past participate 
in constructing our present day understandings of gender. However, it has been 
suggested that historical texts are not neutral accounts about the past (Jenkins 1995).
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'History\ as feminists argue, “has been written from only one point of view, that of the 
dominant white male” (Brown 1994b, p. 199). Indeed, it is the public domain, the 
mysterious “world of men”, that appears central to Western history writing. In 
Middleton’s words, “men’s work is a mystery, and mysteries create awe and longing 
(as many religious leaders have known)” (1992, p. 41). From this perspective, it can be 
maintained that hunters and experimenters have been given a central position in much 
of the Western history writing and story-telling simply because they accommodate the 
mystery of men’s public life and the discourse of heroism. Further, this privileged 
position in turn gives marked prestige for acts of hunting and experimenting.^ In that 
sense, it can be argued that narratives on heroic hunters and adventurous experimenters 
construct a commonly available intertextuality that participates in shaping how socially 
accountable maleness is understood in Western societies.
Thus, in addition to heroes from popular culture, culturally dominant discourses on 
men in Western history writing can also participate in shaping how young males are 
perceived in dance discussions. In the following extract, for example, the author 
elaborates further the title of her article, which quotes a commonly heard but often 
unquestioned saying ‘Pojat ovat poikia’ [boys will be boys], as follows:
Metsastajan mieli
Pojat ovat ikuisia kokeilijoita, elamysten metsastajia. Heidân tanssinsa 
peruselementteja ja  kayttovoimia ovat liito, lento, vauhti, voima, taitavuus, 
uskallus, rohkeus, oivallus ja  energisyys. Nâihin haasteisiin pitaa myos vastata. 
Jos oppimisen puuhun kiivetaan vaarasta paasta, ei paasta puuta pidemmalle. 
Poikaluonteen tuntevat tietavat, miten tanssi vie koko pienen miehen, jos kaiku 
vastaa pienen miehen huutoihin.
Jaaskelainen 1993, p. 4.
Mind o f the Hunter
Boys are eternal experimenters, hunters o f experiences. Basic elements and 
motive power o f their dance are gliding, flying, speed, strength, skills, courage, 
bravery, insight and energy. These challenges have to be answered. I f  the tree 
o f learning is climbed from the wrong end it is not possible to get much further. 
Those who know the nature o f  boys also know how dance may capture the 
entire young man i f  the echo responds to the young man’s call.
As the extract shows, ‘hunter’, in the caption, as well as ‘eternal experimenters’ and 
‘hunters of experiences’ in the first line of the extract are concepts that are used in 
Jaaskelainen’s text for characterising the male sex. Hence, a historical discourse on
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heroism, rather than boys’ ‘true nature’, produce a list of words that are seen as the key 
essence and the source of motivation of young males’ dancing. The genetive form in 
the caption suggests that hunters have a particular psyche - the ‘mind of the hunter’. 
Based on this, and the explicit reference to the ‘nature of boys’ later in the extract, it 
can be argued that Jaaskelainen’s text calls forth intertextual traces from the discourses 
of personality psychology and biology-based essentialism.^ It is through these 
discursive underpinnings, it can be argued, that a list of words are presented in the text 
as a collection of fixed personality ‘traits’ of young males.
Following Foucault’s (1972) idea that objects of knowledge are formed by the rules 
that are embedded in discourses, it can be argued that the discourses that underpin 
Jaaskelainen’s text (1993), regulate effectively what statements can be made about 
young males in that particular context. The discursive power to convince the reader 
makes it almost impossible to see that different characterisations could provide another 
intertextuality. From such a basis, Jaaskelainen’s (ibid) list of young male’s ‘‘basic 
elements and motive power” (ibid) would appear as irretrievably incomplete, perhaps 
even irrelevant.
This section has investigated some of the ways how the discourse of heroism 
participates in constructing the dancing boy through intertextual references from 
popular culture and Western history writing. Based on the above, it can be argued that 
the dancing boy emerges through these discursive underpinnings as a rough, physically 
active superhero whose skilful actions are full of bursting speed and energy. Further, 
he is curious to confront new challenges as he explores and experiments with things 
that are new to him. Yet, the heroic dancing boy is a cultural fabrication. As a 
gendered performance, he appears as a ‘gauzy Superman’. Underneath the embodied 
of heroic masculinity, there is a fragile young male, a ‘weaker vessel’ that requires 
special attention.
3.4. Finnish Boys and Pressure
The previous section introduced a dancing boy constructed through the discourses of 
popular culture and history writing as a hero. Yet it also pointed to the fragile young 
male, the ‘weak vessel’ that lies hidden under such gendered performance. This section
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focuses on the notion of fragility of the dancing boy as it emerges through the nexus of 
nationalist and psychological discourses.
The following extract is from a television documentary LevottomatyaW  [Restless feet] 
(YLEl 21.5.2003) that takes as its topic a group of adolescent boys from the Dance 
Institute of Vantaa. In the extract, their dance teacher Isto Turpeinen characterises 
Finnish boys as follows:
Jos me ajatellaan viela suomalaista poikaa niin kyllahan se hirveen jâyhâ on. 
Siis sehan on ihan selva asia, etta ei helposti paasteta irti kuvioita, jotka tuntuu 
sisalla. Etta pidetaan niinku aika puhtaasti kiinni. Niinku on puhuttukin sillee 
etta poikien tunneilmaisu on ollu niinku kultasessa hakissa, mutta se ei tuu 
esille kun sit ihan sellasissa sanotaanko marginaalitilanteissa.
Again, i f  we think o f  the Finnish boy, well, surely he is incredibly reserved. 
Well, it is a clear fact that one doesn Y straightforwardly let out things that are 
fe lt inside. One pretty clearly holds on to them. Well, as it has been discussed, 
boys ’ expression o f  emotions has been in a kind o f  golden cage, and it doesn Y 
come out except in certain, let us say, marginal situations.
In the extract, the underpinning discourse of nationalism enables the act of ascribing a 
national identity of young males and calling them ‘Finnish’. Moreover, the notion of a 
collectively embodied national identity that is put forth by this discourse makes it 
possible to perceive a group of boys collectively as a single unified male body, the 
‘Finnish boy’. In Turpeinen’s speech, this discursive rhetoric produces a generalisation 
that views reservedness through the national male body as a common personality trait 
in all young Finnish males.
Following Bergman (2002), Turpeinen’s concept of ‘golden cage’ can be defined as an 
emotional sphere that easily remains closed for young males. In the extract, references 
to such emotional problems show how the national male body is constructed through a 
psychodynamic discourse metaphorically as a pressure cooker. The notion that it is 
merely in exceptional conditions that Finnish boys are willing to open themselves up 
emerges, it could be argued, through Freudian or other psychological theory where the 
human being is perceived as a hydraulic energy system with irmate libidinal forces that 
seek for gratification. According to such psychodynamic models of energy tension 
builds up when gratification can not be obtained.^ ^  Consequently, it has been suggested 
that this causes anxiety (Hakanen 1992).
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Dance teacher Marketta Viitala’s (1998, p. 26) book on creative dance exemplifies 
how psychological pressure can be constructed as a general condition of young Finnish 
males fi*om a radically different discursive point of view:
Lienee lupa vaittaa, ettâ poikien vahainen osallistuminen tanssiin on Suomessa 
paljolti kiinni isan, perheen, toveripiirin ja  koko yhteison ellei suorastaan 
yhteiskunnan asenteista ja  malleista: ’maailma on vahvojen miesten eikâ 
tanssija kuulu heihin’ ... Suomalaisen pojan perusolemus huutaa fyysisen ja  
sita tietâ henkisen vapautumisen peraan ... Pojankin on lupa olla herkka oma 
itsensa...
One might argue that boys’ modest attendance in dance in Finland depends 
very much on the attitudes and models that the father, the family, the peers, and 
the entire community, i f  not entire society, provide: ‘the world belongs to 
strong men and the dancer is not part o f  them ’ The basic nature o f  Finnish 
boys calls fo r physical and, through that, spiritual emancipation ... Even a boy 
has the permission to be the own sensitive self...
Also in this extract, the nationalist discourse enables the author to generalise about 
Finnish boys by linking the notion of pressure to the ‘nature’ of Finnish young males. 
However, in Viitala’s text Finnish boys are positioned in relation to other social actors, 
groups, and institutions. It could be maintained that within the fragmented discourse of 
psychology, this kind of social relations are most commonly coverd in the area of 
social psychology. Thus, it can be argued that the references to interpersonal 
relationships and to social “attitudes and models” in Viitala’s (ibid) text emerge 
through a social psychological discourse that underpins also the notion of social 
pressure in the extract.
The references about the socially omnipresent attitude that “the world belongs to 
strong men” (ibid) shows that Finnish boys are positioned in Viitala’s (ibid) text in 
relation to the socially dominant form of masculinity, a discourse of masculinism, that 
constructs men as strong controllers of the world. Hence, the extract from Viitala’s 
(1998) text can be read to suggest that the discourse of masculinism creates ‘outside’ 
pressure, which turns Finnish boys into constrained subjects. A liberated boy’s ‘own 
sensitive se lf as the opposite of the constrained boy constitutes a key objective of 
boys’ dance education in Viitala’ (ibid) text.
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According to Burr, the concept of the ‘free individual’ appears ata the centre of liberal 
humanism, which she regards as “a heavily legitimated discourse in our present-day 
society” (1995, p. 75). In such discourse personhood is perceived
as a bounded, unique, more or less integrated motivational and cognitive 
universe, a dynamic centre of awareness, emotion, judgement and action, 
organized in to a distinctive whole and set contrastively against other such 
wholes and against a social and natural background.
Geertz as quoted in Sampson 1989, p. 1.
According to Gergen, also private experiences appear central to this discourse, which 
he calls the ‘‘ideology o f the selfcontained individual {\999, p. 118, emphasis in 
original). Hence, in Viitala’s (1998) text, the notion about the socially constrained 
dancing boy can be said to emerge in relation to the liberal humanist concept of the 
‘free individual’. Further, it is the discourse of liberal humanism, it can be argued, that 
also underpins the emancipatory idea that young males can be liberated from such 
constraints.
The extracts introduced here have shown how boys are defined in dance educational 
contexts, for example, through discourses of biological essentialism, masculinism in 
popular culture and history writing, nationalism, evolution psychology, social 
psychology as well as liberal humanist discourse of personhood. To shift the focus 
slightly, the rest of this chapter turns to examine a selection of text extracts in order to 
illuminate how boys who dance are discursively elaborated in different contexts.
3.5. The Dancing Freak
The Ballet of the Finnish National Opera lacks good male dancers -  especially the 
“prince” type, complains dance critic Helena Mâkinen (1959b) in a national Finnish 
daily newspaper. It is not very helpful that only every sixth student in the Finnish 
National Opera Ballet School is male, she writes. The fear that boys embody 
effeminate behaviour in ballet is probably one of the reasons why parents do not put 
their sons in a ballet class, she continues.
Since the late 1950’s the number of boys who dance has increased in the Finnish 
National Opera Ballet School as well as in some other Finnish dance institutions.^"^
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Yet, there is a commonly held view that it is rare for Finnish boys to take up theatrical 
dance (Laakso 1988, Jokela-Nazimov 1991, Lampi 1991, A f Bjorkensten 1997, 
Harkonen 1999, Runonen 2001, Hankaniemi 1999). It could be maintained that these 
and other statements about the rarity of young males who dance have a tei^0icy to 
marginalise the dancing boy. The following extract provides an example. It is taken 
from Anu Hankaniemi’s (1999) article on dance education in the western region of 
Finland.
Suuri osa oppilaista on siis, arvatenkin, tyttoja, mutta mukaan mahtuu myos 
kaksi poikaa. Komeamman sukupuolen tanssijoista on huutava pula 
Kokkolassakin ... Pula miestanssijoista ei ole vain Kokkolan ongelma. -  Jopa 
oopperan koulu ottaa lahes aikuisia poikia ja  kouluttaa heita, balettipedagogi 
Marita Nieminen sanoo.
Well, as presumed, a large number o f the students are girls, but also two boys 
f i t  in. There is a screaming lack o f the dancers o f  the more handsome sex ... 
also in Kokkola ... The lack o f male dancers is not a problem just for Kokkola.
-  Even the school at the Opera takes almost grown-up boys and schools them, 
says ballet pedagogue Marita Nieminen.
In this extract, the lack of male dance students is presented as a problem not just for the 
small provincial town but also for the Finnish National Opera Ballet School. It is, 
indeed, through the reference to a nationally significant institution of ballet education, 
it could be argued, that the lack of boys is established, in the extract, as a national 
status quo in dance, or at least in ballet. Further, through the discourse on lack, the two 
male dance students that are mentioned in the extract are located in two marginal 
positions. In both cases, these positions are constructed in relation to what is 
considered as the majority: first, girls in the dance class and, second, the general class 
of Finnish males, a class that does not dance, according to the article.
Following the French feminist writer Hélène Cixous (1985), it could be maintained 
that the ‘centre-margin’ duality is an unequally balanced binary opposition that is 
commonly used for identifying difference or exclusion. According to Tajfel’s (1978) 
social identity theory, it is common for people to identify their own group in positive 
terms in opposition to other groups. Hence, it could be argued that the discourse of 
otherness that emerges through the ‘centre-margin’ binary opposition and other 
dualities is often constructed in negative terms. ‘Freak’, it could be maintained, is one 
of the negative terms that has been used for identifying otherness. According to a
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dictionary definition, a freak is “a person, animal, or plant that is abnormal or 
deformed ... a person who acts or dresses in a markedly unconventional way” (Collins 
Concise Dictionary 2001, p. 569, sv freak). More generally, it could be suggested that 
the concept of ‘freak’ signifies anything that stands out from what is perceived as a 
conventional norm. As the next extract illuminates, the notion about the dancing boy as 
a freak emerges though the discourse of otherness:
Kun miehelta vaaditaan yhdessa ja  samassa suorituksessa voimaa, kestavyytta, 
notkeutta ja pitkalle menevia taitosuorituksia, tâytyy kysymyksessa olla 
ureheilulaji. Oikea miesten laji.
Kun samaan mieheen yhdistyy viela taiteilijan herkkyys, ilmaisu- ja  
elaytymiskyky, kâantyykin arvio hetkessa painvastaiseksi. Naisellinen, 
akkamainen, mamis. Suomalaisten ermakkoluulojen arkipaivaa 1980-luvun 
lopussa. Miestanssija on yhâti kummastus, onto lintu, joka ei sovi 
vakiintuneisiin kaavoihin.
When a man is required to display strength, endurance, flexibility and far  
reaching physical skills all in one and the same performance, the activity in 
question has to be the sports. Truly a men’s pursuit.
When artistic sensitivity as well as abilities to express oneself and put one’s 
soul into it are connected to the same man, the appraisal turns instantaneously 
to its opposite. Effeminate, womanish, nerd. Commonplace prejudices in 
Finland in the late 1980’s Finland. The male dancer is perpetually a freak, a 
strange bird that does not f i t  in to the established conventions.
The above extract comes from Lauri Laakso’s (1988) article ‘Oudot linnun poikaset: 
Poikien tanssikurssi Kuopiossa’ [The Strange Young Birds: The Boys’ Dance Course 
in Kuopio]. In the extract, it can be seen how qualities that are relevant to the sports 
discourse are linked to men and masculinity while artistic sensitivity and expressed 
emotions are gendered feminine. Based on this, it can be argued that the act of 
ascribing feminised characteristics to the male dancer positions him outside the 
socially dominant masculinist definition of men. This, as the extract clearly shows, 
labels the male dancer as a “freak, a strange bird” (ibid).
Some decades ago when it was rare to see boys in theatrical dance, their marginal 
position was often defined from the masculinist point of view in negative terms. 
During the 1990’s the increase in some Finnish dance schools has been phenomenal, 
particularly in the Vantaa Dance Institute where dance is taught for young males from 
kindergarten age up to late adolescence. One might think that with the increase of boys 
in theatrical dance the discourse of otherness through which the dancing boy is
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constructed as a freak would diminish. Yet, as the following extract from the 
programme notes of the Tanssiva Poika 2000 [The Dancing Boy 2000] gala 
performance shows, this is not necessarily the case:
Kummallista...
Yli 60 poikaa nayttamdlla, tanssiesityksessa ... kummallista, outoa. Kim itse 
aloitin alalia yli kolmekymmenta vuotta sitten, olin balettikoulun lahes ainoa 
poika. Koko ammattiurani ajan on kokouksissa, tapaamisissa ja  seminaareissa 
pohdittu poikien vâhâistâ mâarâa tanssin alueella. Ja nyt, yli 60 poikaa 
nâyttâmôllâ, tanssiesityksessa! Mita on tapahtunut?
... Tanssiva poika on vielakin siina mâarin kummajainen, ettâ kaveripiirin ja  
luokkatoverien paineen kestaakseen taytyy minuuden vahvistua kestamaan 
enemmân kuin muiden. Vahvasta minakuvasta taas ei nykymaailmassa ole 
haittaa, sen kautta voi kasvaa jopa taiteilijaksi. Yli 60 poikaa nâyttâmôllâ, 
tanssiesityksessâ ... kummallista, outoa ... poikkeuksellista, hienoa!
Strange...
More than 60 boys on the stage, in a dance performance ... strange, odd. When 
I  started in the business more than thirty years ago, I  was more or less the only 
boy in the ballet school. Throughout my professional career, the small number 
o f boys in dance has been pondered in meetings, gatherings and seminars. And 
now, more than 60 boys on the stage in a dance performance! What has 
happened?
...A  boy who dances is even today a freak up to the point that in order to cope 
with the pressure from pals and peers at school, the self [o f the boy who 
dances] has to strengthen to take more than that o f others. Then again, a strong 
self-image harms no one in a contemporary world, through that one can even 
grow to become an artist once. Over more than 60 boys on the stage, in a 
dance performance ... strange, odd ... exceptional, great!
In this extract, Timo Sokura, a former dancer and the Chair of Vantaan tanssiopiston 
tuki ry [the support association of Vantaa Dance Institute], refers to his years as a 
dance student and his past career in dance as he tackles the idea of a large crowd of 
boys dancing on the stage. As Sokura recalls, there were few boys in dance when he 
entered the field. He also recalls the repeated discussions about the lack of boys in 
dance. Hence, it could be argued that for Sokura to perceive a large group of boys 
dancing on stage as “strange” or “odd” takes place through the discourse of 
strangeness that enters into his text through his lived history.
Yet, it could also be maintained that the discourse of strangeness enters into Sokura’s 
text through the commonly held position that boys and girls have different interests. 
The reference to peer pressure in the extract reminds the reader that schools, 
playgrounds and streets are all sites where children and young people are constantly
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patrolling the borders of gender and sexuality. From this perspective, by taking up 
dance, a boy crosses the discursively constructed boundary that distinguishes between 
male and female cultural interests. This enters him into a matrix of meaning-making 
where the discourse of strangeness constructs him as a freak. Hence, the culturally 
prevalent discourse of masculinism and the social policing of its boundaries make the 
discourse of strangeness still powerful. Until the power of masculinist discourse is 
strategically undermined, this will eventually continue no matter how much the 
number of boys increases in the field of theatrical dance. One possible way of doing 
this would be to highlight and celebrate multiple masculinities and gendered fluidity. 
Another would be an open confrontation of prejudiced views, as the lecture 
demonstration discussed below exemplifies.
Drawing from Bogdan (1988) and Adams (2001), a freak show can be defined as the
18public display of people who stand out from what is considered as a norm in society.
It could be suggested that sometimes only a thin line distinguishes a lecture 
demonstration that is given for educational purposes from a freak show, particularly 
when the aim of the former is to confront prejudiced views against a socially marginal 
group by displaying such group in public. A section from the earlier mentioned 
television documentary on boys and dance {Levottomat jalat [Restless feet] YLEl 
21.5.2003) provides an example of this.
In the documentary, a group of adolescent boys from the Vantaa Dance Institute 
perform for a group of eight grade students in the auditorium of a local secondary 
school. Wearing red t-shirts and black trousers, the boys make small hops from side to 
side with their arms extended to their sides. A backward step that is followed by a kick 
of the left foot, the small jumps accompanied with brushing of feet and pivots around 
the vertical axis bear resemblance with Irish folkdance. Yet, their sweeping legs, 
circular arm gestures, double pirouettes as well as lifting and falling of the upper body 
link their performance to the American and Central-European modem dance traditions. 
Following their performance, the boys sit quietly on the edge of the stage while their 
dance teacher Isto Turpeinen stands up to initiate a discussion about boys’ dancing 
with the audience. The following extract from the conversation is printed here in its 
full length in order give the reader a clear idea not just about the discursive but also 
rhetoric play that takes place in the conversation as it proceeds:
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Isto: Mita teistâ niinku, kun te katoitte nâita kundeja niin mita mielta sa oot
poikien tanssista?
Isto: How did you, well, when you watched these blokes so what do you think
about the dance o f  boys?
Tytto: Pitais uskaltaa enemmân tanssia muidenkin.
Girl: Others shoud dare to dance more as well
Isto: Uskaltaa enemmân (.) Mitâ sâ tarkotat sillâ, ettâ uskaltaa enemmân?
Isto: To dare more (.) What do you mean by daring more?
Tytto: Siis tarkotan sillâ lailla sitâ, ettâ tâtâ saatais tâtâ kiinnostusta vielâ
enenmmân koska musta on hienoa ettâ pojat tanssii ja  sitten niin kun ettâ ei 
00 kuitenkaan ihan taipeeks viel niit tanssijoita. '
Girl: Well, I  mean in a way that [we would] get even more o f  this interest,
because I  think it is great that boys dance and then also because there 
aren’t yet enough those [male] dancers.
Isto: [Kiijoittaa sanat ‘nolo mies’ taululle]. Mikâ nyt tâssâ jâtkien tanssimisessa
on nyt noloo? Kuka se oli, sinâkô sen sanoit? Kuka se oli sinâ? [Naurua 
yleisôssâ].
Isto: [Writes the words ‘embarrassed man’ on the board]. Who could tell what’s
so embarrassing about the dancing o f blokes? Who was it, did you say it? 
Who was it, you? [Giggling in the audience].
Tytto: Varmaan se kun ei niin moni harrasta sitâ.
Girl: Probably because not so many have it [dance]as a hobby.
Isto: Joo niit on vâhânjoo.
Isto: Yeah, there are very few  o f  them, yeah.
Tytto: Ja sitten tavallaan niin kun sitâ ei niin ku kaikki ei nyt pidâ sitâ silleen nâin
miehekkâânâ ettâ
Girl: And then in a way, like, because not everybody regards it kind o f  so manly
that
Isto: Kenen mielestâ se ettâ kaveri tanssii niin se tekee siihen ikâân kuin sellasen
tunteen, ettâ tuleekohan siitâ mies? Kâsi ylos. Yks nuor- (.) nostaksâ sen 
kâtes? No niin. No niin. Kenen mielestâ sillâ ei oo mitâân merkitvstâ niillâ 
mieheks kasvamisessa ettâ tanssiiko ne vai eiko? [Puoli tusinaa kâttâ 
nousee auditoriossa]. Okei me ollaan samaa mieltâ, eiks niin? Jos me 
puhuttais esimerkiksi sun tanssimisesta niin onks se mahdotonta vai 
mahdollista?
Isto: Who thinks that i f  a guy dances, it kind o f makes you feel that you wonder
whether he ’II ever become a man? Hands up. One youn- (.) are you going 
to raise your hand? Well well. Well well. Who thinks that it makes no 
difference in the process o f  srowins to be a man whether they dance or 
not? [A half a dozen hands raise in the auditorium]. Okay, we agree on 
this, right? I f  w e’d  talk about your dancing, fo r example, would that be 
impossible or possible?
Poika: Mahdotonta. [Mumisee jotakin ja  lopuksi naurahtaa].
Boy: Impossible. [Mumbles something and then laughs].
Isto: No kerro miks (.) no kerro nyt eikun mua kiinnostaa mua kiinnostaa ihan
oikeesti, mâ positiivisella mielellâ, me haluan kuulla siitâ. Pelaatsâ fudista?
Isto: Well, tell us why (.) well come on, tell us. No, I  am interested in, I  am really
interested in, I  in a positive mood, we want to hear about it. Do you play 
football?
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Poika; Joo
Boy: Yeah
Isto: Siel on oma fiilis eiks niin Qsiinjengissâ?
Isto: There is a feeling o f  its own, right () in that gang?
Poika: Joo
Boy: Yeah
Isto: Siin on niinku se porukka. Onks siel kavereita sulla sen porukan sisalla.
Isto: There is, kind o f that group. Do you have friends inside that group?
Poika: On
Boy: Yes
Isto: Myos myos peliaikojen ulkopuolella?
Isto: Also outside the time when you have games?
Poika: No on.
Poika: Well yes.
Isto: Pelailetsa muullonkin kuin hajjoituksissa?
Isto: Do you play around also outside the practices?
Poika: Valilla.
Boy: Sometimes.
Isto: Valilla, joo. (Kâantyy nâyttamôn reunalla olevia poikia kohti). Oliks tassa
jotain mita tanssissa ei oo? Elika on kaverit siella sisalla, on se 
poikaporukka ja  valilla treenailee itekseen. Eiks se oo ihan sama tanssissa? 
Ja se on fyysinen laji, joka vaatii tietynlaista taituruutta. Mut sit 
esiintymiset on vahan erilaisia.
Isto: Sometimes, yeah. (Turns to face the boys on the edge o f  the stage). Was
there something here that there is not in dance? That is, mates there inside, 
there is that group o f  boys and sometimes you train by yourself. Isn’t that 
exactly the same in dance? And it is a physical sport that requires some sort 
o f skilled abilities. But then the performances are slightly different.
In this extract, it can be seen how the reference to boys’ daring to dance, in the girl’s 
first response, introduces the discourse of embarrassment into the conversation. This 
takes place despite the fact that she never explicitly uses the words ‘embarrassment’ or 
‘embarrassed’. She moves, however, to talk about the lack of male dancers and the 
idea that it would be nice to see more boys dancing on the stage. Despite her change of 
direction, Turpeinen has nevertheless captured the idea of the ‘embarrassed male’ and 
writes it on the board. Then he confronts this concept with a question. He asks, ‘what’s 
so embarrassing about the dancing of blokes?’ At first, the girl starts to elaborate this 
idea by talking about the lack of boys in dance. Soon, however, she introduces the 
discourse of ‘true’ maleness into the conversation by suggesting that some people 
regard dancing unmanly, althougth this discourse is confronted by Turpeinen. He 
demands a public confession from those in the audience who perceive dancing as 
unmanly. Then, by raising his voice, he asks for those who oppose this idea to raise 
their hands. Finally, he summarises the result of the vote with a rhetoric question ‘we
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agree on this, right’. Hence, the rhetoric game that is played in this conversation is 
aggressively pushing forward the argument that everyone in the audience agrees that 
dancing hinders nobody form ‘growing to be a man’.
Yet, there is a young male in the audience who openly rejects the idea that he 
personally could take up dance. Turpeinen confronts this by establishing a common 
ground between himself and the boy with a reference to football, a socially acceptable 
sports form that is familiar to most young males. This gives the boy an opportunity to 
have a dialogue about dance in reference to something that he can relate to. With a set 
of questions, Turpeinen invites the boy to reflect football as a social practice. Then, by 
summarising some of the key features of football, he asks a rhetoric question ‘Was 
there something here that there is not in dance’. The analogy between dance and 
football introduces a sports discourse into the dialogue. It is the sports discourse that 
makes it possible for Turpeinen to define dance as a ‘physical sport’, which helps him 
to downplay the embarrassment that is linked to the male dancer. It is through the 
sports discourse, it can be argued, that the social legitimacy of the dancing boy is 
reclaimed by renaming him an athlete.
As it was earlier suggested, there is a thin line between a freak show and the act of 
placing a socially marginal group, adolescent boys who dance, on display in front of a 
sneering group of teenagers. However, in reference to the above example, it is 
important to recognise Turpeinen’s strong drive to confront the discourses thorough 
which the dancing boy appears as a strange freak and his willingness to offer means to 
redefine the dancing boy. It could be maintained that these two themes distinguish the 
above described lecture demonstration from a freak show. In Turpeinen’s project, the 
meaning of the public display is clearly not to exploit the boys who dance but to 
demystify their dancing. This is done by confronting some of the old myths and 
deconstructing them in a public debate.
Yet, it could be criticised that the performed deconstruction in Turpeinen’s rhetoric is 
not a complete one. It does not dissolve the concept of the dancing boy into an endless 
play of signifiers that produce multifarious definitions from various discursive 
positions. Rather, it yields to the discourse of masculinism by replacing a negatively 
charged definition of the dancing boy with a socially more accountable and legitimate
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one. Hence, it could be argued that the sports discourse operates in Turpeinen’s 
rhetoric as a textual camouflage, “a device or expedient designed to conceal or 
deceive” (Collins Concise Dictionary 2001, p. 213 sv camouflage). In that sense, the 
deconstruction that is performed in Turpeinen’s speech does not confront and resist the 
oppressive power of the masculinist discourse. Instead, it yields to it and becomes a 
vehicle for it.
3.6. ‘Normalcy’ and‘Supremacy’ of Boys Who Dance
Due to the prevalence of the masculinist discourse, it is hardly surprising that those 
who want to see more boys in dance are willing to play down negatively charged 
definitions of the dancing boy. The text extract in the previous section shows how this 
takes place through the sports discourse. This section continues to explore other 
rhetoric means to make the dancing boy socially more appealing, accountable and 
legitimate. The discourse of normalcy, is examined first. Then the focus shifts to some 
examples where the the dancing boy is constructed as a supreme physical performer.
Emphasising ‘normalcy’ in reference to young males who dance can be regarded as an 
attempt to avoid otherness and the negative connotations that are embedded in a 
socially marginal position of the dancing boy. This can be exemplified by the 
following extract from the already mentioned television documentary on boys and 
dance (Nuorten dokumentit: Levottomat jalat. TV 1. 21.5.2003). It shows how the idea 
of normalcy emerges in dance teacher Isto Turpeinen’s speech through multifarious 
ascriptions of the dancing boy:
Tanssiva poika sitâ ei pitâis mystifioida mun mielestâ mitenkâân hirveesti 
muuten kun ettâ ne on ihan tavallisia poikia. Et niis pojis on ihan tavallista 
porukkaa kaikki khjot, on pitkââ, on leveetâ, on koleerista, on vetâytyvââ, on 
hiljaista, on suulasta, on rauhallista, on on neroja. Ja sit on sellasia kavereita, 
j otka niinkun tavallaan rakentavat elâmânsâ semmoselle kapealle j a pitkâlle 
sillalle, mut se menee nâtisti sitâkin myôtâ.
Nuorten dokumentit: Levottomat jalat. TV1.21.5.2003.
I  don ’t think one should mystify the dancing boy all that much except that they 
are entirely ordinary boys. Those boys consist from an entirely ordinary group, 
the entire spectrum, there are tall, wide, choleric, reserved, quiet, loud, 
peaceful, there are geniuses. Then there are also such lads, who kind o f  build 
their life on a sort o f narrow and long bridge, but it works out fine even like 
that.
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In this extract, it can be seen how the list of various body and personality types puts 
forth an idea that various kinds of boys take up dance. In that sense, the text highlights 
individual differences of boys who dance. It could be maintained that this kind of 
fragmentation quite obviously undermines the notion about the dancing boy as a single 
unified concept, a negatively defined stereotype, the freak. Further, the idea about 
multifarious boys who dance and the repeated emphasis on their ordinariness support 
the notion of normalcy in the extract. In that sense, it can be argued that it is by 
emphasising multiplicity and ordinariness that the dancing boy emerges, in this extract, 
through a discourse of normalcy as a ‘normal’ young male. At the same time, however, 
it can be seen how the very concept of boy as a single unified embodiment of 
masculinity becomes eroded. Indeed, as the very last sentence in the extract shows, 
Turpeinen’s account acknowledges multiple masculinities as different, yet equally 
valid lifestyles.
Within masculinity studies in Finland, there is a common position that argues that 
competitive sports play a significant part in the constitution of Finnish masculinities 
(Ylikangas 1986, Knuutila 1992, Hârkônen 1995, Puhakainen 1997, Tiihonen 1999). It 
can be maintained that the project of winning links competitive sports with the 
modernist idea of progress (Klemola 1998). The image of the winning athlete excludes, 
as Lehtonen (1999) argues, any references to homosexuality or femininity. From this 
perspective, it can be argued that the sports discourse makes it possible for Finnish 
men to perform the unquestioned “normalcy” of athletic masculinity as a means to 
negotiate their social position in relation to the culturally prevalent masculinist 
discourse. Thus, it is not surprising to find sports discourse providing means to 
promote the discourse of normalcy in reference to boys who dance.
Constructing the dancing boy as an athlete is relatively common in articles on boys 
who dance (see for example: Nyholm 1959, Laakso 1988, Tourunen 1988, Bask 1992, 
Lehtiranta 1993, Harri 1993a). Generally such discursive rhetoric emphasises the 
physical condition of male dancers. In the next extract, a quote from ballet teacher 
Ilkka Lampi in an article on dance and nutrition, the physical condition of male ballet 
students is discussed as follows:
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Keskimâarin on balettilaisilla ollut ihan hyviâ tuloksia, mutta oopperan 
balettikoulun paljon treenanneilla pojilla kudosrasvoja ilmaiseva prosenttiluku 
on ollut aivan erinomainen. Se on ollut kaikilla aile 10 ja  parhailla neljâ, eli 
sama kuin huippu-urheilijoilla.
Lampi as quoted in Bask 1992 p. 31.
On average, dancers from the [Finnish National] ballet have had okay results, 
but the boys in the Ballet School o f the [Finnish National] Opera who have 
trained a lot, the percentage that indicates their adipose tissue has been 
absolutely exceptional. For all o f  them it has been below 10 for the best ones 
four, in other words the same as fo r  the top athletes.
Measuring body fat percentage is a commonly acknowledged method for determining 
the physical condition of athletes/^ Most top athletes have a relatively low body fat 
percentage even if its level can vary from sport to sport and on the basis of ethnic and 
other factors. In this extract a reference to the fat tissue measurement calls forth a 
discourse of fitness, it could be argued, that establishes an analogy between the male 
ballet student and the top athlete. It is though this analogy and by referring to 
numerical data that the dancing boy can be seen constructed as a physically fit top 
athlete, a socially accountable image that takes distance to the negatively charged 
stereotype of the male dancer.
As the following quote from a male ballet student exemplifies, the discourse of fitness 
has significant relevance for distinguishing the dancing boy as different from girls who 
dance:
Balettia luullaan vain tyttojen asiaksi, etta se on pelkkaa varpaillaan sipsuttelua. 
Tosiasiassa tamâ on voimalaji. Balettitanssijalla on parempi yleiskunto kuin 
kilpahiihtajilla.
Nurminen as quoted in Silenius 1991.
It is commonly thought that ballet is a thing ]ust for girls, that it is merely 
prancing on toes. The truth is, this is a sport that requires strength. The 
physical condition o f  the ballet dancer is better than that o f  the competing 
cross country skier.
In the extract, the emphasis on strength and the comparison between the crosscountry 
skier and the ballet dancer constructs the idea about the ballet dancer’s physical 
supremacy. Moreover, ballet for males is constructed in contrast to ‘prancing on toes’ 
as a physically demanding sport. Hence, a discourse of fitness is operating rhetorically 
in the extract as a means to distance the male ballet students from effeminacy that can 
be read to stereotypical images of female ballet students.
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Lehtiranta’s (1993) article takes up ballet dancer Heikki Vartsi’s lecture presentation 
on dance for upper secondary level students in Vantaa, South Finland. Males in dance 
are constructed in the article as follows:
Poikia ei tarvitse enâa raahata balettikouluun, sillâ alan urheilullisuus takaa 
myos poikien kiinnostuksen ... Miten on miestanssijan armeijan menon laita 
sitten? Totta kai hân menee sinne. Hân pâijâilee siellâ jopa paremmin kuin 
muut asevelvolliset. Hân jaksaa juosta sitkeâmmin ja  on muissakin 
ruumiinhaij oituksissa paremmalla pohjalla kuin haijaantumattomat ... 
Voimahaqoitukset ovat osa miestanssijan elâmââ. Vârtsin mukaan baletti on 
aikojen saatossa muuttunut, siihen on tullut elementtejâ, jotka vaativat tiettyâ 
urheilullisuutta.
Lehtiranta 1993.
There is no need to drag boys into the ballet school because the sportslike 
quality o f  the field  guarantees also the interest o f  boys ... How is it then for the 
male dancer to do the military service? O f course he does it. As a matter o f  
fact, he copes there better than other conscripts. He has strength to run more 
persistently and also in other physical exercises he stands on a better ground 
than those who are untrained ... Strength training is part o f  the male dancers 
life. According to Vartsi, ballet has changed during the years. It has gained 
new elements that require certain sportslike quality.
The male dancer is constructed in the extract as a physically fit athlete who 
unquestioningly enters the military service. It could be argued that four different 
discourses operate here: the discourses of sport and fitness construct the male dancer as 
a physically fit athlete. The military discourse and the discourse of patriotism underpin 
the notion that the male dancer enters willingly to the military service. It is through the 
nexus of these four discourses, it can be argued, that the male dancer emerges as a 
hero, a young male whose physical capability to defend the nation is higher than that of 
the untrained men.
It has been argued that sports discourse links historically to military training and, 
particularly in Finnish culture, to national defence work (Puhakainen 1997). In 
Finland, a minimum of 180 day military training in the Finnish defence forces is a 
compulsory obligation for every male citizen (Finnish Military Defence 2002). The 
Finnish laws provide a punishment for conscientious objectors. Also men who choose 
to do the alternative service are punished with a longer service period than those who 
serve in the defence forces (The Union of Conscientious Objectors in http://
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www.aseistakieltaytyjaliitto.fi, 23/02/2003). Drawing fi"om Foucault’s (1995) 
argument that penalties, as vehicles of power, carry normative messages, it could be 
maintained that all Finnish males have to negotiate their social credibility as men in 
relation to the military institution and military masculinities. Investigating fi*om this 
perspective how the male dancer is discursively constructed in Lehtiranta’s (1993) 
article, it can be argued that the rhetoric attempt in Lehtiranta’s text is to counteract the 
negative definition of the male dancer by redefining him in a way that is socially 
accountable for the culturally prevalent discourse of masculinism that perceives 
athletic, military and patriotic masculinities as a valued norm.
The investigation of text extracts in this section has revealed different discursive and 
rhetoric acts that construct the dancing boy in ways that escape the negatively charged 
stereotype of the male dancer. Such acts accommodate the masculinist norm, for 
example, by constructing the male dance student as a physically fit athlete or a patriot 
soldier. This type of act tends to reduce the dancing boy into a single concept, which is 
used rhetorically for renaming the dancing boy. In that sense, it could be argued that 
the act of renaming works as a means to reclaim the male dancer’s lost social position 
in a society where the masculinist discourse prevails. In contrast to those discursive 
and rhetoric acts that reduced the dancing boy into a single concept, the act of 
fragmenting the dancing boy through multifarious ascriptions can be named as another 
rhetoric means to fight against the negatively charged stereotype of the male dancer. It 
can be argued that both of these rhetoric strategies, and the discourses that operate in 
them, are applied in order to contribute to the idea that boys who dance do not stand 
out negatively from other boys: they are ‘normal’ young males.
3.7. The Need for Support
The marginal position of young males in dance initiates questions about their need for 
support fi*om other males who dance. This section introduces a selection of text 
extracts in order to demonstrate how such question is elaborated from different 
discursive positions. What emerges is a contradictory collecton of ideas.
Earlier, in Section 3.4., it was suggested that, in Finnish society, boys are subjected to 
social pressure by the culturally prevalent discourse of masculinism. There is a 
common view, not just in Finland but more generally in the West, that boys who dance
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often need to deal with bullying and other forms of social pressure (Alkins 1994, 
Rodgers 1996, Van Ulzen 1995/96, Grant 1985, Spurgeon 1997). It could be argued 
that this view, and the idea that boys who dance have to fight against prejudiced views 
on dance, positions them as victims. Further, such sentiments can be seen to lay ground 
for therapeutic accounts on boys’ need for support firom other boys who dance. Such 
idea surfaces in the following extract from one of the focus group interviews. In the 
extract, two dance teachers, Elliot and Frank, and Jeremy who is a music teacher, 
discuss the importance of the dance camp for boys:
Elliot: Jos ajattelen opetusta niin se, minkâ takii musta tâa on hyva leiri niin
varsinkin pienten poikien kohdalla on se, etta pojat on niin paljon ikaisiaan 
tyttoja yleensa jaljessa baletista. Vahan hitaammin (.) kesldmaarin (.) niin 
mita ma puhuin silloin aikaisemmin, ettâ keskimâârin miesten j a poikien 
aistit ja taidot ei ole ihan niin hyvât kuin naisten. Ja silloin kun on valtava 
mâârâ tyttojâ, jotka harrastaa tanssia niin vielâ sen valikoimisen kautta siin 
tulee niin kun eroa. Et mâ en itte koe sitâ enââ niin kun niin sillai târkeeks 
(.) niin kun mâ tossa sanoinkin sitâ, ettâ pitâis olla niinku poikaporukassa ja  
noin, mut ei se sit niin hirveesti oo sit kuitenkaan ehkâ muuttunu se tilanne 
kentâllâkâân (.) ettâ kun tossa on noita Turusta toi R ja  J Lahdesta ja  tollain 
noin niin tommosista kouluista, ettâ ei oo niin paljon kavereita, poikii.
Elliot: I f  I  think o f education, the reason why I  believe this is a good camp,
particularly among younger boys, is that compared to the girls o f  the same 
age, boys are usually so much behind in ballet. A bit slower () on average 
(.) so what I  spoke earlier on, that on average men and boys do not have as 
good sense and skills as women have. And when there is a huge number o f  
girls who have dance as a hobby, the difference comes also from the 
process o f selection as some o f them leave. Well, I  don’t personally fin d  it 
like important any longer (.) as I  just said, that one should be in a gang o f  
boys and so, but anyhow the situation hasn’t changed all that much out in 
the field perhaps (.) like when there are those [boys] Rick from Turku and 
Ralffrom Lahti and so on from that kind o f  schools where there are not so 
many pals, blokes.
Frank: Ja sit kyllâ varmasti nââ tapaamiset (.) siis se tilanne, ettâ on samanhenkisiâ
yhdessâ niin (sil sillâ on) todella iso merkitys 
Frank: And surely also these meetings (.) well, the situation that there are
congenial people together so (it it too has) a really big meaning 
Elliot: (Joo varmasti joo)
Elliot: (Yeah surely yeah)
Frank: Ja tavallaan osoittaa just siitâkin, ettâ jos tânne lâhtee sillâ lailla omasta
terveestâ halusta niin useammat useimmat kyllâ tulee sit omasta terveestâ 
halusta vaikka kuinka monta kertaa uudelleen (se on positiivista).
Frank: And in a way it also shows that i f  one leaves to come here fo r  his own
sound will, many most [o f the boys] come for their own sound will any 
number o f times again (that is positive).
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Elliot; (Niin ma luulen) sillai niin et sekin, et on kiva kun on niita tuttuja taalt
leirilta et sit kuitenkin osalla niin ei siella koulussa peruskoulussa meinaan 
niin oo sillain samanhenkisiâ kavereita.
Elliot: (Yeah, I  think so) and that too that it is fun when there are familiar faces
here on the camp because for some o f them they don’t have congenial pals 
at the school, I  mean in the comprehensive school 
Jeremy: Ja sit must tuntuu, et sekin on târkeetâ, et myôskin sillâ âlyllisellâ ja
tunnetasolla (.) et pojat saa olla poikaporukassa jossa voi keskustella 
tanssista (ilman ettâ tarttee selittââ millâân tavalla, et ootsâ jotenkin outo 
kun sâ haluut puhua tanssista) ja  minkâlaisia fiilinkejâ ja  tunteita se tanssi 
herâttelee ja  tâllasta.
Jeremy: And then I  also feel that it is important that also on an intellectual and
emotional levels () boys can be in an all-boys group where they can discuss 
dance (without having to explain in any way, like what are you some weirdo 
cause you want to talk about dance) and what kind o f  feelings and emotions 
dance awakens and like this.
Elliot: (Just se (.) joo (.) joo (.) mmm) (.) Joo et se justiinsa et noi, jotka on niin
kun kouluista, jois ei oo niin paljon poikii niin tuskin siel peruskoulus tai 
pihalla on semmosii kavereita, joiden kans ois mahdollisuutta ja  sit sen 
huomaa just (.) et tota (.) noi, jotka on ollu useammalla leirillâ niin et 
kuinka niin kun heti ekast pâivâst alkaa synkkaa niiden vanhojen 
kavereidenkans, joita ei 00 ehkâ vuoteennâhnyt...
Elliot: (Exactly that (.) yeah (.) yeah (.) mmm) (.) Yeah precisely that those who
come from schools where there are not that many boys and there is hardly 
in the comprehensive school or out on the yard that kind o f  pals with whom 
it would be possible and then one notices it like (.) that (.) those who have 
been on the camp more than once like how they from the first day on start 
to get along with the old pals who they may not have seen for a year...
In the extract, the notion that boys who dance need the like-minded company of other
boys who dance can be detected from Elliot’s third turn onwards. In his speech, the
dance camp for boys is positioned against the comprehensive school. Being set up as
binary oppositions, it can be seen how these two social sites are ascribed with
contrasting values. The comprehensive school is perceived negatively. It does not
provide the male dance student with an impartial social environment where he could
freely reflect his dance interest, Elliot maintains. In stark contrast, the all-male dance
camp is discussed positively as it supplies “congenial pals” for boys who dance. It
could be maintained that the taken for granted subtext in this extract is that boys who
dance have a therapeutic need for a congenial all-male environment where they can air
their interest in dance without the fear that such a confession would threaten their
social accountability.^®
However, Elliot’s first turn in the same extract reveals another rationale that is used for 
supporting the notion of all-male learning environment. The comparison of ballet skills
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between boys and girls, the reference to weak ‘senses and skills’ of males and the 
remark about the selection process in dance education that produces highly skilled 
female dance students all exemplify a sex-difference discourse that is also operating in 
the dialogue. In that sense, it can be argued that in Elliot’s speech the notion about 
male dance students’ need for an all-male learning environment emerges not merely 
through the emancipatory therapeutic discourse. Rather, it emerges also through the 
sex-difference discourse that constructs male students generally as less advanced in 
reference to either their dance skills or their physical capabilities. Yet, as the following 
extract exemplifies, the emancipatory idea that boys who dance need support from 
other males can emerge also through a discourse on role-leaming. This extract comes 
from a focus group interview where three female dance teachers reflect how their male 
dance students have coped in an educational environment where most students and 
many of the staff members are female.
Janet: Se, ettâ jonkunlainen tukiryhmâ, taustaiyhmâ, mikâ ikinâ tâllanen
vertaisryhmâ, se, ettâ ee ei joudu ihan yksin niitâ kaikkia asioita
kâsittelemâân. On se sitten pieni mies tai isompi mies, ois hyvâ, ettâ pystyis 
esimerkiks nâkemâân tanssiryhmiâ, missâ on miehiâ, pysyis nâkemâân 
treenaustilanteita, missâ miehet on mukana. Siis, ettâ se on se miehen mies- 
et se miesmalli on siellâ tanssissa ihan sama kuin naismalli...
Janet: That [there is] some form o f a support group, a background group,
whatever this comparison group [is], that one [the boy who dances] does
not have to process all those things entirely alone. No matter whether that 
is a younger man or an older man, it would be good i f  he could see dance 
companies where there are men and men attending in training sessions. 
Well, there is that man’s, male-, the male role-model in dance Just like the 
female role m odel...
As the extract shows, this passage from Janet’s speech has two parts. Her first sentence 
focuses on communication in the dance class. She expresses her concern about the 
male dance student’s possibility to share his thoughts in an otherwise all-female 
student group. However, from the second sentence onward, Janet shifts to talk about 
gendered role-models. Hence, it could be argued that in this extract the discourse of 
role-leaming introduces the idea that boys who dance need other males who can 
provide them ‘the male role-model in dance’.
Yet, taking Janet’s first sentence and placing it next to what she and Maggie discussed 
only a moment earlier in the same focus group interview, an entirely different 
discursive framework opens up to support the idea that young males who dance need
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the male company of their kind. That is, earlier in the conversation, Janet brought up 
the case of Patrick, a dance student who some years ago had left the dance programme 
without finishing his degree. According to Janet, Patrick had been the only male in his 
student group. During the course of the programme he had experienced himself more 
and more as an outsider in relation to his female student colleagues. Eventually, he 
resigned fi*om the dance programme for the reason that he wanted to get a job where he 
can get a guaranteed income in order to support his new family. In addition to 
economic concerns and the patriarchal idea about the husband as a breadwinner, Janet 
suggested that there were also other reasons why Patrick resigned:
Janet: No en ma nyt muista niitâ nâin, mitâ ne nyt ois ollu. Mut just ihan tiedât
kun naiset on yhdessâ ja  sitâ pukuhuonetason keskustelua suunnilleen, ettâ 
(.) kenellâ nyt on kuukautiset ja  mitâ tââ ja  miten nyt mennâân ja  kuka nyt 
on depressiossa ja  kuka ei ja  kâkâti kâkâti. Se on niin erilainen, kun tietysti 
pojilla on (.)
Janet: Well, I  can’t remermber what they would have been just like this. But I
surely know that when women are together and the level o f dressing room 
discussion is more or less, like (.) who is menstruating and all that and how 
are things going and who is depressed and who is not and yapity yap. It is 
so different from that what boys have (.)
Maggie: Oma
Maggie: Own
Janet: Oma, oma kâkâtyksensâ (naurahtaa) kyllâ, mutta sitten se, ettâ joku saa
hermoromahduksen ja  kaikki puhuu tuosta juoruaa ja  sit toinen menee nâin 
ja. Se on niin erilainen se ryhmân dynamiikka tyttojen keskuudessa. Ne 
kyllâ toistaan kannattaa, mut sitten pikkusen kuitenkin vedetâân alta pois ja  
sâ tiedât mitâ kaikkee siinâ on. Niin ollaan niin lâhellâ. Koska sâ kun oot 
siinâ ryhmâssâ niin sâ oot niin lâhellâ joka hemmetin pâivâ treenaat, sâ oot 
niillâ teoriatunneilla, sâ oot proggiksissa, sâ oot haij oituksissa, niin sâ 
melkein tiedât jos toinen hengittââ vâhân eri tavalla, ettâ mistâ on nyt 
kysymys. Et se koko se reflektioryhmâ siinâ sun ympârillâ yhen miehen 
ympârillâ on kaikki ne naiset niin vâlillâ on sellanen olo, ettâ ulos. (.) Ja sit 
Patrikilla tulikin se, ettâ hânellâhân tulikin perheen perustaminen j a nâin 
poispâin. Hân pââtti, ettâ hân ensin ottaa sellasen ammatin, josta saa rahaa 
ja  sitten miettii tâtâ tanssia. (.) Ihan kunnioitettava pââtôs ...
Janet: Own moaning (laughs) yes, but then the thing that someone gets a nervous
breakdown and everyone talks about her and gossip and then someone else 
goes like this and. The group dynamic among girls is so different. Sure they 
support each other, but then they nevertheless pull the carpet under one’s 
feet because you know all that is there. Well one is so close. Because when 
you are in that group and you are so close to others training every God 
damn day, you are in the theory classes, projects, rehearsals, so you almost 
know from when the other breaths a bit differently what’s it all about. So 
that the entire reflection group around you, around one male, they are all 
female, and sometimes you get the feeling that (I must get) out (.) And 
therefore Patrick came to a conclusion that well he established a family and
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so on. He decided that he would first get a profession where he could make 
money and then to reconsider dance (.) An entirely respectable decision...
In this extract, it can be seen how Janet puts forth an idea that female dance students 
tend to reflect their own and their student colleagues’ psychic states and bodily 
phenomena such as menstrual periods. Implicitly this idea can be seen to entail an 
unquestioned assumption that males do not contribute to such conversations. This idea 
that is embedded in the discourse about gendered ways of conversing is elaborated 
further, as the extract shows, in social interaction between the two speakers.
When scrutinised from this perspective, the idea about male dance students’ need for a 
male support group gets a meaning that differs radically from the notion that was put 
forth through the role-leaming discourse in Janet’s earlier account. Here the references 
to gendered ways of reflecting everyday life introduce an essentialist view about the 
male dance student’s difficulties to join in and share what could be tentatively called 
the ‘girl talk’ of his female student colleagues. It could be argued that in this discourse 
the need for a male support group emerges from a notion that without an access to the 
‘girl talk’ the male dance student is left in isolation to ponder alone questions about his 
dancing body, processes of learning, emotional states and so on.
The idea of social isolation is carried further in the following extract, a dialogue 
between Maggie and Janet a few moments later in the same focus group interview:
Maggie: Mut se onkin ihan mielenkiintonen kysymys, ettâ en tiedâ siihen (.) et miten
se todellakin et auuttak kuinka paljon se tukee pienikin yhteiso ettâ on 
kakskin niinkun siinâ, joka jo muodostaa yhteison toisella lailla kuin yks 
tietenkin siis jos puhutaan sukupuoli mâârittââ et sukupuoli mâârittââ sitâ 
yhteison muodostamista. Niin se on kyllâ aika mielenkiintosta, koska nyt 
tosiaan neljânnellâ vuosikurssilla keskeytti tâmâ yks ainut. Mutta toisaalta 
sitten toi Sakari kyllâ sitten kâvi ainoona valmistuvana, ettâ kyllâ nâitâkin 
on, ettâ ykskin miesopiskelija on yksilônâ valmistunut. Mutta en tiedâ 
sitten, se on sit semmonen ehkâ haastattelukysymys nâille opiskelijoille, 
ettâ onko he sitten saanut nâmâ meidân nuoret miehet jotain erityistâ 
toisistaan tukea vai ei. Mutta onhan siinâ yksiloerot tietenWn ja  kyllâhân 
nââ kavemussuhteet muodostuu yli ja  yli poikki sukupuolirajojen ja  tota 
noin niin. Mâ ainakin oon huomannu tâssâkin ryhmâssâ, ettâ I^llâ siinâ on 
hyvin hyvin erityyppisiâ nââ nââ niinkun lyhmâytymiset. Mut sukupuoli on 
tietenkin yks semmonen ainakin pukuhuoneessa.
Maggie: But it is indeed another interesting question, whether, well I  don’t have
(answer) to that (.) whether it really, that does it help how much the support 
o f even a small community, when there is at least two o f  them there that
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Janet:
Janet:
Maggie:
Maggie:
Janet:
Janet:
form a community in a different way, o f  course, than i f  there was only one. 
That is i f  we talk about gender that defines that gender defines the forming 
o f that community. It surely is quite interesting, because now in the fourth 
year there was only this one student who quit. But then on the other hand, 
there is Sakari, who went through and, that there are also these students 
who have graduated as the only male in the programme. But I  don’t know, 
it might be an interview question to these students, whether they have 
received support from each other or not. But o f  course there are also 
individual differences and friendships are established over and across the 
gender boundaries and so on. At least I  have noticed that there are different 
kinds o f  group forming taking place in this group. But gender is certainly 
one such thing, at least in the dressing rooms.
Joo.
Yeah.
Pukuhuone niinku se pukkari on tammonen hyvin tarkee tammonen 
tiedonmuodostamisen foorumi noille opiskelijoille. Etta sulla on niinkun 
myos joku siella pukkarissa, jonka kanssa pâhkâillâ. Se on varmaan aika 
mielenkiintoinen asia, mita ehkâ nâin opettajana ei aina tajuakaan.
Dressing room, like the dressing room is a kind o f  very important kind o f  
forum for forming knowledge for the students. That you also have someone 
in the dressing room to ponder things with. I ’m sure it is a relatively 
interesting concept, something that one doesn’t always realise as a teacher. 
Joo ja  pojilla voi olla joku ettâ herkân homman on opettaja ehkâ sanonut 
jotain tai toinen kattonut just sillâ tavalla kun opettaja on sanonut j a yleensâ 
se kâsitellâân sitten siellâ kun pââstâân pukuhuoneeseen.
Yeah, and the boys can have some sore thing that the teacher may have said 
or something, or the other has looked at one in a certain way when the 
teacher has said something and these issues are generally dealt with once 
they get into the dressing room.
It can be argued that in Maggie’s first account, in this extract, the reference to friendly 
relations across sexes inside and outside the dance class undermines the idea about 
communication difficulties between sexes. This time, however, the idea about the 
social isolation of male dance students is constructed through the idea about gendered 
division of social spaces. From this discursive point of view, the idea that male dance 
students need each other’s company emerges from the important insight that reflection 
and other processes of learning continue informally outside the formal teaching- 
learning situation. As suggested in the extract, in dance education such informal 
processes take place often in a socially gendered space, the dressing room.
However later in the focus group interview Maggie introduces yet another discursive 
viewpoint that offers a radically alternative way to discuss the male dance students’
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need for a male support group. This time, she looks at the male dance student’s 
marginal and potentially isolated position positively through the discourse of struggle:
Maggie: Etta sitâ laajentaa myos sitâ mieskuvaa myos niinkun taiteilijuutta, ettâ
sulla on tâmmônen reflektiopinta toiseen mieheen. Kyi se on varmaan 
târkeetâ. Mâ, ei kyllâkâân meidân opetusohjelmassa vaan erââssâ toisessa, 
opettaessani tuli vaan kerran nuorilla miesopiskelijoilla sellanen parahdus 
melkein, ettâ kun meillâ on aina tâmmôsiâ voimakkaita vahvoia nâmâ 
meidân naiset nâmâ opettaiat naisia ne on aina naisia (nauruaVne on aina 
naisia oikeen silleen, ettâ miks ei ole miehiâ miks ei ole miehiâ. ... toisaalta 
voi olla niinkin, ettâ nâkyvimmât koreografît julkisuudessa on miehiâ just 
sen takia, ettâ ne on joutunu kamppailemaan nâitten ehkâ voimakkaiden 
tanssinopettajien kautta eli hakemaan nâkemyksiâ jostain muualta (.) yks 
mahdollisuus. Eli se ettâ se ei ole niinkun tunkeutunut siihen ytimeen sen 
sen taiteilijan ytimeen se jonkinlainen yks tapa tanssia, joka voi tapahtua 
siinâ sitten koulutuksen kautta myôskin.
Maggie: That one also extends that male image [and] also kind o f  the idea o f  being
an artist, when you have this kind o f  surface o f reflection to another man. 
Surely it is important. Once when I  was teaching, not in our study 
programme but in another one, some young male students cried out loud 
almost that we have always these powerful strons, these our women these 
teachers women they are always women (laughter) they are always women 
really like that, and why not men why there aren Y any men. ...on  one hand 
it may well be that the choreographers who get most publicity are men 
precisely because they have had to struggle due to these strong dance 
teachers perhaps, that is, to get their views somewhere else (.) one 
possibility. In other words, some one way to dance has not penetrated in to 
the core o f  that artist, something that can happen also through the 
education.
In this extract, Maggie introduces a short narrative about a group of boys who study 
dance in a degree programme and their concern about the dominating presence of 
women in dance education. Female teachers are described in this narrative as strong 
and powerful. Male dance teachers are constructed as absent from the everyday dance 
training of the boys, which makes boys demand more male teachers. It could be 
maintained that the repeated use of the word ‘women’ in the narrative, together with 
the emphasised loud voice, the broken sentence structure and the laughter, as well as 
the suggestion that these boys had ‘cried out loud’ their concern, all contribute towards 
a reading of the dancing boy as a neurotic: a hysteric male worried about his marginal 
position in dance.
However, as the latter part of the extract shows, the marginal and perhaps also 
oppressed position of individual boys in dance can also be perceived positively as
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something productive. Maggie suggests that some male choreographers have perhaps 
gained their artistic integrity and success precisely through the struggle under the 
guidance of strong-minded female dance teachers. It could be argued that the ‘no pain, 
no gain’ idea of struggle, in Maggie’s viewpoint is deeply embedded in the protestant 
work ethic, which advocates work as an ennobling pursuit. Further, the idea that boys 
and men need to struggle when overpowered by strong-minded women emerges, no 
doubt, from a feminist discourse that reads the patriarchal power hierarchy into 
relationships between women and men.
Based on the analysis of text extracts in this section, it can be argued that there is no 
single and unified rationale that underpins the notion of the male dance students’ need 
for support from other boys who dance. In a therapeutic discourse, where male dance 
students are perceived as victims of social prejudices, the dancing boy is constructed as 
a marginalised other. He has a need to share his dance interest with other likeminded 
young males in an unthreatening social environment. This view is close to the notion 
that male dance students need each other’s company for the sake of gender role 
learning, an idea that emerges through the role learning discourse.
On the other hand, a sex difference discourse that compares male and female dance 
students physical skills and abilities constructs the average male dance student as 
weaker than his female co-student. This discursive view underpins the idea about the 
male dance students’ need for an all-male learning environment. Yet, a sex-difference 
discourse underpins also the notion that men and women reflect their lives strikingly 
different from one another. These kind of essentialist ideas can be found, for example, 
in the writings of some radical feminists (Cixous 1976, Irigaray 1985) and in American 
pop psychology (Gray 1992). The discourse on communicational differences between 
sexes provides a view about the marginalised male dance student who has no access to 
the conversations of his female co-students. This constructs him as lacking a forum of 
sharing and reflection unless there are other males around him. A less radical 
perspective sees functional relationships emerging between the two sexes. This 
obviously undermines the idea about significant communication differences.
Learning and reflection continues outside the formal teaching-learning situation. In 
dance education, it could be argued that this takes place most notably in dressing
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rooms. The fact that dressing rooms in most dance institutions are gendered spaces, 
there are separate dressing rooms for males and females, excludes the male dance 
student from an important forum of reflection unless there are other males in the class. 
In that sense, the male student’s need for the company of other males who dance is 
underpinned by a pedagogical concern that could emerge for example from a 
constructivist educational discourse.
All these fragmented ideas about the male dance student’s need for the company of 
other like-minded males find their counterargument from a feminist perspective that 
perceives the struggle of the marginalised male dance student in an all-female 
environment as something positively productive. From a feminist perspective that 
reflects the protestant idea that all major achievements require hard work, it is possible 
to perceive the marginalised boys in the feminine realm of dance educational as 
struggling future artists. Their artistic integrity and success is eventually produced 
through this struggle.
3.8. Boys as Competitors
In the previous section, most of the presented extracts propose the notion that boys 
who dance need the company of other like-minded males. The idea about the male 
dance student’s need to reflect his dance interest and share this with others emerges 
from a number of discursive perspectives. In stark contrast to these ideas that reflect 
emancipatory, therapeutic and pedagogical concerns, this section introduces a very 
different aspect to the male to male relationships in the dance class by focusing on the 
notion of competition.
In the next set of extracts, a section from a focus group interview with three female 
dance teachers, the interviewees discuss the relationship between two of their male 
students in a higher level dance programme. The extracts illuminate, how the dancing 
boy emerges from the tense interplay between two highly contrasting discourses: one 
of competition, the other of comradely support.
Tina: Sit toinen naist pojist vielâ. Mun mielest heil on siis semmost tietynlaist
kisailuu nâhtâvis siel balettitunnilla niillâ. Et he kyllâ tarkkail- koska
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tietenkin he tarkkailee toisiaan. Etta semmosta, mut kuitenkin mun 
mielest heil on aika terveel pohjal se [semmonen kisailu]
Tina: Yet another thing about these boys. I  there is, well, one kind o f
competition going on between them in a ballet class. That is, they surely 
surveil- because o f course they keep each other under surveillance.
That ’s it, but anyhow I  think they keep it on a relatively healthy basis that 
[that kind o f  competing]
In Tina’s account, it can be seen how the observation that boys keep an eye on each 
other in a ballet class is constructed as an act of ‘surveillance’. As such, it is interpreted 
as being part of the competition between the two males. Further, the two male students 
are constructed as active agents, ‘they keep’ the competition ‘on a relatively healthy 
basis’. The notion of competition appears implicitly also in Janet’s passage that 
follows, but then the notion of competition becomes more and more contested as the 
dialogue evolves:
Janet: [Puhumattakaan, et ne teki ne soolot] siel repertuaarissa. Se oli niin hiton
hyva valinta [panna ne molemmat tekemâan se sama]
Janet: [Not to mention that they made those solosJ then in the repertory. It was
such a damn good choice [to make them both do the same]
Tina: [Nii-in molemmat teki molemmat ettei tullu sellasta]
Tina: [Yee-ah both o f them performed both so that it didn ’t turn into such]
Janet: Ja ne et ne oli niinkun hyviâ molemmat siinâ ja  tietyllâ et molemmat vei
sen. Mut ne kuitenkin pystyi koko ajan kattoo toistaan, ettâ miten tekee. 
Janet: And also that they were kind o f good both o f  them in it and in a way that
both o f  them took it. But they could still watch each other, how one is 
doing.
In this extract, Janet introduces an example from the repertory class where the two 
boys had been made to learn the same solo. This, according to her, was an excellent 
choice from the teacher. However, it could be maintained that Tina’s comment about 
the way the two students had performed the task begins to question the entire notion of 
competition: ‘it didn’t turn into such’, she says. Janet picks up from this as she praises 
the performance of the boys, but turns to use the notion of surveillance as she 
continues about the relationship between the two boys. This brings the discussion back 
to competition between the two male students as the following extract shows:
Tina: Joo ja  mut tosiaan semmost pientâ kisailua niinkun on. Ja balettitunnilla
monesti he jââ niinkun he on siellâ, et ei niinku naiset lâhtee 
humppaliheijaa seuraaval tunnille, mut he jââ monesti sinne ja  kahestaan 
kokeilee just kaikkii niit hyppysaijoi ja  (.) ja  miettii miten ne meni ja
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Maggie:
Maggie:
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Maggie:
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Maggie:
Maggie:
nâin j a muuta et tota sillee semmosel terveel taval kuitenkin haluavat 
toisistaan tukee.
Yeah, but there really was that kind o f  small competition kind o f  going 
on. And during a ballet class they kind o f  stay there when women leave 
just like that to the next class, but they often stay there and together they 
explore all those jump combinations and (.) and think through how they 
went and so on but, well, in a healthy kind o f  way they anyhow want to 
support each other.
Kyllâ (.) tavallaan toisiansa silleen kun puhutaan mikâ on kilpailussa 
positiivista niin juuri tâmâ, ettâ se auttaa auttaa myos toista parempiin 
suorituksiin. Et sen tyyppistâ, mâ en oo nâhnyt, ettâ niillâ ois tosiaan 
niinkun negatiivinen tââ tââ ettâ [ne myôskin kilpailee vaan se on hirmu 
hyvâ asia]
Yes (.) kind o f each other in a way when people say what is positive 
about competition, well this exactly, that it helps helps the other to gain 
better results. That kind of, I  have not seen that competition is a kind o f  
negative thing that [they also compete instead it is a very good thing] 
[Mâ oikeen ihmettelen, ettâ kuinka kauan se kestââ] tâllasena, et millon 
se tulee se (vâântââ kâsiâân ja  pââstââ narskahduksen suustaan)
[I am actually wondering how long that will last] like this, that when
does it happen that (twists her hands and makes a squeaking sound)
Niin no vaiheita vaiheita jokaisessa on niinnku et parempia ja
Yeah, well phases phases, each one has kind o f  better and
Joo
Yeah
Huonompia varmasti vaiheita aina ihmisillâ 
Surely people always have also worse periods
In this extract, Tina reports how the two male dance students remain in the studio after 
the ballet class in order to go through what they have just learned in the class. It could 
be suggested that this kind of social interaction might well emerge from the male 
students’ need to go through the new movement material in order to let it ‘sink in’. A 
stress-free environment, after the class without the surveillance of the teacher and the 
more advanced female students, is likely to be an optimal place for such reflection. A 
trusted classmate, giving feedback in a non-hostile manner, is likely to enforce the 
learning that takes place through such reflection. Yet, in this extract, the discourse of 
competition that was introduced earlier on by Tina makes the three interviewees see 
the interaction between the two male dance students as competitive. While the notion 
of comradely support is also present in the conversation, it is interpreted as a positive 
aspect of competition. As Maggie puts it, competition ‘is a very good thing’ because it 
‘helps the other to gain better results’.
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Following Klemola (1998), it can be argued that competition, as an integral part of the 
project of winning, is built on the notion of imbalance, the disctinction between the 
winner and those who lose. Further, the project of winning establishes itself most 
notably in the discourses of war, competitive sports and entepreneurialism that 
commonly link to men and masculinity. The last two of these are underpinned, it has 
been argued, by the key values of modernity such as directed acceleration, productivity 
and progress (Eichberg 1987, Collinson & Heam 2001). Hence, it could be argued that 
the idea about the competitive “nature” of male dance students emerges as a discursive 
idea through the commonly available, culturally constructed notion about men as 
competitors.
It could be maintained that with a continuous flux of media images showing men as 
competitors in sports, war, business and politics, the omnipresence of the competitive 
discourse has made the competition between male subjects appear so ‘natural’ that it is 
difficult to perceive male-to-male relationships in any other way. Obviously, without 
the competitive component that the discourse of competition provides, or other means 
to establish a tension between males, the notion of comradely homosocial bonding 
might run the risk of collapsing into the notion of homosexual male bonding, a form of 
male to male relationship that is banned in the discourse of masculinism. Hence, in a 
heteronormative culture, the discourse of competition can be perceived as a means to 
avoid the taboo topic of affection and caring in comradely male-to-male relationships.
Extracts have been presented to show how different discourses produce statements 
about boys and men in different texts on dance education. It can be argued that there is 
not one unified way that young males are characterised in discussions on boys and 
dance. It is remarkable that even within a single piece of text or within a single focus 
group interview the definitions can vary. Hence, it could be argued that boys are 
defined in particular contexts through different discursive frameworks that produce 
rhetorically valid arguments and points of view.
Various discourses provide generalised and reductionistic statements on young males. 
In contrast, it is rare to find accounts that celebrate the diversity of boys by perceiving 
them as an incoherent or fragmentary class even if such accounts exist. How young 
males are described depends in each case on what the underpinning discursive
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framework regards as noteworthy. In that sense, different discourses produce various, 
even contradictory, ways to elaborate on young males. In total, this must be ambivalent 
and conflicting not least for individual young males who are subjected to these 
inconsistent statements. This notion is addressed later in Chapter Seven.
As the analysis in this chapter shows, rhetoric acts boost gender politics that seek 
means to accommodate the culturally dominant heteronormative discourse of 
masculinism. Such politics are the central focus of Chapter Eight. Next, however, the 
focus is turned to some of the ways that theatrical dance is taught for boys and how 
discourses of masculinity operate in, and are performed by, dance educational practices 
and choreography.
Notes for Chapter Three
1 For critique on Ely’s (1990) Iron John, see for example Wolf-Light, P. (1994), Collinson & 
Heam (1996) Connell (1995,2000), Adams & Savran (2002), Whitehead (2002).
2 See Eklund’s (1999) extensive review of sex-difference theories.
3 According to Foucault (1984a), our understanding of the ‘real’ is always constrained by what 
he calls ‘discursive structures’. Elsewhere, he defines discourse as a discerned regularity 
“between a number of statements, such as a system of dispersion, ... between objects, types of 
statement, concepts, or thematic choices” (1972, p. 38). In addition, he sees discourse as an 
interpretative “practice which we impose on them [objects o f human meaning-making]” 
(Foucault 1984a, p. 127).
4 Despite certain differences in their theoretical underpinnings, there is an overlap in terms of
how feminisms and queer theory approach heterosexuality. As Jackson suggests, both o f these 
critical stances question the “naturalness of heterosexuality ... the common assumption is that
neither gender boundaries nor the boundary between heterosexuality and
homosexuality/lesbianism are fixed by nature” (1999, p. 161). Heteronormativity is a concept 
that has been used by feminists and queer theorists to refer to “the normative status of 
heterosexuality which renders any alternative sexualities ‘other’ and marginal” (Jackson 1999, 
p. 163).
5 Michael Cole and Sheila R. Cole (1993 as discussed in Ruoppila 1995) make a more detailed 
distinction by suggesting that in addition to biology-based theories that focus on growing, there 
are three strands of socio-cultural theories: theories that acknowledge environments influence 
on learning, universal theories of constructivism and cultural theories.
6 The bottom line in these theories tends to be that the twenty-third pair of chromosomes, XX for 
females or XY for males, produce two lines of physical development that are linked with 
having a life as a woman or a man (Sâüvâlâ 1999). As genes establish the biological layout for 
human development, it has been suggested, in a biological discourse, that masculine 
characteristics, personality traits and bodily performance originate from the Y-chromosome, 
testosterone, or from the small size of men’s corpus callosum (Carter 1998).
7 As Eklund’s (1999) extensive review on criticism against biology-based sex difference theories 
clearly suggests, recent studies regard such theories as overly essentialist.
8 In one hand, it is common for Western culture to celebrate scientists whose efforts in 
experimenting have eventually paid off in some form of scientific break through. On the other 
hand, some Finnish scholars have pointed out how ‘killing a sturdy beast’ has been regarded as 
a token of true maleness (Lehtonen 1995) and how many Finnish men still use hunting skills 
and ability to fight against the nature (and other men) for measuring one’s maleness (Virtanen 
1996, Lehtola 1998).
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9 Personality psychological theories are used for describing the structures of personality
(attitudes, traits, aims and so on), explaining processes in these structures and investigating the 
individual’s behaviour in relation to such processes. As Hakanen (1992) suggests, trait theories 
that represent one strand of personality psychology are particularly keen to describe the 
individual’s personality as a stable list of characteristics (ibid).
10 Historically, this personality trait has been linked back to centuries o f solitary lifestyle in
Finnish hunting and burnt-over clearing cultures (Ylikangas 1986).
11 As Tavris points out, Freudian and other psychodynamic models o f energy have been
“scientifically discredited” (1982, p. 37).
12 According to Helkama, Myllyniemi and Liebkind (1999), a concise definition for social 
psychology would be that it investigates human interaction and regularities of group processes.
13 More on Makinen’s (1959b) article in reference to the fear of effeminacy is found in Chapter 
Eight.
14 In 1996, one third of the total o f 130 students in the Finnish National Opera Ballet School were 
male (Yli-Simiô 1996). In 2003, approximately 200 of the total of 1000 students at the Vantaa 
Dance Institute were male and in the Dancing Boy Residential Course in Kuopio, there were 
enrolled close to 90 students in June 2003 (Isto Turpeinen 6/9/2003, personal communication).
15 The Dancing Boy 2000 -gala performance was held at the Martinus Hall in Vantaa 4 June 
2000. The event was organised by the Vantaa Dance Institute.
16 Most blatantly, perhaps, such position is apparent in accounts that juxtapose ballet and ice- 
hockey. See for example Talvitie (1990) and Janhonen (1996b).
17 On negotiations and patrolling of gender in peer groups, see for example Mac an Ghaill (1994), 
Nayak & Kehily (1997), Holland et al (1998), Pollack (1998) and Connell (2000).
18 According to Bogdan (1988) and Adams (2001), fi’eak shows were part of the 19* and early 
20* century popular culture particularly in America. This cruel form of entertainment included 
the displaying of bearded ladies, dwarfs, snake charmers, savages and so on to the horrified and 
amused audiences.
19 Body fat percentage is the calculated amount of adipose tissue in the body that is presented as a 
percentage of the body’s total weight (Rehunen et al 1998).
20 In this context, the word ‘therapeutic’ is used in the broad sense to refer to any group-processes 
that help participants to deal with tensions and conflicts by giving them an opportunity to 
reflect their ideas in a supportive non-threatening social environment.
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Chapter Four 
Discourses in Boys Dance Education
4.1. Introduction
‘Dance for boys’ refers to a collection of cultural practices that various speakers and 
writers regard as particularly appropriate for the teaching of dance to young males. 
The conceptual complexity of the idea of a special form of dance for boys becomes 
evident as the accounts and statements that elaborate various topics around this issue 
are examined, in Chapter Four, as discursively invested texts.
It can be maintained that the ‘dance for boys’ as a concept is inherently gendered as it 
stands in relation to what is considered in different contexts as ‘dance for girls’. The 
claim that dance for boys has to differ from dance education in general leads in this 
chapter to a focus on dance for boys as a culturally particular set of dance educational 
practices. This is also underpinned by the argument, presented in Chapter Two, that 
gender is embodied in, taken on and performed by the dancing body. These ideas lead 
to an analysis of text extracts on Finnish debate about dance for boys, and of 
examples from dance classes, to show how a particular notion of dance for boys 
emerges through a nexus of discourses. Discourse-specific use of language and other 
semiotic systems are discussed in relation to how dance for boys is constructed in the 
examples that are studied. When necessary, the discourses detected are elaborated 
upon in relation to other cultural texts to understand how such discourses are more 
generally available in Western culture. Also the limits that certain discourses set to 
what can be said and done within dance education for young males are discussed.
Following Foucault (1972, 1995) texts on dance education for boys can be examined 
as discursive frames of reference for the construction of bodily techniques that aim to 
shape the male dance student’s body. When a boy dances the living flesh and other 
tissues of the young male are transformed in social interaction through discursively 
charged dance educational processes into a jumping, turning, arching, sliding, 
running, kicking, exuberantly moving and complex bodily entity. This is theoretically, 
it can be argued, how the student is gradually, during several years of training turned
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into the male dancer. Dance educational practices are guided by objectives, organising 
principles, methods and frameworks of value that emerge linguistically “in the context 
of a particular social and human world” (Adshead 1989, p. 37). Therefore, it can be 
argued that such principles are never neutral or natural. Rather, they are always 
discursively invested. It is important to understand that dance practices are never just 
physical exercising of the body. They are also means for culturally dominant 
discourses to be disseminated, through the dancing body, in dance institutions and, 
more generally, in society.
4.2. Gender in Formal Dance Educational Discourse
It has been maintained that the gender-neutral orientation of educational politics in 
Finland constructs official documents where gender and sexuality are erased 
(Lahelma 1992, Lehtonen 2003). Such gender-neutral language in Taiteen 
perusopetuksen tanssin laajan oppimààrân opetussuunintelman perusteet 2002 
(Opetushallitus 2002) [Curriculum Guidelines o f  the Extended Study Programme in 
the Basic Arts Education in Dance 2002], an official document that has been 
published by the Finnish National Board of Education, can be exemplified with the 
following extract:
Opetuksen sisâltônâ on, etta oppilas luo varhaisian opinnoissaan pohjaa 
myohempaa tanssinopiskeluaan varten. Perusliikunnan ja  leikin avulla 
oppilaan itsetunto ja  myonteinen minakuva seka liikunnallisuus ja  
karkeamotoriset taidot kehittyvat. Oppilas tutkii kokeillen oman kehon 
liikemahdollisuuksia.
Perusopintojen aikana oppilas haijoittelee pitkajanteisesti seka perehtyy 
aiempaa syvemmin oman lajinsa perusliikesanastoon ja  muuhun tanssin 
sanastoon. Oppilas haijoittelee tanssille ominaista hienomotoriikkaa ja  
oivaltaa karkeamotoriikan ja  hienomotoriikan eron omassa ilmaisussaan.
Syventavissa opinnoissa oppilas kehittaa tanssitekniikkaansa monipuolisesti 
vaikeusastetta lisaten. Oppilas kehittaa tanssillista ajatteluaan ja  ymmarrystaan 
tekniikan, liikkeen ilmaisullisen muodon ja ilmaisun kertovan sisallon 
valisesta yhteydesta. Oppilas haijoittelee tanssin suorituspuhtautta.
Opetushallitus 2002, p. 11.
The content o f  teaching is such that during her/his early years o f  study the 
pupil establishes a basis fo r later study o f  dance. The student’s self-esteem 
and positive self-image as well as physicality and coarse motor skills are 
developed through basic physical exercise and games. The student investigates 
by experimenting the movement possibilities o f  her/his body.
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During the basic studies, the student practises in a sustained and more 
profound manner than before as s/he becomes familiar with the basic 
movement vocabulary o f her/his chosen form and other dance vocabulary. The 
student practises fine motor skills that are typical for dance and understand 
the difference between coarse motor and fine motor behaviours in her/his own 
expression. In deepening studies, the student develops her/his dance technique 
many-sidedly and with increasing complexity. The student develops her/his 
thinking in terms o f  dance and her/his understanding o f  the relationship 
between technique, expressive form o f technique and the narrative content o f  
expression. The student practises clarity in dance.
‘Oppilas’ [pupil], which is a gender-neutral concept, is applied every time in the 
extract when the text refers to human subject who participates dance education as 
learners. Such gender-neutral orientation continues throughout the document.
In an official document that provides curricular guidelines for the upper secondary 
level vocational qualification in dance, the text remains strictly gender-neutral up to a 
certain point. However, in reference to one particular genre of dance, ballet, there are 
two passages that require a closer scrutiny:
Opiskelijan on hallittava baletin keskeinen liikemateriaali viimeistellysti ja  
naistanssijoiden on hallittava myos siihen oleellisesti liittyva varvastekniikka. 
Hanen on kyettava suorittamaan tangon aarella tehtavat liikesaijat, keskilattian 
eri tahtilajeja sisaltavat hitaat ja  nopeat liikeyhdistelmat seka piruetit, hypyt ja  
liikkuvat saijat. Hanen tulee osata kehittaa ja  yllapitaa riittavaa liikkuvuutta ja  
liikelaajuuksia keskeisen liikemateriaalin suorittamiseksi.
Opetushallitus 2001, p. 47.
The student must have a refined command o f the central movement material in 
ballet and female dancers must have a command o f the vital technique on 
pointe. S/he must be able to perform movement combinations at the barre, 
both slow and quick movement combinations, that contain different time 
measures at the centre as well as pirouettes, jumps and combinations that 
progress. S/he has to know how to develop and maintain adequate mobility 
and range o f movement in order to perform central movement material.
As the extract shows, learning ballet is gendered in the document. Performing skills 
on pointe shoes -  an integral part of the ballet tradition - are required only fi*om 
female students. No explanation is offered why this specific artistic skill that demands 
extreme control of the body, concentration and stamina is not required fi-om male 
students. The lack of such explanation shows, it could be argued, that the embodied 
understanding of pointe work is unquestioningly regarded as an artistic skill for
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female dancers only. However, several male dancers have deliberately challenged this 
in performance.* In addition some boys like 14 year-old Jaakko in one of the focus 
group interviews have taken up pointe work in order to improve their body control:
Jaakko: ... ihan tan mun oman tasapainon ja  nilkan kehityksen takii nin ma oon
tehny nyt viimisen vuoden kaq ilia ... kaikki haij oitukset... mita muutkin 
meijân lyhmas tekee kaqilla. Se on (naurahdus) sit sillee aika 
mielenkiintosta, et niinku vleensa kovin moni poika ei tee kaqilla niin. 
Jaakko: ...during the past few  years I  have done pointe work ... all exercises that 
others in our group do ... just for the sake o f my balance and in order to 
develop my ankle. It is rather intriguing (laughs) because not very many 
boys, usually, do pointe work.
Int: Oliks se sun oma, mista se idea tuli?
Int: Was it your own, where did this idea come from?
Jaakko: Se oli mun oma paatos. No kun mul on aina ollu vahan huono tasapaino ... ni 
ma sit püâtin, et mun tâytyy kehittaa .. . tasapainoa.
Jaakko: It was my own decision. Well, I  have always had a lousy balance...so I  
decided that I  must develop it.
It is obvious, it could be argued, that the gendered biases in reference to pointe work 
in the document are underpinned by the gendered division of labour in ballet. Hence, 
it could be maintained that the gendered division of labour is embedded, albeit 
implicitly, also in the following extract from the same document:
Opiskelijan on osattava tanssillaan tulkita erityyppisia rooli- ja 
henkilohahmoja. Hanella on oltava tanssitekniset vahniudet esittaa 1800-luvun 
pas-de-deux-tehtavia.
Opetushallitus 2001, p. 54.
The student must know how to interpret different types o f  roles and characters 
through her/his dance. S/he must have dance technical readiness to perform 
pas-de-deux tasks from 18^^  century.
As the extract shows, the document demands that students leam particular character 
roles. In ballet choreographies such roles are almost always highly gendered. When it 
comes to partnering, it has been maintained that also such practice in ballet is 
gendered (Daly 1984, Novack 1993). Hence, it could be argued that the discourses on 
gender difference and gendered division of labour are embedded in upper secondary 
level vocational dance education in Finland through the official curriculum guidelines 
as far as teaching of ballet is concerned. However, in reference to other genres of 
dance the official document remains gender neutral.
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Apart from ballet education, most vocational dance programmes at upper secondary 
level and dance in higher education remain formally gender-neutral. Modem dance 
and jazz, folk dances, improvisation, dance composition, dance history, music, 
movement analysis and other subjects are generally studied in mixed-sex groups. This 
is not to ignore the gender differentiation that takes place within a mixed-sex class in 
other ways.
4.3. All-male Dancing
Considering the gender-neutral tone in the curricular guidelines for basic arts 
education in dance, it is thought-provoking that claims about single-sex groups for 
male students have been made by those who teach at this level (see for example 
Turpeinen 1997, Bergman 2002, Lampi et al 2002, Nykânen 2003 and http://www. 
kolumbus.fi/isto.turpeinen/index2.htm 15.3.2003). Two lines of reasoning are used to 
support the idea about single-sex groups for male students in dance education. The 
first one emerges through a closed circuit of essentialism that nurtures the view that 
dance education for male students has to differ from what is taught to females (see 
Sections 3.2. and 3.3.). The second line of reasoning emerges from the emancipatory 
idea that male dance students need to share their experiences in dance with other like- 
minded males (see Section 3.7).
Not all dance teachers agree on the benefits of single-sex learning. Marketta Viitala 
(1998), for example, sees that there are far more advantages than disadvantages in co­
educational dance. A mixed-sex group is good for the group spirit, she writes and 
continues that boys bring extra energy into a dance class, which also encourages girls 
to participate more fully into creative tasks.^ Yet, even she recognises that in some 
areas of dance it may be necessary to maintain single-sex groups. In reference to such 
areas, she mentions gendered division of roles, presumably in the dance repertory 
class, and certain unspecified dance technical skills that male dancers need to leam.
Yet, elaborate attempts to provide all-male learning environments through all-male 
student groups in some dance institutions, as well as the annually held all-male dance 
camp in Siilinjarvi and the two seminars on dance education for boys in 2001 and 
2002 mark the acceptance of the discursively constmcted view that dance education
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for boys requires a content, a structure and teaching methods that differ from other 
forms of dance education. It is acknowledged that “[p]ojatkin rakastavat tanssia, jos 
opetus vastaa heidân tarpeitaan” (Hietaniemi 1989, p. 61) [even boys love to dance i f  
the teaching corresponds to their needs]. As the following extract shows, this view is 
included also in the recently published memo on dance pedagogy for boys (see Lampi 
et al 2002):
Ikani tanssineena en voinut kokea, etteiko tanssi sopisi pojille ja  miehille. 
Samoin en voinut kokea vian olevan pojissa itsessaan. Sen sijaan olin ja  olen 
aivan varma, etta lajin opetuksessa oli aikoinaan elementteja, jotka karsivat 
poikia pois tanssin piirista. Asenteiden merkitysta ei voitane kokonaan karsia 
pois, mutta oli kuitenkin syyta uskaltaa katsoa kriittisesti silloiseen tanssin- 
opetukseen, sen metodeihin ja  sisaltoihin. Oli tarpeen pohtia, olisiko niita 
voinut kehittaa paremmin soveltumaan poikien opetukseen.
Mantyla 2002, p. 8.
As a dancer all my life, I  could not say that dance did not suit boys or men. 
Likewise, I  could not say that the problem was in boys themselves. Instead, I  
was, and I  am, entirely sure that in the teaching o f  this [cultural] form, there 
were once upon a time elements that eliminated boys from the influence o f  
dance. It is likely that one cannot entirely leave out the effect o f  attitudes. 
There was nevertheless a reason to have courage to look critically at the 
teaching o f  dance, its methods and contents that took place then. It was 
necessary to ponder whether it would have been possible to develop them so 
that they would suit better the purpose o f  teaching boys.
In the extract, traditional approaches to dance education are positioned against the 
needs of young males -  not against dance per se. Such approaches are perceived 
negatively and regarded as unsuitable for boys who are placed beyond any criticism. 
There are certain problems with traditional approaches to dance pedagogy, not least 
with the authoritarian model (see Smith 1998, Salosaari 2001). Still, the argument in 
the extract is alarming because it regards changes necessary merely when working 
with male students rather than arguing for an overall change in dance pedagogy. 
Indeed, it could be argued that the act of subjecting only males to changes in dance 
pedagogy signifies the presence of a masculinist bias in the extract.
Moreover, it is striking that no thought is given to the culturally dominant discourse 
of masculinism and its power to limit what young males can legitimately do (and not 
to do) within the parameters of such discourse. As Mantyla (2002) argues, it does not 
make sense to blame young males for not fitting into the culture(s) of theatrical dance.
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Following Connell (1995, 2000) and Whitehead (2002) it can be seen that the 
discourse of masculinism is embodied in many young males whose conception of the 
self is socially constructed in the present Western culture in relation to masculinism. 
The problems begin when a discourse that is known for its controlling force enters in 
the dance class as already embodied in young males. From a Foucauldian perspective, 
attempts to change conventions in dance pedagogy in order to meet masculinist 
expectations of the boys can be regarded as a way for masculinist discourse to force 
its way into dance education and to turn it into part of its technology. Considering 
some of the problems masculinism causes in society and to individual people, its 
presence in dance education is worth a serious consideration (see Carrigan, Connell & 
Lee 1985, Brittan 2001, Connell 1995, 2000, Whitehead 2002 and Cranny-Francis et 
al 2003).
As is shown above, in Finland there is no unanimity about the advantages and 
disadvantages of single-sex groups in dance education. Yet, several attempts have 
been made to differentiate dance pedagogy for boys from more traditional 
conventions of dance education. The recognition that there is an evident masculinist 
bias in the accounts that support such distinction leads next into a more detailed 
examination of the male-oriented dance educational principles and practice.
4.4. Teaching Young Males the Way Carpenters Plane Timber
The memo from the working group on dance pedagogy for boys is an attempt to 
provide guidelines for those who work with male dance students by linking such a 
framework to the official aims and the structure of the basic arts education in dance 
(Lampi et al 2002). “[I]lo, seikkailu, oppilaskeskeisyys, perusliikunta, ilmaisu, 
treenauksen saannollisyys seka eteneminen yleisesta erityiseen” (Lampi et al 2002, p. 
2) [joy, adventure, pupil-centeredness, basic physical exercising, expression, 
regularity o f  training and advancing from the general to the particular] are some of 
the special features of dance for boys, the authors suggest. It remains unmentioned, 
however, why these concepts should be particularly appropriate for dance education 
for boys. Why not for girls or to dance education in general? In reference to core 
objectives in dance for boys, the authors divide male dance students roughly into two 
categories as follows:
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Pienemmillâ pojilla liikunnan ilo ja  tottumus kâydâ treenitimnilla on 
keskeinen tavoite. Isompien poikien kohdalla voidaan jo puhua 
tasmâllisemmin tanssin ilostaj a tanssitreeneissâ kâymisestâ.
Ibid.
The joy o f  physical exercising and the habit o f  coming to training classes is 
the central objective for younger boys. When the older boys are concerned, it 
is already possible to talk more precisely about the joy o f  dance and going to 
dance training.
It is telling that dance educational work with younger male students is not defined as 
dance but more generally as ‘physical exercising’ in the document. Moreover, the 
term ‘training class’ is used in the place of ‘dance class’. This choice of concepts 
suggests that dance education for males needs to contain something other than dance 
during the first few years. Such view is elaborated, for example, in the following 
extract that comes from Isto Turpeinen’s interview in Marika Bergman’s article:
Mutta miten poika kâytânnôssâ saadaan tanssimaan? Poika, joka tyypillisesti 
haistaa vaaran heti, kun mainitaankaan sana taide? Huijaamalla. Selittâmâllâ, 
ettâ ei tâllâ tunnilla varsinaisesti tanssita, taalla poikatanssitaan; temppuillaan, 
pidetaan hauskaa. Niinpa pahaa-aavistamaton poika kay pari vuotta talla ei- 
tanssitunnillaan, ystavystyy lyhmalaisiinsa, kokee hauskoja hetkiâ, oppii 
heittümâan kârrynpyôrâa ja  yhtakkiâ -  PAM -  han on koukussa! Hurahtanut 
tanssijaksi.
2002, p. 82.
But how is it possible in practice to make the boy dance? The boy, who 
typically smells the danger immediately when the word ‘art’ is mentioned? By 
cheating. By concocting a story that we do not actually dance in this class, we 
boy-dance here; make tricks, have fun. Thus, the boy, suspecting no evil, goes 
to dance classes for a  couple o f  years, gets friends in his group, experiences 
pleasant moments, learns to perform cartwheels and suddenly -  BAM -  he is 
hooked! He is converted to dance.
The extract demonstrates a commonly held discourse that Finnish males find 
theatrical dance, and arts more generally, of doubtful value (see for example Laakso 
1988, Lampi 1991, Harri 1993, Lipiainen 1996, Reunamaki 2000, Nykanen 2003, 
Raty 2003). Hence, rather than starting from dance training that is specific to different 
genres of dance, dancing is introduced to boys in disguise.
A striking paradox arises when activities that are generally not defined as dance - 
games, gymnastic exercises and martial arts, for example - are used as a teaching
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content in a dance class to replace some or all of the content that is regarded as dance 
within more traditional dance contexts. The use of non-dance activities in a dance 
class has been reasoned, however, from a viewpoint that acknowledges social aspects 
of learning. It has been suggested that the non-dance teaching content helps teachers 
to turn young male students into a comradely group (Turpeinen 1997, Bergman 2002, 
Lampi et al 2002). It has been argued that ideas on ‘dance’ and ‘dance training’ can 
be introduced to boys only after a strong group dynamic has been established and the 
students have internalised a habit of meeting regularly (ibid). Conscious attempts to 
keep all-male groups together by emphasising the meaning of group-spirit has 
increased the number of male dance students and kept the dropout-rate remarkably 
low at least in three dance institutions: the Vantaa Dance Institute, the Finnish 
National Opera Ballet School and the Dance Theatre of Kajaani (Mantyla personal 
information 28.4.2001, Lampi personal information 28.4.2001, Palokangas-Sirkio, 
personal information 28.4.2001).
Yet, as the next extract shows, there is also another discursive line of reasoning that 
supports the place on non-dance activities in dance classes for boys:
Tuntirakenteen eri osakokonaisuuksien tulisi olla tasapainossa keskenaan; 
niiden muuntelusta ja  kehittamisesta tulisi syntya tanssiin perehdyttava 
nousujohteinen kaari, jossa edetâan yleisesta erityiseen eli perusliikunnasta 
lajihaqoitteluun. Poikien reitti tanssiin on usein erilainen kuin tyttojen. Pojilla 
voi olla omia opetusryhmia viidesta ikavuodesta alkaen ja  laajan oppimaaran 
piiriin siirrytaan seitsemanvuotiaana. Taidon opettamisessa opettajalla tulee 
olla malttia aloittaa tarpeeksi yksinkertaisesta kuin myos malttia sallia 
karkeamotorisuus poikien liikunnassa.
Lampi et al 2002, p. 2.
[T]he different elements in the structure of the class need to be in balance; 
their variations and developments should constitute an ascending arch, where 
the progress shifts from basic physical exercising to form-specific exercises. 
Boys’ route to dance is often different from that of girls. Boys can have their 
own teaching groups from the age five onwards and they move to study under 
the extended course at the age of seven. When teaching movement skills, the 
teacher has to have patience to begin from simple enough skills as well as 
tolerance to allow coarse motor behaviour in boys.
An essentialist discourse can be recognised from the reference to a particular ‘coarse’ 
quality of the motor behaviour of young males in the extract. It could be argued that 
the discourse on rugged quality of male movements calls forth discourses on physical
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development and motor skills learning. Further, it is through these discourses that the 
pedagogical principle, which proposes a gradual move from a general physical 
workout towards more particular dance-specific training, is constructed.
This kind of essentialist view can be recognised also from Turpeinen’s dance 
educational approach called ‘raakalautametodi’ [a raw timber method] (Rasanen 
2000a, Bergman 2002). As Bergman writes, in this method “poika kohdataan poikana, 
luonnostaan hieman kômpelônâ ja  karkeasyisena liikkujana” (2002, p. 82) [a boy is 
confronted as a boy, as a slightly clumsy and rough mover by his nature]. Some of the 
key principles of this method have been encapsulated as follows:
Poikien opetuksen yhtena periaatteena oli etenemisen hidas kiirehtiminen, 
hiljaa hyvaa tulee. Pojille tunneilla annetaan laajaa opetusta. Aluksi 
sovelletaan luo van tanssin metodej a, joilla luodaan reilusti liikkuen tilan ja  
ajan taju. Kasvun myota kâytetâan urheiluvalmennuksesta lainattuja fyysisia 
haijoitteita, pelaillaan opituilla hahmotuksilla ja  luodaan ryhmahenkea ... 
Yhtena hitaasti kiiruhtamisen ansiona on pidettava sita, etta pojat ovat 
henkisesti erittain valmiita tyoskentelemaan motivoitujen tavoitteiden eteen. 
Tâmâ henkinen kantti on ollut seurausta siita, etta opetuksessa on selkeasti 
annettu tilaa omaan kokemiseen ja  itsetunnon kasvamiseen. Hienosyinen 
motoriikka on saanut odotella marginaalissa ja tulla opetukseen vaivihkaa. 
Kun persona alkaa olla esiintymiselle avoin, oppituntien rakenne omaksuttu ja  
tyoskentely motivaatio korkealla, tuloksia alkaa syntya. Lastentanssin luo vat 
haijoitukset ja  vapaantanssin valmistavat tehtavat ratkaistuina pojat alkavat 
[sic] kiriâ kiinni opetussuunnitelman hienosyisia vaatimuksia. Hitaasti 
kiiruhtaminen on muuttunut etenemiseksi normaalilla vaihteella.
Turpeinen 1997, pp. 13-14.
One o f the principles to teach boys was to advance by hurrying slowly, slowly 
does it. The boys are given a broad education in the classes. Methods o f  
creative dancing are applied in the beginning in order to create a sense o f  
space and time by moving briskly. As the students grow, physical exercises 
that are borrowed from sports training are introduced. We play with learned 
perceptions and create team spirit ... The fact that boys are extremely ready 
mentally to work towards motivated objectives can be regarded as one o f  the 
advantages o f hurrying slowly. The mental courage follows from the fact that 
they have been given enough space for individual experiences and the growth 
o f self-esteem in the education. Fine motor skills have been left in the margin. 
They have been sneaked gradually into the education. Eventually as the 
student is willing to perform more openly, has adopted the structure o f  the 
dance class and his motivation is high, that is when the results start to show. 
Once the creative exercises o f  children’s dance and the preparing exercises o f  
free dance are done, boys start to catch up the more finely tuned demands o f  
the curriculum. Hurrying slowly has turned into progressing in a normal 
speed.
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The extract demonstrates how the discourses of motor skills development, sports 
training and psychology (cognitive, personal and social) are integrated in a complex 
way with discourses of creative dance and free dance. It could be argued that some of 
the key principles of Turpeinen’s ‘raw timber method’ emerge from the nexus of 
these discourses.
Thus, it can be maintained that two radically different discursive ideas - one that 
claims boys find dance strange, the other with an essentialist emphasis on male 
development and motor skills learning - underpin the idea that dance education for 
boys must start from basic physical exercises rather than from dance exercises.^ From 
this dual perspective, the working group on dance pedagogy for boys (Lampi et al 
2002) has constructed a three-stage model. In stage one (5 to 8 years of age), young 
males are brought into contact with dance. In stage two (9 to 12 years of age), their 
commitment to dance is reinforced. Finally, in stage three (from 13 years of age 
onwards) the students establish a purposeful orientation to dance (ibid).
As the pie-diagrams on key areas of emphasis show (see Figure 2), young males are 
led from more general physical activities gradually towards purposeful study of dance 
in this model. In stage one, only 25% of the total teaching content is devoted to dance. 
However, dance content in the class increases in stage two to 40% and in stage three 
up to 70%. Meanwhile, in stage one, general physical exercising and gymnastics floor 
work (rolls, summersaults, cartwheels, flips etc.) cover up to 50% of the total teaching 
content (see Figures 3 and 4). The remaining 25% is divided between play activities 
(9%), performance activities (8%) and interdisciplinary work with other art forms 
such as drama and music (8%). In stage two, the time that is reserved for play 
activities remains on the same level as in stage one but time that is allocated to 
general physical exercising is lowered down to 16%. Compared to stage one, in stage 
two there is slightly less interdisciplinaiy work with other art forms (5%) and slightly 
more performance activities (10%). However, significantly more time is allocated to 
new subjects such as break dance, capoeira, African dances, folkdances, hip hop and 
so on. In the stage three, in addition to the taught dance content, the students are 
expected to work on their own (12%) as well as in co-educational groups (12%). Even
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with a strong emphasis on dance subjects in the stage three, there is still time reserved 
for play (6%) (Lampi et al 2002).
Key areas of emphasis in dance education for 5 to 8 year-old boys
interdisciplinarity with other arts 
performance activities 
play
floorwork
dance
general exercising
Diagram re-drawn and translated from Lampi el al 2002. p. 12.
Key areas of emphasis in dance education for 9 to 12 year-old boys
performance activities 
interdisciplinarity between arts
break, capoeira 
Arfican dances, 
folkdances, hip hop, etc.
dance
general exercising
Diagram re-drawn and translated from Lampi et al 2 00 2 , p. 14.
Key areas of emphasis in dance education for boys from 13 years onwards
co-educational groups
independent work
dance: main subject, subsidiary subject 
improvisation, choreography, 
body knowledge, dance knowledge, 
challenging performance activities
Diagram re-drawn and translated from Lampi et al 2002, p. 15.
Figure 2 Pie-diagrams on the key areas of emphasis in boys’ dance education.
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Figure 3. Floor work in Turpeinen’s class in the Vantaa Dance Institute.
Photo: Kai Lehikoinen.
Figure 4. Ilkka Lampi teaching acrobatics in the Dance Camp for Boys in 
Siilinjarvi in June 2001. Photo: Kai Lehikoinen.
The working group argues that dance should be taught for boys in single-sex groups 
up to stage three. They maintain that it is only after 13 years of age that coeducational 
classes are realistically possible (ibid). No evidence is given to support these
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arguments in the memo. However reasonings that emerge through a developmental 
discourse can be recognised from Turpeinen’s interview in Bergman:
Kaksitoistavuotiasta tyttoa ja  poikaa verratessa eron nakee selvasti. Tyton 
kasvupyrahdys alkaa olla ohi, ban alkaa kehittyâ naiseksi ihan oikeasti. Saman 
ikâinen poika on seka kehonhallinnaltaan etta keskittymiskyvyltaan viela taysi 
kakara.
2002, p. 84.
When one is comparing a girl and a boy, both twelve years o f  age, the 
difference stands out clearly. The girls’ rapid growing period is about to be 
over, she is starting to develop into a woman for real. The boy, in the same 
age, is a complete brat as fa r  as bodily control and ability to concentrate are 
concerned.
In the extract psychological aspects of male development are placed alongside 
physical aspects to support the discursive idea that coeducational classes can be 
organised only once male students have reached a certain age.
In the light of these examples, it can be argued that the starting point in dance 
education for boys is located outside the traditional discourse of dance in the realm of 
play, games and basic physical workout. This pedagogical principle is underpinned by 
two discourses: one that claims boys to find dance strange; the other that highlights 
physical and psychic underdevelopment of young males up until their early teens. 
From a pedagogical point of view, the idea to progress from more general movement 
exercises towards more specific dance content seems well argued. This, of course, is 
not something that should concern just the teaching of male students. More debatable 
is that the teaching content in dance education is changed in order to accommodate 
masculinist norms and that cheating is used as a device to get boys involved with 
dance. It can be argued that these rather pragmatic solutions do not take into account 
the problems of masculinism. Instead, they turn uncritically into part of the 
masculinist technology.
4.5. How to Handle Nitro glycerine: Game Activities and Delirious Boys
Play activities are veiy much included in the recent memo on dance pedagogy for 
boys (Lampi et al 2002). In the memo the authors have included an extensive list of 
different games with brief instructions including: 21 variations from the tag game; 33
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variations from single combat; and 38 variations on relay games where the idea is to 
win as a team. While Section 6.2 addresses gendered meanings that are embodied in 
physical games such as tag, this section takes tag as an example to interrogate some 
reasonings that underpin decisions to include physical games into dance education for 
young males.
Tag is constructed around the idea of chase. In the basic form of tag, one of the 
participants is chasing the others who try to escape. The captured participant becomes 
a new chaser. A variation from this is that the captured player needs to stay still until 
rescued by one of those who have not been tagged yet (Lampi et al 2002). Another 
variation is ‘sitting tag’ that was played in the beginning of a ballet class for 10 to 12 
year-old boys in a dance course of boys in Siilinjarvi during the summer of 2001. In 
‘sitting tag’, the basic idea to catch others remains the same but those who run free 
can rescue themselves into the ‘base’. Whoever is resting in the ‘base’ must leave to 
join the game once someone else enters it (fieldnotes 13.6.2001).
Figure 5. Playing chain-tag in Lampi’s ballet class.
The Dance Camp for Boys, Siilinjarvi 2001. Photo: Kai Lehikoinen.
Another vigorous game, the ‘chain tag’, was also introduced during the ballet class 
(see Figure 5). It is a game where a pair runs hand in hand in order to catch others
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who run to escape. The ones who are caught have to join in the end of the chain of the 
capturers. Eventually when all participants are caught the participants establish a long 
meandering chain. In the class, dance teacher Ilkka Lampi used walking tempo to 
simulate the fast-moving game first to make clear that the students had understood the 
rules. He himself participates full-heartedly in both games. After about ten minutes of 
wild running and deafening noise, the game was brought to an end. The boys were 
called next to a wall for a moment to calm down and to stretch out their inner-thigh 
muscles. Only then they were asked to take their places at the ballet barre as their 
teacher started to demonstrate a plié exercise and talk about the arm-coordination in 
port-de-bras (field notes 13.6.2001).
It could be maintained that the fast tempo, the sudden changes in the use of directions 
and levels, and the need to keep senses of sight, hearing and touch open to what is 
taking place around oneself while moving are some of the typical features of physical 
games such as tag. In addition, such games are generally based on spontaneous social 
interaction. It has been argued that physical games contribute to the development of 
physical agility and coordination as well as social abilities such as team working 
skills (Lampi, lecture on boys in ballet, Vantaa 29.4. 2001). In addition, it can be 
suggested that such games can develop relational awareness in time and space more 
generally.
From the viewpoint of training physiology, it can be maintained that tag, like other 
fast moving games, is an exceptional way to start a dance class. Fast spurts and 
sudden changes of direction in the rigorous game involve the entire body. Such 
physical action speeds up the respiratory system and the blood circulation. The body 
becomes quickly warmed up before it is time to focus on more isolated and 
consciously coordinated use of the body that is typical of traditional ballet training.
More generally, it has been argued that physical games provide holistic movement 
experiences and influence positively on the readiness for learning (Lampi in Rasanen 
1986). Further, a many-sided physical basis that can be established by complementing 
dance training with physical games prepares the dance student to face better 
professional challenges in dance (Lampi, lecture on boys in ballet, Vantaa 29.4. 
2001). In addition, it has been maintained that multiple variations of a single game
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provide a means to include a large amount of repetition in the class content without 
making it boring for the students (ibid). It has been suggested that movement games 
provide fun into the routines of the dance class where an over emphasis on technique 
training for the name of efficiency can kill the interest of the students (ibid).
However, as the following extracts show, an essentialist discourse on the ‘nature’ or 
the masculine ‘core’ of young males can also underpin the claim that doses of 
rigorous movement activity must be included in dance classes for boys:
Oppilaiden kasittelyssa taytyy olla tarkkana -  tanssiva poika on kuin lasillinen 
nitroglyseriinia, joten intensiteettia ei kannata paastaa tipahtamaan. 
Putoamisen seurauksenahan on rajahdys pitkin seinia ja  ympari salia -  turhaa 
toimintaa mikâ on pois elamyksesta, positiivisesta aktista ja  ermen kaikkea 
oppimisesta.
Turpeinen 1998, p. 58.
One has to be careful when handling the students — the dancing boy is like a 
glass o f nitro-glycerine, so it is not a good idea to let the intensity drop. An 
explosion on the walls and all over the studio is a consequence o f such a drop 
-  unnecessary activity that is away from the experience, from the positive act 
and above all from learning.
In this extract, young males who dance are reduced to the concept of ‘the dancing 
boy’ who is metaphorically ascribed as ‘nitro-glycerine’, an easily explosive 
substance that requires particularly carefiil handling. The metaphor ascribes an 
inflammable or volatile quality as an essential feature in young male dance students. 
This quality is captured rather well in the following description of the young male 
behaviour in a ballet class at the dance camp in Kuopio during the summer of 2003 :
M alttamattomat pojat heittavat hyppyjen peraan pari ylimaaraista 
kârrynpyôrâa. Joku irvistelee peilikuvalleen ... Aina kun Lampi puhuu, joku 
pojista killuu vâârin pâin, pââ lattiassa. Ja nâmâ pojat ovat sentâân kokeneita 
harrastajia.
Vaikeimpia ovat Lammen mukaan seitsenvuotiaat pojannassikat, eka- 
luokkalaiset.
Nykânen 2003, D7.
Impatient boys make a couple o f  cartwheels after the jumps. Someone is 
making faces at his image in the mirror ... Always when Lampi speaks, some 
boy is hanging upside down, head on the floor. And yet, these boys are 
experienced practitioners.
Seven year-old rascals, first graders at school, are the most difficult ones, 
according to Lampi.
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As Foucault (1988) points out, this kind of seemingly distracted, random and 
unfocused corporeal behaviour was interpreted in the classical period to signify 
‘mania’. This and other forms of ‘madness’ emerged in relation to the Enlightenment 
idea of reason as ‘unreason’ during the course of seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
(ibid). From this discursive perspective,
the maniac’s imagination ... is occupied by a perpetual flux of impetuous 
thoughts ... mania deforms all concepts and ideas; either they lose their 
congruence, or their representative value is falsified; in any case, the totality 
of thought is disturbed in its essential relation to truth ... the cause of the 
disease is always in the movement of the animal spirits ... it is continuous, 
violent, always capable of piercing new pores in the cerebral matter, and it 
creates, as the material basis of incoherent thoughts, explosive gestures, 
continuous words which betray mania.
Foucault 1988, pp. 125-126.
A discourse that takes the Enlightenment standards of the ‘rational individual’ as the 
model of mental sanity can be recognised from the following early 21®^ century 
account on the unpredictable and unfocused behaviour of young males:
Pienten poikien tunnilla vieritaan keiloina lattian poikki ja  heitetaan 
kuperkeikkaa. Ilmeet ovat keskittyneita, mutta kun opetuksessa tulee 
levynvaihdon ajaksi pieni paussi, alkaa poikaosastossa kuplia vitsailu ja  
ilveily. Eras nuori herra unohtuu tarkastelemaan lattialla monkivaa hyonteista. 
Poikien keskittymisongelmia Isto on saanut helpotettua tunnin alussa 
tehtavilla fyysisilla haijoitteilla ja  kisailuilla. Kun ensin puretaan paalta liiat 
energiat, hienosyisempiin asioihin keskittyminen kay helpommin.
Bergman 2002, p. 84.
The class for younger boys contains rolling along the floor as pins and 
turning a somersault. Concentration shows from the faces but as soon as a 
short break appears during the change o f  music, the body o f  boys starts to 
bubble with jokes and bantering. One young man is lost in his thoughts, 
examining a crawling insect on the floor. Isto has succeeded in relieving boys ’ 
concentration problems with physical exercises and games in the beginning o f  
the class. Once extra energy is skimmed o ff the top, concentration on more 
refined issues is easier.
A non-disciplinary male behaviour in the dance class is constructed in the extract 
through a psychological discourse as a ‘concentration problem’ that is located in the 
yotmg males. The extract exemplifies how disorderly behaviour is psychologised and
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positioned negatively against orderly disciplinary practice in the educational 
discourse that is embedded in the Enlightenment ideals of rationality and progress.
Rationality, which is gendered masculine in Enlightenment and the age of modernity, 
constitutes a narrow framework for socially acceptable behaviour for men (see 
Chapter Eight). In addition, it has been argued that in a disciplinary system,
when one wishes to individualize the healthy, normal and law-abiding adult, it 
is always by asking him how much of the child he has in him, what secret 
madness lies within him, what fundamental crime he has dreamt of 
committing.
Foucault 1995, p. 193.
Hence, the disorderly behaviour of young males in Nykânen’s (2003) and Bergman’s 
(2002) texts links to ‘non-reason’ that constructs the young males in relation to 
‘normal adult men’ as ‘boys’ who have not yet matured enough to control their 
‘passions’. Following Foucault (1988), it can be argued that the lack of such control 
constructs them ‘mad’ in relation what is regarded ‘sane’ in a discursive legacy of the 
Enlightenment thinking.
As Foucault (1988) maintains, the body of the person who is thought to be insane 
becomes the target of various methods of ‘cure’ during the classical period. Similarly, 
as the above-discussed extracts show, it is regarded in the 21®* centuiy Finnish dance 
pedagogy for boys that the hyperactive or disorderly behaviour of young males can be 
temporarily cured with boisterous corporeal tasks. Once hyperactivity is discharged, 
for example with a round of tag, a momentary state of sanity is achieved, which 
enables the rational activity of learning. As time passes, some of the young rascals 
will eventually leam to perform the discourse of sanity (next to the discourse of 
heterosexuality) through self-control a more or less sustained period of time, which 
turns them into legitimate ‘men’ in the masculinist discourse, it could be argued.
Hence, the idea of including physical games into dance education for boys emerges 
from two very different discursive underpinnings: On one hand, the positive influence 
of such games to the physical and social development of young males is acknowledge 
through a developmental discourse. On the other hand, vigorous physical games can 
be argued to emerge as a temporary cure against ‘delirium’ of boys through a
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complex amalgamation of essentialist views on the ‘nature’ of young males and the 
Enlightenment model of sanity.
4.6. Dance and Sports Training
The discourse of sports training can be understood as a fragmented body of cultural 
practices that aim to maximise the efficiency of athletes."* Usually it also attempts to 
minimise the risk of injuries and illnesses in training.^ An examination of articles 
shows that these objectives underpin also dance education of boys (Rasanen 1986, 
Bask 1992, Hietaniemi 1992, Jaaskelainen 1993, Harri 1993, Turpeinen 1997, Lampi 
et al 2002). Yet, as it is argued in this section, sports training discourse operates also 
as a means to turn dance into a socially accountable cultural practice for boys and 
men in a cultural climate of masculinism.
Some authors had already proposed the use of sports training in dance education for 
young males already in the late 1950’s (Makinen 1959b, Nyholm 1959). Yet, it took 
close to twenty-five years before such methods were systematically implemented in 
dance education, first in the Finnish National Opera Ballet School by dance teacher 
Ilkka Lampi (Rasanen 1986, Bask 1992, Hietaniemi 1992). In this respect, it is 
justified to maintain that Lampi provided a paradigm shift in the 1980’s at least as far 
as the teaching of male ballet students is concerned. Another person who has eagerly 
appraised the advantages of sports training methods in dance education for young 
males is Leena Jaaskelainen, the former chief inspector of physical education. She 
worked actively from 1987 until 1999 next to Lampi as a supervisor of the Dance 
Camp for Boys where sports training methods were utilised (Hietaniemi 1989, 
Jaaskelainen 1993, the Kuopio Dance Festival -  the dance camp for boys brochures 
1987-2003).
The sports training discourse can be exemplified with the following extract from 
Jaaskelainen’s article on the dance camp. According to the author,
kaiken suunnittelun ja  toteuttamisen taustalla ovat valmennukselliset 
periaatteet. Niita noudatetaan viikko-ohjelmassa, paivittaisessa 
tuntirytmityksessa seka yksittaisilla haq oitustunneilla ja  erillisissa 
haqoitteissa. Perustana on levon ja rasituksen oikea suhde ja  siita syntyva
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nousujohteinen tyoskentely. Erityista painoa pannaan lihasvoiman ja 
liikkuvuuden kehittamiseen seka lihashuollollisiin toimenpiteisiin.
Turhan monen tanssijan ura on loppunut jo alkuunsa, kun oman instrumentin 
huolto totaalisesti laiminlyodaan eikâ sen peruskunnosta valiteta.
Tanssitekniikasta alkaminen, silloin kun koko perusta on heikko, on kuin vasta 
uimaan oppinut lahtisi Englannin kanaalia ylittamaan.
Lihashuollollisiin perusteisiin kuuluvat niin verryttelyn kuin tuntien ja  paivan 
jalkeiset venyttelyt, voimahaqoittelu seka muut palauttavat toimenpiteet 
(sauna, uinti, happihaqoittelu, rentoutushaijoitteet jne.)
Jaaskelainen 1993, p. 4-5.
Everything in planning and realisation is underpinned by the principles o f  
training. Such principles are carried through in the weekly agenda, the daily 
rhythm o f the schedule as well as in individual training classes and separate 
exercises. The right ratio between exertion and rest, and the ascending labour 
that arises from this relationship, establish a foundation. Particular weight is 
laid on the development o f  muscle strength and flexibility as well as on the 
conditioning o f the muscles.
The careers o f  unnecessarily many dancers have come to an end in their start 
when the maintenance o f  one’s own instrument has been neglected and one’s 
physical condition has not been cared for. Beginning with a dance technique, 
when the entire foundation is weak, is like a person who has recently learned 
to swim would leave to cross the English Channel.
The principles of muscle conditioning include in the warm-up as well as in the 
stretching after the classes and in the end of the day, strength training as well 
as other measures that restore the body (sauna, swimming, exercises for 
oxygen intake and relaxation etc.)
The extract refers to ‘principles of training’ rather than stating explicitly the word 
‘sports training’. However the presence of the sports training discourse can be 
recognised from the other use of language: from references to the systematic approach 
to training and the detailed organisation of the training scheme as well as from the 
emphasis on the improvement and conditioning of the muscular system. These 
references are all part of the progress- and result-oriented language of the sports 
training discourse, it can be argued.
Lampi complements ballet training with physical exercises
joilla tâhdâtâan monipuolisuuteen. Lihastasapaino, yleistaito ja  ketteryys ovat 
avainsanoja lahdettaessa tavoittelemaan korkeatasoista lajitekniikkaa ja  
rakennettaessa edellytyksia tanssin haijoituksille.
Harri 1993.
that have versatility as their aim. Muscular balance, basic skills and agility 
are key words when one is aiming to reach a high level o f  particular skills [in
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the sport /  in ballet — both translations possible] and building preconditions 
fo r exercises in dance.
Thus, on a field trip to the Dance Camp for Boys in Siilinjarvi in June 2001,1 focused 
among other topics on the discursive acts through which the sports training discourse 
was implemented in dance education during Lampi’s ballet classes. The following 
three extracts describe brief moments jfrom three ballet classes where such acts could 
be recognised from the practice. The first excerpt describes Lampi teaching a series of 
three jump exercises to a group of 9 to 12 year old male students who have less than 
five years of experience of ballet:
After the warm-up at the barre, the boys move to work on chassé pas de chat 
en derrière, a cluster of two small jumps, across the diagonal. The step 
combination is repeated four times during a crossing and there are four 
crossings before a break. After this, Ilkka invites the students to return to their 
places in the centre and to stand in a tumed-out first position in two lines 
facing the front. He takes time to explain the arm positions of the first port de 
bras. The emphasis is on the shapes of the arms and the relationship between 
the arms and the chest. The students execute the exercise slowly while Ilkka 
talks through each detail. Then the exercise is repeated three times with the 
music. Following this, Ilkka commands the boys back on the diagonal. The 
students return to work on chassé step, but this time in the form of grand pas 
de chat, a bigger jump that combines a chassé step with a hitch kick. Again 
there are four repetitions of the step in each crossing. After three crossings on 
both sides the boys are asked to sit on the floor in a semi circle with legs 
forward extended. While the group is taking a rest, the boys are asked one at a 
time to travel by jumping from two feet to two feet over each pair of the legs. 
One of the aims in this exercise is to understand spatial orientation while 
travelling with jumps, Ilkka points out to the students.
Fieldnotes 13.6.2001.
The extract shows how the training of ballet jumps is divided into three intensive 
sections that require each a high capacity of physical performance. The rest periods 
between the sections allow the students to have a moment of recovery. After the first 
series of vigorous jumps, new exercises are prescribed for the upper body to keep the 
class going while the leg muscles receive a well-deserved rest. Similarly, a moment of 
rest is available after the second series of jumps as the group sits on the floor while 
the boys perform the third set of jump training one by one (see Figure 6). When the 
description is read next to the earlier presented extract from Jaaskelainen (1993), it 
can be argued that one of the key ideas of the sports training discourse, the balance 
between effort and rest, is being used in the class. From a sports training point of
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view, it can be maintained that the jump exercises are organised this way in order to 
maximise the benefits of the training and to minimise the risk of injuries.
Figure 6. Jumping and resting in Lampi’s ballet class.
The Dance Camp for Boys, Siilinjarvi 2001. Photo: Kai Lehikoinen.
In the second extract, a group of 12 to 16 year old males who have more than five 
years of ballet experience are practising the ‘cabriolet’, a spectacular jump where legs 
are beaten together during the elevation:
Ilkka teaches cabriolet to the boys by dividing the exercise into three parts. 
First, he asks the boys to travel in a diagonal by performing a basic chassé that 
is combined with a hop fi*om two feet to one foot as the fi*ee leg performs a 
grand battement. The step is repeated a number of times on both sides. 
Following this, Ilkka commands the boys to lie on their backs on the floor. 
They are asked to rest against their elbows while keeping their legs stretched 
and turned out in first position with pointed feet. In the exercise, the legs are 
kicked up one after the other. The second leg that follows is made to beat the 
calf of the leading leg. The impulse makes the first leg continue its ascent 
while the second leg returns down. After this, the first leg is also brought 
down. Ilkka emphasises the quality of movement, which in cabriolet is quick 
yet relaxed even if the knees are kept extended. Once all this is mastered lying 
on the floor the students are asked to perform a proper ‘chassé cabriolet’ 
diagonally across the room.
Field notes 12.06.2001.
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The extract shows, how the training of ‘cabriolet’ is segmented into three phases; first 
the steps that travel; then the beating of the legs with the right movement quality; last 
the amalgamation of the different elements. There is a moment of rest from jumping 
and landing between the first and third phase of the exercise as weight is taken off the 
feet during the second phase that is practised lying on the back (see Figure 7). Again 
it can be argued that the effort/rest relationship that is woven into the exercise 
emerges through a sports training discourse. Further, the presence of practical 
knowledge from such discourse is also embedded in the discursive act of segmenting. 
That is, the required dance technical task is divided into manageable ‘bite-size’ 
exercises that are practised separately before assembling the different elements 
together for the refined performance of ‘chassé cabriolet’.
I
Figure 7. Exercising cabriolet lying on the back in Lampi’s ballet class. 
The Dance Camp for Boys, Siilinjarvi 2001. Photo: Kai Lehikoinen.
It has been argued that the craft of jumps, in ballet as well as in other dance forms, 
requires adequate muscle strength combined with a good use of a plié when the 
elevation is initiated and also in landing (Teiz 1990). It could be maintained that this 
is the case particularly for male dancers in ballet and other theatrical forms of dance 
where high and complicated jumps are often required from them. Yet, as Lampi
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(quoted in Râsânen 1986) suggests, it can be difficult for a dance student to develop 
enough strength into the leg muscles through traditional ballet exercises. According to 
him,
Oikein harjoiteltuna myos klassinen baletti kehittâa hyvin kaikkia tanssissa 
tarvittavia ominaisuuksia, mutta ei valttamatta riittavan pitkalle -  ei 
varsinkaan silloin jos opiskelijalla ei ole poikkeuksellisen hyvia fyysisia 
ominaisuuksia. Esimerkiksi ponnistusta, nopeutta, kimmoisuutta ja  notkeutta 
on vaikeaa kehittaa samalla kuin liikesuoritusten puhtautta edellyttavaa 
vaativaa balettitekniikkaa.
Lampi in Râsânen 1986.
Correctly practised, also classical ballet develops well all those attributes that 
are needed in dance but not necessarily far enough -  particularly not i f  the 
student does not have exceptionally good physical attributes. It is difficult to 
develop exertion, speed, buoyancy and flexibility, for example, simultaneously 
with the demanding ballet technique that presupposes purity from the executed 
movements.
Thus, the third extract describes how Lampi works with the younger group of boys to 
gain a better take-off for their hop and to develop the muscle strength in their legs:
Progressing diagonally from the comer, the boys are practising a combination 
of two steps: a gallop and a step hop. It is a problem for many of them to take­
off for a bouncy hop after the gallop. After a moment of unsuccessful 
attempts, Ilkka asks the boys to follow him into the staircase at the hallway. 
He shows them a step hop combination and asks the students to perform it up 
and down the stairs. This is done repeatedly. Back in the classroom, Ilkka 
takes five pieces of forty centimetre high hurdles to prepare a track. The 
hurdles are placed in a line approximately one meter apart from each other. 
The boys are asked to travel over the hurdles with the step hop -step. Ilkka 
gives immediate positive feedback to each student who succeeds to perform 
the task. He is also quick to interrupt a faulty performance in order to give 
corrective guidance to the students.
Field notes 17.6.2001.
Two exercises are applied: staircase training and a hurdle exercise (see Figures 8 and 
9). It could be argued that the fact that one of the drills takes place in the stairs and 
that the other applies equipment that are used in track events positions these activities 
outside the traditional discourse of ballet pedagogy. From such perspective, these 
activities seem unorthodox, it could be maintained. Yet, similar plyometric exercises 
are commonly recommended for “conditioned athletes to increase and develop their 
jumping, sprinting and explosive power” (http//www.netfit.co.uk/ 
plyometrics_web.htm).
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Figure 8. Staircase training in Lampi’s ballet class.
The Dance Camp for Boys, Siilinjarvi 2001. Photo: Kai Lehikoinen.
#
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Figure 9. Hurdle exercising in Lampi’s ballet class.
The Dance Camp for Boys, Siilinjarvi 2001. Photo: Kai Lehikoinen.
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Hence, as the three above described training practices show, it can be argued that the 
sports training discourse is operating in dance education for young males where it 
amalgamates with a discourse of ballet pedagogy. Following Foucault’s (1995) idea 
on ‘docile bodies’, it can be argued that these exercises operate as part of a technology 
in the ‘micro-physics’ of power. Discourses of sports training and sports are brought 
through these and similar activities into the dance class and implemented in the bodies 
of male dance students. It is through these and similar discursive activities, it can be 
maintained, that benefits of training are maximised to improve the dance students’ 
physical capacity to perform particular physical tasks such as jumping.
Râsânen’s (1986) article on dance, health and sports training can be examined as an 
interface for reflections on sports training, dance education for male students and 
certain impediments of dance teacher Ilkka Lampi’s own body. The following extract 
presents Lampi’s accoimt as it is constructed in the article:
Selkâni rasittui vâhitellen, koska selkâ- ja  vatsalihakset olivat liian heikot 
raskaiden tyttojen nosteluim ja alastuloon korkeista hypyistâ. Tâllaiset puutteet 
tanssijoilla voidaan tehokkaasti koijata lisâhaijoitusten avulla, Ilkka Lampi 
sanoo.
Balettikoulim tuimeilla eivât kaikki fyysiset heikkoudet tule esille -  siitâ 
syystâ Ilkka Lampi testautti ylemmân poikaluokkansa, neljânnen luokan pojat 
viime kevâânâ Kisakallion urheiluopistossa timnetun urheiluvalmentajan ja  
tutkijan Pertti Heliinm johdolla ... Ilkka Lammen mielestâ testaus on 
tulevaisuudessa vâlttâmâttômyys kaikille opiskelijoille, koska vain sen avulla 
saadaan puutteet selville ja  voidaan kullekin laatia yksilollinen 
lisâhaij oitusohj elma.
Râsânen 1986
My hack got strained because my back and abdominal muscles were too weak 
for lifting heavy girls and landing from high jumps. This kind o f  deficiencies 
can be corrected efficiently with complementary exercises, Ilkka Lampi says. 
Not all physical weaknesses come out in the ballet school during the classes -  
for that reason, Ilkka Lampi got the students o f  his highest male class, the 
boys from the fourth year, tested last summer in the sports institute o f  
Kisakallio under the leading o f the well-known sports coach and researcher 
Pertti Heliin ... Ilkka Lampi thinks testing is necessary for all students in the 
future because it is the only way to find  out about the deficiencies. The tests 
make it possible to design individual complementary programmes.
Further down in the article, Lampi is quoted as follows:
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-Taito on miesten tanssinkin pemsta — sitten tulevat lisahaijoitteiden avulla 
kehitettavat ominaisuudet kuten notkeus, liikelaajuus, nopeus ja  voima. Naista 
miesten tanssi pâapiirteissâün koostuu.
-Toivon, ettâ jonakin pâivânâ nâen jonkun pojistani esimerkiksi Gisellen 
Albrechtina, ja  esityksessa on mukana kaikki se mita pâamâarâhakuisella 
valmennuksella voidaan saada aikaan: dynamisuus, energia, voima,
taydellinen kehon hallinta, tyyli.
Râsânen 1986
- SMI constitutes the basis even for men's dancing -  attributes that can be 
developed through complementary exercises come next including flexibility, 
movement range, speed and strength. The dance o f  males is constituted mainly 
from these elements.
- I  wish to see one o f  my boys some day as Albrecht from Giselle, for example, 
and that everything that can be accomplished with a goal-oriented training is 
embodied in [his] performance: dynamism, energy, strength, complete control 
o f the body, style.
It can be argued that the discourse of sports medicine operates through language as 
the dancer’s body (Lampi’s own body and the dance students bodies) is objectified 
and evaluated in terms of its physical capabilities in the two extracts. The imperfect 
and defective dancer’s body is constructed in relation to a fantasy about the physically 
fit and smoothly operating perfect body of modernity. It can be argued that such 
fantasy is located in the centre of dance education for young males in this discursive 
framework. Further, the tmderpinning discourse necessitates also the examination 
technologies that are used to detect ‘weaknesses’ in the dancing body. Moreover, the 
data that is produced through such technologies enables the implementation of body- 
corrective practices in the form of ‘complimentary exercises’. The following two 
extracts provide detailed descriptions of such examination technologies:
-1980-luvun puolessa vâlissâ rupesimme seuraamaan kudostutkimuksin 
balettikoulim oppilaiden peruskimtoa. Se on nk. rasvaprosenttitutkimus, jota 
urheilulââketieteessâkin harrastetaan. Nykyisin olemme joka kesâ mukana 
Kuopion yliopiston jâijestâmissâ vertailevassa tutkimuksessa. Mukana on 
kolme ryhmââ: hiihtâjiâ, balettikoululaisia sekâ kolmantena ryhmânâ poikia, 
jotka eivât erityisesti harrasta mitâân urheilulajia tai liikuntaa.
-Keskimâârin on balettilaisilla ollut ihan hyviâ tuloksia, mutta oopperan 
balettikoulim paljon treenanneilla pojilla kudosrasvoja ilmaiseva prosenttiluku 
on ollut aivan erinomainen. Se on ollut kaikilla alle 10 ja  parhailla neljâ, eli 
sama kuin huippu-urheilijoilla.
Lampi as quoted in Bask 1992, p. 31.
- In the middle o f 1980’s we started to follow the students’ fitness with body 
tissue measures. That is, the measurement o f  the so-called body fa t
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percentage, a practice that is know from sports medicine. Currently we are 
every summer participating in a research that has been undertaken at the 
University o f Kuopio. The research includes three groups: cross country 
skiers, ballet students and boys who do not participate in any sport or exercise 
as the third group.
- In average, the ones from ballet have had quite good results but the boys 
from the ballet school o f  the opera who have trained a lot got an outstanding 
figure that marks the body fa t percentage. Everyone has had it below 10 and 
the best ones have had it four, the same as on top-level athletes.
Kuopion yliopiston fysiologian laitos on testannut poikien fyysisia ja  myos 
motorisia ominaisuuksia jo useammalla kesakurssilla ... Olemme pystyneet 
seuraamaan poikien ponnistusvoiman, vatsa- ja  selkalihasten voiman seka 
hapenottokyvyn kehittymista. Samoin vuosittain on mitattu rasvaprosentti. 
Tulokset analysoidaan ja  pojille annetaan selva palaute seka ohjeita siita, mita 
ominaisuuksia ja millaisilla haijoitteilla tulisi kehittaa. Moni poika on ottanut 
ohjeet niin tasmallisesti, ettâ seuraavana kesânâ kehittyminen on nâkynyt ei 
vain testituloksissa vaan kaikessa tanssimisessa ... Poikien lihaskunnosta kielii 
se, ettâ joissakin testeissâ on pitânyt laittaa ylâraja, jonka saavutettua testin voi 
keskeyttââ. Kun nuori mies vetââ 500 vatsavetoa eikâ ole moksiskaan, se 
kertoo kestovoiman tasosta, johon harva ammattilainen tuskin yltââ.
Jââskelâinen 1993, p. 5.
The Department o f  Physiology in the University o f Kuopio has tested the 
physical and motor properties o f  boys over a number o f  summer courses ... 
We have been able to follow the development o f  the boys’ exertion energy, 
strength in the abdominal and back muscles as well as oxygen intake. Also the 
body fa t percentage has been measured every year.
The results are analysed and the boys are given clear feedback and 
instructions on what properties should be developed and with what kind o f  
exercises. Many boys have taken the instructions so literally that in the next 
summer their development has shown not just in their test results but also in 
their dance ...I t  tells about the muscular fitness o f  the boys that we had to set 
a limit to the test. Ones the limit is reached the test can be interrupted. When a 
young man makes 500 crunches and is fine, it tells about the level o f  
endurance that is reached by very few  professionals.
It can be argued that the results that are presented from a discursive position of 
training physiology and sports training are reviewed positively as marks of success in 
both extracts. The young male dance students who participate the training regime are 
compared positively with athletes. Another comparison constructs them positively as 
more enduring than most of the professional dancers. Moreover, the extracts show 
that the positive results are used as empirical evidence that speaks in favour of 
implementing the testing technologies of sports medicine and the regime of sports 
training into the core of dance education for young males. Hence, it can be argued that
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the sports training discourse operates in dance education for young males in a circular 
fashion. Weaknesses in practices that stem from the conventions of dance education 
are pointed out first. Following this, complementary exercises are introduced from 
sports training. Next the effects of the implemented discourse are measured 
repeatedly. Finally, the quantified data is used to argue a legitimate status for the 
sports training discourse in dance education for young males.
The implementation of the sports training discourse into dance education can be 
viewed from some perspectives as positive progress. As discussed in Chapters Three 
and Eight, the sports discourse certainly provides a means for yoimg males who dance 
to reclaim their social position in a masculinist culture where males in theatrical dance 
are still very much marginalised. However, a different view emerges when sports 
training discourse is investigated from perspectives of sports philosophy and sports 
sociology. Some scholars in these two related areas maintain that the emphasis on 
progress as well as the technologically oriented and objectifying way to view the 
‘body as a machine’ are some of the key features in the discourse of sports training 
(Eichberg 1987; Klemola 1998; Puhakainen 1997).
As the discussion above shows, the male dance student’s body is constructed in the 
examined extracts through the sports training discourse as a machine that can be 
technologically examined and trimmed. The body as a machine is thought to run 
smoothly unless its maintenance is overlooked. Moreover, it is believed that the 
negligence in the maintenance of the body destroys also the emerging career. In 
general, an unfit body is constructed as a problem. In addition, the idea of linear 
progress that underpins the project of winning in competitive sports can also be 
recognised from the presented extracts.^ Hence, discursive acts where sports training 
methods are used to improve the physical performance of the male dancer’s body can 
be linked to ‘citius, altius, fortius’ (faster, higher, stronger), the motto of the Olympic 
Games. Following Eichberg (1987) and Gray (1989), it can be maintained that such 
aspirations are underpinned by the project of modernity in competitive sports as well 
as in dance education.^
As Puhakainen (1997) argues, the discourse of sports training embodies a significant 
change in the person’s recollection of being in the world as the self-concept is
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constructed through the ‘logic of technology’. In such logic, the self emerges as a 
calculation of ‘cost and profit’ in relation to applied training methods (ibid). It can be 
argued that also the dance student’s body can be abstracted through the discourse of 
sports training into an object of investment that in the Western capitalist discourse can 
earn its existence only through increased productivity.
Hence, firom a Foucauldian position, the extracts that have been presented in this 
section can be read as a description of how the bodies of male dance students are 
placed under the scientific gaze of sports medicine, a branch of medical science that is 
heavily constructed through the discourse of anthropomaximology, the science that 
aims to maximise the performance of the human body (see Eichberg 1987). Further, it 
can be argued that the bodies of male dance students are measured and tested in a 
number of ways that produces meaningful data for scientific purposes of the research 
in sports medicine. The complementary exercises that are developed based on the 
analysis of research data and prescribed individually to each dance student can be 
interpreted as carefully developed technologies that enable the discourse of 
anthropomaximology to operate on the bodies of male dance students. Moreover, it 
can be maintained that these technologies form the bodies of male dance students to 
correspond to the body-ideal of the discourse of anthropomaximology. 
Simultaneously they are also formed into bodies that are capable to perform positively 
for the research purposes. Finally, it can be argued that through these procedures the 
bodies of male dance students are harnessed to work primarily for the project of 
winning and not for the project of art. The argument could be elaborated further by 
suggesting that the sports training discourse does not necessarily produce 
exceptionally good male dancers but rather, as the text shows, well operating athletic 
machines with a high endurance capacity and possibly also an overly performance 
oriented view of their dancer’s body.
4.7. Embodying a Dream ofModernity Through Nutrition
While eating is a biological necessity, diets can be regarded as discursive practices 
through which bodies are shaped (see Kirmunen 2001). It has been maintained that 
diets have become scientific and that they are constructed aroimd the right/wrong - 
binary opposition (Gronow 1998, Kiimunen 2001). In reference to theatrical dance.
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dieting is frequently linked with the light body of the ballerina, young female dance 
students and anorexia.^ In contrast, this section takes one text extract to examine 
nutrition in reference to dance education for young males.
In Bask’s (1992) article on male dance students in the Finnish National Opera Ballet 
School, Ilkka Lampi is quoted at length on nutrition:
-Pojat treenaavat viitena arkipâivânâ viikossa, joten ravinnossa on oltava 
tarpeeksi hyvanlaatuisia hiilihydraatteja. Suosittelenkin heille viljatuotteita ja  
juureksia. Sellaista ihan suomalaista: hyvaa leipaa, perunaa, porkkanaa jne. 
Niiden varassa jaksaa ja  niissa on myos hivenaineita. Tavallinen vihrea salaatti 
kuuluu tietenkin terveeseen ruokavalioon, samoin hedelmat. Mutta kun tassa 
ammatissa todella kuluu kaloreita, on banaani valipalana varsin suosittu. 
-Kasvuiassa tarvitaan myos valkuaisaineita, niitâ jotka opitaan jo koulussa 
ravintoaineympyrasta. Târkeâa on saada oppilaat ymmârtamâan, etta 
valkuaisainetta ei saa pelkastaan punaisesta lihasta, pihveista. Erilaisia 
aminohappoja tarvitaan paivittain, pitaa syoda monipuolisesti. Siis kalaa, 
lihaa, juustoa, maitoa ja  niiden myota erilaisia valkuaisaineita. Minulla on 
kuitenkin sellainen kasitys, etta valkuaisaineiden saanti on nykyaikana aika 
turvattu ja  siita puhutaan paljon myos koulussa, Ilkka Lampi sanoo. Mutta 
tanssija tarvitsee lisaksi energiaa. Ja sita ei saa karkeista vaikka balettikoulim 
pikkupojat nayttavatkin joskus olevan toista mielta!
Târkeâa on juoda oikein ...
- Glen yrittânyt kiinnittââ huomiota siihen, ettâ treenatessa pitâisi koko ajan 
juoda riittâvâsti ja juotavaksi lâhiimâ vettâ. Jos on pitempiâ haijoitusjaksoja, 
olen suositellut juomaa, jossa on puolet vettâ ja  puolet tuoremehua. 
Tuoremehusekoitus on ystâvâllisempââ hampaille kuin monet nk. 
urheilujuomat, joista helposti tulee liian vâkeviâ. Tuoremehua ja  vettâ juovat 
sekoituksena myos monet urheilun kestâvyyslajien harrasta) at, esimerkiksi 
maratoonarit.
Lampi in Bask 1992, p. 30.
The boys train five days a week so their nutrition has to hold enough good 
type o f carbohydrates. Therefore I  recommend cereal and roots to them. 
Typically Finnish food: good bread, potatoes, carrots etc. One lasts long on 
those and they contain trace elements. Ordinary green salad is also part o f  the 
healthy diet and fruits as well. However, because one really burns calories in 
this activity, a poplar snack is a banana.
-Adolescents need also proteins, the ones that are learned already at school 
from the circle o f foods. It is important to make the students understand that 
one does not get protein merely from red meat, steaks. Various amino acids 
are needed daily, one has to have a versatile diet. That includes fish, meat, 
cheese, milk and the variety o f proteins that they provide. My understanding 
is, however, that access to proteins is guaranteed nowadays and that it is also 
discussed a lot at school, Ilkka Lampi says. But the dancer needs also energy 
and that does not come from sweets even i f  the young boys in the ballet school 
might sometimes disagree!
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It is important to take care o f  proper liquid intake...
-I have tried to pay attention to the fact that one should drink enough through 
out the entire workout, and mainly water. When there are longer training 
periods, I  have recommended a drink where half o f  it is water and the other 
half juice. A juice-mix is friendlier to teeth than many o f  the so-called sports 
drinks that easily turn out too strong. Many athletes in endurance sports. 
Marathon runners for example, also drinkjuice-water mix for example.
The extract shows, it can be argued, that the discourse of nutrition in dance education 
for young males operates to construct the male dance student’s body by promoting the 
consumption of certain foods and particular eating habits. The emphasis is on 
adequate energy intake. Also the consumption of liquids during the training periods is 
highlighted. Hence, while the male dance student’s body is shaped through exercises 
from sports training, their impact on the body is intensified through a diet. The 
amalgamation of two discourses, sports training and nutrition, is evident in the 
extract, it can be argued.
Without denying the connection between nutrition and bodily well being it can be 
argued that ideas on health and hygiene are not ‘neutral’ nor ‘natural’ but indeed 
loaded with cultural meanings. A diet, such as the one that is recommended in the 
extract above, is designed to promote health, strength and endurance of the human 
body, as the extract shows. No doubt, ‘longevity’ could also be added to this list of 
benefits of the ‘healthy’ diet. Yet, it can be argued that these objectives do not come 
from the project of nature that is in constant move towards decay and death. Instead, it 
can be argued that they are part of the culturally specific and historically particular 
objectives that belong to the project of modernity, which celebrates progress and 
dreams about immortality through a variety of technologies.
Hence, it can be argued that the bodies of male dance students that are constructed 
through the discourse of nutrition are not neutral or value-free. On the contrary, from 
a Foucauldian perspective, it can be argued that such bodies are produced through, 
and operate as, mannequins for the discourse of modernity. The inability of modernity 
to deal with the inevitable decay and eventual death of the living material human body 
can be read from the dance of the diet-controlled and sports-trained bodies that 
celebrate the maximised performance of the human body, it can be argued. The 
discourse that operates in such performance is the same one, it can be maintained.
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than the discourse that turns its back on partiality, imperfection, exhaustion, 
decrepitude and difference in the dream about eternal youth and beauty that is offered 
to people in Western consumerist culture.
4.8. Renaming Ballet
In Chapter One, it was maintained that during the 20* century the male dancer has 
been commonly regarded as an effeminate homosexual. This stereotype is often 
linked to male ballet dancers whose movements embody, as Miettinen (1994b) 
suggests, aristocratic male virtues - elegance and grace -  from the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. It has been argued that ‘hegemonic masculinity’ -  imderstood in 
this thesis as the 20* century Western masculinist discourse - has rejected both 
homosexuality and femininity in boys and men (Coimell 1995). Hence, it could be 
argued that positioning oneself as a male dancer or a male dance student in a 
masculinist culture carries a high risk of losing one’s social accountability, as the 
following extract shows:
Balettia ei aivan helposti miella nuorten miesten ensimmaiseksi vapaa-ajan 
vieton virikkeeksi, eikâ Kansallisoopperan Romeo ja  Julia pojille oikein 
’’pudoimutkaan”.
-Eii, ihan kauheeta, hirveetâ, pojat pâivittelevât.
-Mâ kyllâ taisin nukkua puolet, timnustaa Jaakko Jâppinen.
Matkalle lâhtôâ pojat selittivât “âidin yllyttâmisellâ”.
.. .Romeosta ja Juliasta pojat eivât saaneet kipinââ uuteen jaloon harrastukseen 
baletin parissa.
-Enpâ oikein usko, ei taitaisi pokka pitââ ja  johan sitâ âitikin sâikâhtâisi, toteaa 
Sampsa ja  jatkaa pââtâân pyôritellen.
-Kyllâ oikein nolotti niiden miesten puolesta, kun ne pomppi siellâ ne pallot 
housuissa...
-Voisihan siellâ tosin olla hyvânnâkôisiâ naisia..., vetâytyy Jaakko lopuksi 
mietteliââksi.
Lipiâinen 1996
It is not all that easy to perceive ballet immediately as the first fuel fo r  boys to 
spend their spare time and neither did the Romeo and Juliet o f  the National 
Opera make the boys “tick”.
-Noo, utterly terrible, horrible, the boys gasp.
-I must have slept half o f  the time, Jaakko Jappinen confesses.
The boys explain the reason to leave on the trip, “mother egged”.
...The boys did not get a spark from Romeo and Julia to a new and noble 
hobby in ballet.
-I rather think not, I  don’t think I  could keep face and, well, surely even mom 
would have a fright, says Sampsa and shakes his head.
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-I really felt embarrassed on behalf o f  those men when they were jumping 
there with balls in their trousers...
-On the other hand, there could be good-looking women there..., pulls Jaakko 
back thoughtfully.
This extract is from a newspaper article about a group of culture enthusiasts from 
Central Finland on a trip to Helsinki to see the performance of Romeo and Juliet by 
the Finnish National Ballet in November 1996. For the article, the reporter interviews 
three male teenagers from the group. Their responses are in line with some reports 
about the commonly held view that males and theatrical dance do not mix (Laakso 
1988, Nykânen 2003, Pietinen 1997). It can be argued that the extract shows 
strikingly, how embarrassment is expressed ‘on behalf o f  the male ballet dancer. Juha 
Râty, a former dancer, has described the strictness of masculinist order as follows:
[j]os poika erehtyy lipsumaan pallonpompottelusta ja  latkasta, alkaa jo 
miehisyys olla vaakalaudalla ... Jos erehdyt tekemâan yhdenkin elegantin 
liikkeen, kompromettoit miehisyytesi.
2003, p. A5.
i f  a boy makes a mistake and slips from bouncing the ball and playing ice 
hockey, his masculinity is about to be at stake ... I f  you mistakenly perform 
even a single elegant move, you make your masculinity questionable.
It can be argued that, in the extract from Lipiâinen (1996), the male dancer is 
constructed as an embarrassment because he slips from the masculinist performance 
of gender and, by doing so, breaks the ‘holy’ order of the culturally dominant 
masculinist discourse.
Some dance educational institutions in Finland fight actively against prejudiced views 
on males in dance.^ It can be argued that such gender politics include attempts to 
‘wash’ male dancing clean from negative coimotations. Hence, the rest of this section 
examines two discursive and rhetoric means by which such activism operates in dance 
education for yotmg males.
The rhetoric act of using sports discourse to describe the male dancer provides a 
gender-political means to construct the male dancer and the male dance student 
positively in relation to the dominant masculinist discourse (see Chapters Three and 
Eight). In this light, the implementation of the sports training discourse in dance
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education can be examined as a means to masculinise dance. Such agenda can be 
recognised, for example, from the following extract:
Lampi sanoo, etta hanta on aina askarruttanut ja  harmittanut balettiin liitetty, 
nykyisin toivottavasti virheellinen, mielikuva miestanssijoiden 
naismaisuudesta. Siksi hân pyrkii saamaan haqoitusmenetelmia paremmin 
reippaan, urheilullisesti suimtautuneen pojan kâsitettâvâksi. Vaaleanpunainen 
tylliunelman ei voi poikia motivoida: suoritukset, temput ja  vauhti ovat 
etusijalla.
Harri 1993
Lampi says that he has always been puzzled and unhappy with the image 
about the male dancer’s effeminacy, which has been linked to ballet and which 
at present is hopefully a faulty one. He therefore tries to make the training 
methods seem more comprehensible to the active and sports-oriented boy. A 
pink dream o f tulle cannot motivate boys: performances, stunts and speed 
come first.
Following Sinkkonen (1990), it can be maintained that there are limited options for 
males to perform their gender in a maimer that is socially acceptable in Finland. The 
discourse of sports provides one of these limited options, it can be argued. That is, it 
has been pointed out that the competitive sport plays a significant part in the 
constitution of dominant Finnish masculinities (Ylikangas 1989, Tiihonen 1999). In 
addition, it has been maintained that sports masculinities have a prestigious position 
as part of the national defence work (Puhakainen 1997). Hence, it can be argued that 
in the existing historical and culturally specific conditions, the positively marked 
sports discourse is used as a means to masculinise dance by redefining it as a sport. 
With this rhetoric act dance can be made less threatening for such boys and men 
whose sense of the social acceptability of the self is depended on masculinist 
performances of gender.
A similar pattern but a different discourse can be recognised from the following 
extract that is from one of the focus group interviews:
Matt: Koska baletti aluks kuulosti varmaan pojille, et sinne ei ois tullut ketâan, niin 
naamioitiin baletti jalkatekniikaksi. Menisitteko te balettiin? Ei. Tulisitteks te 
jalkatekniikkaan? Joo.
Matt: Because at first ballet probably sounded to the boys as i f  nobody would go 
there, ballet was disguised as foot technique. Would you go to ballet? No. 
Would you come to afoot technique class? Yes.
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In the extract, a male dance teacher explains how in one of the dance educational 
institutions the staff members had came up with an idea that by renaming ballet as 
‘foot technique’ they can get yoimg males to take up ballet training. It can be argued 
that in such rhetoric play the new name establishes an intertextuality that provides 
coimotations and images that are more gender-neutral than the stereotypical images of 
effeminacy that are often linked to the concept of ballet. That is, ‘foot technique’ 
appears less distant for a masculinist discourse than ballet that is commonly seen as a 
feminine practice performed by girls and women. Moreover, ‘foot technique’ avoids 
the negative connotations that are commonly attached to the male ballet dancer.
Renaming ballet as ‘foot technique’ can certainly be advantageous in masculinist 
culture in the sense that it makes ballet training appear less threatening for young 
males whose sense of social acceptability is depended on masculinist performances of 
gender, it can be argued. Yet, fi-om a dance educational point of view it can be 
maintained that there is a major weakness in such rhetoric play of words. The problem 
is that the act of renaming ballet removes this arts practice fi-om its cultural and 
historical ft-amework as a genre of dance. Hence, in a worst scenario, selected ballet 
exercises are drilled merely for the sake of the skilful performance of certain 
movements, plié, téndu or developé for example, because they are thought to provide 
a good foundation for dancing. However, ballet has its heritage, its distinctive 
aesthetic requirements and its techniques that emerge from historically specific 
cultural contexts that students need to imderstand in order to appreciate ballet as a 
genre on its own right.
Renaming ballet as a ‘sport’ or a ‘foot technique’ can be a pragmatic solution to the 
problem of how to get more young males to take up dance or how to get male dance 
students in ballet to refine their fine motor skills. It can be maintained that such acts 
of renaming can make ballet appear less effeminate and, hence, ease the tension 
between ballet and those yoimg males whose sense of self is constructed in relation to 
others through a dominant masculinist discourse. On the other hand, it can be argued 
that the rhetoric act of renaming ballet is not radical gender politics because it yields 
to the dominating power of masculinist discourse rather than fights against it. Indeed, 
in dance education for young males, the acts of renaming ballet can be regarded as a 
small victory of the masculinist discourse over ballet.
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Notes for Chapter Four
I am thinking of the travesty that Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte-Carlo performs but also the 
Belgian dancer Bart De Block in Mark Baldwin’s choreography (see Feuchtner 1998) and 
Mathew Hawkins from the UK, for example, whose re-interpretations of classicism on pointe 
can be linked more generally with new ballets that shake the gendered conventions that are 
embedded in ballet as a genre of dance.
In relation to co-educational dance, it is important to keep in mind that in the area of general 
educational research studies show that girls are often subjected to bullying in mixed student 
groups and that co-education tends to strengthen gendered procedures and subjects girls to 
patriarchy (see Eklund 1999). It has been maintained that a co-educational framework does not 
guarantee physical, social or motor skills learning in itself (ibid). Rather, co-educational 
practices have to be organised in ways that allow ’’the pupils to perform physical activities that 
will lead to versatile development and equality” (Eklund 1999, p. 396).
Lampi et al (2002) refer to basic physical exercises with the term ’’yleisliikunta” [general 
physical exercise]. Under this term, they include various gymnastic exercises that involve the 
use of equipment (gymnastic mats and mattresses, balls, bean bags, hoops, instruments, sticks, 
ropes and wall bars) as well as various types of movement games.
Sports training builds on sports medicine and training physiology, areas of medicine that 
connect with the clinical and scientific aspects of sports and exercise. For more information, see 
for example The Research Institute for Olympic Sports at http:// www.kihu.jyu.fi/english/.
Recent news about doping, its commonness in competitive sports and the involved health risks 
exemplify how the health of the athlete is not always central to sports medicine and sports 
training. I am referring here, for example, to the doping scandal of Finnish skiers in the Lahti 
Nordic World Ski Championships in February 2001 that gained wide publicity at least in the 
Finnish media.
In a phenomenological thesis on projects of physical education Klemola (1998) distinguishes 
four such projects: winning, health, expression and self. The discourse of sports training that, 
according to Eichberg (1987) and Puhakainen (1997), builds heavily on anthropomaximology, 
the human science of maximised physical performance, can be found to nurture the project of 
winning in competitive sports where “victory gives meaning to a contest” (Klemola 1998, p. 
126). In the project of winning all training according to Klemola (ibid) focuses on beating the 
other that is regarded as “an obstacle that has to be overstepped”.
In his socio-historical thesis on exercising bodies Eichberg (1987) argues that the devotion to 
measuring and linear progress that are central to competitive sports and its training methods can 
be traced back to the underpinnings of the industrial society. In her book on dance education 
Gray (1989) shares Eichberg’s view by maintaining that the body as a machine metaphor 
“reflects our industrial and technological society” (1989, p. 56).
On anorexia and female dance students, see for example Braisted et al 1985; le Grange, Tibbis 
& Noakes 1994; Abraham 1996.
I am referring most notably to the Vantaa Dance Institute, the Finnish National Opera Ballet 
School, the Kuopio Dance Festival Dance Camp for Boys, the Dance Theatre of Kajaani and 
Marketta Viitala’s activities in Northern Finland.
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Chapter Five
Adventurous World of Male Dancing: Themes and Practices
5.1. Introduction
From classic myths to fiction and film in popular culture adventures are commonly 
linked to boys, men and masculinity. There is Theseus who entered the labyrinth and 
killed the Minotaur, Huckleberry Finn’s adventures that were first published in 1884 
are known to generations of boys and men. In addition, there are Tarzan, Superman, 
Batman, James Bond, Indiana Jones, Luke Skywalker, The Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles and so on. The list of male heroes seems endless. Consequently, it is hardly a 
wonder that the notion of adventure is commonly linked also to dance for boys. 
Hence, this chapter turns to examine various themes, such as the teaching content, the 
dance camp as well as the practices of teaching and performing, to understand how 
dance education for young males can be constructed as adventurous in multiple ways.
5.2. Adventures of the Teaching Content
There is a commonly held view in dance educational debate that dance pedagogy for 
males has to respond to the ‘world of boys’ (see for example Hietaniemi 1989, 
Turpeinen 1997, Harkonen 1999, Jââskelâinen 1993, Vuori 1996, Lampi et al 2002). 
Dance teacher Ilkka Lampi eloquently puts this view in the memo on dance pedagogy 
for boys:
Mista on miehen opetus tehty ?
Pienen pojan mielikuvituksesta, haaveista ja  peloista,
suuren seikkailun lumosta ja  turvallisesta vaarasta,
omien elâmyksien muistoista ja  kielletyistâ, tekemâttômistâ asioista,
isojen hyppyjen hurmasta ja  taidokkaasta tempusta,
hiljaisesta hetkestâ sekâ ihanasta uupumuksesta,
tyytyvâisyydestâ saavutukseen ja  luvasta epâonnistua,
tiedosta missâ kaappi seisoo ja  vapaasta nujakoinnista kun sen aika on.
Kannustuksesta, kehusta, kiitoksesta j a hyvâksynnâstâ.
Oman elâmân kokemuksista nuorena miehenâ neonvaloissa ja  vâhân 
vanhempana omien lasten ankarista opetuksista.
Siitâ on miehen opetus tehty.
Lampi 2002, p. 4.
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Whatis the teaching of a manmade from?
From a little boy’s imagination, dreams and fears, 
the charm o f the great adventure and the danger that is safe, 
the memories o f  one’s experiences andforbidden things left undone, 
the ecstasy o f large jumps and skilful tricks, 
the quiet moments and the lovely exhaustion, 
the satisfaction o f  what one has achieved and the right to fail, 
the awareness o f whose is the last word and the rough-and-tumble that 
have their time.
From encouragement, praise, words o f thanks and acceptance.
From experiences o f  one’s own life as a young man in neon light and when a 
bit older, from the bitter lessons one learns from his own children.
That is what the teaching o f  a man is made of.
In this poetic elaboration on the teaching of the male student, Lampi rephrases the old 
English nursery rhyme ’What are little boys made of?’ from Feodor Rojankovsky’s 
The Tall Book o f  Mother Goose (1942), or rather its Finnish translation in Hanhiemon 
iloinen Upas (Kunnas 1954). Such pedagogical practice is constructed in the poem in 
relation to male fantasies, recollection of lived experiences, masterly control in 
physical action, accomplishments and failures, encounters with authority, obedience, 
wild rumpus, urban nightlife, procreation and fatherhood, it can be argued.
The notions of venture and risk that are present in Lampi’s poem are open to multiple 
interpretations and their embodiments in dance education for young males are diverse. 
On the one hand, a moment of adventure can be incorporated into a dance class 
situation with a mere use of words. For example, in a ballet repertoire class in the 
Finnish National Opera Ballet School, Lampi referred to Indiana Jones and his use of 
the whip as he asked two male students to enter the stage (Field notes 10.5.2001). A 
reference to ‘Batman stickers’ glued to the palms is used to help boys to understand 
how to hold their hands (Nykânen 2003). On the other hand, a moment of adventure 
can be created with the help of equipment that is organised into a track in the space 
and giving the track a name that appeals to the imagination of young males.
For example, an illustration in the curriculum that was used in the Vantaa Dance 
Institute in 2001 shows three training tracks that are designed, according to the 
illustration, primarily for male students: ‘krokotiilirata’ [the crocodile track], 
‘mutanttirata’ [the mutant track] and ‘myrskylinturata’ /ir/ze Thunder Birds track] (see 
Figure 10). The illustration shows gymnastics mats, mattresses, ropes and benches
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arranged in three different ways in the space. In the illustration, the students are 
marked to move from one location to the next along the marked path in the space. The 
transitions that are marked to vary in different parts of the path include, for example, 
jumps from two feet to two feet, ‘free’ jumps, climbing, wrestling, striding, 
somersaults, falls, ‘turtle rolls’, arm wrestling and so on.
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Figure 10. Action tracks in dance education for boys. 
Source: The curriculum of the Dance School of Raatikko. 
(Courtesy of the Vantaa Dance Institute)
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It can be argued that the names of the tracks have an important function in the sense 
that they are intertextually linked with adventures of certain characters in popular 
culture that are familiar to young males and, hence, easy to relate with. For example, 
the reference to crocodiles in the first track can be linked to adventures in motion 
pictures such as John Weissmuller’s fight with crocodiles in the MGM film Tarzan 
the Apeman (1932), Paul Hogan in Crocodile Dundee (1986) or even Roger Moore 
and the fearless leaps over the backs of several crocodiles in the James Bond -film 
Live and Let Die (1973). The references to mutants and turtles in the name of the 
second track have a capacity to call forth stories about Peter A. Laird and Kevin B. 
Eastman’s creations Leonardo, Donatello, Raphael and Micaelangelo, the four brave 
teenage mutant ninja turtles that are known to children in different parts of the world 
(http://www.ninjaturtles.com 08.08.2003). The name of the third track links to Gerry 
Anderson’s stupendous puppet animations and the story of a family-run rescue team 
that helps anyone in danger (Bentley 2000).
References to popular culture and the genre of science fiction in film and literature 
can also be recognised from dance education for young males. For example, space 
travelling - one of the big dreams of modernity, it can be maintained - constitutes a 
theme for Isto Turpeinen’s Star Track -  poikien seikkailu [Star Track — the adventure 
o f  boys] (1996). The piece was choreographed for eighteen approximately 12 year-old 
boys out of whom fourteen were engaged with dance and four with youth theatre in 
Vantaa. The dance performs a stoiy about Captain Kirk who is set to travel in space. 
An explosion in the energy centre of the research institute interrupts his preparations. 
Moreover, the new fuel that has been under development at the institute gets stolen by 
a group of ‘dirty vaaders’. The stolen fuel helps the leader of the vaaders to build a 
portable mass-destruction laser. What follows is a fight between good and evil 
(Raatikon tanssikoulu & Tikkurilan teatteri 1996; Kaikkonen 1996; Tiihonen 1996).
It can be maintained that the name of the choreography and the character of Captain 
Kirk in the work link quite clearly to the popular American television series Star Trek 
and associated Hollywood films such os Star Wars. Moreover, as the following 
extract points out, it can be argued that the work also refers to other science fiction 
series:
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Raatikon tanssikoulun ja  Tikkurilan teatterin 18 poikaa lâhtee tanâ iltana 
valloittamaan tuntematonta ... Nopeaan, saijakuvamaiseen seikkailuun pojat 
ovat valmentautuneet muun muassa opiskelemalla Tahtien sota -trilogiasta 
liikkumista j a puhumista sekâ lukemalla saq akuvia, lehtiâ j a albumej a.
Kaikkonen 1996
Tonight, eighteen boys from the dance school o f  Raatikko and the theatre o f  
Tikkurila leave to conquer the unknown ... The boys have prepared themselves 
for this fast and comic strip kind o f  adventure for example by studying ways o f  
moving and speaking from the Star Wars trilogy and by reading comics, 
magazines and albums.
As the extract points out, the process of choreographing Star Track involves 
educational tasks through which the discourse of science fiction is manifested in the 
dancing bodies of the male students. Elsewhere, Turpeinen explains how
-jj]o kevaalla haqoittelimme kamppailukohtauksia, katsoimme elokuvia ja  
kavimme nayttelyissa.
-Siita pohjalta sanoin pojille, etta tee tuohon valiin soolo. Mina olen sitten 
vetanyt aiheet kasaan.
As quoted in Tiihonen 1996.
- already in the spring we were practising combat scenes, we watched films 
and went to exhibitions.
-Based on that, I  told the boys, make a solo that fits in that gap. I  have then 
pulled the themes together.
Similarly, it could be argued that Turpeinen’s True Stories embodies references to 
popular culture but also to heroic myths (see Figure 11). The large-scale dance theatre 
work was choreographed in 2000 and directed in collaboration with drama teacher 
Eij a Velander for students of the Vantaa Dance Institute.
According to the unpublished production book of True Stories, the work is about 
facing the truth from eye to eye and telling it in the words of young males. Moreover, 
the work can be said to elaborate the elusive nature of truth. According to the 
production book,
[tjotuus on venyva kasite. Kuusivuotiaan pojan mielikuvituksessa totuus 
muuttuu ja  saa aikaan uutta totuutta. Toisaalta totuus sekoittuu ihan meidân 
aikuistenkin maailmassa: onko meille nyt aina selvilla mikâ iltauutisissa ja  
sanomalehdissa on faktaa, mikâ fiktiota?
Kyseessa on seikkailu, jonka sylissa on koko maailma.
Turpeinen 2000.
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The truth is a concept that stretches. In the imagination o f  a six year-old boy 
the truth changes and creates new truth. On the other hand, the truth is 
confused even in the world o f us adults: is it always so clear for us what are 
the facts and what constitutes fiction in the evening news or in the newspaper? 
The question is about an adventure that embraces the entire world.
Figure 11. True Stories (2000) with boys from the Vantaa Dance Institute. Photo: 
Laura Luostarinen. (Courtesy of the Vantaa Dance Institute)
A page from the choreographer’s production book illuminates the rich intertextual 
‘mosaic’ that emerges during the production process (see Figure 12). In the 
illustration, the different sections of the work are organised vertically inside the large 
bubbles on the left that connect to a number of associations in the right.
In the illustration. True Stories emerges through an intertextuality that is 
constructed by the choreographer. Words illustrated link to numerous texts in 
different contexts, which at once become part o f  the choreography. An attempt 
to interpret the illustration creates yet another intertextuality. Such concepts as
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‘earthquake’, ‘order’ and ‘chaos’ are linked with the ‘breaking o f the w all’. In 
the actual performance o f True Stories, the wall that broke down was made out 
o f  numerous cardboard boxes. In addition, the notion o f adventure emerges 
through the intertextuality, which links the story o f Theseus in the labyrinth o f 
the M inotaur from Greek mythology together with the heroes o f contemporary 
popular culture including Jedi from Star Wars and James Bond. The world o f 
‘action’ - detectives, robbers and the police and the entire genre o f  film noir - 
emerges into this mosaic o f  ideas in relation to Bond while Jedi introduces the 
genre o f  science fiction, combat forms and the plot o f  disposing a cannon.
Also, ‘dads and sons’ are connected, in Turpeinen’s intertextual map, with a 
number o f  words that refer to tasks that boys are often taken to do with their 
fathers: fishing, playing music, whittling, wrestling, telling stories and doing 
sports. In the actual work, in addition to almost seventy boys and three girls, 
five fathers performed on stage (Saarela 2001a). Thus, fathers and sons can 
dance together and, through their dancing, make sense about significant life 
issues. As Saarela and Tossavainen write:
Koko esityksen motto on kuitenkin siina, etta tarinan nuoret elavat 
100000 asukkaan kaupungissa, jossa syôdâân nukutaan, synnytaan ja  
kuollaan. Elamanura j a maalliset maineteot ovat aina j ossakin toisaalla.
Saarela 2001a, p. 9.
The entire motto o f  the performance is that the youngsters in the story 
live in a town o f  the size o f 100000 inhabitants, where people eat, sleep, 
are born and die. Life careers and secular acts o f  fam e are always 
elsewhere.
Muurej a murretaan j a rakennetaan, reviirej a puolustetaan j a siina sivussa 
tehdaan lahempaa tuttavuutta mystisen naissukupuolen kanssa. Tytot 
edustavat vahvempaa ja  hiukan pelottavaa osapuolta, jonka edessa 
miehenalut ovat hâmillâân.
Tossavainen 2000, p. B2.
Walls are broken down and rebuilt, territories are defended and, beside 
all that, acquaintance is made with the mystic fem ale sex. Girls 
represent more powerful and somewhat frightening party, in fro n t o f  
which the young men-to-become are confused.
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Figure 12. Intertextuality in 7>we Stories, a page from 
Turpeinen’s (2000) notebook. (Courtesy of the Vantaa Dance Institute)
Dance critic Auli Râsânen’s (2000) description of one of the rehearsal sessions of 
True Stories illuminates, it can be maintained, how some of the intertextual traces are 
embodied in the young male dance students. She writes how.
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Vantaan tanssiopiston haqoitussalissa velloo kuusikymmenta poikaa ... 
Ensimmainen ryhrna santaa opettajan ohjeiden mukaan “linnoitukseen”, toiset 
kurkistelevat “muurin” takaa ... Tila on sakeana poikaenergiasta, jota 
tanssinopettaja Isto Turpeinen yrittâa saada jonkinlaiseen jaijestykseen. 
Tnrpeisen ohjeet kajahtavat mekkalan yli, hân on sotajoukkojen komentaja. 
Koska hân on myos teoksen koreografi, hânellâ on kaikki langat kâsissâân.
"... lâhtee liikkeelle nyt. Loikkaa ja  loikkaa! Ja sukella! Taistelu lâhtee. 
Hyôkkâys!” Turpeinen komentaa, ja pojat alkavat pââstâ vauhtiin.
Koreografia jâljittelee toiminta elokuvaa. On tarkoitus mennâ lujaa, mutta 
hatjoitiiksissa porukat vielâ kangertelevat, eivât aina muista hyôkkâysreittien 
suuntaa ... Linnoitukset ja  muurit ovat pahvilaatikoita. Niitâ hajotetaan ja  
rakennetaan esityksen kuluessa monta kertaa. Turpeinen on rakentanut teoksen 
niin, ettâ esiintyjâiyhmillâ riittââ puuhaa nâyttâmôllâ. Muuten pojat 
pitkâstyvât ... Tositarinoissa vakoillaan, paetaan, taistellaan, ja  esitetâân 
agenttiparodiaa. Kohdataan myos ty ttô jâ-ja  heille luetaan runoja.
Râsânen 2000a.
sixty boys are storming into the training studio at the Vantaa Dance Institute 
... The first group dashes into the “fortress”, according to the instructions o f  
the teacher, the others are peeking from behind the “wall” ... The space is 
filled with young male energy that the dance teacher Isto Turpeinen tries to 
get into some sort o f  an order. The instructions o f  Turpeinen echo over the 
noise, he is the commander o f  the military troops. Because he is also a 
choreographer he has all the threads in his hands. “... begins to move now. 
Leaps and leaps! And dive! The combat begins. Charge!” Turpeinen 
commands and the boys are getting hold o f  it.
The choreography resembles an action movie. The idea is to move fast, but the 
groups are still stumbling in the rehearsals, they cannot always remember the 
direction o f  the routes o f  attacks ... The fortresses and the walls are made 
from cardboard boxes. They are demolished and built up several times during 
the dance. Turpeinen has constructed the performance so that there is enough 
action on stage for each group o f performers. Otherwise the boys get bored ... 
True stories includes spying, fighting and parodying secret agents. Girls are 
met as well -  and poems are read to them.
Hence, it can be argued that various ‘texts’ on adventures enter into dance education 
for young males through the discourse of popular culture but also from classical 
myths, activities that fathers and sons do together and from the youth culture that is 
lived in the streets. Further, a discourse of heroism - the brave male hero who defies 
death, danger and evil forces in breathtaking attempts to save someone or something -  
is present in many of these fabrications. It can be argued that such discourse is 
embodied through the above presented and other similar dance educational practices 
in the dancing bodies of young males and performed by them.
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5.3. The Adventurous Dance Camp
It could be suggested that the notion of adventure is embedded also in the very idea of 
the dance camp that has been organised annually in Siilinjarvi since 1987. A period of 
ten to thirteen days in a boarding school environment can certainly count as an 
adventure for a group of 9 to 16 year old boys, some of who are away form home for 
the first time over an extended period of time. A structured disciplinary daily schedule 
(wake-up at 8 am, breakfast, two dance classes - ballet and tap -, lunch, a music class, 
a class of West-African dances, dinner), new acquaintanees and visits to see exotic 
dance performances can be exhausting but also exciting. Further, the group 
accommodation on mattresses in empty classrooms, attempts to keep one’s 
belongings in order or to wash some clothes, staying up late against the regulations of 
the camp and the nightly sneaking in the hallways or outdoors are all conditions that 
can contribute to the notion of adventure as experienced by young males (Field notes 
from Siilinjarvi, June 2001).
»
Figure 13. Studying a West-African male dance.
Boys’ dance camp, Siilinjarvi in June 2001. Photo: Kai Lehikoinen.
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The dance camp provides introductions to different cultures by including some non- 
European dance forms in the programme almost every year (Kuopio Dance Festival, 
Dance Camp for Boys brochures 1987-2003). Learning about different cultures can 
certainly be adventurous, it can be maintained. For example, African dances have 
been part of programme of the dance camp in the summers of 1994, 1995 and 2001 
(ibid). In the summer of 2001, N’Fanly ‘Alya’ Camara (Guinea), the artistic director 
of Wonuwali dance and music company and Outi Kallinen, the choreographer of the 
company, taught a traditional West-African dance from Sierra Leone to the students 
of the camp (see Figure 13). In the field notes, I write that masculine attributes are 
brought into the dance by encouraging the young males to perform the dance 
movements in a larger and stronger manner, lower down in the body and less 
ornamented than women would normally perform the dance. Hence, it can be argued 
that the stereotypes of West-African black masculine qualities are embodied in the 
dancing young males and are performed through broad, deep and strong movements 
as well as heavy steps and stomps (Field notes from Siilinjarvi, 16.6.2001).
Various combat forms also constitute part of the teaching content of the dance camp 
for boys. These include, for example warrior aerobics with Henry Smith (USA) in 
1989, shaolin-chanquan from China with Ilkka Lampi in 1993 and Brazilian capoeira 
with Pertti Maki in 1996 and with Anita Valkeemaki in 1997 and 1998 (Kuopio 
Dance Festival, Dance Camp for Boys brochures 1987-2003). A warrior masculinity 
that is embodied and performed in these and other combat forms is closely related 
with notions of adventure and danger, it can be argued, not least through intertextual 
references to fight scenes in popular films and comic books that young males tend to 
consume.^
It could be maintained that the discourse of warrior masculinity is closely related to 
military discourse. Embodiments of military discourse can be recognised, for 
example, from a rhythmic drill that took place at the dance camp in Siilinjarvi during 
the summer of 2001. The exercise was located outdoors on a field where tap-dance 
teacher Juha Lampi made a group of male dance students to run in a circle and sing a 
call-and-response chant about the superiority of tap-dancers (see Figure 14). The 
intertextual link between this unconventional method of teaching a steady pulse to 
dance students and the drilling of military troops in some of the Hollywood films is
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striking. This is not the only act of introducing military discourse in the form of a tap- 
dance exercise in the history of the camp. Lampi tells that he taught a military type of 
a marching tap number on the camp also in the summer of 2000. Once the number 
was polished, he took the boys to perform it to the officers in the near-by air-force 
base. In return, the boys got to see a fighter plane flight demonstration (J.Lampi, 
personal communication 17.6.2001). It can be maintained that these two cases 
exemplify how an atmosphere of adventure can be created in dance education for 
boys, by amalgamating the danee discourse with the military discourse, and by 
organising a performance opportunity for boys on a masculine site, sueh as the air- 
base, to which young males would have no access on their own.
Figure 14. A military-type rhythm drill in Juha Lampi’s tap class. 
Boys’ dance camp, Siilinjarvi in June 2001. Photo: Kai Lehikoinen.
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5.4. Adventures in Teaching Young Males
Teaching young males can itself be an adventurous journey for their teachers. For 
example, Tuipeinen (1998) constructs himself as a ‘cowboy’ whose ‘mission’ is to 
teach dance for young males. For him, the ‘mission’ is about
tehtavanasettamista niille tavoitteille, jotka rakenteet ovat asettaneet. 
Kysymyksessa on tahtotekijoiden kasaaminen opetuksen palvelukseen. 
Samalla luodaan halu saada aikaiseksi elamyksia oppilaille ja  ennen kaikkea 
opettajalle itselleen. Opetuksen ydin on akti. Yksinkertaistaen voi todeta, etta 
akti on koysi jonka toisessa paassa on opettaja ja  toisessa oppilas. Opettajan 
on saatava syntymaan sisainen tila, jonka seurauksena myos oppilaan paassa 
syntyy halu vetaa koytta.
Turpeinen 1998, p. 56.
setting a task in accordance to such objectives that the structures have 
provided. It is a question about gathering factors o f  willpower to serve 
teaching. A t the same time, a desire to constitute experiences to the students, 
and above all to the teacher him/herself, is created. An agi constitutes the core 
in teaching. Simplified, it can be said that an act is a rope with the teacher in 
one end and the student in the other end. The teacher has to be able create an 
inner space and, as a consequence to that, the desire to pull the rope emerges 
in the head o f  the student. .
As part of the ‘mission’, the dance teacher has to be flexible in a teaching-leaming 
situation, Turpeinen (ibid) maintains. He notes how the teaching-leaming situation is 
a precarious ‘adventure’ in the sense that
pojat ovat poikia. Kaikki persoonallisia, menevia, kukin millakin tavalla 
erikoinen. Tunti lahtee liikkeelle ja  silla samalla hetkella virittyy jannite joka  
on kiinnitetty alkuunja loppuun. Jannite pidetaan ylla otteella, ote oppilaisiin 
luodaan henkiselle tasolle, jossa kulkee tunteiden ja  elamysten virta. 
Tunneseikat ikaankuin [sic] valjastetaan kuljettamaan opetusta.
Turpeinen 1998, p. 57.
boys will be boys. They are all personal, active and peculiar each in his 
particular way. The class begins and in the same moment a tension that is 
attached to the bezinninz and the end is set up. The tension is maintained with 
a hold that is created in the students on a spiritual level where the stream o f  
emotions and experiences flows. In a way, the emotional aspects are 
harnessed to serve teaching.
The ability to adjust flexibly in the dance class and to risk the predetermined class 
content when something unexpected takes place in teaching-leaming situations is seen 
as a necessary quality in teachers who work with boys. In Turpeinen’s words.
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[p]oikkeaminen laaditusta linjasta, jokerin vetaminen hihasta, voi seka 
pelastaa hajoimeen aktin etta luoda uuden tavan lahestya vanhaa 
perustehtavaa. Àssiâ ei pida koskaan hukata eikâjâttâa kokonaan kâyttâmâttâ.
1998, p. 58.
deviating from the prepared course, pulling the joker out o f  the sleeve, can 
both save the broken act and create a new way to approach the old basic task. 
One should never play lose an ace nor leave it entirely unused.
‘  r;
Figure 15. Pulling out the Joker: boys playing a vigorous game 
with a bean bag in Turpeinen’s class. Photo: Kai Lehikoinen.
The ‘joker’ can be, for example, a vigorous game or a relaxation exercise (see Figures 
15 and 16). Elsewhere Turpeinen defines the concept of ‘joker’ as an educational 
‘tool’. He means with ‘using a pack of jokers’ that
jos mun tavoitteista joku asia akuutissa tilanteessa ... mattaa, mulla on pakassa 
jotain, jolla vetaa se, ettâ se tunti ei mee suohon, ettei se atmosfëari mee 
pilalle, etten ma menetâ niitâ oppilaita tai sita yksiloa sen jutun takia.
Lecture on boys in Vantaa 28.4.2001.
i f  something in my objectives fails in an acute situation, I  have something in 
my pack that I  can use to pull through, so that the class does not flop, the 
atmosphere does not get ruined and so that I  do not lose those students or that 
individual because o f what happened.
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Hence, it can be argued that the teaching-leaming situation in dance education for 
young males is constmcted in Turpeinen’s accounts as a precarious matter that fails 
easily. From this position, it can be understood how an all-male dance class appears as 
an adventure not just to the students but also to the teacher.
Figure 15. Lampi’s Joker: a relaxation exercise with a silk scarf. 
Boys dance eamp, Siilinjarvi 2001. Photo: Kai Lehikoinen.
In a country where there are not many male dance teachers available, it is not 
uncommon that female dance teachers have male students in their class (see Viitala 
1998, Niiranen 2002). However, as the following extract from a newspaper article on 
dance education for boys shows, the teaching of male students ean be constmcted as a 
precarious adventure and a test for female dance teachers:
Lammen mukaan baletin pojat eivat suostu treenaamaan tyttojen kanssa. Se on 
niin eri juttu. Naisopettajan on todistettava asemansa kunnianhimoisten 
poikien edessa.
’’Joraaminen on jatkalaji”, Turpeinen sanoo.
Nykânen 2003, p. D7.
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according to Lampi, hoys in the ballet will not train with girls. It is such a 
different concept. The female teacher has to prove her position in front o f the 
ambitious boys.
“Dancingis for blokes”, Turpeinen states.
This view gains support from a female dance teacher Soili Hâmâlâinen’s 
autobiographical story that was presented in a seminar on dance pedagogy for boys in 
Vantaa in the spring of 2001. In the stoiy, Hâmâlâinen recalls being rejected by her 
group of male students after they had worked with a male teacher for a period of time. 
According to her,
sen jalkeen kun Isto muiden toiden takia joutui jâttamâan, niin ne ei enâa 
huolinut mua takaisin. Niiden mielesta mies vaan voi opettaa poikaryhmaa. Se 
oli yksiselitteinen vastaus kun ma sanoin, etta okei ma hankin teille jonkun 
muun.
Hâmâlâinen, panel discussion, Vantaa 28.4.2001.
after Isto had to leave them due to other work, they would not take me back. 
They thought only a man can teach a group o f  boys. It was an unambiguous 
reply when I  told them that, okay, I  will get you someone else.
The notion of being subjected to a test by a male student group can be recognised also 
from the following autobiographical narrative that was shared by a female ballet 
teacher in one of the focus group interviews:
Jane: Ma muistan sillon aluks, totta kai mua jannitti kun ma tiesin, etta ei niillà ollut 
ollut ... pitkâân aikaan naisopettajaa ... Niin, kylla pelas, ma aattelin, etta no 
nyt mun tâytyy varmaan olla hyva jâ tkâ , et ma saan niinku niitten asenteen. Ja 
mâ muistan ikuisesti sen kun (naurahtaa) mulla on ... tâmmônen paita, jossa 
on kadettikoulu (nauraa) ... Ma itse olin ollut toissa siella viihdytysjoukoissa 
ja sain tân paidan, mut et eihân ne sita tiedâ. Pistin pâalle sitten ekana pâivânâ 
paidan ... ettâ terve. Ja mâ ajattelin, ettâ tââhân menee hyvin, ettâ pojat oli 
ihan.
Jane: I  remember how in the beginning I  was in suspense because I  knew that they 
had not had a female teacher for a long time ... So that made me play. I  
thought that, well, I  guess I  have to be a good bloke in order to get their 
attitude [changed]. And I  remember always how (laughs) I  had ... this shirt 
where it says Military Academy on it (laughs) ... /  had been working there in 
an entertainment squad and received this shirt, but they [the male dance 
students] did not know it. I  wore the shirt the first day ... like hi there. And I  
thought that, why, it all works out, that the boys are really [well behaved].
jane’s narrative shows, how she chooses dance wear for her first all-male ballet class 
as being influenced by what she knew about male ‘attitudes’ towards women. As an
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attempt to to overcome such ‘attitudes’ in the all-male dance class, she decides to 
wear a shirt that embodies a masculine marker, the name of the Military Academy.
As the extract shows, Jane links the masculine marker on her t-shirt with her success 
in teaehing the all-male group. It could be suggested that such experience of success 
emerges from the fact that the male group behaves well either because of the 
masculine marker on her shirt or in spite of it. On the other hand, it could be argued 
that such experience follows from the confidence that Jane gains from the masculine 
marker. That is, the reference to the Military Academy on her shirt helps her to 
position herself in relation to young males as someone who is less ‘other’ than she 
would be without the masculine marker. It is also possible, it could be argued, that 
both cases are true and that together they fortify Jane’s positive experience. A sceptic 
could also doubt Jane’s story and claim that she makes it up in the presence of two 
male dance teachers in the focus group interview just to prove that she can work with 
male students. However important such speculation is, it could be argued, that control 
is gained (over the students or over oneself) in the teaching-leaming situation with an 
all-male group through the visibly carried masculine marker in Jane’s story.
The idea of performing authority is taken up a bit later in the same focus group 
interview, when Jane recalls how she gained social credibility during her first 
encounter with the all-male student group. She elaborates it as follows:
Jane: Mulla on aika hyva nimimuisti ... jos ma kerran naan ihmisen niin ma muistan 
aika hyvin nimen saman tien niiinkun oppilailta vaikka on âlyttômâsti 
oppilaita. Ja sit tehtiin jotain. Sitten tehtiin alkulammittelyt ja  itse tietysti oli 
paidco punnertaa mukana kaikki tehdâ yhta viel paremmin kun pojat et niin 
kun et hei jos nainen osaa niin pojatkin rupee tekeen. Ja sitten tuli maailman 
hienoin kiitos ... kun ma olin just ... pistaas kasettia tai jotain pâalle. Ma 
kuulen jotakin ja  mâ sanoin ia Petteri suu kiinni, niinku eka tunti (naurahtaa). 
Niinku osasin sit saman tien kun kuulin nâin. Sit jotenkin Markku sanoi, et sa 
taidakaan olla blondi ku muistat meiian nimet (nauraa). Ma olin vaan, et 
kiitos. Mâ olin ihan ettâ kiitos.
Jane: I  am pretty good in remembering names ... i f  I  meet someone once I  remember 
the name immediately rather well, like with students even i f  there are so many 
o f them. So we were doing something. We did the warm-up and o f course I  had 
to participate, press hard and do everything even one degree better that the 
boys so that, hev, i f  a woman can do it the they boys will also start working. 
Then I  received the finest thanks in the world ... when I  was j u s t ... putting on 
a tape or something. I  heard something and I  said and Petteri shut up, like 
during the first class (laughs). So I  knew [the name] right away when I  heard
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and so on. Then Markku said something like, I  suess you are not a blonde 
after all because you remember our names (laughs). I  was just like thanks. I  
was really like thanks.
It is constructed in the extract that a female dance teacher has to prove her social 
credibility to the male students by showing her physical capability to outreach the 
young males. It could be argued that with such competitive stance the female dance 
teacher embodies a masculinist discourse by entering into the game of physical 
prowess.^ Jane’s story is interesting in that what she regards as a sign of approval 
from one of the boys is not related to the masculinist marker on her shirt or her 
masculinist performance of physical abilities. Instead, she receives credit for 
acknowledging the boys in a disciplinary situation as individuals by remembering the 
name of one of her students.
The notions of fairness and individual recognition of the students are mentioned also 
by Hannele Niiranen (2002) as some of the keys to success with a male student group. 
She recalls her encounter with an all-male student group as follows:
Tulin ryhmanvetajaksi kesken kauden suositun miesopettajan jalkeen, mikâ ei
nyt ainakaan helpottanut tilannetta. Luottamuksen rakentaminen otti aikansa ja  
pikkuhiljaa tilanne rauhoittuikin. Luottamuksen syntya edesauttoivat selkeat 
tuntikayttaytymisen saannot, johdonmukaisuus ja  kaikkien oppilaiden 
tasavertainen huomioiminen.
Niiranen 2002, pp. 6-7.
I  became a leader o f a group in the middle o f  a term after a popular male 
teacher, which did not make the situation any easier. The building o f  
confidence took its time but eventually the situation calmed down. Clear rules 
for the behaviour in the class, consistency and equal recognition o f  all 
students furthered the forming o f  confidence.
Some female teachers like Viitala (1998) and Palokangas-Sirvio (see Meidan Kajaani, 
5/2001, p. 3) agree with Niiranen that
naiseus ei ole este opettamiselle, târkeâtâ on osata olla lasna tilanteessa, 
kuunnella ja  arvostaa poikien omia juttuja. Poikien maailmassa liikkuvat 
erilaiset hahmot kuin tyttojen maailmassa. Luontaista on halu kokeilla ja  
kokea, halu heittâytyâ. Hetkessa pienestakin asiasta syntyy suuri seikkailu.
2002, p. 7.
womanhood does not hinder the teaching [o f male students]. It is important to 
be present in the situation, to listen and to appreciate the boys ’ own ideas. In
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comparison to the world o f  girls, different creatures habit the world o f boys. 
There is a natural desire to experiment and to experience, a desire to plunge 
[into action]. At once, even a small idea can turn into a great adventure.
Based on the above discussion, it can be argued that the notion of adventure has 
different faces in dance education for boys. On one hand, intertextual references to 
popular culture call forth adventurous narratives that are incorporated from single 
dance exercises to entire choreographies. On the other hand, a dance camp and the 
practices that it involves can be regarded as an adventure for young males. In 
addition, the idea of confronting a male student group can be constructed from the 
teacher’s point of view as an adventure, which requires readiness to face the 
unexpected in the dance class and to find ways to gain social accountability and trust 
from the all-male group.
5.5. Adventures of Performing
As Adshead (1981, 1989) maintains, ‘performance’ can be regarded as an inherent 
part of the ‘act of dancing’. The idea of constructing a performance, defined here as a 
collection of elements (dancers and their movements, costumes, pieces of scenery, 
props, lighting, sound and so on) that are given an interrelated structure for a spectator 
to experience, can be said to underpin all theatrical dance forms (Adshead 1988, 
Schechner 2002). Hence, various procedures that lead towards a performance, and the 
act of performing choreography, can be regarded as part of the central practices in 
dance education.
The place of public performances in dance education for young males was questioned 
in Turku at a seminar on boys and dance in 1992.^ At the seminar, assistant professor 
Lauri Laakso from the Faculty of Sports Sciences in the University of Jyvaskyla 
reported that attitudes towards dance are significantly more negative among Finnish 
schoolboys than they are among boys in the United States or Italy (Lammassaari 
1992). In addition, Laakso suggested that the fear of performing in public is probably 
one of the reasons why young males do not participate in dance. His view is 
communicated in Aamulehti as follows:
-Miesten kulttuuria leimaa erottautumisen pelko. Mennessani armeijaan eras 
kaveri neuvoi, ettâ kunhan et ole missâân ensimmâisenâ tai viimeisenâ, niin
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hyvin menee, Laakso muistelee. Tâmân logiikan mukaan ’ilmaisu’ tarkoittaa 
pojille melkoisen korkeaa kynnysta. Laakson mielesta poikien tanssissakin 
kannattaisi korostaa nykyista vâhemman esiintymista, siis esiintymista muille.
Lammassaari 1992.
-The fear o f  standing out is characteristic to the culture o f  men. When I  went 
to the army, a mate o f  mine gave me an advice: it will go fine as long as you 
are not the first one or the last one anywhere, Laakso recalls. Following this 
logic, ‘expression ’ signifies a rather high threshold for boys. Laakso sees that 
it would be worth to laying less emphasis on performance, in other words 
performing to others, in dance for boys than is currently done.
It can be seen that the absence of young males in dance is explained in the extract in 
reference to the notion of ‘standing out’ in a performance situation and what such 
conspicuousness stands for in the military discourse. In the extract, the reference to 
the friend’s advice on how to behave in the army can be read to suggest that 
individual conspicuousness is punished with disciplinary actions in the military. Such 
punishments can be regarded as part of the technologies that are used in the military 
discourse to hold individual subjects easily replacable property of the state by keeping 
them anonymous during the period of militaiy training (see Puhakainen 1997). In 
addition, it can be maintained that disciplinary procedures are often prescribed in the 
military discourse to humiliate the targeted subject/s in front of the others. Thus, it can 
be maintained that the persented account in the extract argues that young males 
perceive a public dance performance as a form of humiliation and a punishment. It 
can be argued that such theory emerges through a discourse on military discipline and 
a belief that such discipline is operating also outside the military institution more 
generally in society among boys and men. The suggestion o f cutting down 
performance activities in dance education for young males emerges as a logical 
consequence to such theory, it can be argued.
In stark contrast to the theory on the culturally constructed need for young males to 
avoid standing out in front of others, there is a commonly held view that boys enjoy 
making dances and performing in public (Af Bjorkesten 1997, Tuipeinen 1997, 
Viitala 1998, Rasanen 2000a, Hâmâlâinen and Palokangas-Sirvio panel discussion in 
Vantaa 28.04.2001). For example, dance teacher Minna Palokangas-Sirvio who works 
with all-male groups in Kajaani, north of central Finland, describes her work as 
follows:
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... se on oikeen mieluisa tehtâvâ ollu, mutta ... se ei oo ollut niin helppo 
tehtava kun ajattelee, etta tyttojen opetukseen ... itella on ollu tammonen 
jazztanssi ja  lastentanssipohja ... [S]e ei oo ollut ihan selkeeta ... etta mita 
heidan kanssaan lahdetaan tâta tanssia kâyttâmâân. Ettâ paljon on menty 
semmosen leikin ja pelin kautta ... taistelutyyliâ, haamuasioita, hip-hoppia, 
avaruusolioita ja  niistâ on tehty ohjelmia koko ajan. Se on toisaalta ollut se 
meidân yhteinen into, ettâ itse myoskin tykkâân tehdâ biisejâ heidân kanssa ja 
kokoa ajan kun miettii tuntirakennetta niin tehdâân uusia esityksiâ...
Palokangas-Sirvio, panel discussion in Vantaa 28.4.2001.
... it has been a very pleasant but not so easy always i f  one thinks that I  have a 
background to teach girls in jazz dance and in children's dances ... [IJt has 
not been entirely clear ... how to begin to use dance with them. We have 
entered through play and game activities ... combat style, ghost ideas, hip- 
hop, aliens from space and we have used these ideas to make performances all 
the time. On the other hand, this [choreographing performances] has been our 
mutual enthusiasm, I  too like the making o f  dances with them and while I  am 
thinking o f  the structure o f  the class, we are making new performance all the 
time...
The extract shows how a female dance teacher who is uncertain about how to 
introduce dance for young male students defines choreography as a mutual interest 
between the boys and herself. It can be argued that the common ground that is 
established in the practice of making dances helps the teacher to overcome her 
uncertainties, provides stimulus for the boys and makes the teaching of them a great 
pleasure for the teacher.
Also Aame Mantyla maintains that “pojkar vill upptrada. Det âr det som far dem 
motiverade och det som halier dem kvar” (as quoted in A f Bjorkesten 1997) [boys 
want to perform. That motivates them and that is what makes them stay]. However, 
“programmet maste ocksa vara anpassat efier killamas behov” (ibid) [the programme 
has to be fitted according to the needs o f the lads]. Turpeinen elaborates this view in 
his lecture on dance for boys in the Dance Institute of Vantaa as follows:
Se mikâ alkoi puremaan tâssâ jutussa oli sellainen, ettâ me esiinnyttiin kovasti. 
Niin kuin eilenkin ... toi tuntidemo niin siinâhân oli biisejâ jotka oli 
keskenerâisiâ ... [E]n tiedâ saanko mâ ... kauden pââtôsesitystâ kunnolla 
kasaan siinâ vaiheessa kun me aloitetaan ... [N]ââ yksinâiset sudet teki 
semmosia biisejâ, jotka oli tosi karkeita, raakoja ... [SJaadakseen niistâ 
mielekkâitâ niin mâ kâytin semmosia ulottuvuuksia, ettâ esimerkiks jâtkât tuli 
lavalle kumisaappaat jalassa. Jolloin niin kun vihjattiin siihen, ettâ ne 
kumisaappaat tarvittiin tâhân, ettâ tâst tulee jotain. 28.4.2001.
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What started to work in this thing [dance for young males] was that we 
performed a lot. Like yesterday ... the dance class demonstration contained 
unfinished pieces ... I  am not sure whether I  am going to get ... the final 
performance o f  the term properly together when we get started ... [TJhese 
lone wolves made dances that are rugged and raw ... [I]n order to make them 
meaningful I  used dimensions such as, for example, the blokes came on stage 
wearing rubber boots. Hence, a suggestion was made that those boots are 
needed for that [the dance] to become something.
In contrast to the commonly held view that choreographies need to be refined and 
danced flawlessly when they are exposed to a public viewing, Turpeinen’s account 
can be said to highlight the idea that in dance education for young males, dancing can 
be unpolished and choreographies can be presented to the public as ‘works in 
progress’. Further, additional elements can be incorporated in the choreography to 
make the work ‘meaningful’ to the spectator or the performers when the performance 
skills of the students are still lacking masterly brilliance. Such elements can include 
particular costumes, as it is pointed out in the extract, or the use of voice and various 
props as it can be seen from some of his works (see Rasanen’s description of True 
Stories above, see also the description of Seitseman veljesta in Chapter Six). In 
reference to the sound elements, Turpeinen notes that
esiintymisissa kâytettiin âantâ kovasti. Ne huusi ja  nykyâanhân ne replikoi 
melkein kaikissa biiseissa. Kâytettiin âântâ ... sisâântuloissa, ulosmenoissa, 
pysâhdyksissâ.
Lecture on boys in Vantaa 28.4.2001.
voice was used a lot in the performances. They shouted and currently they 
have spoken lines in almost every piece. We used voice ... in entrances, exits, 
and standstills.
In addition, Turpeinen emphasises the importance of letting the students produce 
movement material on their own. The objective is that
alusta saakka ... ihan huomaamattaan ne rupee niinku omaa soolotyôskentelyâ 
plus sitten ettâ niillâ on mahdollisuus tehdâ omia juttuja. Elikkâ luoda sitâ 
liikemaailmaansa Oman kehonsa kautta...
Ibid.
from the beginning ... they inadvertently start to work on solos plus they have 
the opportunity to produce their own ideas. In other words [the objective is] to 
create their movement world through their own bodies...
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However, for Turpeinen there is more to the solo work than the idea to let the students 
establish their individual movement ‘voices’. Individual choreographic tasks let him 
to
opiskel[la] sita kaveria. Miten se suhtautuu musiikkiin? Miten se suhtautuu 
omaan kehoonsa? Saako se tyydytysta siita soolotyoskentelysta vai pitaako se 
panna nippuun silleen, ettâ se saa kaverin siihen kun se tekee sen...
Ibid.
study that bloke. How he relates to music? How he relates to his body? Does 
he get satisfaction from solo work or should he be coupled up so that he gets a 
mate to work with...
Thus, the idea of making dances in Turpeinen’s pedagogy, the ‘raw timber method’, is 
underpinned with an educational objective to acknowledge each student as an 
individual. The emphasis on individuality and the making of choreographies take their 
share from the course plan, which means that less time can be allocated to dance 
technical training. However, in th e ‘raw timber method’
me edetâân ihan rauhassa ... ei hosuta sen opetuksen kanssa silleen vaan ettâ 
hiljaa hyvââ tulee ... [M]â en sano ettâ ei olis tanssillisia haijoituksia, mutta 
... yks kolmasosa menee ehkâ tanssilta hukkaan. Mutta se tukee sitâ, mihin me 
ollaan menossa ... Sit kun ... tullaan eteenpâin niin nâmâ osa-alueet, jotka 
ovat vieneet sitâ kaveria j a sitoneet sitâ tuntia, tehnyt siitâ jutusta sellaisen, 
ettâ ne tykkââ tehdâ sitâ. Ne on pââssyt siinâ asiassa eteenpâin [ja] ne saa 
mielettômân draivin nâiden juttujen kautta. Et ne naksahtaa ne jutut niille. Sen 
jâlkeen me voidaan rupee tâtâ tanssin osa-aluetta ottamaan haltuun rajummin 
eli ruveta puskemaan kiinni siellâ potpurissa sitâ opetussuunnitelmaa. Eli ... 
pikku hiljaa putoo se kolme vuotta myôhâssâ ... j a sitten loppu vaiheessa 
tullaan kiinni.
Ibid.
we go forward quietly ... we do not scuffle with the education but, instead, 
easy does i t ... I  am not saying that there are no dance exercises, b u t ... one- 
third [o f what we do] is lost from dance perhaps. But it [what we do]  supports 
our goals ... Once we are further, these elements that have carried the bloke, 
occupied the dance class and made the case such that they like doing it. They 
have advanced in it [and] get an enormous drive through these conditions. 
These things click to them. After that we can start to take care o f  the element 
o f dance more forcefully, that is, to catch up within the curricular potpourri. 
In other words ... gradually the three-year delay is getting less ... and in the 
final stage we catch up.
As the extract shows, a comparison is made between the ‘raw timber method’ and 
some of the more traditional approaches to dance education that emphasise the
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learning of physical skills that are required in particular dance techniques. Further, 
within the frame of ‘raw timber method’ a difference is made between what is 
regarded as ‘dance’ and other teaching content that is circumscribed as educational 
aid that stimulates the male students and keeps them in the class. This differentiation 
seems odd if one considers the central position that improvisation, dance 
compositional tasks as well as building, rehearsing and performing choreographies 
have in Turpeinen’s approach to dance education for young males. Yet, it could be 
maintained that in the context of his presentation composing and performing are 
positioned as aids for dance pedagogy and something that ‘goes lost from dance’ 
rather than defining them as central practices to dance as a subject of study.
The assurance about ‘catching up’ in the extract can be said to signify a concern about 
the slow pace of mastering the performance of particular dance technical skills in the 
‘raw timber method’. According to Turpeinen,
raakalautametodissa on se riskinsa, ettâ tulee asioita, jotka herkkyysaikoina ei 
tule toteutettua elikkâ me ei saada niitâ purkkiin, mutta nââ jâtkât pysyy tââllâ. 
Meil on se etu, ettâ nâillâ alueilla me luodaan se, ettâ ne on kiinni siinâ 
jutussa.
Ibid.
the raw timber method has the risk that there are things that are not covered 
during the critical learning periods. In other words, we don't get them 
preserved. But these blokes stay here. We have the advantage that with these 
areas [of teaching content] we create something that makes them committed to 
this pursuit.
It can be argued that the extract shows two conflicting discourses through which 
dance education for young males is examined. On the one hand, the reference to 
‘critical learning periods’ points to a developmental discourse on motor skills 
learning. It can be maintained that this kind of discourse acknowledges that human 
development takes place in a particular chronological order and sees that critical 
learning periods are
the crucial periods in which an attempt need to be made to acquire 
fundamental and complex skills. The critical period for any specific sort of 
learning is that time when maximum sensory, motor, motivation, and 
psychological capacities are present.
Singer 1980, p. 296.
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From this discursive position, it is regarded as crucial to teach particular dance 
technical skills to the dance students at certain age because it is believed that it is 
significantly more difficult to learn such skills once the critical period has passed.
On the other hand, it can be argued that the reference to commitment in Turpeinen’s 
extract points to a psychological discourse that is concerned about how to keep the 
male dance students motivated to continue with their dance interest. As Rasanen 
writes,
esiintyminen motivoi poikia treenaamaan. Turpeisen mukaan pojilla on paljon 
kovempi nayttamisen ja  esiintymisen halu kuin tytoilla, siksi heidan 
joukossaan akrobaattinen liikkuminen ja  kaikenlainen esittaminen on 
suosittua.
’’Pojista viidesosa on motivoituneita treenaajia, mutta varsinkin pienet 
leikkivat. Annan heidan esiintya nayttamolla tosi karkeina ja  otan sitten 
vastaan kollegoiden moitteita.
2000a.
performing motivates the boys to take up training. According to Turpeinen, the 
boys have a much stronger desire to show o ff and perform than the girls have, 
therefore acrobatic ways o f  moving and all sort ofperforming is popular.
“One fifth o f  the boys are motivated trainers, however, particularly the 
younger ones play. I  let them perform on stage highly unrefined and receive 
then the disaproval o f my colleagues.
It can be seen that the quote from Turpeinen in Rasanen’s text lays bare a discourse 
that underpins more traditional dance educational approaches, which takes the dance 
student’s inept dance technique and unrefined performance to signify that the teacher 
has failed in his/her work. It can be argued that this kind of unduly dance technical 
perfectionism links to professional standards in certain genres of theatrical dance, and 
ballet particularly. Yet, in dance education, especially at the level of basic arts 
education, the over-emphasis of such perfectionism can be questioned. Relatively few 
students from that level move further actually to become professional dancers. 
Borrowing Turpeinen’s words, most of the dance students in basic arts education 
remain as “oman elâmânsâ tanssijoita -  ja  hyva niin!” (ibid) [dancers o f  their own life 
-  and that is fine!]
Yet, it could be maintained that an important pointer remains unmentioned in 
Turpeinen’s account. That is, through the emphasis on the art of making dances, and 
on choreographies that communicate with issues that are relevant to young people, it
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is possible to bring up dance enthusiasts who are capable of appreciating dances as 
works of art on their own right rather than seeing dancing merely as physical 
trickestry. This, I argue, is at least as important dance educational task as the task of 
producing dancers and choreographers of high calibre. After all, if there is no 
audience that appreciates theatrical dance and is eager to see choreographies 
performed, for whom are we dancing?
This chapter has investigated how the notion of adventure appears in dance education 
for young males. It can be argued that there are multiple ways to perceive dance for 
boys as an adventure. Further, these different definitions and the dance educational 
practices they yield emerge from various discursive positions.
Notes for Chapter Five
1 For more on combat fonns, see Section 6.3.
2 On masculinist game of physical prowess, see Chapter Six.
3 Tanssiva poika -  kasvava luonnonvara [The dancing boy -  a growing natural resource] seminar 
was organised by Turun ja Porin lâËnin tanssialan neuvottelukunta in the Old Town Hall in 
Turku 17.10.1992. A performance of male dancing followed later the same day in the Concert 
Hall of Turku (Lammassaari 1992; Kai Lehikoinen, diary notes).
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Chapter Six 
Choreographing Masculinities
6.1. Introduction
Butler’s (1990) notion of gender as ‘performative’ is central to the understanding of 
the ‘stylisation of the body’ within a narrow discursive framework when male dance 
students’ performances of choreography are examined. Performativity is what people 
do to embody gendered identities and, thus, to become meaningful subjects (ibid). 
Following Althusser’s (1971) idea of ‘interpellation’, a choreographed male role in a 
dance can be said to ‘hail’ the male student to take a position as a recognised 
gendered subject. It could be argued that his subjectivity is severely compromised if 
he is repeatedly left in choreographies without a position to inhabit, or if the assigned 
masculine position does not ‘fit’, or if it is negatively marked. Dance analytic 
descriptions of sections from seven choreograhies are scrutinised in Chapter Six to see 
which masculine positions are available to male students in dances that are 
choreographed in dance educational institutions.
Following Foucault, people can be said to be constructed discursively with the help of 
discipline, that is, a complex embodiment of power and a ‘technology’ that applies a 
broad range of “instruments, techniques, procedures, levels of application, [and] 
targets” (1995, p. 215). Foucault takes various ‘technologies of power’ as objects of 
investigation and identifies three areas where power can be seen to have operated in 
Western culture at least since the mid-18^  ^ century: surveillance, training of people’s 
bodies, and normative judgement. He argues that as far as discipline and coercive acts 
are concerned, ‘technologies of power’ are organised by the principle of hierarchic 
binary oppositions (Foucault 1995).
Foucault’s examination of the practices of ‘subjectification’, or the power relations 
through which human subjects are constituted, establish a starting point for a 
Foucauldian analysis of power. He locates the human body in the centre of such 
analysis. Knowledge about how bodies are subjected to power and how these skills 
are mastered he calls “the political technology of the body” (1995, p. 26). This
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technology should not be regarded as a coherent set of understandings. Rather, it is 
constituted from fragmentary bits of information that form social practices. Neither 
does it originate from a single institution or state apparatus but is spread throughout 
society (Foucault 1995).
However, power operates differently in different institutions. Foucault’s “micro- 
physics of power” (1995, p. 26) is applied to dance education in this chapter with a 
specific focus on choreography as a form of ‘technology’ through which dancing 
bodies are gendered. Bodies do not survive history unmarked. On the contrary, as 
Foucault argues, power relations act on the human body in a “political field ... [where 
they] invest it, mark it, train it, torture it, force it to carry out tasks, to perform 
ceremonies, to emit signs” (1995, p. 25). The body is
the inscribed surface of events (traced by language and dissolved by ideas), 
the locus of a dissociated Self (adopting the illusion of a substantial unity), and 
a volume in perpetual disintegration.
Foucault 1984a, p. 83.
The presence of different discourses can be read from the dancing bodies. Indeed, as 
Susan Leigh Foster (1995) argues, the dancing body always writes its discursively 
constructed history. It is not the dancing subject, the dance student, who is the author 
of her/his bodily movements. Rather, discursive texts that amalgamate and find an 
embodied form in the dancing body establish an intertextual tapestry for such 
movements (Adshead-Lansdale 1999).
Dances that have been choreographed in dance education for all-male and mixed 
student groups to perform are examined in detail for their embodiments of gender and 
sexuality. Choreography is investigated in this chapter as a technology through which 
discourses of masculinism and heteronormativity are engraved on the bodies of male 
dance students. These discursively invested bodies, it can be argued, become vehicles 
for discursive power not just in dance institutions but also more generally in society. 
While a detailed feminist analysis on performances of women and girls falls outside 
the parameters of this thesis, females in the examined choreographies are 
acknowledged in so far that performed masculinities are constructed in relation to 
them.
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6.2. Performing Masculinity by Playing Tag
In Section 4.5. the rigorous game of tag and its place in dance education for boys 
were examined from two pragmatic perspectives: it is a game that provides good 
physical foundations for a dance student and it can be used for “discharging” energy 
in hyperactive boys. This section approaches tag from a rather different angle by 
investigating how discourses of masculinity operate in and are performed through this 
particular game.
It could be maintained that tag is structurally based on a set of binary oppostitions 
such as freedom/constraint and escape/capture. It is the idea of freedom, it could be 
maintained, and the ability to escape the reaching hands and the control of the other 
that brings so much joy to this game. In that sense, tag can be linked to the discourse 
of freedom that enters into the modem subject as a desire through the legacy of 
Enlightenment. As some scholars suggest, such desire is also embedded deep in the 
history of Finnish masculinities (see Karvonen et al 1998, Tuohinen 1996).
The ethos of ‘free will’ is particularly well performed in Isto Turpeinen’s Seitseman 
veljesta [Seven Brothers] (2002), a dance theatre piece for more than seventy young 
male dance students (see Figure 17). The libretto for the piece is taken from one of 
the key works of Finnish literature, Aleksis Kivi’s (1834-1872) Seitseman Veljesta 
[Seven Brothers] that was first published in 1870. This picaresque novel is about 
seven illiterate farm boys whose parents die when the rascals are in their late teens 
and early twenties. The lads get in trouble with their teacher, a strict precentor, and a 
group of boys from the neighboring village. Their inability to cope in society, fear of 
being punished and the desire to be free out in nature make the brothers rent out their 
farmhouse and move into the backwoods for a period of ten years. Simple living 
conditions, misfortune, foolishness, hardship and hard work turn the carefree rascals 
into honourable men who eventually learn to read, get married - except for one - and 
make their farm prosper (Kivi 2000).
The idea of leaving to find a solitary place to settle that is embedded in Kivi’s (ibid) 
story reflects an often-repeated pattern in the Finnish history (see Ylikangas 1986).
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The solitary lifestyle links to centuries of hunting and slash-and-bum agriculture that 
kept the farmers moving from one place to another in forests. It has been argued that 
such solitude has produced ‘muddleheaded hermits’ who lack basic social skills 
(ibid). Using discourse analysis, it could be argued that such a lifestyle and the 
linguistic means to describe men who live in the backwoods form a discourse of 
backwoods masculinity. It is within such discourse that men in the backwoods are 
constructed as being shy, wishing to keep their distance and having difficulties in 
communicating (see Ylikangas 1986). It could be argued that backwoods masculinity 
as a discourse enters into Turpeinen’s Seitseman veljesta through its narrative that 
builds on Kivi’s (2000) text.
Figure 17. Seven Brothers (2002), the Vantaa Dance Institute. 
Photographer unknown. (Courtesy of the Vantaa Dance Institute)
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In Turpeinen’s work the notion of freedom and the idea of the tag game can be 
recognised from section 2 where two women, the mother of the brothers and the old 
woman of Mannisto try, quite unsuccessfully, to hold the young rascals in check. Six 
of the brothers are harmlessly skipping around. They spin frivolously and perform 
punching kicks. Flipping the arms makes their bodies turn and a circular movement in 
their foot leads them into a turn, a hop and a couple of skips that end in a cartwheel. 
What has been performed in unison dissolves into individual movement patterns: one 
of the boys runs in circles, the other progreses with a jazzy pas-de-bourrée step, two 
of the lads skip around while one jumps on the back of another who throws him 
down. The old woman of Mannisto walks determinately after the boys with her fists 
clenched and upper body forward. She stomps her left foot and lets her focus follow 
the boy who is skips around her. She shouts at him as she continues to stomp her foot. 
The mother also tries to catch the boys and gather them around her. Suddenly one of 
the boys jumps on the lap of the old woman of Mannisto. She turns around, keeps him 
in her arms and speaks to him for a moment. A bit later, the youngest of the boys 
stands beside his mother, holding on to her apron. A group of three boys move around 
them by skipping, turning and kicking their legs. The young boy runs away from the 
mother who rushes after him. She carries him back in her lap while he keeps fighting 
back by kicking fiercely with his legs.
In this section from the choreography, the relaxed quality of skipping and turning 
Steps of the boys as well as their irregular floor patterns can be interpreted as 
signifying unconcerned and joyful play. The two female figures, the mother and the 
old woman of Mannisto, with their contained upper bodies, bound movement quality, 
stomping feet, clenched fists and rather direct and restricted use of space can be read 
to signify authoritative power to the boys. The young rascals, quite clearly, pay no 
attention to these women’s attempts to hold them in check. The brothers escape the 
women’s chastisement. They run away from the reach of their hands and joke around.
It can be argued that the choreography contains movement ideas that link to the game 
of tag. In this tag-like activity, the relationships of gender and age in the two binary 
roles (catcher/escapee) call forth a particular discourse of masculinity that is 
performed by young male bodies heedlessly running. It is a gendered performance of
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young male disobedience where the authoritative power of women is ridiculed and 
called in question. Hence, from a pro-feminist position, it could be maintained that 
the performed masculinity in this section is invested in patriarchy.
It should be mentioned, however, that the relationship between the young rascals and 
their female caretakers in Turpeinen’s Seitseman veljesta is more complex than this. 
It is not just the young males’ carefree disrespect towards female authority that is 
performed in this section. For example, the young Eero’s firm grip on his mother’s 
apron could be read as an attempt to get love and attention. The mother’s apron can 
be interpreted as a secure and safe place where Eero, the youngest of the seven boys, 
hides from his bullying brothers. It is also possible to read desire for care and 
affection into the focus of one of the brothers who is rejected from the lap of the old 
woman of Mannisto. Later, in section 4, when the mother suddenly dies, the helpless 
ciy of a single word “âiti” [mother] from the boys can be intrepreted as an expression 
of deep concern. Based on these three and other moments in Turpeinen’s 
choreography, it can be argued that a discourse of masculinity that appreciates 
women as caretakers who provide motherly nurturing, affection, comfort and security 
is also performed in the work. When such moments appear in the middle of a tag-like 
play of power, as it takes place in section two, a young male psyche that is tom 
between the desire for freedom and the desire for physical affection can be read from 
the male dancing bodies in the work.
6.3. Playing Combat, Performing Masculinity
Combat dances can be recognised a basic type of dance because dance, “tanssin 
keinoin on aina eri keinoin harrastettu miehisia kamppailutaitoja” (Lampi as quoted 
in Tenhunen 1994, p. 8) [in different ways, masculine combat skills have always been 
practised through various means o f  dance]. In Chapter Four, it was pointed out that 
different versions of single combat are included under the category of general 
physical exercise in the memo on dance pedagogy for boys (Lampi et al 2002). It 
could be argued that the common feature in different versions of single combat is to 
fight for victory. Often these games contain physical contact, pulling, pushing, 
wrestling, slapping or dragging between the two fighting partners. ‘Sailor wrestle’ 
provides a good example. It is a game where the two competitors stand facing each
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other with their feet lined up left foot behind the right one. The competitors’ right feet 
are placed against one another and their right hands are held together as if shaking 
hands. The aim is to get the other one to lose his balance and to move his foot by 
pushing or pulling in any imaginable way (ibid).
Ballet teacher Ilkka Lampi, who is highly experienced in jiujitsu, a traditional 
Japanese self-defense system, is known for introducing various marttW ^ s  including 
Chinese taiji and shaolin, a Balinese warrior dance, a stick dance from Philipines 
called Kali and Brazilian capoeira into dance education for boys (Tenhunen 1994, 
Rasanen 2000b). It has been suggested that martial arts can benefit dance students in 
the sense that they develop physical skills (Rasanen 2000b) . In addition, martial arts 
provide exciting choreographic ideas and breath-taking movement material for young 
male dance students to perform.
The most spectacular fight scene, no doubt, in the history of Finnish theatrical dance 
is performed at the end of Ilkka Lampi’s Kenraali Raiko [General Raiko], a narrative 
dance theatre piece that combines Japanese martial arts with high energy gymnastics. 
It was choreographed to a specially composed Japanese-influenced percussion music 
by Harri Setala and performed in 1993 by the students of the Finnish National Opera 
Ballet School and members of the Helsinki Ju-Jutsu Club. The piece is based on a 
Japanese legend about the monsters of Oe-Yama mountain who abduct a group of 
young maidens from Kioto. The maidens are rescued by general Raiko and his 
samurai warriors (Harri 1993b, Moring 1993, Kangas 1994, Tenhunen 1994). 
Kenraali Raiko has been regarded as a succesful way to get boys interested in dance. 
According to the choreographer, “[tjassa on paljon elementteja, joista pojat pitavat. 
Olemme onnistuneet murtamaan paljon niitâ ennakkoluuloja, joiden mukaan tanssi 
olisi naismaista” (Lampi as quoted in Kangas 1994) [there are lots o f  elements that 
boys like in this. We have succeeded in breaking those preconceptions that regard 
dance as effeminate]. Indeed, the work succeeded in generating even a small-scale 
‘Raiko-cult’ among some young boys who incorporated combat fights with sticks into 
their games at home after seeing the performance (Tenhunen 1994).
The final fight section begins when the maidens have been let out of the mountain 
camp while the monsters are asleep. The monsters are taken by surprise by general
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Raiko and his warriors who suddenly rush in with the swords above their heads. The 
monsters are up and have their swords ready in no time. The combat begins. The 
samurais and the monsters are slashing around violently with their swords, ramming 
into their adversaries as well as jumping up and turning in the air to face their next foe 
(see Figure 18).
A spectacular scene emerges as the fighters chase each other across the stage and 
along the diagonals performing half flips and cartwheels with no hands followed by 
high knee kicks, knee pirouettes and ‘ukemi’, a particular way of falling in Jijutsu and 
other Asian martial arts. A sparring scene that follows includes, among other things, 
various throwing techniques that are at one point performed in slow motion. 
Culminating in a merciless sword fight the three monsters are ultimately conquered. 
When the combat is over, the samurais stand still for a long moment by the three 
lifeless bodies. In the closing scene, the freed maidens and the samurai warriors travel 
by feet a lingering path from the upstage right comer to the downstage suggesting 
their return to Kioto.
Figure 18. Lampi as a demon fighting against a samurai warrior in General Raiko 
(1993). Photo: Kari Hakli. (Courtesy of the Finnish National Opera Archive)
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It could be argued that two hierarchical discourses of masculinity are constructed 
through the dancing male bodies in Lampi’s work. The monsters are the ‘bad guys’, 
constructed as a group of violent crimials who regard it as their right to harass females 
in Kioto. In the abduction section in the beginning of the work, the women are 
shepherded out from the stage like a herd of cattle by the two monsters while the third 
one is using his arsenal of kicks, punches and throws to keep the two guards busy. 
Eventually they face their violent death as the ‘good guys’, as general Raiko and his 
warriors arrive after a long journey to rescue the maidens.
The samurais, on the other hand, are constructed throughout the work in a positive 
light. They appear as disciplined and loyal as they gather around their general, follow 
him and fight next to him. They are constructed as courageous as they have the guts to 
confront the three monsters in a far-a-way place on the mountain. In addition, they 
show courtesy as they bow to the monk and present him with a gift on the way to the 
mountain. The act of bowing and handing a gift to the monsters as they enter the 
mountain camp for the first time in disguise can be read to signify consideration and 
wit. Moreover, the samurais are constructed as indefatigable through numerous 
variations of progression as they run, step-hop and move other ways rhythmically 
through the changing scenery. Of course, the fact that they all survive the violent 
combat constructs them as unbeatable. Finally, they are constructed as protectors as 
they lead the maidens back in town. It could be argued that the qualities of the 
samurais in Kenraali Raiko are consistent with and constructed through a martial 
(military) discourse that celebrates heroism. Heroic masculine representations are 
more commonly known, for example, from numerous Hollywood films from Tarzan 
to Superman and from James Bond to Indiana Jones where the protagonist’s courage 
and skills are challenged in violent combat scenes.
Turpeinen’s veljesta [Sqmqh Brothers], a choreography that was presented
earlier in this chapter, has other spectacular fight scenes. The piece starts with a 
section where the father of the brothers gets killed in a fight against a group of bears 
on a hunting trip. More fighting takes place in section 5, which is based on Lauri’s 
dream about the tense relationship between the brothers and some local churchmen in 
Kivi’s (2000) book. In the choreography, the canon, the precantor and two of his alter
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egos threaten the brothers with a punishment in stocks unless they leam the alphabet. 
They walk in with long wooden sticks in their hands. Juhani, the eldest brother, takes 
a stick and passes a white puck to the canon who hits it. A game of attack and retreat 
develops between the two groups. The brothers move towards the clergymen with two 
jagged steps, take a step back and advance further. With sticks in their hands, they 
leap forward, pivot quickly and bang their sticks on the ground in front of the four 
clergymen. Then they turn to retreat as the clergymen repeat the same movement 
pattern towards them. In a semi-circle, the brothers bang their sticks on the ground 
(see Figure 19). The clergymen do the same. A quick pivot leads the brothers into a 
hop on both feet, picking up their knees while holding their sticks on the ground. 
Immediately the clergymen jump as well. One of the brothers, and one of the 
precantors slam their sticks fiercely together first in the midair and immediately again 
lower down. The fighting brother swings his adversary’s stick around over their heads 
and brings it heavily down on the ground. With his stick, he picks up the other stick 
and thrusts it towards the canon who loses his balance and falls back.
Figure 19. Stick fight in Seven Brothers (2002). Photo: Isto Turpeinen. 
(Courtesy of the Vantaa Dance Institute)
The brothers - some of their sticks extended forward, others holding them vertically 
up -  confront the churchmen. The puck is being passed between the two groups. The 
strongly accentuated organ music stops abruptly. One of the brothers shouts out
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“muuttakaanune metsâan” [let us move into the forest]. The others shout “hah” 
[what]. The brothers repeat their charge towards the clergymen after which they 
retreat. A furious stick fight takes place between four members fi*om both groups. The 
sticks are whacked forcefully against each other. Standing in wide position with knees 
slightly bent, the canon and Simeon, one of the brothers, slam their sticks together 
four times. They pivot quickly and ram together again to repeat the four blows. They 
pivot once more, this time the canon lifts his stick high up, heading to strike it down 
on the head of his adversary who defends himself by holding his stick horizontally 
extended diagonally in fi-ont of him. The canon strikes ferociously twice with his 
stick, then retreats a few steps in order to attack again. He rushes towards Simeon 
who suddenly kneels down, which makes the canon lose his balance, fall over 
Simeon’s body and roll off the stage. Simeon stands up, collects the canon’s stick and 
retreats a few steps. The music stops. He bangs his stick firmly on the ground and 
walks off.
Moments later, a fight scene emerges between the two groups where movement 
material is borrowed fi*om Capoeira, a Brazilian form of martial arts. The basic 
capoeira step pattern -  a gliding step to the side, a rocking step back on the fi-ee foot 
that is followed by a weight change back on the fi*ont foot and the same to the other 
side -  is performed repeatedly in addition to more spectacular cartwheels, half flips, 
circularly sweeping kicks and leaps over the back while the body is supported with 
one hand on the ground.
In Kivi’s (2000) original version of the story, the brothers are striking puck with the 
canon who is playing against them with his spiritual sword. However, the actual 
physical combat is missing. In Lauri’s dream, the canon becomes furious when he 
realises that the object they are playing with is not a puck but an ABC-book. His curse 
brings about a storm that rips through them. In Turpeinen’s choreography, however, 
the physical combat between the brothers and the clergymen is constructed explicitly 
in the work. The combat could be interpreted to represent the tension that builds up 
between the two groups more generally in Kivi’s book. It is only in the second last 
chapter of the book that such tension dissolves when the old precantor and the 
brothers settle their conflicts. Such reconciliation never takes place in Turpeinen’s 
work. In that sense, it could be argued that the performed discourse of masculinity in
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the combat section and elsewhere in Turpeinen’s work is one that stubbornly resists 
authoritative power.
Neck wrestling is another form of single combat that is used in Turpeinen’s 
choreography. This takes place first in section 8 where the brothers fight against the 
boys of Toukola who have mocked at them. The second time neck wrestling is 
exercised in section 12 on Christmas Eve when Juhani wants to test his physical 
prowess against his brothers. In neck wrestling, the fighters position themselves 
facing each other in a wide postion, knees bent and hands together. The wrestler 
places his head under his adversary’s left arm. The idea is by pushing or pulling to 
make the other one lose his balance.
Figure 20. The Newer Quadrille o f the Boys from Pyhajdrvi (1989).
Photo: Kari Liukkunen. (Courtesy of Marketta Viitala)
This testing of physical prowess is included also in Marketta Viitala’s ironic 
Pyhajarven poikien uudempi katrilli [The Newer Quadrille of the Boys from 
Pyhajarvi]. The work was originally choreographed in 1989 for Young Dance on the 
Riversides, a group of dance students in Northern Finland, and it was performed by 
eight 9 to 14 year-old boys and a girl (see the boys in Figure 20) (personal
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information Viitala 01.08.2003). The following analysis is based on a later version 
that was reconstructed for the Dance Theatre of Kajaani in 2000 under the title of 
Pohjoisen poikien uudempi katrilli [The Newer Quadrille of the Northern Boys] and 
performed at a seminar on dance pedagogy for boys in Vantaa on 29.4.2001.
In the piece, three boys in traditional sweaters and black trousers set to dance after 
they have polished their boots. They have serious faces and their eyes are focused 
down. Their fists are clenched as they march slowly but steadily in a line. Their 
bodies pull up and sink down. They progress with downward weighted steps and 
jumps while slapping their thighs. The three dancers gather in a circle ivith their 
foreheads touching. They move around in the circle when a group of 5 boys enter 
marching in double tempo. Taciturnity, stubborn determination and melancholic 
seriousness that have been said to characterise North-Western Finnish men can be 
read into these dance movements.
Homosocial bonding can be read from uniform action: the boys hold each others 
shoulders as they march cross-step, gallop and jump downward on one foot while 
brushing the other foot forward. Homosocial bonding appears also in their attempts to 
show physical prowes. Like fighting bulls, they dance in pairs, foreheads toghether: a 
step forward, a step back, three steps forward and reverse while holding their arms 
slightly bend and fists clenched. Bulging biceps, arm-wrestling, regular wrestling and 
walking on hands add to this performance of masculine quarrel, persistance and 
showing of physical prowess.
It can be argued that combat dances come in many forms and they are included in 
dance education for boys for several reasons constructing varied masculinities. As the 
analysis of Kenraali Raiko shows, fighting masculinities can be constructed around 
the good/evil binary opposition in displays of heroism and delinquency. However, in 
the fight scene between clergymen and the brothers in Seitseman veljesta, fighting 
masculinity is constructed around the free/constrained binary opposition that 
highlights the tension between authoritative power and the Western masculinist dream 
about the unconstrained man. In Seitseman veljesta the neck wrestling between the 
brothers as well as the analysis of Pohjoisen poikien uudempi katrilli point out how 
fighting can also be a form of homosocial bonding.
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In addition, the idea of winning can be recognised as a commonality in the analysed 
combat scenes. As Klemola (1998) maintains, winning is a project where the 
objective is not to reach balance but imbalance through the distinction between the 
winner and the losers. Others are perceived merely as obstacles to be conquered. 
Hence, fight scenes can also be read as performances of the masculinist practice 
where males negotiate their social position and accountability as men in relation to 
other men by showing and challenging physical prowess.
6.4. Performing (Hetero)sexuality
Sexuality plays an important part in performances of gender. While sexual desires are 
manifold and contingent, “historically sexual identities have been organized into 
violent hierarchies, where some positions are marked as superior” (Weeks 2000, p. 
165). It was earlier argued that hierarchised categories of sexuality (heterosexual/ 
homosexual) are linked to social positioning. Thus, in society where heteronormative 
discourse prevails, performing gender in a way that accommodates such discourse can 
be socially, politically or economically advantageous.
Following the idea that choreographies and other performances can be studied for 
their embodied sexuality (Franko 1995, Foster 1996, Desmond 2001), this section 
examines how dancing bodies perform sexuality in dances that have been 
choreographed for dance students on different levels, Dance examples that 
demonstrate performances of heterosexuality are taken up first. Following this, the 
few choreographies that can be said to embody explicit references to male 
homosexuality or that can be read through queer lenses as performing non­
heterosexual relations are discussed towards the end of this section. In the light of 
these examples, it can be argued that male dance students are subjected to normative 
heterosexual masculinity in dance education through choreographies that they 
perform.
Sexuality is often embodied in choreographed sections where two dancers perform as 
a couple. Jorma Uotinen’s White on White provides an example. The piece was 
choreographed for the students of the Finnish National Opera Ballet School in 1991.
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This impressionistic work of modem dance with a projection of clouds and the sun on 
a sky-blue backdrop opens with a young male, dressed in white trousers and a white 
top, circling the stage clockwise with large leaps. As he completes the circle for the 
second time, a young female, dressed in a white summer dress, joins him in the leap 
pattern. The opposite sexes as a couple establish a key theme of the work. It can be 
argued that this theme and its multiple variations -  couples spinning, running and 
jetéing diagonally and horisontally across the stage -  establish a recurring 
heterosexual theme in the work.
Figure 21. White on White (1991). Photo: Kari Hakli. 
(Courtesy of the Finnish National Opera Archive)
Heterosexual relationships are elaborated further in partnering sections. For example, 
three males enter from stage right with three females sitting on their shoulders. The
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males move with firm, long, bound and sustained steps horisontally across the stage. 
As they stop, they turn the females so that they rest their pelvis on the shoulders of the 
males. The females arch their upper bodies, stretch their legs and open their arms to 
the sides. Slowly turning on the spot, the females are lowered down and placed on 
their back on the ground. The males step behind the females, extend their arms up and 
curve over the female bodies in order to roll over in front of them. The males come up 
and step back into a plié in a wide tumed-out second position as the females climb to 
stand on the thighs of the male dancers (see Figure 21). Another group of three males 
enter from the stage right carrying female dancers on their shoulders. They repeat 
what the first group has just performed.
Meanwhile, the first group of males lower their female partners in front of them and 
pull them from their hands towards the left upstage comer. They bring the females up 
and turn them around facing forward. The males support the backs of the female 
dancers as the females arch their backs and hinge, exposing the front of their bodies 
and necks. The females are pulled up and placed on the knees of the male dancers and 
their left arms are brought around the necks of the male dancers. The female dancers 
walk away from the males, turn back and step into an arabesque. The male dancers 
pick up the female bodies horizontally and lower them onto their backs, their 
extended legs folded over their upper bodies. The male dancers sit down behind the 
females. In the second group, the female dancers who are standing on the thighs of the 
males are lowered into a horizontal position while the male dancers lean forward. The 
female dancers arch their backs and glide from back to front between the legs of the 
male dancers. They are lifted up and placed to sit on the knees of the male dancers. 
Everything is still.
The three pairs in stage right each spring to exit the partners holding each other 
behind the back. In the second group, the male dancers lift the female dancers by 
placing their arms from behind under the arms of the female dancers and locking them 
behind their necks. They lift the female bodies and exit by turning slowly as the 
female dancers pedal their legs. The work closes by thee male dancers picking up 
their female partners on the side of their hip as they start turning slowly. A male 
dancer enters from the stage right, carrying his female partner on the side of his hip. 
He too starts turning. Another male dancer enters from the down stage right with his
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female partner sitting on his shoulder. The lights dim out as the music continues 
playing.
Partnering sections in White on White are characterised by active/passive binary 
oppositions. Male dancers are assigned to the active role. They lead, lift, carry and 
manipulate female bodies that remain for the most part passive or move fi^ om one 
position to another, These dualities can be examined as iuiprints of Western ‘gender 
order’. It has been argued that the power relations in the existing ‘gender order’ of 
Western societies, or men’s dominance and subordination of women, are produced 
historically through institutional practices that are gendered (Connell 2000). Male 
domination, it has been argued, is justified and naturalised through ‘masculinism’, “a 
dominant discourse” (Whitehead 2002, p. 98) that can be defined as
the point at which dominant forms of masculinity and heterosexuality meet 
ideological dynamics, and in the process become reified and legitimized as 
privileged, unquestioned accounts of gender difference and reality.
Whitehead 2002, p. 97.
From this perspective, it can be maintained that the discourse of masculinism 
participates in constructing the performed relations of heterosexual bodning in 
Uotinen’s work.
Ari Numminen’s Ihmisten Juhlaa [People’s Cellebration] that was choreographed for 
the final year students of Turku Conservatory in 1998 provide examples of more 
extreme constructions of heterosexual masculinity that emerge through the discourse 
of masculinism. In section 4, for example, a male and two females run on stage, line 
up and bow to the audience. One of the female dancers kneels and starts twitching 
while the other squats down. The male dancer turns toward the latter/takes hold of 
her head and bangs his groin repeatedly against her face. He then turns around and 
kneels behind the other female dancer. Holding her waist, he rams his pelvis against 
her bottom while the second female dancer fondles his back and buttocks. The group 
falls into a twitching pile. The dancers moan and pant heavily throughout the section.
It could be argued that heterosexuality is constructed in this dance example through 
the discourse of the pom industry where women typically appear as sexual servants -
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oral and vaginal holes that are open for men to enter. Heterosexual sex is displayed as 
a penetrating act: both women appear as objects of satisfaction for the erect male 
penis that is signified with the violently thrusting male pelvis. The female body is 
constructed as submissive, it kneels and gets on all fours. The male body remains on 
the top, holds the female body still and is actively performing movements that signify 
penetration.
It could be maintained that embodied dichotomies such as active/passive, taker/giver, 
top/bottom in the dancing bodies of these upper secondary vocational level dance 
students maintain the masculinist idea about gendered power relations. The performed 
masculinity is constructed through the discourse of masculinism that positions men as 
active, heterosexual, selfish seekers of sexual satisfaction. From a masculinist 
perspecctive the sexual act with two female partners can be read to signify masculine 
prowess, sexual potency, virility and endurance. Following Laura Mulvey’s (1975) 
feminist idea on the ‘male gaze’, the scene can be suggested to offer a heterosexual 
male spectator a moment of fantasy to experience a masculinist hype as he identifies 
with the male character who is having sex with two women. For a male spectator who 
positions himself outside the discourse of masculinism as well as for female 
spectators the performed non-reciprocal heterosexuality can appear as comical, 
oppressive, limited or just sad.
Men’s access to women’s bodies goes unquestioned in the dominant discourse of 
masculinism and the gendered power relations it maintains. This can be read fi*om 
Numminen’s work, in section 3, which begins with a female dancer lying on her side 
in fi*ont of a flickering light. She is leaning to her elbow and tapping her foot. A male 
dancer enters. She stays put as he approaches and sits down next to her. The 
performed polarities of gender order become more apparent when he looks at her, 
reaches towards her and moves his hand gently upward along her thigh. She pulls her 
leg away.
The female body is constructed as an object of consumption for men. It is consumed 
by the gaze of the male dancer, by his touching fingers and even by his sense of smell 
as he shifts his body close against her back, sniffs her neck and places his hand on her 
shoulder while letting his fingers run along her neckline. She turns away fi*om him.
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rolls over her stomach, stops looking at him for a moment and returns to her original 
position while arranging her dress. She watches the flickering light and smiles. The 
section ends as he moves closer to her, placing his hand on her pelvis as his fingers 
shift on her stomach. She grasps his hand and pushes it back. He stands up, looks at 
her, walks away and from the distance he turns to say to her: “lehma” [cow] or 
“tyhmâ” [stupid]. Looking at the flickering light she slowly strecthes up her left arm.
From a (pro-)feminist position the acts of the male dancer can be read as a violation of 
privacy. The female resistance against male harassment is evident in the work. 
However, it is difficult to read this section as being sympathetic towards feminist 
claims about women’s right to their own bodies. The man is constructed as a decision­
maker who gets up and leaves when he does not get what he wants. Moreover, the 
man has been given a right to use a derogatory speech act to define who the woman is 
whereas her right to use speech to define herself or the man has been withheld. 
Through her self-contained television watching and passivity, the woman is 
constructed as a weakly resisting passive receiver. In that sense, it could be argued 
that the performed masculinism in this section is undermining feminist claims about 
women’s right to their own bodies by naming women who resist physical harrasment 
with derogatory speech acts.
Physical violence between heterosexual men and women is also visible in 
Numminen’s work. In section 5, two male dancers hold female dancers horisontally 
on their chests as they revolve slowly. The males gaze at the females as they lower 
them down on their feet. The pairs embrace. The male dancers shift their hands on the 
female bottoms. Their fondling makes the females struggle. A group of five female 
dancers start banging their shoes on the floor. The two female dancers escape from 
the males and run to lean against the two walls on down stage comers. The male 
dancers adjust their clothes, walk on the centre stage and suddenly msh to kick 
firecely at the walls on the exact spot where the two female dancers have been 
standing. The females duck to avoid the violent outburst. As the two males are 
returning to the centre, the two female dancers run after them and kick them in the 
back. The blow makes the males to fall into the ground. The group of five women 
stand up and start running back and forth.
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It could be maintained that women’s resistance is constructed in this dance section as 
an instigator of male violence towards women. The masculinist discourse that is 
embodied in the performance of the male dancers states that men have an 
unquestioned right to treat women as objects o f sexual pleasure. It is left up to women 
to resist men’s groping. Such resistance is met with an outburst of male violence, an 
act that can be read to question women’s right to their own bodies. The commonly 
known fact that women end up as victims of male violence is acknowledged in the 
choreography. Yet, in the end of section 5, men are constructed as victims of female 
violence as the two female dancers attack the two males from behind. The entire 
section can be interpreted as a display of physical violence that emerges from tensions 
that genedered power relations and the discourse of masculinism build up between 
heterosexual men and women in contemporary Western societies.
A very different view of the power relations between men and women are performed 
in Isto Turpeinen’s Kalamarin unioni [The Union of Kalamari/Fish-mari] and 
Seitseman veljesta. The former is a dance theatre piece that was choreographed for a 
group of dance students in 1998. According to programme notes, the piece is about 
five boys, all named ‘Frank’, who are eager to grow up. However, in order to become 
adult men, they have to pass via a road that is governed by a girl named Mari. In 
addition, there is a group of more mature girls that operate on Mari’s street. 
According to dance critic Jussi Tossavainen (1998),
Turpeisen tsenna on oivaltava ja  ymmMava. Nuorilla pqjilla on kiire aikuisten 
maailmaan, mutta tie sinne kulkee pelattavan ja  samalla jannittavan 
tyttovyohykkeen kautta. Naiset edustavat tassa vahvempaa sukupuolta, mita he 
usein ovatkin. Initiaatioriittien kautta pojat aikanaan paasevat kolkuttelemaan 
miesten maailman ovea. Sita ennen pitaa uskaltaa yopya metsassa ja  rnika 
kauheinta -  lahestya tyttoja. Nâmâ jo  odottelevat viettelevasti poikia 
symboliset omenat kasissaan.
Turpeinen’s work is understanding and fu ll o f insight. Young boys are in hurry 
to enter the world o f  adults but the road there leads through a girl-zone that is 
both frightening and exciting. Women represent here what they often actually 
are, the stronger sex. Eventually, through initiation rites the boys get to knock 
the door o f the men’s world. Before then, they have to have courage to spend a 
night in a forest and what’s most terrible -  to approach girls. The girls are 
already waiting the boys seducingly with symbolic apples in their hands.
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Based on this reading of Turpeinen’s Kalamarin Unionii the work can be said to 
construct males opposite to females as apprehensive. They have to confront females at 
night in a scary place, a forest. The apples in the hands of the girls call forth biblical 
references that turn the young males into innocent victims who are subjected to the 
seductive power of females that leads to destruction, or at least out of a fictive place 
called paradise. On the other hand, the apples can also refer to fertility, which turns 
the young males into future fathers, or at least to potential sperm donors, An 
interesting contradiction in Tossavainen’s reading of Turpeinen’s work is that 
confronting the opposite sex is constructed as a necessary rite of passage to adulthood 
while the idea of getting seduced by the opposite sex is turned into something terrible. 
It could be maintained that in Tossavainen’s reading males do not need females as 
partners in life for the sake of company. They are not needed for the sake of sexual 
pleasures either. Rather, females are needed merely for their embodied value in a 
masculinist game for males to gain social accountability as men.
The theme of growing up and pairing up with a woman is elaborated also in the final 
section of Turpeinen’s Seitseman veljesta. The brothers, with the exception of Simeon 
who remains unmarried in Kivi’s (2000) book, pair up with six female dancers who 
appear in long white dresses and red headscarves. The one who dances with Aapo, 
makes him perform summersaults, spins him around and rolls him on the ground. The 
girl who dances with Timo spins him from his arm and neck. The one who dances 
around Juhani performs rocking movements as if  holding a child. She returns later 
only to throw Juhani into the ground with an aikido move. Tuomas backs away 
chased by his female partner. Catching him from the neck, she spins him around, 
throws him into the ground and remains standing with arms on her hips. Lauri is 
pushed from his neck, thrusted from his back and also spinned around.
Men, who in the earlier sections of the work have been constructed as resisting 
authorities, living in the wilderness and fighting rampantly against other men and 
beasts are suddenly in the final section constructed as truckled to women. Their 
behaviour is monitored and controlled by women who keep their men “on a short 
leash”. Very little joy can be read from the faces of these men. The exception to this 
is Eero, who dances a short section in unison with his female partner. Even he 
receives a blow and is left to run after her when, in the middle of their dance, he starts
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joking around with busy feet, The final section, which from the first viewing can seem 
as a celebration of heterosexual coupling, opens to a reading about oppressed and 
unhappy men in heterosexual relationships. The finale is telling: the female dancer 
who has played master and slave with Lauri by locking his arms over his head and 
circling him four times at very close distance positions herself in fi-ont of him. Pulling 
his arms around her chest she begins to hum Maamme, the national anthem of 
Finland, She sways gently ^ d  sniiles, He s t^ d s  still with ^  enipty expression on his 
face. The section can be read as a domestication of the brothers into respectable 
Finnish citizens, which includes that they have to conform to heteronormativity. 
Compulsory heterosexuality as an embodied discourse in Turpeinen’s work can also 
explain why the character of Simeon, the brother who does not get married, is not 
assigned any particular tasks in the end of the piece. He is left merely walking in 
circles.
Like the last chapter of Kivi’s (2000) book, Turpeinen’s work also highlights women 
as holders of power. However Turpeinen’s choreography leaves unclear that in Kivi’s 
text the power of wives is limited only to the domestic realm. Their husbands, at least 
some of them, once properly socialised, are assigned to socially accountable public 
tasks in Kivi’s book. In addition, with the exception of Simeon, each of the brothers 
has a house of his own. In that sense, it could be argued that Turpeinen’s 
interpretation of power relations in the final chapter of Kivi’s book is biased. It is 
lavish in describing how women use power over men but remains quiet about 
gendered division of labour and property in the story.
The above dance examples demonstrate how more mature dance students in their late 
teens and early twenties are subjected to normative heterosexual masculinity in dance 
education through choreographies that they perform. However, as Marketta Viitala’s 
Pohjoisen poikien uudempi katrilli [The Newer Quadrille of the Northern Boys] 
shows, masculinist rituals of heterosexuality are assigned for dance students to 
perform prior to their teens. In this choreography a group of boys, age 7 to 9, display 
their masculine prowess with serious faces. One of the boys remains outside the 
physical competition and, instead, walks to a girl who has sneaked in during the 
display. He bows at her, takes a dance hold that is common from ballroom dances and 
lead her into a whirling dance with long gliding steps. The other boys see the dancing
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couple, pull out handkerchiefs from their pockets and start to cry. With heavy heads, 
they exit in line while the dancing couple remains turning in the back.
The gendered power relations that underpin ballroom and many folk dances can be 
recognised from Viitala’s work. The boy is constructed as active. He takes the 
initiative and leads the dance. The girl is constructed as passive: her task is to follow 
the boy. Symbolically, the leading role of the boy turns him into a master and the girl 
into a slave, a piece of property. The dance can be read through Bourdieu’s (1985) 
idea about capital in his field theory. Masculinism, as a discourse, establishes a field 
where men compete about their social accountability. Valid capital in this game is 
different forms of prowess including physical strength, skills and the ability to get a 
girl. In this game, the female body is constructed as a piece of property that 
guarantees its male owner a winning status. From this perspective the crying of boys 
can be read to signify their bitter loss. They have failed to get the only available girl in 
the village, a reality that many heterosexual single men have faced in northern parts of 
Finland where young females have migrated south after work and education. When 
the sadness that is performed through the sullen exit of the boys is examined in 
relation to the happiness of the turning couple, it can be argued that the male who is in 
a heterosexual relationship is put forth in this work as something positive and worthy 
in relation to single males.
In dance education social conventions of heterosexual discourse are embodied 
through learning the above described and other similar dances. It can be maintained 
that for students whose lifestyles fall in with the commands of the heteronormative 
discourse this kind of dances act
as a constant reinforcement and regulatory mechanism, producing its compliant 
readers as viable social subjects and regulating any thoughts they might have 
about alternative gender roles or sexual choices.
Craimy-Francis et al 2003, p. 19.
However, not all dance students are heterosexual and some of them can be quite 
uncertain about their sexuality. For them, “compulsory heterosexuality acts as a 
mechanism of exclusion and oppression, because it consistently constructs them as 
outsiders, aberrant and bad” (ibid). As a lesbian feminist concept, Adrianne Rich’s
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(1980) ‘compulsory heterosexuality’ refers to “the enforcement of heterosexuality” 
(Humm 1989, p. 34). It is “ the dominant order in which men and women are required 
or even forced to be heterosexual” (Salih 2002, p. 49). As Humm points out,
if  heterosexuality were not presented as, or perceived to be, the ‘natural’ form 
of sexual relations then the erotic choices of both women and men and our 
gender identities would be very different.
1989, p. 34.
There are very few dances that have been choreographed for male dance students or 
mixed-sex student groups that explicitly or implicitly address male homosexuality. An 
exception to this is Numminen’s Ihmisten juhlaa where a short reference to 
homosexuality appears in section 9. The section is formed from short episodes where 
different dancers are announced to perform Finnish songs. The fifth song is Merella 
[At the Sea], a melancholic love song from Oskar Merikanto that is performed by 
Jukka Virtala.
His performance includes swaying, walking in circles with a coat over his head, a 
collapse, a burst into a run, rolling on the floor, assisted attitude turns and balances, a 
circular pattern of runs and leaps, bursting into tears, crawling over the seats into the 
audience and hugging an audience member. The other dancers respond to Jukka’s 
strange behaviour, outburst of hysteria and loss of control by dragging him back on 
the stage. There is lots of shouting as he is being pushed around. He takes off his 
jacket, pulls out his shirt and rushes back into the audience. He is pulled back on stage 
once more. Antti Lahti, the other male dancer grabs Jukka from his hair and shouts at 
him. Jukka collapses on the floor. He is kissed by a female dancer who is dragged 
away by another female dancer. He sits on the edge of the stage and plays with pieces 
o f confetti. A female dancer goes to him, kneels down and talks to him. He shakes his 
head but after a while he agrees to get up, to hold her hand and to follow her. He starts 
to arrange his clothes. Homosexuality becomes an issue in Antti’s speech act when he 
walks accross the stage to Jukka, points at him with his index finger and says “vittu sa 
oot homo, tuun antaa sulle vahan turpaan” [you are a fucking homo. I’m going to 
punch you] (see Figure 22). He takes hold of Jukka’s nose. Jukka removes Antti’s 
hand. Antti points at Jukka’s face again, gives him a blow on his chest and walks 
away. He turns to look at Jukka once more, points at him with his index finger and 
then slowly walks away.
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Figure 22. Antti Lahti (on the left) and Jukka Virtala in People’s Cellebration (1999) 
Photo: Markus Lahtinen. (Courtesy of the photographer)
Antti’s violent speech act and behaviour can be read as a command to behave 
according to socially accepted norms. The threat of punishment is included in this 
command. The act of turning back and the pointed index finger enforce the threat and 
call attention to the social surveillance through which male behaviour is incessantly 
monitored. Antti’s direct focus reminds that in masculinist culture the male gaze 
operates as a means of social control.
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Foucault’s theory of panopticon offers a means to read Antti’s gaze as a form of 
masculinist surveillance practice/ To gain and to maintain one’s credibility in a 
masculinist context means that a man needs to perform gender in a way that is valid 
from a masculinist point of view. In a heteronormative society, all males are subjected 
to the gaze of the male other. The eyes of the other fulfil the function of the 
observation tower: they do not reveal whether the gaze is a masculinist one or not but 
they signify about the potential presence of masculinist surveillance. Under such 
uncertain conditions, the awareness that injurious acts such as hate speech or physical 
violence can accompany the masculinist gaze instigate self-control in males. Hence, 
the gaze of the other male can be regarded as a means to implement the power of the 
masculinist discourse to operate in male subjects as a form of self-control. In the 
dance example this is demonstrated by Jukka calming down, standing still and sitting 
down after Antti’s violent outburst.
The heteronormative underpinnings of social norms become evident when Antti 
names Jukka as homosexual. Jukka’s behaviour is not explicitly homosexual -  
whatever that is -  nor does he show affection towards Antti. However, he cries and 
behaves in an otherwise uncontrolled manner. It could be maintained that these 
behaviours locate Jukka outside the discourse of masculinism and, from a masculinist 
perspective, outside heterosexuality. This gives Antti an unquestioned right to use 
violence against him. It could be maintained that violence that is projected towards 
homosexuality in this dance example does not emerge from homophobia, the fear of 
homosexuals. Rather, it is evoked through discursively constructed standards of 
heteronormativity.
Less explicit references to male homosexuality can be read from Katri Soini’s 
Viimeinen varoitus [The Last Warning] that was choreographed for the students of the 
Finnish National Opera Ballet School in 1996. The work has been described as a 
game between young people that includes sexual relations, crushes and 
disappointments (Kaiku 1996). Uniformity claims of young people, which can be read 
from identical costumes and sections of unison dancing, are also characteristic to this 
work. One of its six sections constructs a tense relationship between two young males 
and examines their relationship to a tight group of young people that can be read as a 
gang.
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The section emerges as a cut from a unison group dance. Two young males remain 
standing up in a wide position opposite to each other as the other members of the 
group land from a turning attitude-jump into a low level and back towards upstage. 
After a moment of stillness, they start circling each other, first slowly but then with an 
increasing tempo as the diameter of the circle diminishes. As one of the males slips, 
the other runs to the group, which has established itself in a low level in the left 
upstage comer. He turns to face the other with his upper-body leaning forward, his 
arms pulled back and elbows bent. The two run to opposite comers of the stage, tum 
and msh towards each other. As they meet, the blond boy pushes the dark-haired boy 
away as this leaps towards him. Up until this point, the relationship of the two boys 
seems merely tense. Their performance could be read as a competition between the 
two for their position in the group. However, the relationship grows more complex as 
the section goes further.
The dark-haired boy makes a non-hostile gesture as he gives his hand to pull up the 
blond who has after a flip ended up sitting on the floor in front the dark boy. His 
actions tum violent as he jumps at the blond boy who squats on the ground, kicks him 
in the lower-back and walks by as the other flips over his shoulder, lands on his 
stomach. Yet, the blond one runs after the dark boy, touches his shoulder, tums in 
front of him and lets himself being caught as he falls backward. A moment later, the 
dark-haired boy runs after the blond boy, puts his hand around his neck and hinges 
backward in front of him. Moments of letting one’s body being caught and held by the 
other rapture the simplistic idea that the relationship of the two is purely antagonistic 
even if hatred can be read from the violent acts. It could be maintained that falling 
backwards to be caught signifies incredible trust as it leaves one’s body vulnerable in 
the hands of the other.
The backward falls and some of the non-hostile runs that the two boys make after 
each other can also be read as acts of attachment or affection. For example, after the 
dark-haired boy has approached the blond one in a non-hostile manner by taking hold 
of his shoulder and jumping up, the blond boy escapes from him. The two can be said 
to judge each other as they stop to face each, shifting weight from side to side in a 
wide position. Eventually, the blond boy runs to the members of the group who stand
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up facing their back towards the two. Hesistantly, the dark boy approaches the group. 
He runs the last few steps to reach the blond boy who now stands in the group his 
back turned to the dark boy. As a token of affection, he places his hand in a non- 
hostile manner on the right shoulder of the blond boy. The token of affection between 
the two males is met with an instant reaction as the entire group collapses into the 
ground leaving the dark-haired boy standing up alone.
The section shows the thin line between homosocial and homosexual bonding in 
male-to-male relationships. It also demonstrates how males who show attachement 
and affection towards other males are excluded from groups where, through 
masculinist discourse, male-to-male relationships must be constructed around 
competition or antagonism. As the reaction of the group shows, affection between two 
males is believed to have severe consequences. The group collapses, quite as 
conservatives and religious fundamentalists claimed in Finland during the 1990’s that 
society would collapse if same-sex couples are given the right to register their 
relationship.^ It could be argued that with no explicit counter-statements in the work, 
Soini’s choreography does not merely display the dominant heteronormative 
discourse -  it is constructed through it and operates as a vehicle for its politics in 
dance education.
A relatively similar encounter between two young males, Tuomas Juntunen and Arttu 
Kangas, is solved veiy differently in Sari Hannula’s Nollaus - sattumanvaraisia 
kohtauksia [Reset to Zero - Coincidental Accidents] (2000) that was choreographed 
for the students of Turku Conservatory. As a whole, the work can be read as a 
collection of various interpersonal encounters. In this thesis the examination of 
Hannula’s choreography is limited to a development of a close relationship between 
two males that establishes a theme for section 4 in the work. However, to 
contextualise the section briefly, it is useful to know that section 4 emerges from 
section 3 where a young couple has been dancing. She starts to lose her hold and slips 
from his grib. He tries to pick her arms back around his neck but she collapses. He 
struggles to keep her not from falling but ultimately he has to place her body down. 
Section 3 constructs an image of a young male (A) trying to hold to a female he loves 
and cares for. Her slipping away can be read as a death or perhaps it is a metaphor for 
her leaving him. His struggle to keep her embracing him can be read as his attempt to
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hold on to his object of love. On this basis, he is constructed as a heterosexual young 
man in love.
Section 4 begins as A mourns next to his female pamter’s lifeless body. A young male 
(B) enters with his thumbs tucked into his pockets. Offering comfort, he places his 
hand on the right shoulder of A who pushes it away, walks downstage and squats 
down to touch lus e ^  and rub Ids chin. B walks to hini and reniains st^ding with his 
thumbs in his pockets. In the moments of grief it is often difficult to find an 
appropriate way to communicate with the one who is in despair. B looks away from
A, glances quickly at him, turns his focus down, scratches his forehead and tums his 
focus back to A. He squats next to A, turns his focus slowly firom his hands to A, 
takes a quick look to his sides and stands up. A stands up slowly and takes a look at
B. By tucking his thumbs into his pockets A uses a signifier, which B has embodied at 
his arrival, to signal his appreciation of B’s presence. Encouraged by this, B jerks his 
knees quickly as if he is making a question. A responds by repeating the same 
movement. A leading, the two drop down to flip their body over their supporting left 
arm. They spin on their bottoms, hands and feet as they travel to centre stage. Clearly 
the two young males have found a common tune fi-om the brisk movements. Sitting 
on the floor with on knee bent and hands on their chin, they pause to look at each 
other for a moment.
However, there is also hesitancy between the two. Both men make a sudden flip over 
their supporting arms to return on their feet. Tension is building up as they are 
standing in a wide parallel position opposite to each other, pulling their elbows back 
like two cowboys in a wild-western film. With thumbs tucked in their pockets, the 
two move closer to each other while keeping their bodies wide open. B walks around 
A’s back to his right side. A shows his mistmst by moving away slightly.
A playful game is initiated as B gives A an impulse with his hip and both collapse 
down. B gets on his knees as A dives over his back into a cartwheel, tums around and 
gets on his knees. A shows his tmst by leaning his back over B’s back and relaxing 
his body. B’s uneasiness in this situation is evident as he takes a quick look to his 
sides, scratches his forehead and looks again to his side. Metaphorically, there is too
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much load on his back. He pulls himself from underneath, which makes A fall on his 
feet. The two look at each other.
B smirks as he suddenly touches A behind his knee. A collapses into the ground while 
B dances in front of him with rapid changes of weight and small jumps. Teasing 
continues. B is about to touch A in his face with his left hand but instead slaps him on 
the head with his right hand. A arches over his shoulder and falls flat on his stomach. 
B buzzes around him. As he comes up, B takes A’s hand and flips it around, which 
makes A fall. Continuing his jerky dancing, B gestures A to stand up. More pushing 
and slapping occurs as B takes the mickey out of A’s vulnerability.
A stands up on his shoulder, legs extended up. This way, by being active and 
introducing a new trick, he gets B to stop teasing him for a moment. B moves right 
next to A on his all fours. A moves to the other side of B by lowering his legs over 
B’s back. A mutual theme is established as the two pivot around on their bottoms, 
glide diagonally forward on their legs and dive forward in unison. On the floor, the 
collaboration between the two continues as A rolls across B’s body into a freeze 
standing on his shoulder. He lowers his legs over the back of B, which leads the two 
to sit opposite to each other. The experienced reciprocity makes the two males uneasy 
as both of them leap to opposite directions while maintaining a supporting hand on the 
ground. They come up, standing in a firm wide parallel position opposite to each 
other. B solves the tense moment by returning to tease A. In varying ways, he makes 
A fall down repeatedly as the tempo increases.
A major change takes place when A stops from falling every time B touches him. The 
two stand opposite to each other. A rubs his nose and looks down. He moves to lift 
B’s hands gently on his shoulders and places his own hands on B’s shoulders. As this 
is an intimate position A has been dancing with his female partner in section 3, used 
here with a male partner it can signify fluidity of his sexual desire. In this moment of 
male-to-male physical contact, it could be argued that the line between homosocial 
and homosexual bonding is eroded. As if asking approval to this new aspect of their 
relationship, A takes first a look at B’s left hand and meets then his eyes. Lifting his 
palms slightly off from A’s shoulders and extending his fingers, B’s body signifies 
modest hesistance. Slowly the two lower their arms and their focus.
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Yet the exploration of intimate closeness continues. A grabs B’s right hand, pulls it on 
his shoulder and embraces B for a short moment before he switches his position by 
placing B’s left hand against his shoulder. He moves against B’s left arm, pulls out 
again, takes hold of B’s right arm and brings it under his arm around his back, which 
makes the two embrace. A tums his back against B, holding his arm with both hands 
over his right shoulder, He turns to take hold of B’s left arm and pulls it on his 
shoulder. As A brings B’s arms down, B’s palm sweeps across A’s stomach. The two 
embrace. A pulls B’s right arm that crosses to his left side and by bending over, he 
takes a hold behind B’s back and lifts him around in wheel plane. It is as if A is 
uncertain about how to find comfortable ways of being in this close intimate 
relationship. B turns the exploration of closeness into a game. He pulls A to throw a 
summersault and moves around him with jerky small weigh changes as he comes up. 
A extends his left arm and points at B with his index finger. B responds jokingly by 
jerking his knees quickly from side to side while holding his elbows bent, two fingers 
extended in both hands.
The two move closer to each other. A makes a couple of quick hops while B stands 
with his thumbs tucked into his pockets. A tries a new approach to his yawning friend. 
He moves hesitantly to B, takes hold of his right arm, places it around his shoulder 
and with his left hand takes hold of B behind his back. He spins B around by lifting 
him with the side of his pelvis. To initiate each lift, B uses his feet to push off the 
ground while in the lift his knees are pulled up. The lifting sequence is performed 
repeatedly. Eventually, A throws B off from his neck and tums facing him. Enjoying 
from the vigorous play, the two laugh.
The two establish a common ground in energetic and physically challenging activities. 
B mshes to A, the two move opposite to each other with small quick, bound runs and 
jumps. B throws himself into the ground. A jumps over B’s rolling body and lands 
with his body horisontally extended on his hands and feet. He rolls towards B who 
jumps over A and throws himself down. A throws himself horisontally over A’s 
rolling body and rolls back as B skips over him (see Figure 23).
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Figure 23. Tuomas Juntunen (above) and Arttu Kangas rehearsing Reset to Zero - 
Coincidental Accidents in the brochure of the Dance Department of the Turku 
Conservatory. Photo: Markus Lahtinen. (Courtesy of the Turku Conservatory)
The closeness of the two males is questioned by a female dancer in red dress who 
enters, stops and stares at the two who continue their game. Another female dancer 
enters. B rolls himself to A’s lap with his head down and legs over A’s right shoulder. 
The woman in red walks to the two and stares at them. Acknowledging the pressure of 
heteronormativity that is inherent in the situation, A drops B. The two look at the 
females, stand up, look around and accommodate the heteronormativity by taking 
some distance from each other. Yet, this is not enough to the woman in red who 
follows the two and comments their intimacy by opening and closing her mouth
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repeatedly. As if challenging the woman and the narrowness of the social norms she
represents, the two males look at each other, drop down to leap over the supporting
- \
left arm and roll with high tempo on their bottoms, hands and feet. A third female 
dancer enters.
The two lay open what they have been up to and the reprocity in their relationship. B 
bends down on his knees and elbows, A lies on bis back on the back of B, letting bis 
arms and neck hang relaxed. The females move gradually towards the two. B throws 
A from his back and stands up on his hands. A moves to support him from his legs. B 
drops down and shift to hold A’s legs as he stands on his hands and extends his legs 
horisontally. B jumps in the lap of A. Under the growing social pressure, A first 
lowers the upper-body of B down as then drops him on his feet as he sees the look on 
the face of the woman in green dress. The two step nervously as the women approach 
them. They repeat the drop down, flip over and spin on the bottom sequence in a 
semi-circular floor pattern as more women enter.
A falls to his all fours as B leaps horizontally over his back by holding to his 
shoulders. He moves behind A to lift him under his arms and whirls him around. As B 
jumps up, A moves underneath him and picks him up hanging him over his shoulder. 
He carries B a few steps and lowers him down. The females get closer to the two 
males who move downstage with small nervous jumps. The two look at each other 
and with a sudden run escape through the group of women between the split in the 
backdrop. The section ends as the women tum to msh after the males but then stop 
with their arms and hands half=extended after the two who have disappeared.
Eventually, the sexuality of the performed two males remains open even if 
homosexual desire can be read into their homosocial relationship. B’s hesistance and 
repeated attempts to tum male intimacy into a playful joke suggest that he is not gay 
or that he is still very much in the closet. In addition, A’s former relationship with a 
woman suggest that he is not exactly gay. However, his persistence to find 
comfortable physical closeness with another male suggest a non-heterosexual desire. 
He could be bisexual. Yet he has clearly no experience from intimacy with other men. 
His long hesistance and the clumsy attempt to build an intimate situation with the 
same bodily signifiers as he had operated with his female partner suggest that he is
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exploring new terrain with old tools. A way to speak about the evident shift in his 
sexuality would be to borrow terms from choreographer, filmmaker and feminist artist 
Yvonne Rainer and call him “a provisional heterosexual, or a makeshift hetero ... 
‘heterofiuxual’ or contingent hetero, or nonessential hetero” (1999, p. 108).
From a queer perspective, it could be maintained that the significance of Hannula’s 
choreography is that it does not construct male sexuality as something fixed that can 
be easily located into three categories: gay, hi, hetero. Rather, it leaves open more 
possibilities for the performers and the spectator to play and identify with the 
performed male sexuality. It displays the difficulties young males have to face when 
they negotiate male-to-male relationships in society where the dominant 
heteronormative discourse is eager to stamp out any signifiers of same-sex closeness 
and affection. The two males resist the heteronormative discourse as they refuse to 
compromise their relationship to the heteronormative idea about masculinity. 
However, to do this, the two need to escape behind the backdrop: the heteronormative 
message of the work can not get much clearer.
As described in this section, male relationships and sexuality are constructed and 
performed variously in dances that have been choreographed for all-male and mixed- 
sex groups of dance students. Different choreographies position males differently in 
relation to power within the heterosexual gender system. However, heterosexual 
masculinity is produced through the discourses of heteronormativity and masculinism 
as the only valid form of masculinity. Affectionate relations between two males are 
seldom displayed. In the rare cases when such relationships appear, they are 
constructed negatively in relation to males who are involved in a heterosexual 
relationship or as something that society disagrees with. It could be maintained that 
heteronormative politics that are produced and maintained in dance education through 
choreography do not provide positive alternative positions of gender and sexuality to 
identify with for students who define themselves as non-heterosexual or who are 
uncertain about their sexuality. Making them embody and perform heterosexual 
conventions can be regarded as a form of heteronormative blindness or as a gender 
political normalising practice operated by the discourses of heteronormativity and 
masculinism.
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This chaper has examined how discourses of masculinity are embodied and performed 
in dance education through choreography. Multiple masculinities are constructed and 
performed in dances that have been choreographed for all-male and mixed-sex groups 
of dance students. However, based on the prevailing iconography of heroism, physical 
prowess, combats and heterosexual bonding - and the few examples that display non­
heterosexual masculinity negatively - it can be argued that performances of 
masculinity in the analysed choreographies for all-male and mixed-sex groups are 
constructed through the prevalent discourses of masculinism and heteronormativity. 
As such, they provide limited positions of gender and sexuality for male dance 
students and for the spectator to identify with. In addition, it can be argued that gender 
is discursively invested through choreography into the bodies of dance students. The 
analysed dance examples show that bodies of male dance students become vehicles 
for discursive power of masculinism and heteronormativity to operate in dance 
institutions. Moreover, based on the reference about boys including combat games 
into their play activities after seeing spectacular fight scenes in a dance performance it 
can be maintained that choreographies can disseminate discursive views on gender 
and sexuality in society. Such dissemination takes place also when bodily writing of 
dancers is read and mediated further in society by media through reviews, press 
photographs and video-recorded or televised dancing.
Notes for Chapter Six
Following Foucault (1997d), panopticism can be defined as any operation of power where 
constraint and interpersonal surveillance practices are applied in order to create situations of 
social uncertainty that nurture self-discipline in the subject. The concept owes its name to 
Jeremy Bentham’s architectural composition o f a 19* century penitentiary. In Panopticon, 
prisoners are kept in cells around a central observation tower. The architectural structure creates 
a condition where the prisoners are aware that their actions can be registered at all times (for 
more details, see Foucault 1995). According to Foucault, panopticon forms “an apparatus of 
total and circulating mistrust” (1980c, p. 158).
See Charpentier 2001 for a detailed analysis of the public debate on the possibility of same-sex 
marriages in Finland. Charpentier maintains that heterosexual gender system is constructed as a 
‘sacred order’ m this debate. Further, heteronormativity is produced and maintained as a 
religion. In English, see Charpentier’s article in Queen: a journal o f  rhetoric and power, vol 
1.1. Sex & Power: Subjection & Subjectivation available in http://www.ars-
rhetorica.net/Queen/Volume l.../charpentier.htm(15.2.2003).
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Chapter Seven 
Negotiating identities
7.1. Introduction
Chapters Three, Four and Five illuminate boys’ dance education in Finland and 
discourses that underpin such practice. Chapter Six scrutinises masculinities in 
choreographies male students display on stage. In the analysis performed, 
heteronormative masculinism appears as the organising discourse, which provides 
gendered positions for the students to inhabit. The chosen focus gives space to voices 
of authority as it locates statements of dance teachers, writers, critics and scholars in 
the centre of analysis. This leaves voices of boys in dance unnoticed. To balance bias, 
and to examine how young males position themselves in relation to what has been 
already recognised. Chapter Seven shifts the focus to male students’ accounts of 
themselves and dance.
The male dance student can be understood from poststructuralist and social 
constructionist perspectives as a subject who is a reader of discursive texts that are 
culturally available to him in the social reality that he lives in (Barthes 1997; Foucault 
1984d; Worton & Still 1990). His sense of self and his possibilities to act 
meaningfully (to himself and to others) emerge inside the dance educational context 
as well as elsewhere in society where he interacts. Thus, his identity can be seen as a 
dynamic fabrication of fragmented narratives about the self in relation to dance, 
gender, sexuality, others and so on (Burr 1995; Cox & Lyddon 1997; Davies 2002; 
Davies and Harré 2001; Foucault 1997a; Hall 1999; Harré 1985; Sampson 1989; 
Sarbin 1986; Shotter 1997; Gergen 1999).
Following the arguments raised in queer theory, the male dance student’s gendered 
identity can be said to emerge as
a personal/cultural history of received meanings subject to a set of imitative 
practices which refer laterally to other imitations and which, jointly construct 
the illusion of a primary and interior gendered self or parody the mechanism 
of that construction.
Butler 1990, p. 138.
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It can be maintained that people have no gender identity prior the imitative acts that 
form such identity. Rather, all attempts to position oneself as a gendered and 
sexualised person emerge from the “metaphysics of gender substances” (Butler 1990, 
p. 21) that locate
the notion of gender under that of identity ... [which then leads] to the 
conclusion that a person is a gender and is one in virtue of his or her sex, 
psychic sense of self, and various expressions of that psychic self, the most 
salient being that of sexual desire.
Butler 1990, pp. 21-22.
Hence, the male dance student’s gendered ‘expressions’ that, from a traditional 
humanist perspective, could be perceived as products of identity, are understood in 
this thesis through queer theory as being “performatively constituted” (Butler 1990, p. 
25).
In this chapter, self-narratives of Finnish boys in theatrical dance are analysed to show 
how young males negotiate and perform gendered identities within a cultural practice 
that is perceived in Finland commonly as a feminine realm. The notion of 
‘positioning’ is central to such analysis. From a social constructionist point of view it 
has been suggested that people apply categories produced through discursive practices 
to position themselves in relation to others in their self-narratives (Burr 1995, Davies 
& Harré 2001, Davies 2002). Social positioning can be ‘interactive’ in the sense that 
“what one person says positions another” (Davies & Harré 2001, p. 264) but it can 
also be ‘reflexive’. That is, “one positions oneself’ (ibid).
The chapter begins by introducing in Section 7.2. extracts from three focus group 
interviews to investigate how some boys in dance construct themselves as male dance 
students in relation to their social background, family and peers. In Section 7.3. a 
male post-graduate dance student’s self-narrative is examined to illustrate some of the 
problems that arise when a male student’s social background clashes with his dance 
interest. This leads to a discussion, in Section 7.4., on dance educational practices that 
enable or limit young males’ (and also females’) embodiment and performance of 
identities. As pointed out in Section 7.5., male dance students’ performances of the 
gendered ‘self are controlled also through the oppressive act of bullying in peer-
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groups outside the dance context where dance is commonly seen as a feminine 
practice and the stereotype of the male dancer is constructed as gay. Such control 
exemplifies quite clearly that femininity, homosexuality and dance are also oppressed 
categories in Finnish society.
7.2. The Dancing Self and Significant Other(s)
In Finland, theatrical dance, particularly ballet, is still very much perceived as a hobby 
for females although one might think that the appearances of male dance artists in the 
media would undermine this unfounded conception. Moreover, in a Finnish cultural 
climate boys and men are forced to negotiate their male identity in relation to the 
culturally dominant heteronormative discourse of masculinism. Therefore, it is hardly 
surprising that the position of the male dance student is far fi*om neutral.
Some parents, fathers especially, are not always comfortable with the idea that their 
son studies dance. Yet, there are parents, often mothers but also fathers, who 
encourage their sons to take up dance. For example, during one of the focus group 
interviews, a sixteen year-old boy told a story about his mother who, while pregnant 
with her son and watching a ballet contest on television, decided to introduce her 
child to ballet regardless of the child’s sex. The boy had enrolled in a local ballet 
school at the age of four and was at the time of the interview seriously planning a 
career as a professional ballet dancer. A heart-breaking example is a father who was 
determined to let his nine year-old son participate in dance education despite the 
oppression the son had experienced due to his dance interest in the religious 
fimdamentalist neighbourhood in the west coast of Finland where they lived. The 
same father told also a story about his own mother who had spat on his face when he 
as a young boy had asked if he could take up ballet. It could be asked, whether the 
man was living his danceless childhood in his early forties through his own son.
As long as socially acceptable or credible ways of performing maleness are 
constructed merely through the socially dominant masculinist discourse, boys who 
wish to take up dance in Finland are bound to face reactions in people around them. 
As the text extracts that follow show, such reactions have an impact on how male 
dance students negotiate their identity in relation to dance.
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In the first extract, a post-graduate male dance student recalls how he got initially 
involved with dance:
Risto: Joo ma oon Pohjanmaalta Kaustiselta siella ja  siella oon alottanu jossakin
ala-asteikaisena aiti vetany tanhukerhoo ja tanhukerhosta sitte pikkuhiljaa 
lahti siita menemââ simmotti hyvin simmonen, miks ne sita sanoo, tiivis 
porukka siina, kaveriporukka siina ja  kannusti jatkamaan sitte siella, ettâ 
siitâ on nyt sitte kuustoista vuotta ku siella on alotettu ettâ kansantanssi on 
pysyny mukana koko ajan...
Risto: Well, I  am from East Bothnia, from Kaustinen and it is there that I  started
[dancing] in the primary school age. My mother led a fo lk  dance club and 
that is how it gradually went on. A very, how would you say, tight group 
there, a group o f  mates and that encouraged me to continue there. It is 
now for sixteen years ago when we started there and fo lk dance has 
followed with me all the time...
Risto comes from a small town in the North-West of Finland that is known from its 
cultural activities, particularly its famous folk music festival. Before taking up dance 
at a higher level, Risto danced in the local folk-dance circle where his mother, his 
sister and many of his friends from school also participated. Positioned in a group that 
perceives dance positively, it was easy for Risto to take up dance at a higher level 
without compromising his former identity.
In contrast, it was significantly more difficult for Risto’s class mates Pekka and Lauri 
to take up dance studies due to their social background. Their self-narratives 
intermingled in the focus group interview as follows:
Pekka: Pitaisko mun tâydentâa ettâ mâ olin seittemân vuotta diskoissa kun en
tajunnut mennâ muualle. Pââstâân nyt kysymykseen siihen ettâ ettâ 
mennâânko tanssitunnille vai ei. Yleensâ on ollu yks isompia kynnyksiâ 
viistoista vuotta tai enemmânki.
Pekka: I  should possibly add that I  spent seven years in discos because I  did not
have sense to go elsewhere [to dance]. We are now getting to the question 
whether one should take dance classes or not, which has been one o f the 
biggest thresholds [for me] for fifteen years or even longer.
Lauri: Niin kyl mâkin mâkin jorasin diskoissa aina kun pysty vaikka kaikki katto
ettâ ei. Siis Hangossa varsinkin ni sekin oli kauhea synti ettâ tanssi 
diskossa, mutta kyllâ piti vaan tanssii ku oli nii kauhee vimma.
Lauri: Yeah, I  too danced in discos as often as I  could even i f  everybody was
staring at me like no. Well, particularly in Hanko, it was such a great sin 
to dance in a disco but, sure enough, I  had to dance because I  had this 
incredible frenzy.
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Pekka: Oli ihan sama.
Pekka: It was the same for me.
Lauri: Et kylhân siel nyt jonkun koulutuksen on, siis jonkun pienen, siis perusta
on jossakin siella kuitenkin.
Lauri: So surely one has gained some sort o f  an education, a small one that is,
the foundation is somewhere there at least.
Pekka: Just ihan sama etta kaverit tanssi muuta ku aina diskoon ja  ei niiku enâa
loppujen lopuks ... eihan siella enâa sit mitâân muuta tehty ku ehkâ yks 
kalja puokkiin ... kynnys iso kyllâ lâhteâ johonkin.
Pekka: Exactly the same for me, that buddies danced, nothing but always into the
disco and eventually ... we did not do there anything else, perhaps we 
shared a beer ... but the threshold to go somewhere was big.
Interv: Mikâ se kynnys oli? Mist se johtui?
Interv: What was that threshold? Why was it?
Pekka: Ei oo minkâân nâkôstâ, mikâ se nyt sit ois, joku sosiaalinen tuki tai (.) ei
00 minkâân nâkôs, Ristolla on ollu jonkunlainen kaveripiiri niin ei ei 
minkâân nâkôstâ kontaktia mihinkâân (.) siis se on ollu joku joku ihan oma 
piiri ihan oma maailmansa tanssilla. Ei (.) ja  semmonen ku oma kulttuuri, 
niil on tausta, ko ... pienyrittâjâtausta ei minkâân nâkôsiâ kulttuureja 
semmoseen kulttuuritoimitaan. Et se on kyllâ hyvin pitkâlle ollu (.) 
tommosta teknistâ auto autopuolta hyvin hyvin raskasta ... (naurahtaa) 
Pekka: There was no, what would that be, social support o f  any kind or none o f
that, well Risto has had some kind o f  a circle o f  mates, but [for me] there 
was no contact what so ever to any, well dance has had its own circles its 
own world. No, and a kind o f own culture, they have the background, 
cause [forme] from a small-entrepreneur background there are no links to 
cultural activities. To a large extent, it [my background] has encompassed 
the technical car sector, very very heavy (laughs)
Others: (laugh)
Pekka comes from Helsinki where there are plenty of dance and other arts activities 
easily accessable at all times. However, as his family members are not interested in 
culture, he lacks that significant other who would introduce arts to him. He goes to 
clubs to dance but organised dance classes have to wait until he gets interested in 
Afiican dances at the age of twenty three when he is already a student in a university. 
Pekka’s growing interest in dance makes him leave the university and pursue dance 
studies first in a folk college and subsequently at a higher level.
Like Pekka, Lauri makes a point about wild dancing in a local disco in a small costal 
town in South Finland where he comes from. His self-narrative contains an interesting 
tension between his dance interest and the stringent demands of uniformity that 
prevails in his peer-group. Moreover, there is a local dance school in his hometown 
where he could study dance. However, considering the conservative small town
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atmosphere and the gendered name of the school, Soulasmaan tanssitytot [The Dance 
Girls o f  Soulasmaa], the local dance school is not a realistic choice for Lauri. In his 
words:
Lauri: ...ma luulen etta mul oli ihan tarpeeks vaikeeta etta jos ma olisin, siis mun
veli jossain vaiheessa sano sit ku ma alotin tanssimaan ... ni kyl sut ois 
varmaan tapettu hengilta etta jos sa oisit tans- jos sa oisit kaiken lisaks 
tanssinu Q tai siis nain, mutta, nii mun veli sanoi nain etta sitte ma mietin 
etta 0  niin no voi olla ihan mahollista (naurahtaa).
Lauri: ...I think I  had it difficult enough so that had /, that is, my brother said at
some point after I  had taken up dance ... that they would have killed you 
had you danc- had you above everything else also danced, or like this, but 
that is what my brother said. Yeah, well, that is quite possible, I  thought 
(laughs).
Through the ‘voice’ of his brother, Lauri positions himself in a tense relationship vrith 
the peer-group in his home town. In this narrative, his dance interest is constructed as 
a marker that marks him negatively to the peers in his home town and makes him a 
potential victim of bullying. Considering the extreme violence in the narrative that is 
used to describe Lauri’s fantasised life as a dance student in his home town, it makes 
sense that in real life Lauri never takes up dance in his home town. Instead, he moves 
to study catering in a bigger town, where detached from the social constraints of his 
home town, he takes up modem dance and then applies to study dance at a higher 
level.
In their everyday life, male dance students often have to deal with prejudiced views 
on dance and the male dancer. It makes perfect sense that some of them, like Lauri 
and Pekka in the next extract, position themselves differently in relation to ‘close 
friends’ than they do in relation to ‘acquaintances’ :
Interv: Miten teidan kaverit suhtautuu tanssimiseen?
Interv: How do your mates react to your dancing?
Lauri: Riippuu vahan kaveripiirista
Lauri: It depends a bit on the circle o f  mates.
Pekka: No mulla ainakin kyllâ nin kyllâ
Pekka: Well, at least for me, yes well yes
Lauri: Tâytyy, siis ettâ, lâhimmât ystâvât tietenkin nin tottakai Q arvostaa ja  on
kiinnostunu ja uteliaita ja  tulee katsomaan esityksiâ. Sit jos niinku
mennâân yks aste niinku et semmoset tutut ja  kaverit ni () kyllâ ne vâlillâ
vâhân ihmettelee, just ettâ mitâ, ettâ missâ kuvioissa tââllâ niinku mennâân 
jaheilutaan.
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Lauri: One must, that is, the closest friends surely o f course they appreciate and
are interested in and curious and come to see performances. Then i f  we 
take a grade, kind o f acquaintances and mates, sure enough they 
sometimes wonder what an earth we are doing over here.
Pekka: ...Kyl ma ainakin huoman sen et, tai et omii aatoksii sellaisa ... mietin
kyllâ vâlillâ ettâ mitenkôhân noi tohon suhtautuu ... vâlillâ on semmonen 
olo ettâ mâ en haluiskaan ettâ kaikki ne tulis kattoo mun tyôtâ. Joku 
semmonen epâvarmuus kuitenkin siitâ on olemassa ... vaikuttais, ettâ ne ei 
ymmârrâ tai tai se muutos voi olla aika iso koska itte on muuttunu ihan 
âlyttomâsti 0  ja  niinku se sitte mitâ yleiso sitten nâkee () Jos puhutaan 
kavereista ei ehkâ ystâvistâ, ystâvât tietââ miten on muuttunu.
Pekka: ... Ât least I  have noticed that, or that I ’ve been thinking that what is their
attitude to this... sometimes I  feel that I  don’t really want them to come to 
see my work. There is some kind o f  insecurity ... it would seem that they 
don’t understand or that the change is rather big because I  myself have 
changed incredibly, and then again what the audience sees. I f  we talk 
about my mates and not necessarily my friends because friends know how 
one has changed.
Lauri: Nii-i siinâ on vissi ero.
Lauri: Ye-ah, there is a remarkable difference there.
In the extract, ‘close friends’ are described as people who appreciate one’s personal 
choice to study dance. They acknowledge that such study necessarily entails changes 
in the person and show genuine interest towards their friend’s artistic development. In 
contrast, people who show no understanding towards one’s dance interest or who 
respond with scepticism are regarded as less intimate friends. The clear distinction 
that is made between ‘friends’ and ‘acquaintances’ suggests that close relationships 
with those who support the dance interest matter to these young males. Moreover, this 
distinction can be seen as a means to protect oneself by positioning people that are 
unsympathetic towards one’s dance interest away from the self. On the other hand, 
people who are sympathetic towards dance are positioned close to the self in order to 
gain support by perceiving oneself as socially accepted.
From this perspective, it can be maintained that the support of one’s parents or other 
close relatives mean a lot to boys in dance. In Risto’s self-narrative both his mother 
and his father are supportive towards his dance interest by encouraging him to do 
“mitâ haluat, mutta ... koita ensin ennen kun jâtât kesken” [whatyou want, b u t ... try 
it out first before you quit]. In Lauri’s self-narrative, his father does not encourage 
him to take up dance but he does not object to the idea either. Lauri elaborates this as 
follows:
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Lauri: Ei isa kyllâ oo () sille on ihan yks Q siis nyt kun mâ opiskelen tââllâ ni isâ
on nyt kauheen iloinen ja  tyytyvâinen, ettâ mâ olen lôytâny niinkun oman 
alani, ettâ tââ nyt, ettâ mâ viihdyn jossain ja  oon ollu jo kaks vuotta enkâ 
00 lâhteny lâtkiin
Lauri: Well my father has not, he doesn Y give a, well now that I  am studying
here, my father is incredibly happy and pleased that I  have found a sort o f  
my own field, that this is something where I  get along well and I  have 
stayed with this already for two years without taking a hike.
P & R :  mmm (smile contentedly)
Lauri: Ei nyt nuorempana nyt mitenkâân isan suusta kyllâ tullu ettâ tanssimaan
... mutta ei oo niinku vastustanukaan ku enemmânki tukenu varsinki nyt 
sitte ku mâ olen ruvennu niinku treenaamaan.
Lauri: When I  was younger, it did not come out o f my father’s mouth that lets go
and dance ... he has been supportive rather than resisting [my choice to 
take up dance] particularly after I  have started to train.
As the first line of the extract shows, Lauri is about to say that his father does not care 
for his dance interest. He then produces an entirely opposite narrative where his father 
is constructed as a caring and supportive person. A close reading of the extract shows 
that in the second narrative it is not Lauri’s dance interest that his father is so 
overwhelmed with. Rather, he is pleased to see that his son has found a meaning to his 
life and that he has settled down and shows commitment in his chosen field even if 
that field is dance.
It is a commonly held view that fathers often reject the idea that their sons would take 
up dance as a hobby or as a career interest (Jââskelâinen 1993, Viitala 1998). Some 
institutions of dance education, such as the Vantaa Dance Institute, have worked 
actively to counteract parents’ prejudiced views by getting parents, fathers 
particularly, involved in dance activities. This has included classes that are open for 
observation, meetings with parents, dance camp for the entire family, recruiting 
parents to do voluntary work for the dance institution and performances where even 
some parents appear on stage (Mântylâ, personal information 28.4.2001).
The rise of individualism as a discourse in the 1990’s and during the first years of the 
new millenium has made it socially more acceptable than ever before during the 20* 
century for young males to take up dance in Finland. The presently prevalent 
discourse of individualism can be linked to a major shift: in the Finnish cultural 
climate from discourses of uniformity towards discourses in consumer culture that 
highlight individual choice. Such shifts can be recognised in the diversity that is now
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available, not just in purchasable goods but also in lifestyles, family forms, sexuality, 
fashion, hobbies and so on. In the earlier uniform culture it was customary that boys 
recite masculinist discourse by taking up ice-hockey, soccer or some other team sport. 
Boys who failed to do so were regarded as an exception to the norm and they were 
marked negatively as a ‘sissy’, an effeminate or otherwise ‘deviant’ male. The present 
situation is very different. Yet, there are still young males in dance who have to put up 
with the resistance of their parents, particularly with some of the fathers, who have 
failed to catch up with the ‘Zeitgeist’ of the new millenium.
In the following extract from one of the focus group interviews, Jaakko, a fourteen 
year old boy who took up ballet at the age of seven in a local dance school in South 
Finland, speaks about the reactions o f his parents as he decided to take up dance:
Jaakko:
Jaakko:
Int:
Int:
Jaakko:
Jaakko:
Int:
Int:
Jaakko:
Jaakko:
Int:
Int:
Jaakko:
Jaakko:
Int:
Int:
Jaakko:
Jaakko:
Int:
Int:
No meijân aiti aina kannusti mua mun isosisko on suorastaan tyrkyttâny 
mua tunneille ja  (.) meijân isâ nyt oli vâhân epârôivâ se nyt ei oikeen 
tienny miten se suhtautuis asiaan (.) on se siitâ rauhottunu.
Well, our mom always encouraged my sister and I, she practically plied us 
with dance classes and (.) well, our father was a bit hesitant. He did not 
know how to deal with it really. He has calmed down since then.
Miten sen epârôinti ilmeni?
How did his hesitance show?
No vâhân sellaisena, niinku et et niinku et, minkâ takii sâ nyt et et sâ 
mielummin vaikka mennâ jalkapalloharkkoihin.
Well a bit, kind o f  like, how come you don % wouldn’t you rather go to 
play soccer.
Sun isâ ois haluimu jalkapalloa.
Your father would have wanted soccer.
Se ois kaitjotain jalkapalloa tai jââkiekkoa halunnu mun harrastavan, mut 
mâ en ikinâ ollu sellane joukkueihminen vâhân enemmânkin 
yksilôsuoritus.
I  guess he would have wanted to see me play soccer or ice hockey, but I  
have never been a team player, rather, [I] prefer individual performance. 
No miten sun isâ nykyâân suhtautuu sitte?
So how does your father currently react?
No nykyâân mâ en nââ sitâ ko vin usein se vaan porhaltaa kotiin joskus 
yôllâ ku se tulee tôistâ.
Well, currently I  don Y see him very often. He just strolls in late at night 
when he gets o ff from work.
Nii.
Yes.
Siihe tôrmââ sillee aamuseittemâstâ kaheksaan.
One gets to see him from seven to eight in the morning,
Siinâ ei sit niin paljo ehdi 
/  suppose that doesn Y give you much time to
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Jaakko: Ei oikeen.
Jaakko: No, not really.
In the extract, Jaakko is positioned between the conflicting views of his parents. 
Jaakko’s mother is described as an eager supporter of his dance interest. His father is 
constructed as an opponent who wants Jaakko to stay away from dance and to take up 
ice-hockey or soccer instead. The father is also described as a distant person against 
whose wish Jaakko acts as he chooses a hobby that does not align with the traditional 
and culturally dominant masculinist discourse. In Jaakko’s self-narrative, the father is 
a person that he meets only randomly at the breakfast table. The communication 
between the two is rather limited and Jaakko’s dance interest is not on the list of 
discussed topics.
It can be asked whether Jaakko’s father is one of those men who turn their back on 
their children once they fail to turn them, particularly their sons, into masculinist 
markers through which their own social position can be strengthened. That is, a son 
who performs the masculinist discourse can give a positive lift to his father in fields 
where masculinism is regarded as valid social currency. By choosing dance rather 
than ice-hockey, Jaakko fails to perform masculinism. Therefore, from a masculinist 
perspective, he can be seen as valueless or negative currency to his father.
Considering that boys in dance want to be socially accepted by people close to them, 
it is evident that parental pride matters to them. The idea of seeing oneself negatively 
as a social strain on one’s father can be hard to face. Therefore, as the first two lines 
in the next extract show, a more positive image of the self as a pride of one’s father is 
constructed in the account. However, the first six words reveal that this construction is 
a fantasy:
Pekka: Mulla on kyllâ ... siis varmaan on (.) hehkuttaa omissa piireissâân mitâ mâ
teen, mutta kuitenkin kuitenkin on semmonen ettâ, noh ettâ kyllâhân kai 
sitâ rahaa ettâ missâs vaiheessa, niinku hyvin selkeesti niinku kiinteenâ 
siihen ettâ tyohon, tyohon ja ja  rahaa (.) ja  ihan sama sit tietenkin vielâ kun 
mennâân sukupolvi yks eteenpâin niinku ukki, kenen kanssa mâ olen 
peistâ vâântâny (.) ylipââtânsâ mitâ mâ alan tekemâân. Nin sieltâ viimeks 
(.) viimeks eilen tuli ja  sano ettâ (.) ootkos, saatkos sinâ siitâ rahaa (.) joka 
on taas niinkun sille sukupolvelle sodanjâlkeiselle, joka on rakentanu, nin 
on hyvinkin ollut târkee (.) târkee niinkun sel- selviytymisen kannalta
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suoraan. (.) Tietenkin se on tânakin pâivanâ, mutta (.) aikomukset 
kuitenkin vahan erit.
Pekka: I  am rather ... well, I ’m sure that [my father] boasts about what I  do in his
own circles, but there is that [concern] about the money, that in what 
phase, like very clearly it is fixed to that work, work and money. And it is 
precisely the same when we go back one more generation. Like my grand 
dad, with whom I ’ve been arguing more generally about what I  should 
start doing. It was only yesterday when he came to me and said that have 
you, do you make money out o f it, which is so important to that post-war 
generation that has rebuilt [the country]. So it [a solid income] has been 
more than important [for them] straight out to survive. O f course it is that 
even today, but anyhow now intentions are somewhat different.
The extract exemplifies also another interesting pointer: the common patriarchal 
discourse about the male as a breadwinner that is operating through the ‘voice’ of 
Pekka’s father. Considering that the first major post-war period of prosperity was 
experienced in Finland as late as in the 1980’s, it can be appreciated that the notion of 
economic survival is important particularly for elderly people who have confi-onted 
poverty and shortage in their lived history. Moreover, in Finland, the necessity to 
rebuild the country after the II World War made the commitment to serious work an 
important nationalist virtue. The large post-war generations created for themselves 
permanent jobs, which made a solid and steady income an unquestioned norm in 
Finnish society. However, for those young Finns who woke up to the post-depression 
new order of the 1990’s, unemployment, temporary short-term contracts and poverty 
were part of the everyday social reality. Educating oneself in a lucrative field no 
longer guarantees a well-paying job - not even a permanent job. Thus, ‘having a life’ 
and enjoying what one does rather than earning money in a ‘decent’ job seems to be 
the motto for those who were bom after the late I960’s.^  From this perspective, what 
members of the younger generation perceive as an exciting individual career choice or 
a lifestyle does not necessarily meet the criteria of what counts as ‘proper’ work for 
the older generations. Kalle’s account below serves as a good example of this:
Kalle: Oikeestaan (.) mmm (.) ehkâ niinku (.) sillee (.) ainoo semmonen tosi
negatiivinen tai siis semmonen varauksellinen asenne on ollu mun isoisâllâ 
niinkun alussa. Se on ollu niinku (.) tai se on diplomi-insinoori ja  tâmmônen 
niinku tosi pohjosesta alun perin kotosin ja  (.) tota sillee oli jo niin 
tyytyvâinen kun mâ opiskelin Teknillisellâ korkeakoululla diplomi- 
insinooriks ja kaikkee muuta ja  sit tota (.) sit ku se kuuli, et niinku et en mâ 
siel opiskele et mâ oon vaihtanu vâhân alaa et tanssiin ni sit se oli vâhân tai 
aika pitkâân sillee niinku (.) et ei se oikeen pystyny puhuu mun kaa enââ 
mistâân ja  sillee ja  tavallaan (.) lâhinnâ vaan, et kaunis ilma tânâân tââllâ j a
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niin pain pois. Ja tas on asiassa on mielenkiintosta se, et mun isoaiti eli hanen 
vaimo ni on ollu tota Oopperalla tanssijana (.) ja  niinku jo sillon ku se oli 
siella (.) tavallaan tanssimassa ni meijân isoisâl oli semmonen asenne vâhân 
niinku et ei se tanssi oikeesti mikâân ammatti oo. Ettâ niinku, voithan sâ 
siellâ nyt tanssija, mutta niinku oot sitten kanssa tuolla mun toimistossa 
tôissâ j a (.) tai siis vâhân tâmmônen meininki.
Kalle: Actually, mmm, perhaps ... the only one who has had a very negative or a 
kind o f reserved attitude is my grandfather, well at first. He has been or he is 
a diploma engineer and he is originally from way out north and, you know, 
he was so pleased that I  was already studying to become a diploma engineer 
in Helsinki University o f  Technology and all that. And when he heard that I  
have kind o f  changed the field  to dance, he was quite unable to speak with me 
fo r  some time or actually for quite a long time about anything and so on. 
Only like i t ’s a beautiful weather here today and so on And the interesting 
pointer here is that my grandmother, his wife, has been a dancer in the 
Opera. And already when she was dancing there, my grandfather had this 
attitude that dance is not actually any profession. Like, sure you can work 
there as a dancer but you had better work also in my office and, well this is 
how it kind o f went.
While Kalle’s relationship with his grandfather is otherwise very different from that 
of Jaakko and his father (see above), the growing distance that is constructed between 
the boy who takes up dance and his close male relative, father or grandfather, is 
stunningly similar in the two narratives. In Jaakko’s narrative, his father is away for 
most of the time and the communication between the two is limited to arbitrary 
encounters. In Kalle’s narrative, his grandfather is constructed as a person who is 
unable to communicate with his grandson after finding out that his grandson has left a 
study programme in a prestigious technological institution to embark on a career in 
dance. In addition, in both examples dance is constructed from the perspective of the 
significant male other as a female practice. In Jaakko’s narrative, his father wants him 
to take up a traditional masculine team sport and in Kalle’s narrative dance is for his 
grandfather something that his wife used to do in the Opera. Hence, the two boys 
position themselves through the perspective of their significant male other into a 
female realm. The guilt for letting down one’s grand/father can be sensed from the 
two narratives.
Kalle elaborates further the relationship with his grandfather as follows:
Kalle: Mut sekin on jânnââ, et sekin on nyt mitâ se on seitkyt (.) viis ainakin 
lâhemmân kaheksankymmentâ ni sillâkin on niiku tavallaan asenne muuttunu 
sillee vâhân, et (.) se taas on hassuu, et siihen suuntaan, et se niinku on
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alottanu niinku kyseleen sillee, et mimmosii meijân koulupâivât on ja  niinku 
tota (.) ettâ rankkaa ja  fyysistâ ja  sillee pitkiâ pâiviâ ja  viikonloputkin menee 
tôitâ tehdessâ, et niinku tollee tavallaan tollasen tyônteon kautta ja  se et se on 
tavallaan oikea ammatti, jossa pitââ opiskella ja  tehdâ tôitâ ni sit sen jâlkeen 
se voidaan hyvâksyâ.
Kalle: But it is also exciting that although he is what seventyflve or at least closer to 
eighty that his attitude has kind o f  changed a bit. It is funny that he has 
moved to a direction and started asking about our days at school and you 
know, that it is hard and physical and that it takes long days and even 
weekends to work. So that in a way through the idea that it is work, it is in a 
way a real profession, something that you have to study and work and after 
that it can be accepted.
In the extract, Kalle and his grandfather have been able to rebond after the initial 
estrangement that took place between the two. The use of the discourse on ‘hard 
work’ makes it possible for the grandfather to distance dance from its feminine 
connotations and to perceive it from a masculinist position as physically demanding. 
Hence, the discourse on ‘hard work’ makes dance appear as a socially accepted and 
legitimate career for a man. This discourse appears frequently in narratives of boys in 
dance as they describe what dancing is like.^
Boys in dance are often forced to cope with difference between their interest in dance 
and what others think is socially acceptable because dance, as seen through the 
culturally prevalent lense of masculinism, is commonly preceived as a feminine 
activity that does not provide a ‘proper’ occupation for a man. The responses of the 
significant others -  family members and peers -  bear importance to boys in dance. 
Young males who dance hope that their commitment to dance is respected, Moreover, 
they wish to get support for their artistic development from people who are close to 
them. They also hope to make their parents proud. Estrangement between the boy 
who dances and his significant other(s) can take place if the two are unable to apply a 
discourse that makes dance appear positively for both parties. Rebonding between the 
two is possible through such discourse. Moreover, as discussed in the next section, a 
conflicting position can cause significant tension for a young male in dance, 
particularly if his social background and his dance interest clash.
7.3. Dance and the Conflicting Selves
As Bronwyn Davies points out from a poststructuralist point of view.
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contrary to much of our experience, a consistent thread running through our 
discursive practices is the idea of each person as unitary, coherent, non­
contradictory and as fixed in certain ways.
2002, p. 281.
In relation to this, a thought-provoking self-narrative is interwoven in Tuomo 
Luhtanen’s (1998) MA dissertation, which elucidates how dance studies in Theatre 
Academy influenced the author’s male identity. In the dissertation, Luhtanen refers to 
his rural background, ‘traditional’ upbringing, military service and a job in a factory 
to construct his identity prior to his dance studies. In the following extract he locates 
his new position as a dance student in higher education against the backdrop of his 
former identity:
Aikaisemmissa koulutus- ja  tyopaikoissani olin tottunut siihen, etta kaskyt 
jakeli mies ja  tyoilmapiiri oli miesvoittoista. Ruokatunnin jutut lentelivat 
alapaan huumorista auton kunnostukseen. Teatterikorkeakouluun saavuttuani 
tallaiset juttutuokiot luokkatovereiden kesken luonnollisesti puuttuivat. En 
vâitâ niitâ kaivanneenikaan, yritân vain sanoa, etta muutos oli melkoinen.
Luhtanen 1998, p. 17.
In my previous studies and jobs where the work atmosphere had been male- 
dominant, I  was used to taking orders from a man. Lunch breaks were filled  
with dirty jokes and chat about car maintenance. When I  came to Theatre 
Academy, these moments o f  chat between classmates were naturally missing. I  
don Y say I  miss that. I ’m only trying to say that it was a rather big change.
The references to male supervision in the author’s school and work history, sexist 
humour and ‘car-talk’ locate the author’s former identity within a working class 
masculinist context. The realm where his dance studies take place is constructed as 
radically different from this context. Thus, there is a major gap between the author’s 
social background and his new position as a student within an urban academic and 
artistic dance context, which is generally considered as a feminine realm. The 
following extract where Luhtanen writes about dance from the perspective of his 
former identity exemplifies such gap:
Jos noihin aikoihin joku olisi tullut vaittamaan, ettâ tanssikin on tyôtâ, en olisi 
uskonut. Olin maaseudulta tullut poika, joka oli haaveillut pienestâ pitâen 
nâyttelijân ammatista. Tanssi oli tullut kuvioihin mukaan vasta pari vuotta 
ennen teatterikoulun alkua. Tiesin tanssista hyvin vâhân, eivâtkâ suomalaiset 
nykytanssin nimet olleet minulle tuttuja. Tanssijoiden parissa olin tâysin
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oudossa maailmassa.
Luhtanen 1998, p. 15.
I f  in those days someone had claimed that dance too is work, I  would not have 
believed it. I  was a boy from the countryside whose dream since childhood had 
been to become an actor. Dance had entered the picture only a few  years 
before the theatre school started. I  knew very little about dance and the names 
in Finnish contemporary dance were unfamiliar to me. Among dancers I  was 
in an entirely strange world.
From the rural working class perspective dance, unlike theatre, is located outside the 
occupational realm in the extract. In addition, from this outside perspective the author 
sees himself located in the alien realm of dance. As the next extract shows, the 
author’s social position and the discourses through which dance is perceived in that 
position make it difficult for the author to negotiate his identity as a dance student:
Oli aika ikava huomata, ettei ennen koulun alkamista kukaan ystavistani ollut 
kiinnostunut tanssiharrastuksestani. Tanssiminen ei ollut miesten tyota. 
Teatterikorkeakoulun alkaessa ihmisten kiinnostus kuitenkin lisaantyi 
huomattavasti. Olin paassyt paikkaan, jonka nimen kuulemisella oli jo tietty 
vaikutus. Olin onnellinen.
Ibid.
It was rather sad to notice that before the school started none o f  my friends 
was interested about my dance hobby. Dancing was not men’s work. As [the 
programme in] Theatre Academy started, people’s interest increased 
remarkably. I  had been accepted in a place that made a certain impression 
just with its name. I  was happy.
In the extract, dance constitutes a tense relationship between the author and his close 
peers who have very little or no knowledge to maintain an informed discussion on 
theatrical dance. From a masculinist perspective they perceive dance as an improper 
occupation for males. For these reasons talking about dance has little or no value as a 
legitimate form of social capital to them, which shows in their lack of interest.
However, it is remarkable that in Luhtanen’s narrative his connection to a formal 
institution in higher arts education brings him social credibility in the eyes of his 
peers. It can be argued that the name of the Theatre Academy carries a certain 
masculinist marker that was attached during Jouko Turkka’s period as a principal of 
the school in the 1980’s. Turkka is a well-known Finnish theatre director whose 
shaven head, intense focus, high physicality, loud voice and straightforward attitude
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can be easily interpreted as ragingly masculine, even aggressive. Following Bourdieu 
(1985), it can be argued that the discourse of masculinism that links to the name of the 
Theatre Academy through Turkka operates as a form of social capital that has validity 
within a masculinist culture. Hence, the Theatre Academy, as an established 
institution that is marked masculine, helps the author to re-position himself as a dance 
student favourably in relation to his peers and to gain social credibility within his 
peer-group.
Yet, as the following extract shows, the tension between a masculinist discourse and 
Luhtanen’s dance interest remains unsolved in the self-narrative:
Jouduin muuttamaan kasityksiani itsestani ihmisena. Aikaisemmin oli ollut 
helppo olla mies, koska omaa miehisyytta ei tarvinnut koskaan epailla ... 
Epailykseni herasivat jo ensimmaisen kouluvuoden jâlkeen. Yritin pônkittââ 
omaa miehisyyttâni vâen vângâllâ. Pelkâsin, ettâ minua luultiin homoksi, jos 
en ollut tarpeeksi maskuliininen. Oman maskuliinisuuden korostaminen nâytti 
varmasti aika hôlmôltâ. Esiintyessâni olin hyvin vakava ja  ylidramaattinen. 
Esitin pââttâvâistâ ja  pelkâsin pehmeyttâ. Minulla ei kuitenkaan ollut muita 
keinoja kâytettâvissâni, koska kasvatukseni ja  oppini olivat sijoitettuna 
erilaiseen, minulle uuteen ympâristôôn. Se, ettâ joku saattoi luulla minua 
joksikin muuksi kuin mitâ olin, oli pelottavaa, vaikken oikeasti itsekâân 
tiennyt kuka olin. Tuossa vaiheessa itsetietoisuuteni oli vielâ hukassa. Koulu 
oli johdattanut mieleni hyvin sekasortoiseen tilaan.
Luhtanen 1998, p. 15.
I  had to change my conception about myself as a person. Earlier, it had 
always been easy to be a man because I  had never had to suspect my own 
maleness ... My doubts emerged already after the first year [in the Theatre 
Academy]. I  tired to prop up my maleness by force. I  was afraid that T was 
taken for being gay i f  I  was not masculine enough. Emphasising one’s 
masculinity must have looked pretty stupid, I  am sure. When I  performed, I  
was very serious and overly dramatic. I  acted determined and was afraid o f  
softness. Yet, I  had no other means at my disposal because my upbringing and 
what I  had learned were located [in the Theatre Academy] into an 
environment that was different and new to me. The idea that someone might 
take me for something that T was not was scary, although I  myself did not 
really know who I  was. In that point, my self-assertion was still missing. The 
school [the Theatre Academy] had led my mind into a very chaotic state.
The extract describes how the author’s earlier unquestioned conception of the self as a 
heterosexual man starts to disintegrate in the new position as he enters the dance 
programme in the Theatre Academy. A fantasised ‘other’ that judges the gendered 
performance of the author and makes authoritative statements about his sexuality is
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constructed in the self-narrative. Being labelled as gay marks the author negatively in 
relation to the fantasised other whose heteronormative position is never questioned. 
The label of homosexuality marks him negatively also in relation to the masculinist 
discourse. Hence, doubts about one’s social credibility as a marked man lead the 
author to perform masculinity in excess to counteract the socially negative mark of 
homosexuality. In Foucauldian terms it can be said that the discourse of 
heteronormativity operates on the author-subject through fantasised technologies of 
social surveillance and normative judgement. As the author-subject submits to the 
power of heteronormativity, his body turns into a ‘vehicle’ for the heteronormative 
masculinist discourse that the body embodies and performs (see Foucault 1995).
Luhtanen (1998) blames the institution where he studies dance for his ‘identity crisis’ 
as follows:
Koulussa olisin tarvinnut tuekseni enemman miesopettajia, koska heilta olisin 
saanut tarvittavan mallin tanssijamiehen olemukseen. Ainakin olisin pystynyt 
tekemaan vertailuja. Naisten hallitessa koko alaa, ei minulla ollut 
mahdollisuuksia samaistua heihin ... Harhailuni miehisyyden parissa johtui 
paljon siita, ettei naisopettajien opetus vienyt minua lahemmas miehisyytta, 
vaan pikemminkin siita poispain. Naiset opettavat tietysti vain naisen 
nakokulmasta .. . Mielestani kaiken vaikeus oli siinâ, ettâ koulutus oli 
naisvaltaista. Minulla ei ollut mitâân naisia vastaan, painvastoin. Harva mies 
saa viettââ pâivânsâ viehâttâvien nuorten naisten seurassa.
Luhtanen 1998, p. 17.
/  would have needed more male teachers for my support at school because 
from them I  would have received the necessary model o f the male dancer’s 
being. At least I  would have been able to make comparisons. Because women 
dominate the entire field, I  had little chance to identify with them [male dance 
teachers] ... Me stumbling with my maleness was very much caused by the fact 
that the teaching o f female teachers did not bring me closer to masculinity but, 
rather, away from it. Women, o f  course, teach only from the female point o f  
view ... I  think the difficulty with everything was that the education was 
dominated by women. I  had nothing against women, on the contrary. Few men 
get to spend their days with attractive young women.
In the extract, the self as a male dance student is positioned in relation to fantasised 
others, the absent male dance teachers, that the author constructs as desired role 
models for himself. These fantasised men are constructed as holders of certain 
knowledge about male dancing that the author lacks. Dominant women in the dance 
programme are constructed as obstacles between the author and his desire and they
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are blamed for hindering the author’s attempt to find the ‘Holy Grail’ of male 
dancing. They are constructed as sirens that lead the author away fi*om his masculine 
mission into bewilderment over his identity. Further, their knowledge on dance and 
teaching of dance is constructed as feminine knowledge. That is, their teaching 
emerges fi*om a single “female” perspective that does not help the author to become a 
‘man’ in dance.
A ‘disclaimer’, “a verbal device which is used to ward off potentially obnoxious 
attributions” (Potter and Wetherell 1987, p. 48), can be recognised from the second 
last sentence in the extract. In this particular context the author’s claim that he has 
‘nothing against women’ can be interpreted as an attempt to protect the author fi*om 
attributions of sexism. What follows the disclaimer is particularly striking. The last 
sentence of the extract can be read in two ways: on one hand, it can be interpreted as a 
compliment to female beauty; on the other hand, it can be taken as an act of bragging 
through which the author affirms his heterosexual orientation as he boasts with his 
exclusive position as a ‘cock in a hen-house’. In both of these readings women are 
positioned as objects for the heterosexual male gaze. Hence, a clear masculinist sexist 
discourse can be recognised operating in the extract. Women are constructed as unfit 
dance teachers for the author but they serve well as objects of consumption.
There is a curious bias in Luhtanen’s (1998) self-narrative. He blames female teachers 
in the institution where he studies for making him confused over his male identity. He 
also maintains that his social and cultural background provides him with the means to 
cope in the environment of dance that is new to him. He overlooks, however, the 
effect of the heteronormative masculinist discourse that operates through his social 
and cultural background. It can be argued that the confusion over his male identity 
emerges precisely because his means to cope are embedded in a heteronormative 
masculinist discourse. The overwhelming power of such discourse makes it difficult 
for him to reconcile his identity in relation to the two social groups: one where he 
identifies himself as a heterosexual working class country boy; the other where he 
positions himself a male dance student in a terrain that is dominated by women.
As Foucault (1995) claims, discursive practices shape the body. In dance education 
such practices do not only bring out a metamorphosis in the flesh, they also introduce
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new ways of moving and perceiving one’s corporeality. Luhtanen describes the 
changes in his body as follows:
Opetusmenetelmat pyrkivat hajottamaan jo oppimani asenteen. Teimme 
meditatiivisia matkoja itseemme ja pyrimme kuuntelemaan omaa sisaista 
âantamme. Se, etta opetus muutti kasityksiani elamasta, oli vâistamâtônta. 
Kehoa muokattaessa myos psyyke muuttui. Pystyin aistimaan ja 
hahmottamaan minua ymparoivan kolmiulotteisen tilan. Opin liikkumaan 
uudella tavalla j a koko kehotietoisuuteni laajeni huimaa vauhtia, Kehoni ja  
liikkeideni vapautuessa, vapauduin myos itse. Suhtautuminen koko elamaa 
kohtaan muutui [sic] laajakatseisemmaksi ja  suvaitsevaisemmaksi. Vanhat 
periaatteet saivat vaistya uusien tielta. Tyolaisen ulkomuoto muuttui 
sulavammaksi. Kammeneni pehmenivat ja  saivat siroja piirteita ja  elkeita. 
Yhden ryhdin miehesta tuli elavampi ja  vivahteikkaampi. Enâa ei edes ollut 
mahdollista olla se sama henkilo, joka oli tullut kouluun vuosi sitten. Eikâ 
siihen ollut edes halua.
1998, p. 16.
The teaching methods aimed to deconstruct the attitude I  had learned. We 
made meditative journeys into the self and tried to listen our inner voice. It 
was inevitable that the teaching changed my understanding about life. The 
psyche also transformed as the body was shaped. I  could sense and discern the 
three-dimensional space around me. I  learned to move in a new way and my 
entire body-awareness expanded rapidly. As my body and movements got free, 
I  myself got uninhibited. My attitude towards life in general turned wider and 
more tolerant. Old principles got to give space for new ideas. The workers 
appearance grew supple. My palms got soft and they embodied graceful 
features and gestures. The man o f  one posture who had become livelier had 
more shades. It was not even possible any longer to be the same person I  had 
been when I  entered the school a year earlier. There was no longing fo r  being 
the same person either.
In the extract, soft hands, gracious gestures, liveliness and subtlety that are 
constructed in contrast to the male worker’s posture result from one year of dance 
studies. The more liberal self is linked interestingly with the more relaxed way of 
‘being in the body’. As the next passage shows, the author is also tolerant towards 
himself in this new and less inhibited position:
Tâmân muutoksen tarkoituksena oli saada itse itseni tajuamaan oma tilanteeni. 
Paljon oli vielâ tapahduttava, jotta olisin ymmârtânyt itseâni. Havaitsin, ettei 
miehisyys ollut kiinni ulkoisista seikoista. Toisaalta koulussa oli helppo olla 
minkâlainen henkilo tahansa, koska ulkomaailmaan ei ollut kiinteââ yhteyttâ. 
Kaikki aika oli kouluaikaa.
Ibid.
The purpose o f this transformation was to make me understand my situation. A 
lot was still to be happened in order for me to understand myself. I  realised
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that maleness was not dependent on external matters. On the other hand, it 
was easy to be any kind o f  a person at school because there was no permanent 
connection to the outside world. All time was school time.
A definite boundary is constructed between society and the institution where the 
author studies dance. The dance programme is perceived as if it was detached from 
the rest of society. It is constructed as a place with its own liberal value system where 
more fluidity can be permitted to construct oneself as a man, For example, the self is 
freed from the compulsory need to display masculine markers on the body in the 
realm of dance. However, this freedom is limited inside the realm of dance only. 
Elsewhere, such freedom is not a self-evident privilege and, as the next extract shows, 
the author is driven to live a double-life:
Ensimmaisen vuoden aikana yritin viikonloppuisin pyrkia pois 
tanssimaailmasta. Pakenin entisten kavereideni luo toiseen kaupimkiin. Siella 
sain viettaa turvallista elamaa, koska he tiesivat kuka olin.
Ibid.
During the first year at weekends, I  tried to get outside the dance world. I  
escaped to another town to my former mates. There I  could have a safe life 
because they knew who I  was.
The tension between the two ‘worlds’ is evident in the extract. The author flees the 
world of dance to his ‘mates’ in his former life where the life is ‘safe’ because he can 
re-embody the familiar masculinist identity with no questions asked. This ‘outside 
world’ is constructed positively in relation to the world of dance that belongs to 
women and femininity. It is surprising that the author remains commited to dance 
despite the cumbersome double-life and the confusion that the ‘dance world’ has 
brought over his identity. He explains the sollution as follows:
Kaksoiselama alkoi kâydâ rankaksi ja lopulta annoin periksi. En enâa halunnut 
paeta, vaan halusin kohdata omat ongelmani. Aloin ymmârtââ omaa 
miehisyyttâni muiden asioiden kuin tanssin kautta. Tanssin ymmârtâminen oli 
jo niin suuri kakku, ettâ se aiheutti elâmâân suuria kriisejâ. Koulun 
ulkopuolinen elâmâ vaikutti suurelta osin tasapainottumiseeni. Parisuhteen 
myôtâ elâmâni oli vakaammalla pohjalla. Naisen rinnalla saatoin totuttaa omaa 
miehisyyttâni luontevalla tavalla.
Luhtanen 1998, pp. 16-17.
My double-life started to get too burdensome and eventually I  gave up. I  did 
not want to run away any longer. Instead, I  wanted to face my problems. I  
started to understand my maleness through other things than dance. It was a
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hig enough cake to understand dance that it created big crises into my life. I  
obtained my balance primarily through the life outside the school. A 
relationship provided a more solid ground to my life. Having a woman beside 
me, I  was able to carry out my maleness in a natural way.
Following Butler (1990) and Davies (2002), it can be argued that the author’s 
dilemma arises from a discursive illusion that makes him see himself as a single 
coherent entity in terms of his biological sex, self-concept and acts that are believed to 
‘express’ his ‘inner s e lf . Living in the two distinctive ‘worlds’, the author becomes 
aware of his two contrasting selves, or two identities, that cannot be successfully 
amalgamated. The belief that the ‘self has to be a non-contradictory whole makes it 
hart for him to embody multiple and diverse masculinities. Dance remains constructed 
as something negative that has turned the author’s life into a crisis by making 
available to him masculine discourses that are incoherent with his working class 
masculinism. The link to the ‘outside world’ and the familiar heteronormative 
masculinist culture are constructed as a balancing factor, something familiar that 
brings order into chaos.
As the author suggests, his relationship with a woman balances out his life. The 
relationship provides him with a ‘natural’ way to perform masculinity and sexuality in 
the sense that it lets him carry on in a coherent fashion with the familiar 
heteronormative masculinist discourse. The female companion marks the author’s 
sexuality for him and, more importantly, for others in society, for example at school 
as well as among family and friends, As a heterosexual marker, she wards off any 
doubts about the sexuality of the author as a male dance student. Despite his 
involvement with theatrical dance the author is no longer labelled as gay because in 
our culture a close male-female relationship is interpreted from a dominant 
heteronormative perspective unquestioningly as a heterosexual relationship.
This example shows that males with a strong heteronormative masculinist background 
can have difficulties in solving a conflict between a masculinist identity that is 
constructed through their background and the more flexible and open-ended 
possibility to live one’s maleness in a more liberal environment that a dance 
programme can provide. This is not to say that diversity and multiple embodiments of 
identity are given space in all dance educational practices across the field of theatrical
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daiice.^ Rather, as argued next, dance educational practices can enable or limit the 
embodiment and performance of multiple identities.
7.4. Dance Practices that Enable and Limit the Performance of Diverse 
Identities
Unlike Luhtanen (1998), not all male dance students claim that female dance teachers 
limit the ‘development’ of their identity. However, dance practices in different 
institutions of dance education can be perceived by the students as either enabling or 
limiting the embodiment and performance of multiple and diverse identity 
constructions. This argument gains support from the self-narratives of two male post­
graduate dance students that are examined in this section.
In his MA thesis on lived corporeality, Joona Halonen questions the biology-based 
categorisation of people into two groups, men and women, as he claims that
ruumiimme on samalla tavoin moninainen kuin mihin viittaamme 
puhuessamme moninaisesta identiteetista. Mielestani kenessakaan ei ole 
olemassa vain yhtâ sukupuolta. Feminiinisyys ja  maskuliinisuus on kaikissa 
ruumiissa lasna j a se on j okaisen omassa harkinnassa kayttaako niita vai ei.
2000, p. 17.
our bodies are multiple in a same way that we mean when we speak about 
multiple identities. I  think there is not only a single sex in people. Femininity 
and masculinity are present in all bodies. It is up to each and everyone to 
consider whether to use them or not.
In the extract, gender is defined as a possibility, something that is available for 
everyone as a resource - much like a wardrobe full of various garments that can be 
worn in different occasions according to one’s personal liking or choice. For Halonen, 
this open-ended indeterminacy is not constructed as a threat but a pleasurable 
opportunity to be playful through dance. In his words:
Nykytanssi on minulle maskuliinisuuden ja  feminiinisyyden palapeli. 
Tanssijan tyossa koen miellyttâvânâ sen, ettâ voin yhdistellâ eri puoliani. 
Maskuliinisina ominaisuuksina nâen mm. voiman kâytôn, hypyt ja  akrobatian. 
Haasteena olen kokenut feminiinisen pehmeyden ja  elastisuuden; tanssillisten 
ja  sitovien liikeyhdistelmien kohtaamisen. Pelkâstâân uusien liikelaatujen 
etsimisessa joudun kohtaamaan fyysisten vaikeuksine kautta myos henkisia 
solmuja. Psykofyysisenâ kokonaisuutena tunnen tanssin ja  liikkeen olevan
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hieno mahdollisuus toteuttaa ja tuoda esille ihmisyytta, sita oikeaa, rehellista 
ja  sarkyvaa olentoa. Minulle se ei ole mies tai nainen, vaan kumpaakin.
Halonen 2000, p. 17-18.
Contemporary dance is for me a jigsaw puzzle o f  masculinity and femininity. 
In my work as a dancer, it brings me pleasure that I  can combine different 
sides o f  me. I  see, for example, the use o f  strength, jumps and acrobatics as 
masculine characteristics. I  have experienced the encounter with feminine 
softness and elasticity as well as dance-like sustained movement combinations 
as a challenge. Just in the exploration o f  new movement qualities, through 
physical difficulties, I  need to face mental knots. As a psycho-physical entity, I  
find  dance and movement as great opportunities to carry out and bring forth  
humanity, the creature that is real, honest and fragile. For me, it is not a man 
or a woman but a bit o f  both.
The author constructs himself as a multifaceted being in the extract. Masculinity and 
femininity are seen as different facets that can be incorporated in different ways. In 
that sense, gender is constructed as a playful fluidity rather than something that is 
essentially fixed. Dance is perceived as a pleasurable site that makes possible the 
embodiment and performance of multiple gendered discourses. The value of such play 
is evident, it could be claimed, as it enables the deconstruction of fixed concepts, or 
what the author calls ‘mental knots’. It helps the author reach beyond the strict 
division of binaiy categories man/woman and see such division as “heteroseksistinen” 
(Halonen 2000, p. 17) [heterosexistj. Yet, even as a gender hybrid, the dancing 
subject, as described in Halonen (ibid), is unable to dissolve the binary opposition 
through which gender is perceived. It is merely left to mix and blend characteristics of 
masculinity and femininity that themselves are cultural constructions.
Like Halonen, also Carl Knif (2000) provides a self-narrative where dancing is 
constructed as an important means to embody and perform diverse identities. 
However, for him such embodiments and performances reach way beyond gender. 
Well before the school age, influenced by dance on television, Knif created 
homemade ballet performances that enabled him to live through his fantasies. In his 
MA dissertation on improvisation and its meaning to the search of his own dance, he 
describes this delightfully as follows:
Som bam hârmade jag all dans jag sag, mest var det ffâga om klassisk balett 
pâ TV. Jag sog I mig alia impulser visuella, musikaliska som fysiska. Mest 
trollbands jag av de otroligt vackra draktema och de virtuosa, hogst graciosa 
rorelsema, den varld alia balettens element bidrog till att formedla. Min dans
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fbddes UT de karaktarer jag antog. Pa egen hand skapade jag hemgjord balett. 
Tandborstmuggar blev till tâspetsskor och av diverse dukar och textiler 
skapade jag scènkostymer. Kostymen och rollfiguren inspirerade min dans, jag 
kimde vara man eller kvinna, bam eller vuxen, djur och ande. En at gangen 
eller samtidigt en blanding av alia. Ibland dansade jag inte alls, sjalva 
procednren att bli en annan tillfredsstâllde mig, jag gav uttiyck for en sida av 
min personlighet och spelade med den. Processen att bli en annan trollband 
mig belt. I timmar kunde jag planera och forbereda min utstyrsel, jag gave inte 
upp innan jag fhnnit exakt det râtta sattet att anvanda t.ex. ett lakan pa, for att 
skapa den illnsionen jag stravade efter. Den stund jag betraktade mig i 
spegeln, fbrstod jag att det inte var jag, utan en del av mig som svallt upp och 
blivit jattelik, det var inte bara mitt utseende som var forandrat, aven mitt satt 
att iaktta och uppleva. Jag var inte râdd, tvartom trygg jag visste ju  exakt vad 
jag skulle gora. Jag befann mig I en form av extas dar karaktaren hanforde mig 
totalt. Dansen gjorde mig lycklig, inte bara rorelsen utan aven musiken, 
sângen hela min gestalt.
Knif 2000, pp. 18-19.
As a child, I  copied all the dance that I  saw, mainly classical ballet on 
television. I  sucked into myself all impulses: visual, musical and physical. I  
was most mesmerised by the incredibly beautiful costumes and the virtuoso 
utmost graceful movements, the world that all the elements o f  ballet 
contributed to in order to mediate it. My dance was born out o f  the characters 
I  embodied. On my own, I  created a homemade ballet. Toothbrush jugs turned 
into pointe shoes and from diverse covers and textiles I  created stage 
costumes. The costumes and the role characters inspired my dancing; I  could 
be a man or a woman, a child or a grown-up, an animal or a spirit. One at a 
time or all o f  them simultaneously in a mix. Sometimes I  did not dance at all, 
just the process o f  turning into something else was satisfying fo r  me, I  
expressed one side o f  my personality and played with it. The process o f  
turning into someone else mesmerised me entirely. I  could plan and prepare 
my outfit for hours and I  did not give up until I  hadfound exactly the right way 
o f using fo r  example a sheet in order to create the illusion I  was looldng for. 
The moment I  observed myself from the mirror, I  understood that that was not 
I  but a part o f  me that had expanded and become incredibly alike. It was not 
only my appearance that had changed but also my way to observe and to 
experience. I  was not scared; on the contrary, being secure, I  knew exactly 
what J should do. I  found my self in a form o f ecstasy where the characters 
totally mesmerised me. Dance made me happy, not just the movements but 
also the music, the songs, my entire being.
The desire for the freedom to construct the self in multiple ways is central to K nif s 
self-narrative. Homemade dances are constmcted as a site of exploration. These 
dances are described as a means for Knif to identify with, embody, perform and 
dissolve a spectrum of identities: human, animal, spiritual and gendered. The author’s 
experiences of embodying multiple identities are constmcted in his self-narrative as
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joyful and inspirational metamorphoses where a number of elements - costumes, 
props, music, movements and images (perceived and imagined) - amalgamate.
In contrast, Knif describes his first encounter with organised dance education as 
follows:
Dansen fans dock kvar, liksa musiken, nar foraldrama forde mig till den 
nygrundade balettskolan. I baletten fann jag rorelsen och musiken men 
rollema var for smala for att inrymma mer en mycket liten del av mig. Den 
egna kreativiteten, det egna uttiycket fick jag spela ut pa annat hall.
2000, p. 19.
Dance was there, and so was music, when my parents took me to a newly 
established ballet school. I  found the movements and music in ballet, but the 
roles were too narrow for me to f i t  in more than just a very small part o f  me. I  
got to play with my own creativity and expression elsewhere.
Movements and music are mentioned as central also in this dance experience. 
However, the organised dance activities in a ballet school are constructed as limiting 
in terms of embodiments and performances of multiple identities. Learning ballet 
gives space only to a fraction of that creativity and fantasy that is embodied in K nif s 
homemade dances. K nif s words highlight that gender operates as a limiting power in 
and through social institutions as he recalls that
jag har nog aldrig varit sa modig som da ... Sedan boijade jag grundskolan 
och blev feg, det passar inte att en pojke spokar ut sig.
2000, p. 18.
I  may have never been as courageous as then ... After that I  started in the 
elementary school and turned into a coward; it is not suitable for a boy to be 
foppish.
In this section, it has been pointed out that different dance educational practices -  and, 
indeed, different genres of dance -  can enable or limit the male dance student’s 
embodiment and performance of identity (gendered and otherwise). As Chapters Six 
and Eight argue, heteronormativity in dance education is a key discourse that limits 
the male dance student’s performance of gender and sexuality. However, as K nif s 
(2000) account above points out, boys who dance are subjected to gendered 
discourses also at school. This leads to the next section where bullying, one of the 
means through which performances of identity and gender are regulated, is studied.
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7.5. Dance, Bullying and Heteronormativity
Boys whose acts do not fit within the dominant heteronormative masculinist discourse 
in peer groups, particularly at school, are often subjected to hate speech and bullying 
(Scraton 1995, Kehily & Nayak 1997, Dunning 1999, Lehtonen 2003). Because 
theatrical dance is an unusual interest for males, this makes boys who dance potential 
targets of bullying in their peer group outside the dance community. Bullying can be 
particularly problematic for young male dance students before their self-concept 
becomes less dependent on their peers’ views in their late teens or early twenties. 
Bullying was discussed in one of the focus group interviews v ith  four thirteen to 
sixteen year old boys on the dance camp for boys in Siilinjarvi in the summer of 2001. 
The interviewed boys come from different parts of Finland and they all have taken up 
ballet at an early age: one at the age of four, the others around seven and eight years 
of age.
In the interview, the question about bullying followed a discussion about group 
dynamics and hierarchic relations within the group of boys in the camp. In the camp, 
the large group of students was divided into smaller groupings of four to seven boys. 
Informal rules that were intrinsic to the group determined how these units were 
formed. One’s position in the camp depended, according to one of the older boys on
Teemu: kuinka palj on on treenannut, kuinka monta leiria taalla on kaynyt j a kuinka
hyvin tuntee ne vanhemmat tai ne, jotka on enemman kâynyt...
Teemu: how much you have trained, how many camps you have attended and how
well you know the older ones or those who have attended more times...
Some bullying takes place across the smaller groupings, the boys claimed. 
Particularly older boys take advantage of their age and size outside the scheduled 
activities in order to get what they want. One of the older boys commented on this as 
follows:
Mikko: Sehan nyt on sillee, et isomman vallalla, ettâ et mene siihen tietokoneelle
tai saat turpaan (naurua).
Mikko: Well, it works like this, using the power o f  the elderly [one says that] you
don’t take that computer or I ’ll hit you (laughter).
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Yet there is also resistance. According to Mikko, “pienet panee vastaan ihan samalla 
tavalla kuin vahan isommatkin” [the younger ones fight back just like the ones who 
are a bit older]. Mmov scuffles among the boys in the camp were not seen as 
something particularly problematic. On the contrary, despite some scuffles, the boys 
were generally in good and close terms with each other. In Mikko’s words, “kaikki 
niinkun kantaa huolta mvistai" [everyone kind o f  looks after one another]. Moreover, 
it was appreciated that in the camp “ei pysty haukkumaan etta tanssii balettia” 
(Mikko) [no one can call you with names because you dance ballet]. Still, bullying in 
dance can be seen as part of the tough competition, particularly in institutions that 
produce professional dancers. As a 12-year-old male ballet student points out:
Tanssiporukan seasta loytyy sikamaisiakin tyyppeja ja  pitaa olla kovapainen, 
ettâ jaksaa tapella turhamaisia kavereita vastaan. Mutta se olisi luovuttamista 
ja  pelkuruutta, jos antaisi periksi ja  lopettaisi tanssimisen ahdistavan kilpailun 
takia. Tama on myos sisulaji.
Maki, K. as quoted in Innanen 1997.
There are swinish persons also in the dance gang and one has to be hard- 
headed to fight against these arrogant blokes. But it would be cowardliness 
and giving up i f  one yielded and quit dancing due to the oppressing 
competition. This is a form that requires grit.
However, bullying that focuses on the male dance student’s dance interest and takes 
place in a peer-group outside the dance context, particularly at school, bothered some 
of the boys as the following extracts from the focus group interview show:
Int: Ootteks te saanu kuulla paljon haukkumist tai kiusaamista?
Int: Have you been called with names or bullied?
Eero: Joo ... ehkâ varsinki sellasilt tyypeilt, jotka ei oo ollu mun kavereit, ja
jotka on niinku ... ma oon voinu sanoo niille, et no niin, et nyt voit lahtee 
pois siita, et mua ei todellakaan kiinnosta nahâ suo siin. Tai niinku sellast,
jotka on (.) ehkâ heikompii ku minâ ja  muutenki ni (.) ni tota sit n- just
tâllaset jotka no jotkut on sit yrittâny sillâ, et mâ tanssin balettia ni saada 
muitaki tyyppei sit just mukaan, et joo, et mâ oon tâllane tyttômâinen 
(huokaisee) homo, joka (huokaisee) (.) ja  
Eero: Yeah ... particularly from such guys who have not been my friends and
who are kind o f ... I  have been able to say to them that okay get lost ... 7 
really have no interest to see you. Or like those who are perhaps weaker 
than I  am ... and also those who have tried to get others to involved
because I  dance, that I  am this kind o f  girlish (a deep breath) homo who (a
deep breath) and
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In Eero’s account, bullying outside the dance community takes place in the form of 
speech acts that aim to injure the target of these acts. In such speech acts males who 
are interested in dance are linked with femininity and homosexuality. In addition, 
such harassment involves more than just the bully and the victim. As Eero’s account 
suggests, the bully encourages also others to participate in bullying.
There are two linguistic strategies that are used in Eero’s account to discuss bullying. 
First, he distances the bullies by acknowledging that they are unimportant to him 
because they are not his friends. Second, he constructs the bullies as physically 
weaker than what he himself is. Hence, linguistic strategies through which the self is 
positively distanced from the bully are used to cope with the idea of bullying. As the 
next extracts show, there are also other such strategies.
Mikko: Siis toi menee niin kulman kaut toi tanssimisen tai siis baletin ...
haukkuminen (.) ... siis sil ei oikeest sil ei oo mitâan tekemist baletin kans 
ku siut haukutaa.
Mikko: Well, lhal calling dancing or bàllêî with names goes really so around the
corner () ... it really has nothing to do with ballet when you are being 
called with names.
Eero: Mmm.
Eero: Mmm.
Mikko: Vaan se on sillee nii, et siis kohan ne yrittâa saaha siut (.) haavotettuu
jollai taval.
Mikko: Instead, what they try to do is to get you injured in some way.
Eero: Mmm.
Eero: Mmm.
Mikko: No ni, vaik sie ettanssi balettii ne haavottais jollaki toisel tava.
Mikko: Well, even i f  you did not dance ballet, they wouldfind some other way to
hurt you.
Eero: Nii joo.
Eero: Well yeah.
Mikko: Et ihan sama se sit tanssit sie vaa balettii vai et
Mikko: So it really does not matter whether you dance ballet or not
It is denied in this short dialogue that dancing per se has anything to do with bullying. 
Instead, Mikko is pressing an argument that the bully is first and foremost interested 
in the act of bullying. Such person continues harassing others no matter what. The act 
of constructing the bully as an inevitable problem serves as a linguistic strategy that 
has great significance to these boys because it relieves the speakers from perceiving 
themselves and their dance interest as something negative that causes bullying. 
Moreover, this argumentative strategy guards against the idea that one should give up
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dance to avoid being bullied because the cause of bullying is located in the bully and 
not in one’s own dance interest.
The idea of confronting the bully or those who use hate speech against males in dance 
is introduced in the focus group interview by Teemu as follows:
Teemu: No, mut ... pitaa sanoo ... takas sitte tota ... mee kattoo jonneki joku
esitys ni saat paremman kasityksen tast lajist. Silee voi suoraa sanoo. 
Teemu: Well but, one has to say back [to the bully) ... go to see a performance
somewhere so that you ’d  get a better idea about this [art] form. That’s 
what one can say straight at them.
Eero: Nii se ois ... ihan kiva tollee, et pystyis.
Eero: Yeah, it would be nice [to say it] like that, that one could.
Teemu: Mut ku ne ei sit ei ne ota sita huomioon ollenkaan.
Teemu: But they don’t take it in consideration at all.
Jaakko: Koska ne ois sillee, varmaan ma meen kattoo jotain.
Jaakko: Because they would be like. I ’m sure I ’ll go to see something.
It could be maintained that confronting the bully requires significant courage that not 
all victims of bullying have. As the extract shows, it is difficult for the boys to speak 
about such ‘weakness’. Eero’s reference to the lack of courage to confront the bully is 
left uncommented. Instead, both Teemu and Jaakko are ready to propose that a 
confrontation would not produce positive results. That is, confrontation is constructed 
as an unnecessary act.
As the conversation continues, Eero plays an imaginary game where he positions 
himself and the other boys in dance into a position of a non-dancer as follows."^
Eero: m u t... entas jos ... ite ei ois harrastanu balettii siis ei niinku tietais baletist
yhtaan enempaa just ku se mita ma âskein tas sanoin just naa saijakuvat 
missâ on just nait tyttoi jotka vetaa niinku hamees ... ni minkalaine kasitys 
meil sit ois baletista sillo, jos me oltais nâhty, samanlaine (.) [Ehkei me 
haukuttais koska meiân luonne sellanen (.) niin niin, mut ehkâ me ei niitâ 
haukuttais] ...
Eero: but ... what i f ... one had never taken ballet, that is, i f  one knew no more
about ballet than what I  just said about these cartoons where there are 
precisely these girls who move around with a skirt on ... what kind o f  a 
concept would we have on ballet had we seen something similar (.) 
[Perhaps we would not have called others by names because our 
personality is such (.) yes, yes, but perhaps we would not call them by 
names]...
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Mikko: Mut se riipjpuu sit se riippuu sût luonteest niin paljon. Siis miul on
kavereit semmosii]
Mikko: But it depe[nds so much on the personality. Well, I  have such friends who]
Teemu: Nii luonteesta
Teemu: Yeah, about personality
Mikko: Koska miul on semmosii kavereita, jotka niinku ei tiia baletista yhtaan
mitâan, et se on silti niinku okei, et ihan siisti laji sinâânsâ [(.) et se on 
niinku sillon taas se on ihan ilmeis-]
Mikko: Because I  have such mates who know nothing about ballet but it is still
kind o f okay, a cool form as such [(.) so it is then again quite obvious]
Eero: [Ni just ni mut (.) ni nii] et jotkut mun kaverit kans pitââ sitâ ihan hyvânâ
lajina koska ... ne ei tiedâ siitâ yhtâân mitâân, mut kuitenki ni koska mâ
harrastan sitâ, ni ne arvostaa sitâ jonkun verran (.) ja  ei ainakaan mee 
sanoo kenellekâân, et se on tyhmâ laji.
Eero: [Yeah, right but (.) yeah like] some o f my mates also think it is a totally
okay form because ... they know nothing about it but still because it is my 
hobby they appreciate it to a certain extent (.) and they would not got to 
someone and say that it is a stupid form.
As the extract shows, a discourse on personality characteristics that is presented by 
Mikko is put into immediate use by Eero. He suggests that he and the other boys in 
the focus group interview have such personalities that even if  they knew nothing 
about ballet they would not speak badly about boys in dance. Thus, a discourse on 
personality is applied to position bullies as people who have problematic personality 
characteristics in opposite to boys in dance. This construction gains additional 
reinforcement from Teemu’s short comment and from Mikko’s reminder that he has 
peers who know veiy little about dance and yet think it is okay. Eero points out the 
same as he introduces a discourse on friendship in the conversation: his friends do not 
speak badly about ballet because they know him and his dance interest. As the next 
extract shows, the discourse of friendship that enters in the conversation directs 
Teemu and Mikko to talk about the importance of having close friends around if 
targeted by the bully:
Teemu: Joo ja, jos joku toine- yksinâinen tyyppi rupee sulle (.) aukoo nin, siin joku
toinen kaveri saattaa olla lâhellâ, joka on niinku sun tukena sit periaattees. 
Teemu: Yeah, and i f  another lonely guy starts to make trouble, there is possibly
some other mate near by who, in principle, can support you.
Mikko: Siis miulle on ainaki on tosi paljon siitâ nii, et kuitenkii mie oon melko
suosittu meiân koulussa ... ni, miul on nii suur kaveripiiri koulussa, et ne 
on tosi harvoi semmoset, jotka rupeis haukkumaan. Sit jos joku rupee
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haukkumaan, ni sit siel on kavereit vieres, et oot sie iha niinku tosissas. 
Siit on tosi paljo hyotyy.
Mikko: Well, at least for me it has been very [useful], after all, I  am rather
popular in our school... so I  have such a large circle o f  friends at school 
that there are very few  who Start to call names, and there are friends next 
tome saying you can’t really be serious. It is very useful.
A theme on ‘self-esteem’ is introduced next in the focus group interview as Mikko
takes up the idea that one can change schools in the case one is bullied:
Mikko: En mie ees tiia, jos vaihtais kouluu koko ajan, miten se sit menis.
Mikko: I  don’t even know whether it would do any good to change the school all
the time.
Teemu: Se menis varmaan sit menis koulun kâynti kyl ihan
Teemu: The schoolwork would no doubt go really
Jaakko: Se menis koko ajan vaan huonompaan suuntaan ja  sit siin tulis just
sellanen
Jaakko: It would go to a worse direction all the time and that would make it feel
like
Teemu: Kyl sul on tosi heikko itsetunto, jos sa vaihdat koko ajan kouluu.
Teemu: You sure have a really bad self-esteem i f  you change the school all the
time.
Mikko: Nii, jos ei (.) jos ei pysty kestaa sita, mita muut ajattelee susta, nin ei sillon
pitais ainakaa tanssii...
Mikko: Yeah, i f  you can’t take what others think about you the last thing you
should do is take up dance...
Jaakko: Nii ei siit tuu mitaan, jos on sillee niinku (.) toi sano mulle pahasti ma
lopetan nyt tan harrastuksen ma ... en voi enâa ikinâ tehâ yhtâân mitâân.
Jaakko: Yeah, it doesn ’t work out i f  one is like, that person said something nasty, I
quit this hobby, I  can never do anything at all.
Mikko: No nii, ja  se on just se niinku et, jos et elâ sil taval niinku muut haluu ni
minkâlaine sit ois.
Mikko: Yeah well, and the point is that i f  you live your life the way others want
you to do it, what kind o f  a person you would be.
As the extract shows, escaping bullying is linked in the focus group interview with 
low ‘self-esteem’ that limits one’s possibilities to act in the world. In addition, such 
escapism can damage one’s schoolwork the interviewees suggest. Hence, a victim of 
bullying who escapes rather than faces the harassment is constructed negatively in the 
interview. In comparison, good self-esteem is linked with individual decision-making 
and constructed as a necessary requirement for boys in dance. The last line of 
Mikko’s speech that repudiates those who cannot resist social pressure is rather 
telling. It points out that a discourse of individualism is strongly present in the
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conversation and that it is through such discourse that justification is sought for one’s 
dance interest.
In relation to the discussion on bullying at school, the following reference is made in 
the focus group interview to the commonly held false belief that all males in dance are 
gay:
Jaakko: Mut on siin kumminki se stereotypia, et niinku tallaset ahdasmiehiset
ihmiset heti ajattelee et niinku et sa tanssit balettii saatanan hintti.
Jaakko: But there is still that stereotype. That is, these narrow-minded people think
immediately that, you know, you dance ballet you fucking queer.
Mikko: No niihâ se on, mut ne ei ymmârrâ.
Mikko: Yeah, well that is how it is, but they don Y understand.
Jaakko’s account points out that being marked as gay is not something neutral for 
boys in dance. As the words ‘saatanan hintti’ [fucking queer] show, such label bears 
highly negative connotations in society. Moreover, Jaakko’s account embodies a
linguistic strategy that is used to confront hate speech. That is, people who use hate
speech are constructed negatively as ‘narrow-minded’ homophobes.
Later in the focus group interview, Mikko suddenly moves to ponder about the 
stereotype of the male dancer as homosexual and, as the following extract shows, this 
instigates an ardent discussion between the boys:
Mikko: Mut tota mie en taiuu siis balettitanssiioit haukutaa homoiks. Mie en, mie
haluaisi yhen kerran viel kuulla, et joku haukkuu homoks ja  perustelee sen. 
Miten ne perustelee sen? Mieti nyt j oku j aakiekkoj oukkue (.) j ouk- pelkkii 
miehii siel nii
Mikko: But I  really don’t understand why ballet dancers are called gay. I  don % I
would once like to hear how someone calls [male dancers] gay and 
substantiates the argument. How do they substantiate it? Think about some 
ice-hockey team (.) a group, only men in there.
Eero: Mm[m]
Eero: Mm[m]
Jaakko: [Oike]esti
Jaakko: [Yes] really
Mikko: Ja sit yks poika ja  kakskyt tyttoo (.) aahom oaa
Mikko: And then one boy and twenty girls (.) what, a homo, what.
Jaakko: What’s the difference.
Jaakko: What’s the difference.
Mikko: Miten niinku homo (.) mm ettei niinku tosiaan homo
Mikko: A homo, how come (.) mm like really not a homo.
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Jaakko: Niinku todellaki siis (.) ee baletissa ei oo sellasi niinku ettâ ee âijâlauma
pelaa jossain kentâllâ ja  sit ne (.) syôksyy yhteissuihkuu.
Jaakko: Yeah like really (.) ee in ballet it is not a herd o f  men playing on some field
and then they (.) rush to take a shower together.
Eero: [Mmm]
Eero: [Mmm]
Mikko: [No nii just] mut just sitâ, et tyttôje jossaki esitysmatkal ni (.) kakskyt
tyttoo ni mie en tajuu miten niit haukutaa homoiks, et ehkâ ne tosiaa (.) on 
kateellisii.
Mikko: [Yeah exactly] but that ’s precisely it, that on a trip to a performance with
girls (.) twenty girls so I  can’t understand how they can call them gay, 
perhaps they really (.) are envious.
Eero: Mmm no, tota ehkâ sen takia koska (.) ne pitââ sitâ tyttôjen harrastuksena.
(.) [Ja sit jos niinku niinku ] me me niinku nâhââ se sillee, et ei se oo 
tyttôjen harrastus meijân mielest 
Eero: Mmm, well, you know, perhaps they think it is a hobby for girls (.) [and i f
we kind of] think that it is not a hobby for girls.
Jaakko: [Koska siinâ on ne kakskyt tyttôâ]
Jaakko: [Because there are those twenty girls there]
Mikko: No niin niin
Mikko: Well, sure sure.
Eero: Ja sit ku (.) jos alkaa miettiâ, et ne ajattelee, et se on tyttc^en harrastus. Sit
jos jotkut pojat yrittââ mennâ sitâ harrastamaan (.) ni sit ne niinku yrittââ 
olla jotain muut ku mitâ ne (.) sit tai siis niinku (.) joilleki voi niinku homo 
tulla mieleen siinâ.
Eero: And when (.) one starts to think that they see it as a hobby for girls and i f
some boys want to try it out (.) they try to be something that they are not 
(.) then, or well (.) it may occur to someone that such boys are gay.
The extract shows three interesting rhetoric strategies through which homosexuality 
claims are distanced from the male dancers and also from the speakers themselves: 
first, the taken for granted heterosexuality of male ice-hockey players is put into 
question in Mikko’s account in the beginning of the extract. The idea is carried further 
in Jaakko’s third passage where some homosocial bonding in ice-hockey, such as 
showering together, is constructed as potentially homoerotic; second, heterosexual 
markers are attached to boys in dance in Mikko’s later accounts. The male dancer is 
constructed as a ‘cock in a henhouse’, a single male with a large number of females 
around. Heterosexual orientation is underlined with rhetoric questions by asking how 
can a male in such position be gay; third, a patriarchal discourse is used to claim that 
boys and men who use hate speech towards males in dance are ‘envious’ to them 
because they cannot access women the way males in dance can.
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In the extract, Eero presents a different interpretation about the reasons of hate 
speech. Dance is seen as a feminine practice and for that reason those males who take 
up dance are positioned through difference. They are perceived as males in a female 
realm, which makes them unquestioningly gay. Later in the focus group interview, the 
boys question the negative connotations that are often linked to gays by pointing out 
that homosexuality can be perceived fi*om different viewpoints:
Eero: Toisaalta on myos se, et jos ne ajattelee et (.) sit jos ajattelee, et homous on
niinku ihan ok
Eero: On the other hand, i f  they think that, i f  one thinks that being gay is like
okay
Teemu: Elamantapa.
Teemu: A lifestyle
Eero: Okei ehkâ mâ en oo, mut (.) mut ihan ihan (.) joku tyyppi on homo nin so
what. Et siin on ihan eri, et sit jos sâ sâ oot sitâ mieltâ, et se on sairaus ni
sit sâ alat kattoo kaikkii sillee erikoisel silmâl, et okei onks toi nyt sitten
homo vai (.) pitâiskô mun puhuu toile.
Eero: Okay, it can be that I  am not, but just, just i f  some guy is gay so so what.
I t ’s quite different i f  you think that it is an illness, then you start looking at 
everybody with a kind o f  strange gaze, like okay is that guy over there gay 
or, should I  talk to him.
Jaakko: Sillee (.) kattoks toi mua silmii (.) mitâ toi meinaa (.) pysy kaukana musta.
Jaakko: Like, is he looking at me into my eyes, what does he mean, stay away from
me.
Eero: Ni sillo se alkaa niinku se (.) âlytôn suhtautuminen niihin.
Eero: Well, that’s how the stupid reaction towards them [gays] gets started.
The extract shows that the boys in the focus group find that homosexuality, as an 
acceptable lifestyle, is nothing outrageous. However, they acknowledge that some 
people perceive homosexuality as an illness. They link homophobic behaviour to such 
discursive view and see it as a product of such view.
Hence, boys in dance face bullying that has to do with hierarchical peer-relations and 
competition within the dance community. Bullying that boys in dance are subjected to 
outside the dance context takes place in peer-groups particularly at school. Boys in 
dance use various linguistic strategies to talk about bullying. It can be interpreted as 
ignorance or envy, or the bully can be seen as a problematic personality to avoid 
seeing one’s own dance interest as the cause of bullying. The boys acknowledge that 
some people see dance as a feminine practice and males in dance as gay. As 
femininity and homosexuality read negatively in a heteronormative masculinist
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culture some boys in dance use linguistic strategies to construct the male dancer and 
themselves to the world as heterosexual. The excessive need for some of the boys to 
underline the male dancer’s heterosexual orientation in the conversation shows the 
compelling power of the heteronormative discourse. However, such discourse is 
unable to silence deconstructive voices that also in the examined focus group 
interview shed light on the discursive underpinnings of the negativity that embraces 
the stereotypical notion of the male dancer as gay.
On the basis of the analysis presented in this chapter, it can be argued that boys in 
dance negotiate and perform their identities in self-narratives that they tell to 
themselves and to others. In such narratives, they position themselves in relation to 
other people inside and outside the dance context. In addition, they construct 
themselves in relation to the culturally prevalent heteronormative masculinist 
discourse that operates in self-narratives often as an oppressive power through 
imagined or real ‘voices’ of the other. Moreover, bullying is identified as another 
oppressive practice that outside the dance context focuses on the dance interest of 
boys in dance. Through the culturally prevalent discourse of masculinism dance is 
constructed as a feminine practice and the male dancer as gay. In everyday contexts 
where the discourse of masculinism prevails these discursive interpretations mark 
down the social credibility of boys who dance. To avoid carrying a negative mark, 
some boys in dance protect themselves with discursive rhetoric and performances of 
heterosexuality. At the same time, such self-protective practices produce and sustain 
heteronormative social order. The recognition of the oppressive power of 
heteronormativity in the examined self-narratives leads into a more detailed analysis 
of the fear of performing effeminacy and homosexuality in male dancing in Chapter 
Eight.
Notes for Chapter Seven
See Kauhanen and Lyytinen (eds) (2003), a recent report from SITRA (The Finnish National 
Fund for Research and Development), for current views of 22 active young Finns (bom between 
1968 and 1980) on work, life and future.
For interviews on boys in dance where the discourse of hard work is present see for example 
Innanen (1997), Sarjas (1995), Sairo (1990), Hietalahti (1996), Silenius (1991) and Leinonen 
(1994).
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3 See Chapters Six and Eight. See also Risner’s (2002a) article on heterosexism and homosexual 
abuse in dance education in America.
4 In the following extract, brackets mark simultaneously occurring speech in the conversation.
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Chapter Eight 
The Fear of Dancing “Queerly”
8.1. Introduction
The focus of this chapter is the rejection of effeminacy and homosexuality in boys’ 
dance education in Finland. The aim is to draw broader conclusions on the subject by 
examining the relationship between texts from Western Enlightenment, Finnish 
political and cultural history, queer theory of the late 20^ century and accounts on 
boys and dance from dance teachers and other authorities in Finnish theatrical dance 
from mid to late 20* century. The way the threads are drawn across and between 
various discourses and the way different texts are juxtaposed with each other is an 
intertextual analysis, an interpretation from the perspective of the author of this 
thesis: a white Finnish middle-class gay male dance teacher, choreographer and a 
scholar in dance studies with a particular interest in gender studies.
On the basis of what has been recognised in previous chapters, it can be argued that 
heteronormative masculinism operates as a ‘doxa’ in boys’ dance education.^ As a 
key discourse, it oppresses boys in dance by restricting their embodiment and 
performance of gender and sexuality. As Worton and Still suggest, “relations of 
production and the socio-political context ... [can] be included within a broad 
definition of te x f  (1990, p. 1). Thus, when culturally dominant discourses, such as 
heteronormativity, operate in these vast textual fabrications they influence powerfully 
also texts on boys’ dancing. In addition, they induce social practices and, also, acting 
subjects inside and outside the dance educational context. It is crucial to understand 
that meanings attached to male dancing through the ‘doxa’ of heteronormativity are 
biased rather than ‘neutral’ or ‘natural’. The intertextual analysis presented in this 
chapter aims to ‘unsettle’ such doxa by explicating culturally prevalent discourses 
that force boys in dance embody masculinities and perform maleness in a narrow 
heteronormative register.
A need to accommodate heteronormative masculinism is evident in examples 
examined in previous chapters. Examples in Chapter Seven highlight, among other
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things, that discursive rhetoric and performances of heterosexuality are recognised as 
self-protective strategies v^hich boys in dance use to avoid a socially negative 
marking. Positioning the ‘self as a male in dance can be problematic because such 
positioning is subject to what Shotter (1985, 1989) calls ‘social accountability’. That 
is,
we must talk [and perform also otherwise] only in certain already established 
ways, in order to meet the demands placed upon us by our need to sustain our 
status as responsible members of our society, where the ‘must’ involved is a 
moral must. For, even as adults, our status is a morally tenuous one, and if we 
fail to perform in both an intelligible and legitimate manner, we will be 
sanctioned by those around us.
Shotter 1989:140-141.
To avoid negative stigma or punishment, boys in dance are forced to appear for others 
in a way that is socially acceptable. This makes many of them stick to a constructed 
reality that they share with others in heteronormative society and use “the already 
established ways”(Shotter 1989, p. 141) to perform masculinity that is imposed on 
them in dance education and elsewhere in society. As examples in Chapter Seven 
show, male dance students use culturally dominant discursive resources to position 
themselves in relation to others by calculating what kind of responses their 
performance of gender instigates in others. Following Shotter (1989), their 
‘anticipated responses’ can be seen crucially as part of their ‘self-consciousness’.
Thence, boys in dance do not access culturally dominant discourses habitually but 
because there is a socially prevalent moral code and because they want to have a 
recognised position and a ‘voice’ in society. In that sense, the ‘freedom’ of these boys 
to perform gender and sexuality is limited by discourses that are culturally available 
to them but also by discourses that are considered as valid social capital within the 
groups they interact. In this light dance for boys appears as a site of oppression where 
distance is taken from women, effeminacy and homosexuality to maintain social 
accountability.
The concept of ‘social accountability’ is central also to Chapter Eight where text 
extracts on boys and dance are examined to draw out socially prevalent discourses 
that make markers of effeminacy and homosexuality, in a heteronormative
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masculinist discourse, undermine both social accountability of males in dance and the 
position of dance as a legitimate form of high art in Finnish society.
8.2. Clean Finnish Dancing
The first all-male dance class was established in the Finnish National Opera Ballet 
School in the autumn of 1959. The same year, public discussion on male dancers and 
boys in ballet was particularly active. Dance teacher Airi Saila questioned “sita 
omituista meilla vallitsevaa kasitysta, ettei baletti sovi pojille” [our prevalent 
preconception that ballet does not suit fo r  boys] hy defining male dancing “mitâ 
suurimmaksi mâârin urheilua” [to a great extent as a sport] (Mâkinen 1959b, p. 16). 
Explicit reference was made to Bryan Ashbridge, a dancer from the Royal Ballet, 
who happened to be in Finland at the time partnering Svetlana Beriosova at the 
international ballet festival organised by the Finnish National Opera. In another 
article, Ashbridge was introduced as “urheilijaprinssi” [an athlete prince] and 
“urheilijatâhti” [a sports star] {Helsingin Sanomat 22. 5. 1959, p. 14). The New 
Zealander had been playing cricket and football in his home country and coached 
high jump in the UK before his ballet studies in the Ballet School of Sadler’s Wells at 
the age of 21. According to the article “urheilussa opittu lihashallinta ja  eiinomainen 
treenaus olivat poly ana nopealle kohoamiselle” [the muscle coordination he had 
learned from the sports together with excellent training established the ground fo r his 
rapid rising] (ibid). Ashbridge had been offered a contract as a ballet dancer after 
only one year of ballet training, the article points out.
It is likely that Ashbridge’s visit to Finland gave dance critic Helena Mâkinen an idea 
that sports training should underpin dance for Finnish boys. A few months after the 
first all-male dance class had started in the Finnish National Opera Ballet School, she 
writes on boys in dance in a national newspaper as follows:
Jostakin syystâ suomalaisilla pojilla on taipumus muuttua baletissa hieman 
naisellisiksi, liian sirosteleviksi ja  milteipâ keimaileviksi. Varmaan tâmâ 
pelko onkin syynâ siihen, ettâ niin vâhân poikia balettikouluun pannaan. Jo 
tâssâ, sekâ aivan uusia ettâ vuoden opiskelleita poikia sisâltâvâssâ ryhmâssâ 
havaitsi keikistelyâ, mitâ ei suinkaan vaadita balettipojilta, ‘prinssin’ ei toki 
pidâ olla naisellinen.
Mâkinen 1959b, p. 6.
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For some reason, Finnish boys in ballet have an inclination to become slightly 
feminine, too delicate, and almost coquettish. Indeed, the fear o f  such an 
outcome is probably the reason why so few  boys are sent to ballet school. In 
this group, which had both new boys and boys who were in their second year 
o f  study, one could already see posing that is not at all required from ballet 
boys;'the prince'should surely not be effeminate.
The narrow construction of the male dancer as ‘the prince’ is problematic. Clearly, 
the aristocratic male is not the only character that men in dance perform -  not even in 
ballet. Yet, this stereotype makes it possible for the author to treat effeminacy as an 
inappropriate characteristic of the male dancer. Effeminate behaviour in boys is 
criticised and effeminacy is constructed almost as a disease that young males catch in 
a ballet class. By naming the nationality of boys in the Finnish National Opera Ballet 
School, Mâkinen suggests that turning effeminate in ballet is a particular feature of 
Finnish boys. Metaphorically speaking, effeminacy is seen as an encapsulated virus 
like herpes, for example, that lies latent in the body but marks its carrier with a 
painfully flourishing shame when provoked. From this perspective, effeminacy is 
constructed not only as a shameful mark on men but also as a ‘latent weakness’ in 
young Finnish males. For the virus of effeminacy to become activated, the boys need 
just a few classes of ballet and ‘ta-dah-poof the undesired ‘posing’ emerges.
Mâkinen’s article provoked a strong response on male dancing and dance education 
for boys from Ludvig Nyholm, a dancer in the Finnish National Opera and the 
chairman of the Union of Finnish Dance Artists in his article that was published later 
the same year (see Nyholm 1959). How the general public perceives the male dancer 
is not a trivial matter for Nyholm. On the contrary, as the title of his article suggests, 
it is regarded as a ‘problem’ that needs to be dealt with. In his words,
kansamme syvimmistâ riveistâ [on] eliminoitava se syvâlle juurtunut kâsitys, 
ettâ ‘tanssitaidetta harrastavat vain naismaiset miehet’, kuten lievâsti 
sanotaan. Mistâ johtuu tâllainen nurinkurinen kâsitys? Ensikâdessâ haluan 
vakavasti korostaa, kuinka toivottavaa olisi, ettâ mahdollisimman pian 
maamme johtavaan taidelaitokseen sekâ muihinkin maamme balettikouluihin 
ilmaantuisi myos todellisia miespedagogeja, jotka huolehtisivat 
miestanssijoittemme asiallisesta ja  terveellâ pohjalla olevasta opetuksesta.
Nyholm 1959, p. 4.
we must eliminate the perception deeply rooted in the rank and file  o f  our 
nation that, to put it mildly, 'only effeminate men take an interest in dance art'. 
Where does this perverted idea come from? First and foremost, I  would like to
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seriously emphasise that it would be highly desirable that the leading arts 
institution and other ballet schools o f  our country should as soon as possible 
receive also real male pedagogues to take care o f the teaching o f  our male 
dancers on a pertinent and sound basis.
Nyholm’s position in the field of theatrical dance in Finland and the strategic place 
w h^e the article was published, a journal of the Union of Finnish Dance Artists, 
makes his text an important historical document. The fact that questions about the 
male dancer and the teaching of ballet for boys was discussed in the media in this 
manner suggests that representations of gender had become a burning question in 
relation to the male dancer, perhaps even a potential threat to the field of Finnish 
theatrical dance in the late 1950’s. In addition, Nyholm’s (ibid) article is also a useful 
text for this research from a discourse analytic point of view. It links explicitly to 
some culturally prevalent conceptions through which homophobic and misogynist 
discourses operate even in more recent texts on male dancing. Thus, extracts from his 
article are used in this chapter to draw out textual traces that link to socially dominant 
discourses and also to recent texts on boys and dance to demonstrate relationships 
that exist between these texts.
Nyholm’s (ibid) text presents a tense relationship between gendered performances of 
some male dance teachers and what is seen as the idealised male dancer in Finland in 
the late 1950’s. This becomes evident from his use of the words ‘also real’ in the 
above presented extract. It is not enough for him to wish that there were more male 
teachers in dance education, but more specifically these men have to be ‘real’. Thus, 
he seems to ignore the efforts of his male contemporaries who were teaching ballet 
and other dance forms in Helsinki and elsewhere at the time.^ It leaves v e ^  little 
room to doubt what kind of men and masculinities are rejected when he writes that
baletin taydellinen kauneusvaikutelma jâa usein suurelta yleisolta 
saavuttamatta vain siksi, etta em. tanssijoiden keskuudessa nâhdâan 
epamiellyttavasti keikaroivia tai lantiotaan heiluttavia (mies) tanssijoita. 
Suomalainen (toistaiseksi) nuori ja  terve mentaliteetti ei sieda sellaista.
Nyholm 1959, p. 4.
in ballet, the experience o f perfect beauty remains often out o f  reach o f  the 
general public only because o f  the unpleasant posing and wiggling o f  hips 
that can be seen among the earlier mentioned (male) dancers. The (so far) 
young and healthy Finnish mentality does not tolerate this.
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An abstract nationalist concept, the ‘Finnish mentality’, constmcted as innocent and 
incormpt, is used to repudiate male performances of effeminacy. The reference to 
such collective mentality shows that the discourse of nationalism is operating in 
Nyholm’s text. As the next extract shows, the period of war is blamed for bringing 
this kind o f ‘cormption’ into Finnish dance:
Sodan aikana ihmisen mieltymykset ja  hânen jaijellinen katsantokantansa olivat 
joutuneet ristiriitaan. Mutta ajattelu ja  terve jarki herâttaa meissa uinahtavan 
totuuden ja hyvyyden sekâ auttaa meitâ toteuttamaan “luonnon”. Tâmâ tarkoittaa 
sitâ, ettâ ihanteellinen inhimillisyytemme on uudelleen herânnyt.
Ibid.
The attachment and the rationality o f the human being collided during the war 
However, thinking and sound reason woke up the sleeping truth and goodness in 
us and helps us to carry out the "nature”. This means that our admirable 
humanity has re-awakened.
The extract is open to multiple interpretations. It can be seen as a critique against the 
irrationality of war but it can also be read as a comment on bonding that went on 
between men at war, far away from home and women. The references to the 
restoration of ‘rationality’ and ‘sound reason’ constmct what went on during the war 
and immediately after it as irrational and unhealthy. These references show threads of 
Enlightenment thinking running in Nyholm’s text. Such discursive underpinnings can 
be recognised also in the following extract:
Meidân suomalainen tanssitaide ei saisi joutua uudelleen sellaiseen tilaan, 
josta se on muuttanut luonnettaan parempaan suuntaan suuren yleison 
silmissâ. Meidân tâytyy kehittyâ ja  tâhdâtâ katseemme eteenpâin ... niin^ ettâ 
ylpeinâ voimme sâilyttââ murtumattomina saavutetut voitot.
Nyholm 1959, p. 10.
Our Finnish dance art should not fa ll back into the state from which it has 
once risen and changed its character towards a better direction in the eyes o f  
the general public. We must develop and look forward ...so that the triumphs, 
which we are proud o f may remain indomitable.
A strong belief in progress is another notion that illuminates Western Enlightenment. 
For example in Hegel’s writing, history is perceived as a linear progress from past to 
present as the world moves towards its perfection (Saarinen 1985). This view has 
been sustained up to present day by some historians who, as Jenkins quoting Carr 
suggests, perceive that
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the past was moving, that it was moving in the right direction, and that this 
right direction consisted of a movement from ‘the worse to the better, from the 
lower to the higher’.
1995, p. 55.
This kind of discursive view on the development of theatrical dance in Finland is 
evident in Nyholm’s (1959) text. This becomes particularly visible in the concern 
expressed about the possible regression of Finnish dance art. In addition, the 
announced imperative to ‘focus forward’ and the command to organise dance 
education of male students in a way that does not bring down the level of dance 
achieved show indisputably how the discourse on progress operates as rhetoric in 
Nyholm’s writing. Hence, optimistic belief in progress in dance links Nyholm’s text 
with the Enlightenment notion of accumulation of knowledge. This kind of optimism 
has been recognised as a central tenet in discourse of modernity:
Since the eighteenth century there has been a prominent assumption that 
increasing rationality is conducive to the promotion of order and control, 
achievement of enhanced levels of social understanding, moral progress, 
justice, and human happiness. The pursuit of order, promotion of calculability, 
fabrication and celebration of the ‘new’, and faith in ‘progress’ have been 
identified as pivotal features of modernity.
Smart 1993, p. 91.
The concern about progress in theatrical dance amalgamates with the concern about 
national progress in Nyholm’s (1959) text. In modernity, such concern is embedded 
in the Enlightenment idea of the nation state. As the emphasis shifts, particularly in 
Hegel’s writing, from the individual to a more general level, the value of an 
individual citizen becomes recognised merely as a contributing member of the state. 
Freedom, which is the ultimate goal for Hegel, cannot be attained without discipline. 
Therefore it is attainable only under state control that, for Hegel, resonates with the 
universal reason (Russell 1996; Saarinen 1985; Lloyd 2000). From this discursive 
position, progress becomes constructed as a public achievement that contributes to the 
growth of the nation state. This way, in discourse of modernity, it is possible to see 
that acts of public persons, such as politicians, scientists, philosophers and artists, 
represent “the very embodiment of rational, self-knowing will of the nation” (Connor 
1997, p. 61). In modernity, such acts are taken to represent progress, an attained level 
of civilization in contrast to ‘barbarism’ or ‘savagery’ (Williams 1988; Foucault
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2003). Hence, the notion of cultural progress is constructed in the discourse of 
modernity, through the Enlightenment spirit, on the idea that “[a]s individuals grow in 
knowledge, so does the state gain in efficacy” (Gergen 1999, p. 7).
The emphasis on national progress in Nyholm’s article becomes particularly 
interesting if we follow an argument that Finns do not constitute a homogenous group 
of people and that the notion of Finnish ‘cultural unity’ is a myth (Lehtonen, M. 
1999; Saukkonen 2002). It has been suggested that discursive talk about national 
characteristics of Finns has been used as a means to level down cultural differences 
and to unite people in order to make them loyal to Finnish national identity (ibid). 
Frequently there have been ideological or political objectives behind such projects.^ It 
is likely that this kind of rhetoric was needed in the 1950’s when Finland was still 
recovering from the war. The people had to be brought together to rebuild the 
country. Also the political position of Finland was more than precarious during the 
cold war (Jacobson 2001). It can be maintained that the historical situation of Finland 
enhanced the use of ‘integral nationalist’ rhetoric that historian Jyrki Smolander 
(2001) recognises, for example, in president Kekkonen’s social-political view." ’^ ^
The political climate of the late 1950’s can be sensed, for example, from Kekkonen’s 
speech to academics in May 1959. He states that “as a small nation we have no large 
international tasks” {Helsingin Sanomat 31.5.1959, p. 18) and that Finland “should 
concentrate on internal affairs” (ibid). He emphasises that cultural progress is a 
paramount asset to Finland. In his words,
Suomen kansan oikein kasitellyt tehtavat ovat aina olleet kulttuurin alalia. Nyt 
meidân on mâârâtietoisemmin kuin koskaan ennen jânnitettâvâ voimamme 
kulttuurielâmâmme kohentamiseksi sen mitâân alaa unohtamatta. Tâmâ on 
tehtâvâ tietoisena siitâ, ettâ juuri siinâ saattaa olla pelastus. Juuri se kykenee 
palauttamaan luottamuksen kansakunnan vapaaseen tulevaisuuteen, 
isânmaamme valoisaan huomiseen...
ibid.
the rightly handled tasks o f  the Finnish nation have always taken place in the 
field  o f  culture. It is now, more purposefully than ever before, that we must 
gather our strengths to restore our cultural life without forgetting any o f  its 
fields. This has to be done fully conscious o f  the fact that precisely that may 
be the rescue. Precisely that can return the trust to the free future o f  the 
nation, the bright tomorrow o f our fatherland...
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As the extract shows, Finnish politicians had started to practise a form of self­
censorship to deal with the large and powerful U.S.S.R, in the neighbour.^ Focus was 
shifted from international tasks to domestic ones. Moreover, national progress that is 
highlighted in Kekkonen’s speech is underpinned by discourse of modernity and 
some of the earlier mentioned key ideas that the Enlightenment philosophy has 
contributed to the Western way of conceptualising the nation state and its cultural 
progress. Eventually, foundations for the Arts Council of Finland and for eleven 
Regional Arts Councils that were established by the Promotion of the Arts Act in 
1967 were laid in the early 1960’s (Komiteamietinto 1965, Repo 1989, Karhunen 
1990). Kekkonen’s emphasis that all areas of culture should be revived must have 
been good news to Finnish dance artists because the status of theatrical dance was 
still unstable in the 1950’s (Repo 1989). The revival project made it possible for 
dance to fight for its legitimacy as a recognised part of Finnish ‘high’ culture.^
In this light, Nyholm’s (1959) article can be interpreted as an attempt to construct 
theatrical dance as socially accountable so that it would qualify as ‘high’ culture. In 
the above extract from his article, the marker of nationality and the possessive 
pronoun ‘our’ operate as a means to generalise and homogenize. This rhetoric 
strategy of a nationalist discourse bundles together different practices of composing, 
performing and teaching dance and turns their products into national property. 
Following this, theatrical dance, in its role of enhancing national coherence, is said to 
embody a level of cultural progress that reflects the status of national achievement in 
terms of human intellectual development.
It can be argued that the project of reviving Finnish culture in the late 1950’s 
involved the use of nationalist rhetoric that influenced how men were understood. A 
masculinist discourse provided the only socially acceptable mode for men to perform 
gender in public in this socio-historical context. As is elaborated further in the next 
section, in order for dance to gain a place next to more established art forms it had to 
demonstrate its accountability as a pertinent and pure cultural form. For this reason 
the male dancer’s performance of gender and dance education for boys were 
subjected to criticism and stringent control.
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Sanitation, “the study and use of practical measures for the preservation of public 
health” (Collins Concise English Dictionary 1992, p. 1191) is part of the social 
regulating system that Foucault (2003) calls ‘biopolitics’: a mechanism of power that 
deals with the “increasing organisation of population and welfare for the sake of 
increased force and productivity” (Dreyfus & Rabinow 1986, p. 8). Biopolitics 
emerged in Western societies gradually from late 18* century onwards with an 
objective to make people healthier, stronger and long-lived (Foucault 2003). This 
makes social sanitation part of modernity and eugenics, “the planned breeding of the 
best in society” (Weeks 2003, p. 33), as an example of such project. Paradoxically 
social sanitation also destroys life. According to Foucault (2003), themes of 
evolutionism have justified the regulation of population as well as rejection, 
expulsion, mutilation or even killing of people for improved heredity, longevity and 
economic profit.^
In Nyholm’s (1959) article, there is a peculiar link between the discourse on cultural 
progress and the notion of ‘health’. That is, contrary to a more recent concept about 
fragmented audiences and segmented markets (see Strinati 1995, for example), 
Nyholm is writing about Finnish audiences, the ‘general public’, as a mass of people 
who have something in common: they are ‘healthy’ people. Moreover, Finnish dance 
education needs to be on “asiallisella ja  terveellâ pohjalla” [a pertinent and sound 
basis] Nyholm (1959, p 4) claims because “[mjeidân tâytyy ... ohjata nuoria 
miestanssijoita terveelle ja  innostusta herâttâvâlle tanssitaiteen polulle” (1959, p. 19) 
[we must ... guide our young male dancers on a healthy and inspiring path o f  the 
dance art]. While ‘healthy’ as an adjective is open to a number of meanings in 
different discourses, its meaning emerges, in this particular context, through a 
nationalist discourse of social hygiene and refers to an unsoiled moral purity that is 
perceived as an indisputable quality of the Finnish people.
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8.3. The Trouble with the Feminine
Effeminate performances of boys and men are the key concern of Nyholm’s (1959) 
article. Such performances are constructed in relation to the purity of the collective 
mind of Finnish people when he claims that “[s]uomalainen (toistaiseksi) nuori ja 
terve mentaliteetti ei sieda” (Nyholm 1959, p. 4) [the Finnish mentality that is (in so 
far) young and healthy does not tolerate] effeminacy in males. A strong masculinist 
position that rejects the notion of gender-bending is evident in the extract. From that 
position, femininity is constructed as a marker that marks men who carry it negatively 
as something that is not ’sound’ or ’healthy’. This raises a question about what makes 
feminine markers negative to the masculinist discourse?
There have been occasions in Finnish history when masculinist discourse has played a 
significant part in discussion of the national or ethnic characteristics and virtues of the 
Finns (Lehtonen, M. 1995 and 1999). Women and qualities thought of as feminine 
have been excluded almost entirely from such discussion (ibid). However, 
devaluation of women and the feminine is not just a Finnish phenomenon: it is 
embedded in Western thinking more generally (Beauvoir 1999, Lloyd 1993). In 
Treusch-Dieter’s words:
Within Western discourses -  from antiquity to modernity -  woman has 
circulated as ‘a mutilated little man’ (Aristotele) or ‘stunted creature’ (Freud). 
Woman is nothing unless she is signified by the Male. She exists only within 
the male production of significance, which she has to reproduce. According to 
François Lyotard,‘civilised women are either dead or men’.
1998, p. 15.
From a feminist perspective, it has been argued that Western philosophy that is 
written predominantly by men is in general preoccupied with two “fundamental 
categories ... separation and domination” (Humm 1989, p. 164). From Plato to 
Aquinas and from Descartes to Hegel Western thinking is embedded in a patriarchal 
tradition that subordinates women and disparages the feminine in relation to men and 
masculinity (Lloyd 1993). Organised around the principle of reason, discourse of 
modernity links men and masculinity with reason while women and femininity are 
associated with emotional qualities. This, as Lloyd (1993) suggests, is reflected in the
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sexual division as it appears in modem day Western society. The pre-eminence of 
reason in Western philosophy has participated in constmcting the sexual division in 
the social order, she argues.
As Seidler (1994) points out, the dichotomy between reason and nature and the 
privileged position of reason in the Enlightenment philosophy are significant to the 
sexual division and to how masculinity gets constmcted as a privileged gender in 
opposition to the feminine in the discourse of modernity. He notes how in the 
Enlightenment it was believed that
through reason alone we can guide and control our lives ... [and therefore]
reason comes to define our humanity and that our humanity is cast in 
to o u r‘animal’ natures.
Seidler 1994, p. 1, emphasis in the original.
Women were generally positioned closer to nature than men in the Enlightenment 
thinking. Following this distinction, Descartes positioned women as the source of 
comfort and reinvigoration for men who were occupied in the search for pure reason. 
Further, Rousseau constmcted the feminine as an immature state of consciousness 
and women as a potential source of disorder. Moreover, Schopenhauer perceived 
women as immature children (Lloyd 1993).
The rejection of the feminine, that is so prevalent in the discourse of modernity, links 
to how the Enlightenment constmcted women as ‘driven by their passions’, less 
capable of rational thinking and therefore unfit to operate towards the common good 
of the public. Thus, in modernity, signs of effeminacy have been read to signify 
immaturity or inadequate rationality. Further, emotional signs, or signs of ‘passion’, 
that have also been linked with women in the discourse of modernity have been 
feared as a potential threat to the state. In modernity, feminine signs have not 
logically belonged to the realm of public affairs that is constmcted as a site for 
strategic action, competition, fight, victory and progress. This is one of the key 
reasons, it can be argued, why women’s contribution to the arts, for example, has 
been ignored to a great extent or belittled in the history of Western arts.
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In Western misogynist society that so entirely mistrusts and, hence, marginalises 
women, performing femininity is considered a weakness. Hence, in such society, 
social performances of dominant masculine discourse can be considered in 
Bourdieu's terms as 'cultural capital'. In society where
the man’s world, male values and male lifestyles have become the common 
aims of all, everyone stands to gain from enhanced assessment (both by 
oneself and others) if they conduct themselves in line with these aims. But 
they lose once they abandon these objectives -  when a man presents himself 
as a woman. As long as the man is regarded as the superior being, he gives up 
something if he appears as a woman.
Merz 1998, p. 11.
This links back to the social constructionist notion of positioning through social 
accountability and the way men use rhetoric to negotiate their social position in a 
heteronormative masculinist culture.
Effeminate features in the male dancer can be read to suggest softness, playfulness, 
silliness, and even vulnerability. These qualities can be seen to contradict the 
politically constructed and publicly distributed image of the ideal male of the 1950’s: 
the celebrated soldier who defends the country, the strong, hardworking, serious and 
rational man who rebuilds the country and the athlete whose competing body 
symbolises the determination and the winning spirit of the nation. ‘Sisu’, the Finnish 
word for grit or persistency, is a quality that links these three representations of men 
together. It is also a common word in eveiyday language to describe the particular 
tough and determined quality of the Finns. In the climate of the post-war reviving 
project, it was probably regarded as inappropriate, possibly even unpatriotic, for men 
to show feminine qualities or playfulness. In this light, male dancing was also at 
stake.
Hence, the serious demand to discard markers of effeminacy on male dancers 
emerges in Nyholm’s (1959) article through the discourse of masculinism that 
operates in modernity by marginalizing women and signs of femininity (except as 
objects of heterosexual male gaze). Such markers are perceived from a masculinist 
position as signs of weakness or inadequacy, which is a reason to locate females and 
those men who perform effeminately outside the public realm - the realm of reason
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that forms the nation state and its achievements of ‘high’ culture. What follows is that 
theatrical dance has a very small chance of being positioned as ‘high’ art in this kind 
of discursive framework unless ‘real’ men provide it social accountability through 
performances of masculinism, just like Nyholm (ibid) insists.
8.4. Homophobic Discourses and the Male Dancer
While it has been acknowledged that homosexuality can not be linked to any single 
set of physical or psychological characteristics, it is common for people to make 
implicit references to homosexuality by explicit references about effeminate 
characteristics or behaviour of (gay) men (Dollimore 1991, Weeks 2003). 
Stigmatisation of homosexuals links to ’homophobia’. As the second part of the term 
indicates, homophobia has often been conceptualised as an internal state of human 
psyche, a fear of homosexuality or homosexuals. An attempt to read homophobia 
merely through the discourse of psychosexuality may, however, fail to see the 
complexity of this cultural phenomenon and end up oversimplifying it as 
psychopathology in the heterosexual. As Dollimore suggests.
we must understand a much longer history wherein homophobia intersects 
with, for instance, misogyny, xenophobia, and racism. In short the obsession 
with homosexuality is always about much more than homosexuality.
1991, p. 29.
A way to conceptualise homophobia is to investigate how it has been produced 
discursively in different historical contexts. In the discourse of Christianity, for 
example, homophobia has been often constructed through “an old persecutory view 
that homosexuality is wicked and unnatural (against God and nature)” (Dollimore 
1991, p. 93). Sexology, a scientific discourse on sexuality, contested this conception 
in the late 19* century by constructing homosexuality as an ‘anomaly’, an ‘illness’ or 
a ‘perversion’ (Dollimore 1991, Weeks 2003). These discursive views were (ab)used 
in eugenics and in the discourse of nationalism that aimed to protect the nation state, 
its borders, people, race and culture from ‘weak blood’
Thus, from a discourse analytic perspective, homophobia, can be understood as a web 
of discursive texts where interacting ideas constitute a body of knowledge that
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subordinates gays and lesbians from heterosexual people. Heteronormative texts that 
are “encoded in language, in institutional practices and the encounters of everyday 
life”, as Epstein and Johnson (quoted in Nayak & Kehily 1997, p. 139) note, 
constitute a significant part of this intertextuality.^® This discursively produced 
knowledge can be said to instigate social practices that subjugate non-heterosexual 
people to oppression, social positioning and violence.
In Finland, these late 19* and early 20* century conceptions remained as the 
prevalent ‘truth’ on homosexuality up until the late 20* century. As Juvonen (2002) 
points out, the ‘third sex’ was perceived in the Finnish media as a form of 
‘degeneration’ and a ‘contagious disease’ that was spreading from Sweden in the 
1950’s and I960’s. Officially homosexuality was lifted from the psychiatric disease 
classification in Finland in 1981 but this does not mean that the influence of a 
psychiatric discourse has vanished from everyday articulations on homosexuality 
(Stâlstrôm 1997; Juvonen 2002; Parkkinen 2003). In addition, homosexuality was 
criminalized in Finland up until 1971. It was only in 1988 that a review was 
undertaken in the country to reform the penal code that stems from 1889. The anti- 
discrimination legislation, including discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation, 
came into force in 1995 and it was only in 1999 that the censorship law against 
measures that encourage homosexuality was lifted (Hiltunen 1998, Parkkinen 2003). 
The law regarding the registration right for same sex couples came into force no 
earlier than the spring of 2002 while the question about adoption rights for same sex 
couples is still, at the time of writing, in the process of being investigated In this 
context, it is hardly surprising that the notion of ‘good citizenship’ has embodied 
heteronormative requirements in Finnish culture (see Gordon & Lahelma 1998, 
Lehtonen 2003).
From this perspective, it can be seen that there is more than just performance of 
effeminacy in male dancing that concern Nyholm:
Balettimme pahimpana pulmana on miestanssijoiden vahyys. Rohkenen arvella 
tarnan johtuvan suurimmaksi osaksi siita kasityskannasta, joka poikalapsien 
vanhempien keskuudessa on vallalla: ettâ tanssitaiteessamme on aikanaan 
esiintynyt epaterveita virtauksia ja  rappeutuneisuuteen viittaavaa tendenssia. 
On herannyt ennakkoluulo, ettâ miestanssijat yleensa karsivat 
kieroonkasvaneesta sielunelâmâstâ. Koska tanssijaksi aikovan on aloitettava 8-
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10 vuotiaasta, niin lasten vanhemmat eivat kertakaikkiaan uskalla uhrata 
poikiensa tulevaisuutta uralle, jossa uhkaa heidan moraalinsa rappioituminen. 
Vasta sitten, kun mainitimtapaiset ennakkoluulot saadaan haviamaan, kim 
nâyttâmôllâ, balettikouluissa ja  muissa harrastavissa oppilaitoksissa 
eliminoidaan namâ tendenssit, kun miestanssijoissa ei enâa ole sievaa 
sipsutusta ja  lantioiden heiluttelu, vaan heissa nâhdâan nuorten miesten 
jantevaa voimaa ja  notkeutta, jota suuri ja  terve yleiso kaipaa ja  vaatii, vasta 
sitten voimme odottaa lisaantymista miestanssijoittemme harvoihin riveihin. 
Meidan on oltava rehellisia siita huolimatta, vaikka omaammekin 
henkilokohtaisia mielteita.
1959, p. 5.
The worst problem in our ballet is the few  numbers o f  male dancers. I  dare 
suggest that this is mainly due to the common conception among parents o f  
small boys that earlier in our dance art, there appeared unhealthy currencies 
and tendencies pointing toward degeneracy. Consequently, there is the 
prejudice that male dancers in general suffer from a perverted mental life. As 
children intending to become dancers must start training at the age from eight 
to ten, parents simply do not dare sacrifice the future o f  their sons fo r  a career 
in which the morals o f  their sons face the risk o f  falling into decay. It is only 
when we are able to do away with these prejudices, when we can eliminate 
these tendencies on stage, in ballet schools and other educational institutions, 
when there is no more prancing and wiggling o f  the pelvis in male dancing but 
vigour, power and agility what the large and sound public longs fo r and 
demands, only then we can expect to see more male dancers join our few  ranks. 
We must be honest despite the fact that we have our personal likings.
It can be recognised that the then prevalent prejudiced view on the male dancer’s 
‘perverted’ personality is constructed in the extract through a homophobic discourse 
that is common to the 1950’s media accounts on homosexuality. A curious paradox 
emerges in the last sentence of the extract where it is emphasised that despite 
individual (sexual) preferences male dancing has to be ‘honest’. It can be asked 
whether the text suggests that non-heterosexual male dancers should restrain from 
performing their sexuality in public. Nyholm’s urge to eliminate signifiers that link 
homosexuality to the male dancer, embodied effeminacy being regarded as the most 
visible of such markers, shows that this is precisely what is requested in the text. 
Thus, ‘honesty’, in this context, means performing masculinity in a way that 
accommodates the socially prevalent heteronormative ideal despite one’s sexual 
identification.
To sum up, partially due to historically prevalent discourses that devalue and oppress 
women and non-heterosexual men, and partially due to the political climate, there was
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an urgent need to rectify how the general public saw the male dancer in the late 
1950’s. In a context where male performances of effeminacy were interpreted as 
signs of homosexuality and linked with degeneracy, mental illness and criminality, it 
was politically dangerous for theatrical dance, which lacked a legitimate status as 
‘high art’, to let males to perform in an ‘unmanly’ way in public. The effeminate male 
dancer could potentially damage the legitimacy of the dance art by marking it as a 
degenerate and morally corrupt form of culture. Hence, non-heterosexual men and 
male behaviour that did not accommodate the masculinist norm must have presented 
a serious economic threat to institutions of dance including the Ballet of the Finnish 
National Opera and the Union of Finnish Dance Artists. This explains the urgent tone 
in Nyholm’s text as he claims that dance education of boys must be organised on a 
‘pertinent basis’.
8.5. Citius, Altius, Fortius
The project of winning that is deeply embedded in modem competitive sports can be 
linked to the idea of progress in modernity (Eichberg 1987, Klemola 1998). In 
addition, political and ideological uses of sport are widely acknowledged (see for 
example Brohm 1989, Cahsmore 1990, Puhakainen 2001). The role of competitive 
sports has been highly significant in creating national spirit in Finland during the 20* 
century (Tiihonen 1999, Puhakainen 2001, Tervb 2003, Heikkala et al 2003). It has 
been commonly discussed that males who do or are committed to sports are seen to 
signify national spirit and to produce that spirit (see Tiihonen 1999). Moreover, sports 
in Finland can be seen as part of the national defence work (Puhakainen 1997). This 
links the project of masculinity in the sports to that in the military. Thus, the idea 
about the importance of male athletes to Finnish society can be seen to emerge 
through the interplay of nationalist and military discourses.
Thus, in Nyholm’s (1959) article, agile and powerful performances of male dancing 
are favoured and effeminate ones repudiated. By quoting dance critic Mâkinen at 
length, he openly welcomes her idea on sports training for male dance students:
Urheilukoulutus on yleensa paras pohja miestanssijoille, ja  olisi erittâin 
tarpeellista, ettâ baletissa olevat pojat samalla tarmokkaasti harrastaisivat 
voimistelua tai urheilua ... Tietenkin olisi lisâksi suotavaa, ettâ pojat saisivat
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balettiopetusta miesopettajalta, joka olisi heille todellinen esikuva ja  samalla 
pateva pedagogi.
Mâkinen as quoted in Nyholm 1959, p. 5,10.
Sports training provides generally the best basis fo r male dancers. It would be 
more than necessary that boys in ballet took up athletics and sports 
vigorously as well ... It would be desirable, o f  course, that boys got their 
ballet training from a male teacher who was a true example to them as well as 
a qualified pedagogue.
The sports discourse suits well for Nyholm’s wish to ‘wash’ dance from marks of 
‘degeneracy’ because, as Mikko Lehtonen (1999) maintains, the image of the winning 
athlete is such that it by definition excludes any references to homosexuality or 
femininity.
Hence, a gender political strategy emerges through the interplay of discourses of 
modernity, eugenics, psychiatry and nationalism in Nyholm’s article during a period 
in Fiimish history when the infrastructure of arts is about to be reconstructed. By de- 
feminising male dancing and constructing the male dancer as an athlete the objective 
of this strategy is to make dance socially accountable: to make “[kjansan syvât rivit 
... ymmârtâmâân ja rakastamaan tanssitaidettamme kansallisena ja  kunnioitettavana 
omaisuutena” (1959, p. 5) [the popular fr o n t ... understand and love our dance art as 
respectable national property].
8.6. Resonance in Recent Accounts
In Finnish dance discussion on males in dance, Mâkinen’s (1959b) and Nyholm’s 
(1959) articles are far from single and outdated examples of accounts that devalue 
feminine or are underpirmed by homophobic ideas. For example, in a publication on 
dance at school that was produced by a working group of Finnish Board of Education 
in 1991, dance teacher Ilkka Lampi writes:
Poikien tanssiharrastuksen soisi yleistyvân ja  heidân opetuksensa tason 
nousevan, sillâ ilman poikia tanssi on taidemuotona kôyhempââ eikâ herâtâ 
laajaa mielenkiintoa.
1991,p. 12.
One wishes that boys ’ interest to dance would become more common and that 
the level o f  their teaching would increase, because without boys dance, as an 
art form, is poorer and does not awake wide interest.
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If theatrical dance is choreographed and performed by female dance artists only, then, 
of course, the embodied perspectives are somewhat limited: male viewpoints are 
missing. It is hard to see, however, that dance would be less valued or less interesting 
just because it is performed by females and not by males. The embodied view in 
Lampi’s text belittles or undervalues the work of female dance artists, it can be 
argued. The idea to get more males in dance through dance education is a corrective 
through which theatrical dance is hoped to gain a more recognised status as an art 
form in Finnish society. In that sense Lampi’s text resonates with Nyholm’s text even 
if it lacks the homophobic string of social sanitation. However, such string is attached 
to other recent‘texts’ on male dancing.
Heated public debates on same-sex marriages and adoption rights of lesbians and 
gays provide indisputable evidence on continuing homophobia in the late 20* century 
Finnish soc ie ty . In  such debates those who object to equal rights for lesbians and 
gays legitimate heteronormativity, for example, by “referring to Christian vocabulary, 
to common sense understanding of psychoanalytic terms or to biology and ‘nature’” 
(Charpentier 2000). Moreover, “that which is about to subvert or threaten the 
heteronormative order ... is believed to threaten also the Finnish society” (ibid). 
Hence, culturally prevalent homophobic discourses underpin also recent discussion 
on the male dancer.
For example, a psychoanalytic discourse that underpins homophobic concerns on 
male dance students’ ‘personality’ and mental development is embodied in the 
following extract from an interview that was aired on the radio network of Finland’s 
public service broadcasting company (YLE) a few years ago. In the report lecturer 
Eija Jokela from the Polytechnic of North-Savo is interviewed about the dance camp 
for boys at the Kuopio Dance and Music Festival. She speaks about the importance of 
parental support to boys’ dance interest and continues as follows:
Et kyllâhân se harrastuksen tu- tukeminen lahtee kotoa. Myos, ettâ niin kun et 
ymmârtââ sen, ettâ tanssi ei oo vaan sellasta jollain tavoin persoonallisuutta 
vââristâvââ tai johonkin, et poika tanssii ni se on sit (.) niinkun johonkin 
suuntaan kasvanut.
Jokela in YLE 1,13.6.2001.
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Surely, the su- support for the hobby comes primarily from home. And also 
that you understand that dance is not just something that somehow distorts 
your personality, or that, i f  a boy does dancing, that he has therefore (.) kind 
o f  grown to a certain direction.
The discourse about the fear of boys growing ‘bent’, as used in this extract as well as 
in Nyholm’s (1959) article, explains why parents hesitate to let their male children 
take up dance as a hobby. Nyholm’s article exemplifies how the discourse on moral 
degeneracy constructs the idea that parents fear risking the fixture of the male child in 
dance training for the reason that they believe theatrical dance is a minefield of 
immorality. Similarly Jokela suggests that parents often have the wrong idea about 
the influence of dance on boys. This view is expressed also in an article in Helsingin 
Sanomat where three male dance teachers are interviewed:
Lammen mukaan opettajakunta tiedostaa sen, ettâ tanssivia miehiâ pidetâân 
Suomessa edellen helposti homoina. Tanssin maailmassa asialla ei ole 
merkitystâ, mutta isien kanssa siitâ joutuu joskus puhumaan. “Muistutan, ettei 
kaikista kâsipalloilijoistakaan tule suomenruotsalaisia”.
Suurin osa tanssivista miehistâ on tavallisia perheenisiâ, kuten Lampi, 
Turpeinen ja  Mântylâ.
Nykânen 2003, p. D7.
According to Lampi teachers acknowledge that men who dance are still in 
Finland easily regarded as homosexuals. In the world o f  dance this thing 
[male dancer’s sexuality] has no meaning, but sometimes one needs to talk 
about it with fathers. “I  remind them that not all handball players turn into 
Finnish Swedes either”.
Most o f the men who dance are ordinary fathers with a family, just like 
Lampi, Turpeinen and Mantyla.
A prejudiced view on the male dancer’s sexuality and the idea that a male child might 
‘turn’ gay in dance is put forth as a fatherly concern in the article. This apprehension, 
which resonates the homophobic discourse on homosexuality as ‘contagious’, is 
confronted in the text with a reference to three dance teachers as family men to assure 
the reader that ‘most’ men in dance are heterosexual.^^ Hence, discourse on 
fatherhood and family are used to fix married male dancers with children 
unquestioningly as 100 percent ‘straight’.
Since the beginning of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in the 1980’s,
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the attempt to reaffirm discrete categories of gender/erotic identity has been 
framed in a discourse of contamination, seepage and quarantine. That this 
should be so is unsurprising: once HIV was (misleadingly) perceived as a 
disease o f  homosexuality then it became imperative (for misinformed, 
paranoid non-homosexuals) to maintain distance not only from homosexuals, 
but from homosexuality.
Wilton 1996, p. 128.
The discourse of contamination is one of the interpretative frameworks through which 
gays are constructed in the public discussions in the late 20* century Finland 
(Charpentier 2000). Such discourse is visible also in dancer, choreographer and dance 
teacher Ari Numminen’s speech in the following extract from Rauhamaa’s (1994) 
documentary on Finnish men in dance. Numminen speaks about his work at school as 
follows:
Niille tulee aina semmonen niinkun (.) ma nâan niista, ettâ alussa ne on 
kauheen ennakkoluulosia. Ensimmâiset repliikit on yleensâ, ettâ saaks tââltâ 
AJDSin, niinku tottakai ku meillâ on nââ rasitteet miestanssijoilla.
They [boys] always get this kind o f  () I  can see it in them that, at first, they 
are terribly prejudiced. Their first lines are usually "Can you get AIDS in 
here?" or the sort. O f course, that’s because we have these encumbrances as 
male dancers.
As the reference to Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome shows, getting 
contaminated with a lethal virus is constructed as the primary concern of schoolboys 
when they enter a dance class. Considering the fact that the HTV/AIDS epidemic has 
been commonly described as a ‘gay plague’ (see Weeks 2003), it is obvious that the 
reference to male dancers’ ‘encumbrances’ refers, in this context, to the prejudiced 
view that males in dance are gay. In addition, however, because homosexuals are 
constructed as a source of disease, the ‘gay’ male dancer becomes “a metaphor for 
dirt, disorder and decay” (Weeks 2003, p. 102). The stigmata of malady and 
corruption, which male dancing carries through a link to homosexuality in Finnish 
culture, are put forth, in Numminen’s speech, as the reason why schoolboys are 
sceptical about dance education. This kind of reasoning constructs schoolboys 
unquestioningly as heterosexual and homophobic. Moreover, homosexuality is put 
forth narrowly and in negative light.
In the same documentary, a homophobic discourse operates in choreographer Alpo 
Aaltokoski’s speech as he describes male dancing in ballet as follows:
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Vois sanoo karkeesti nain, ettâ ku se tanssi on semmosta, ettâ miehet on siinâ 
epâmâârâsiâ hiippareita niinku ollu ja  semmosia balettihomoprinssejâ ja  
tâmmôsiâ ni se se kuva on niinku jotenkin se ei oo enââ niin. Ettâ nyt ne ei 
enââ sipsuttele valkoisissa trikoissa vaan ettâ tehhâân niinku muutakin ja  se 
niinku jotenkin ne teokset on lâhempânâ ihmistâ tâtâ yhteiskuntaa tâtâ 
elâmântilannetta missâ ollaan.
Roughly one could say that dance has been seen as something in which men 
are nebulous oddballs and sort o f "homo ballet princes" and the like so, well, 
this image has somehow, it is not like that any more. Today they do not prance 
in white tights any longer but do other things instead, and somehow the works 
are closer to people, to this society and our present life situations.
Binary oppositions operate in the extract to differentiate two types of male dancers: 
past and present. The past one, which is marked with references to homosexuality, 
aristocracy and effeminacy, refers to the ballet dancer whose artistic performance is 
belittled by calling it merely as ‘prancing’. In addition, ‘white tights’, an unusual 
piece of clothing for contemporary men, are mentioned as the only garment of men in 
ballet. Moreover, this narrow stereotype of the male ballet dancer, the romantic 
prince, is ridiculed and nullified by calling him a ‘nebulous oddball’ and by claiming 
that this type of representation of maleness has no relevance to people in the present. 
The references to effeminacy and homosexuality make this construction obnoxious to 
heteronormative masculinism and, therefore, undermine its social accountability. In 
stark contrast, the ‘other things’ that present day male dancers do are constructed as 
culturally more relevant, or more accessible, to contemporary audiences than the 
performances of the ballet dancer.
In both extracts a particular rhetoric is used to distance the ‘self fi-om the negative 
stereotype of the male dancer as gay. In Numminen’s account, the pronoun ‘we’ is 
used to position the ‘self among other male dancers. By taking up the stereotype of 
the male dancer as gay, and marking homosexuality negatively with references to 
schoolboys’ comments on AIDS, this stereotype is constructed as a burden to all male 
dancers. Thus, the act of positioning the ‘self and other males in dance as victims of 
homophobia can be seen as an attempt to distance the ‘self from the negative 
stereotype of the male dancer. In Aaltokoski’s account, a position is carved out for the 
contemporary male dancer, which the speaker identifies with, by marking the male 
ballet dancer negatively with references to effeminacy and homosexuality. This 
provides a position that is not constrained by the negative stereotype of the male
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dancer as gay. Hence, the extracts can be seen as examples of publicly occurring 
speech where men in theatrical dance perform heterosexuality to negotiate a socially 
accountable position in a heteronormative society.
8.7. Stepping‘Queerly’
The analysis presented in this chapter shows that texts on male dancing from the 
1990s and early 2000 resonate with the late 1950’s view that pertinaciously rejects 
homosexuality and male performances of effeminacy as damaging. The rejection of 
effeminacy in male dancing can be understood as a body politic that is embedded 
deep in the history of Western thinking. Such a politic strives towards maintaining a 
consistent masculine identity because women and femininity are seen, in Western 
thinking, as inferior to men and masculinity. Moreover,
femininity becomes located in women, who then become the bearers of and 
come to signify all that is threatening to masculine identity.
Burr 1998,p. 111.
Femininity comes to represent something contagious that “must be constantly kept 
under control, constantly supervised” (ibid). Thus, rejecting femininity and endorsing 
masculinity in eveiyday performances of gender can help men to “feel that their own 
bodies are safe from contamination by femininity” (ibid).
In a similar way, homophobia can be seen as a practice of drawing boundaries around 
what constitutes ‘real’ masculinity (Connell 1995, Burr 1998). However, as the 
extracts examined in this chapter show, “the boundary between straight and gay is 
blurred with the boundary between masculinity and femininity” (Connell 1995, p. 
40). That is, being gay is linked with femininity and markers that are seen to mark 
effeminacy in male dancing are taken to signify homosexuality of the male dancer. 
Moreover, the same boundary is blurred between healthy and unhealthy, progress and 
degeneracy, patriotism and disloyalty. Through various heteronormative discourses 
homosexuality and male performances of effeminacy come to represent something 
negative, something that stigmatises males in dance and constitutes a ‘problem’ for 
educational programmes in dance for boys.
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A questionable reason to argue for ‘straight’ performance in dance rs the fear that 
‘queer’ steps can make dance art fall backward in terms of cultural progress. Due to 
the prevalence of heteronormative politics in the 20* centuiy and the discourses these 
politics have brought to undermine homosexuality, stepping ‘queerly’ -  male 
performances that clash with masculinism -  has been carrying a negative marker. 
Flagging ‘queer’ has be seen as politically dangerous for theatrical dance in Finland 
because it refuses to conform to the heterosexist order and therefore undermines the 
taken for granted position of heterosexuality as “normal, good, worthwhile, true, 
[and] pure” (Cranny-Francis et al 2003, p. 75). In that sense, performing ‘queerly’ 
threatened the art of dancing with a marker of corruption, which risked theatrical 
dance its position as ‘high’ art in Finnish culture in the late 1950’s.
In the liberal climate of current arts politics, there is no reason to suggest that dancing 
which confronts heteronormative embodiments of gender threatens the status of 
theatrical dance in Finland. On the contrary, choreographers and companies that 
enhance Finnish art scene with such performances have been well funded. In that 
sense, recent funding structure speaks high of democratic values that underpin public 
arts funding in Finland. However, funding of dance institutions in basic arts education 
is almost entirely dependent on tuition fees that people pay. Therefore it is 
significantly more risky for these institutions in comparison to publicly funded 
choreographers and companies to produce dance that clashes with prevalent 
heterosexist norms of society. Hence, the urge in dance education for boys, in the area 
of basic arts education, to form educational practices and choreograph dances that 
accommodate the culturally prevalent masculinist discourse.
For many males in dance the constructed stigma of homosexuality is an often-faced 
unnecessaiy constraint. Young boys can been subjected to bullying because their 
dance interest collides with what is from a narrow, yet culturally prevalent, 
masculinist perspective seen as masculine. ‘Straight’ males can face difficulties in 
reconciling their dancer identity with their identification outside the dance 
community.
Also the enforced masculinism in dance education is oppressive, not least to non­
heterosexual male students who can find it difficult to accommodate their
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performances of gender to ‘compulsory’ heterosexuality. Yet, the stigma of ‘queer’ 
dancing is equally oppressive to them because the identity position of an effeminate 
homosexual that is attributed with negative discursive connotations from sin to 
sickness and from insanity to infidelity is unattractive to anyone who wishes to avoid 
dancing in the closet. It is a narrow position most certainly to some of the openly 
gay male dance artists such as Simo Heiskanen, Tuomo Railo, Ismo-Pekka 
Heikinheimo, Lassi Sairela and Jorma Uotinen, to name but few, whose performances 
have successfully eroded fixed categories of gender and sexuality.
Hence, the production of male dancers through various masculinising body 
technologies in dance education is connected to a significantly more complex 
question about the legitimacy of dance art in Finland. Moreover, male dancing is 
intricately linked with the notion of social accountability in Finnish society where 
heteronormative masculinism is a prevalent and dominant discourse.
Notes for Chapter Eight
1 Following Barthes, ‘doxa’ can be defined as
a stereotypical meaning, a fragment from the intertextual environment of the social text, 
constituted by established discourses, by the already written and the already read. But 
doxa expresses the already written as if it were literal, representational, denotative and, 
thus, as if it were natural. Allen 2000, p. 91.
2 Repo (1989) points out how a number of ballet schools emerged around the country in the 
1950’s when the first ballet dancers retired from the Fiimish National Opera.
3 After the Fiimish Civil War (1918), for example, when the )^%ites had defeated the
revolutionary Reds, nationalist rhetoric was used as a means to reunite the nation (Ahonen 
2000; Sevünen 1994). A bourgeois-patriotic discourse, the so-called ‘white ideology’, was
applied for this purpose (ibid). The key values o f such discourse can be encapsulated as ‘home, 
religion, and the fatherland’, the slogan that even today decorates much of the conservative 
liturgy. In addition to emphasising family values, religious virtues, patriotism and nationalism, 
which can be explicitly read from the slogan, it has been suggested that the white ideology 
supports an agrarian spirit and militaiy defence (Sevânen 1994) as well as patriarchy and 
eugenics (Ahonen 2000). It could be added that white discourse is also heavily heteronormative.
4 Smolander (2001) defines integral nationalism as a form of ‘organic nationalism’. That is, the
nation is perceived as an organism, a body, which is constructed from a number of parts. In 
organic nationalism, the welfare of the nation goes before aspirations of its individual citizens. 
Thus, one of the key objectives of this type of nationalism is to integrate the people. See also 
Patrick Hall (2000).
5 UrhoKekkonen was Finland’s president from 1956 to 1981.
6 Max Jakobson writes about the political climate of Finland in the late 1950’s. He notes that
Kekkosen kasitys Suomen ja Neuvostoliiton suhteista oli kuitenkin sikâli ristiriitainen, ettâ 
yhtaaltâ hân puhui aidosti ystâvyydestü molempien maiden valilla, mutta toisaalta vaati 
suomalaista kohtelemaan itaista naapuria kuin leppymâtônta molokia, joka saattaisi 
pienimmastakin hairahduksesta tai varomattomasta sanasta suuttua”
2001, p. 261.
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Kekkonen’s conception o f  the relations between Finland and the U.S.S.R. was 
contradictory in so fa r  as, on the one hand, he spoke genuinely about the friendly relations 
between the two countries, on the other hand, he demanded Finns to treat the eastern 
neighbour as it was an implacable Moloch that might get angry from the smallest 
indiscretion or incautious remark.
7 National Arts Council did not establish National Council for Dance, however, before 1983, 
From 1968 to 1982 only one seat was reserved for a representative of dance in the National 
Council for Theatre (Repo 1989). This speaks clearly about political reluctance towards dance 
as art even if the Ballet of the Finnish Opera that was established in 1922 succeeded in gaining a 
more stable position, after several threats to be closed, gradually from the late 1950’s onwards 
(Repo 1989, Suhonen 1997, Vienola-Lindfors 1997, Rasânen 1997, Ahonen 2000).
8 20^ century Western histoiy is full o f examples o f national sanitation projects including prenatal 
testing, forced castrations of socially ‘unfit’ and the holocaust (see for example Erâsaari 1997, 
Foucault 2003, Weeks 2003).
9 See Plant’s summary (quoted in Dollimore 1991, p. 93) of some of the nationalist responses to 
doctor Magnus Hirschfeld’s attempt in 1898 to change the general view on homosexuality in 
Germany.
10 Following Jackson, heteronormativity is defined here as “the normative status of heterosexuality 
which renders any alternative sexualities ‘other’ and marginal” (1999, p. 163).
11 On oppression of gays and lesbians, see, for example, Sinfield (1993) and Connell (1995).
12 For example. Sari Charpentier’s (2000) research on letters to the editor in six Finnish 
newspapers published during the heated debate on same-sex marriages in 1996 shows the 
continuing prevalence of homophobic discourses in Finnish society. According to Charpentier, 
heterosexual gender system is published in “the writings that oppose same-sex marriages and 
adoptions ... as a sacred ordeF  (ibid) in the sense that it is considered“ /«v/o/aWe [and] 
guarded by unquestionable authority and continuous control of its integrity” (ibid).
13 There are no statistics available on non-heterosexual males in dance in Finland. However, in the 
United States, Hamilton’s (1998, 1999) survey findings suggest that approximately half of 
males in dance are bisexual or gay. See also Risner (2002c).
14 See Chapter Seven on bullying and reconciling one’s dancer identity with the identity outside 
the dance community.
15 Dancing in the ‘closet’ is defined here as a condition when a non-heterosexual person in dance 
has not openly revealed her/his sexual orientation. That is, s/he has not ‘come out’ yet.
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Chapter Nine 
Conclusions
The topic of the thesis has been boys dance education with a particular focus on 
discourses that produce embodiments and performances of masculinity in theatrical 
dance during the latter half of the 20th century in Finland. From a queer theory 
perspective, the aim has been to examine articulations in dance educational discourse 
and accounts of young males in dance to explicate tensions in boys’ dancing to 
provide new understanding of the discourses that produce such tensions. The 
approach presented in this thesis is multi-perspective in the sense that combinations of 
methodologies and various theories, that can be located under the umbrella of social 
constructionism, have been applied for examining such complex phenomena. A 
literature review, focus groups and observation of dance classes and choreographies 
were used to collect multiple forms of data on articulations of boys’ dance education 
and of male dance students’ social position. An approach that combined a dance 
analytical perspective with elements from relevant discourse analytic perspectives 
was applied to examine extracts from the data in order to pull out discourses that 
underpinned the examined articulations.
In conclusion, it has been shown that the concept of ‘boy’ constitutes a nodal point for 
the discourse of boys’ dance education. Other concepts in this discourse receive their 
meaning in relation to this privileged signifier. As ‘boy’ is a floating signifier -  there 
are multiple and even contradictory views on young males -  there is no unanimous 
view on boys’ dance education. However, often these views are reductionist and 
essentialist in the sense that the male body as well as young males’ personalities, 
identities, interests and motivations are believed to emerge from the fixed male 
’nature’. In dance, boys receive additional meanings through their marginal position 
in dance education and also through the male dancers’ marginal position in society. 
These discursively constructed meanings shape boys’ dance education together with a 
myriad of other discourses.
In dance for boys, the dance student is subjugated to discursive practices that emerge, 
of course, through different genres and styles of dancing. In training, the male
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dancer’s body is also subjected to discourses of play and games, sports training, 
nutrition and drama. More importantly, however, he is subjected to heteronormativity 
and the discourse of sex-difference through the biology-based as well as 
psychological essentialist discourses. He is also subjected to masculinism as a 
culturally dominant heteronormative discourse that is produced in boys’ dancing 
through intertextual references from Western history writing, literature, popular 
culture, sports, the military discourse and nationalism. Such masculinism embraces 
masculinities of heroism, militarism, athleticism, patriotism, and the warrior 
masculinity. In opposition to these masculinities, effeminate masculinity and 
homosexuality are collapsed together and constructed as otherness through the 
homophobia and misogyny that are embedded deep in Western thinking. These biases 
are maintained through a nexus of discourses including, for example, Christianity, 
Enlightenment, medicine, psychology and eugenics. Furthermore, the male dance 
student’s body becomes a vehicle that carries and disseminates discursive statements 
on gender and sexuality in a dance class and on stage.
In the West the male dancer, perceived stereotypically as an effeminate homosexual, 
has been marginalised and looked down upon since the 19th century. In dance 
educational institutions, attempts have been made to erase this common stereotype in 
order to get more boys involved. This has been done by ‘straightening out’ male 
dancing with masculinist performances. This thesis argues that heteronormative 
masculinism operates as a doxa in boys’ dance education. The teaching content and 
methods in boys’ dancing tend to accommodate the culturally prevalent masculinist 
norms that dominate in Finnish society. For example, multiple masculinities 
performed in dances that have been choreographed for male students are almost 
always constructed as heterosexual and masculinist. Non-heterosexual masculinities 
are rarely performed and even then such masculinities are marginalised or treated 
negatively. For this reason boys’ dance education provides limited possibilities for 
students to identify themselves with in terms of gender and sexuality. Equally limited 
identity positions are provided for non-heterosexual audience members in dances that 
have been choreographed for male students to perform.
The acts of constructing the male dance student in a way that accommodates 
masculinist norms and of making him perform heterosexuality are attempts to
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distance males in dance from connotations of effeminacy and homosexuality qualities 
that are perceived negatively in a heteronormative masculinist culture. This has been 
done in dance institutions by denying dance its own historical context and by 
constructing it, for example, as a sport or an adventure. It is clear that this has been 
done to get more males attracted to dance, which in itself is an attempt to masculinise 
the field of theatrical dance. Moreover, it has been politically advantageous to 
perform masculinism to gain theatrical dance a better or more legitimate status in a 
society where dance as an art has had a marginal position.
Individual male dance students apply masculinist rhetoric and performances of 
heterosexuality to position themselves in relation to others by calculating how others 
would respond to their performances of gender. Such rhetoric and performative acts 
function as self-protective strategies for boys to avoid a socially negative marking. 
Culturally dominant heteronormative masculinist discourse is not embodied habitually 
but for the reason that boys in dance want to have a recognised position and a ‘voice’ 
under the prevalent social code that excludes non-heterosexual masculinities. Thus, 
boys’ freedom to perform gender and sexuality is limited to discourses that appear as 
socially valid capital in the social environments they interact in. Therefore, it can be 
seen that many boys distance themselves from females, effeminacy and 
homosexuality to maintain social accountability or credibility in a masculinist culture.
Through a juxtaposition of articulations on boys’ dancing with texts on Western 
Enlightenment, Finnish political and cultural history and queer theory it was possible 
to argue that the politic that excludes femininity and homosexuality from boys’ dance 
education is rooted deep in discourses that underpin Western thinking. In late 20* 
Finland, such a politic was formed through culturally prevalent discourses that 
construct women as inferior and gays as perverts, criminals or mentally ill. While 
there is no valid justification for such out-dated discourses, their persistence in 
articulations on boy and dance shows the power of heteronormative masculinism to 
turn boys’ dancing into a site of oppression.
While gender research in dance has traditionally focused on women’s oppressed 
position as well as representations of male and female dancers on stage, this research 
brings light to performances of masculinity and young males as oppressed subjects in
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dance education. This research has provided new insights on heteronormative 
masculinist discourse in dance education that can help teachers and other practitioners 
in the field of dance to become aware of such a discourse. The thesis can encourage 
teachers to seek more democratic dance educational practices although it is beyond 
the scope of this thesis to provide practical suggestions on how such practices should 
be constructed. Thus, here opens up a clear possibility to extend this research in the 
future.
There were some drawbacks in this research in terms of the use of secondary sources 
such as articles fi*om newspapers and magazines. That is, such sources provided often 
interesting direct and indirect citations on boys’ dancing. However, articles are always 
already interpretations made by their authors. As secondary sources, they did not 
provide a direct access to the constructed ‘reality’ of those teachers and students who 
were interviewed in the articles. Such texts provided, nevertheless, illuminating 
examples on discourses through which male dancing has been addressed and made 
sense of in society. Therefore secondary sources were included in this research as part 
of the corpus of data, which also included plenty of firsthand articulations from boys 
and their teachers. Moreover, multiple types of data were collected fi*om various 
sources with a nexus of methodologies to ensure that the corpus of data was rich with 
different viewpoints.
The research took up parental views on male dancing and socially prevalent views on 
this subject more generally as boys, their teachers and some authors in the media 
discussed them in the data. The approach provided important understanding on how 
the male dance student’s social position and the social significance of male dancing 
were constructed from those particular subject positions. However, the research did 
not include firsthand data on how parents or other people outside the realm of dance 
construct boys’ dancing. Also, the corpus of data excluded female dance students’ 
articulations on their male fellow-students. These omissions provide fertile 
possibilities for future research. It would be particularly important to gain discourse 
analytic understanding on how young males and men outside the realm of dance 
construct male dancing. It would be equally interesting to find out what female dance 
students articulate about the presence of male students in a co-educational dance 
class.
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The focus group set up used in this research was not the best way to enable non­
heterosexual participants air their views in the social environment that focus groups 
create. It was clear that not all participants, regardless of their sexual orientation, were 
willing to reveal their anti-heteronormative views in such an environment even if in 
some groups sympathetic views towards homosexuals were put forth. Only one of the 
students and one of the teachers that were interviewed for this research could be 
identified with certainty as gay in the sense that they had male partners. In both cases 
such certainty was obtained outside the interview situation. It is hardly likely that a 
closeted gay or bisexual boy or a man is willing to ‘come out’ in a focus group or to 
speak about his position as ‘other’ in relation to prevalent heteronormativity. 
Therefore it would be highly important for any future research to address non­
heterosexual youths in dance with more feasible methodologies. Focus groups can be 
used, but the sampling has to have a non-heterosexual focus and the interviews should 
take place outside any dance institution in a safe environment.
The analyses that were undertaken in this research were limited in the sense that they 
produced scholarly interpretations from a selection of theoretical positions that have 
been described in Chapter One as well as elsewhere in this thesis. It was regarded as 
justified to use theoretical concepts provided by these positions to analyse boys’ 
dancing because these positions seemed relevant to gender research. In addition, these 
positions were called forth and therefore also validated by the research questions and 
parts of the data that were considered as relevant to those questions.
The interpretations produced were contingent upon the body of data that was collected 
on boys’ dancing from seven Finnish dance institutions and from a number of media 
accounts. It is clear that these interpretations cannot be taken to mirror how dance 
education for males is organised in all dance institutions in Finland or some other 
country. Institutional cultures can vary between different institutions and they can also 
vary from country to country. It is good to keep in mind - particularly because the 
analysed text extracts were selected from a period of almost 45 years - that 
institutional culture can also change within a single institution. Yet, the precise value 
of including an older text, Nyholm (1959)’s article that was examined in Chapter 
Eight, in the corpus of data was that it provided reasonably explicit examples of some
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discourses that have recognisable relevance to present-day articulations on boys’ 
dancing. It is clear that older ’’discourses do not just disappear or stop functioning” 
(Taylor 2001b, p. 317) when new discourses of masculinity and male sexuality have 
emerged in the late 20* century Finland.
The articulations of individual young males and dance teachers that were presented in 
this thesis cannot be taken unproblematically to mirror the ’real’ views of these 
people, mainly because, from a social constructionist point of view, it is impossible to 
get inside other people’s heads. Moreover, such articulations have been examined in 
this thesis to pull out underpinning discourses. Sometimes it would have required 
more than just a short text extract to provide a more complete account on how a 
particular subject elaborated on a particular topic in complex ways throughout an 
interview, for example. A different methodology that stems from conversation 
analysis would have been needed to study this kind of phenomena that was beyond 
the focus of this thesis. However, to avoid presenting articulations out of their context, 
contextual information was provided and sometimes more space was allowed for text 
and dance examples to provide more detailed descriptions.
Performances of masculinity and boys’ position in folkdance and social dancing more 
generally were left outside this thesis. A masculinity study that compares different 
types of dancing could provide highly interesting accounts not just on male positions 
and performed masculinities but also on different functions of dancing for male 
subjects. A more in-depth approach that compares different genres of dance within 
theatrical dance could provide detailed understanding on the range of embodiments 
and performances of masculinity in each genre and in theatrical dance more generally. 
Personally, I would like to extend this field of research with a study that compares 
masculinities and male positions in dance education across different cultures to gain a 
better understanding on shifting discourses that underpin performances of masculinity 
in dance.
Throughout this thesis, I have come to understand that the Holy Grail of boys’ 
dancing is not to be found. It is how such a Grail is articulated, the myths through 
which we produce dance education, that is important. By giving up our little egos and 
questioning critically politics that are taken for granted, oppressive dance practices
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can be replaced with more humane and democratic approaches that appreciate 
students as subjects who identify in multiple ways.
Both the true hero and the mystic have to die to their egos, die to an idea of 
who they are in order to be reborn as something else and something greater ... 
It is the fate of heroes to lose their old way of living in order to allow a new 
higher, or mature life to enter the empty space left by their old selves.
Godwin 1994, p. 228.
Appendix 1
Details of Focus Groups Conducted with Students
Social status was determined based on students’ parents’ occupation, 
m = middle class 
w = working class
Age is given in brackets immediately after the name.
The dates of the focus groups conducted appear next to the details of the institution. 
School 1 (upper secondary level vocational) 18.1.2001
Matti 24 m
Teppo 22 m
School 2 (higher level) 1.2.2001
Kalle 24 m
Sami 22 m
School 3 (upper secondary level vocational) 15.2.2001
Max 24 m
Tommi 19 w
School 4 (basic arts education, group 1) 30.3.2001
Tom 12 m
Rickhard 11 w
Pauli 11 m
Harri 14 w
Jyri 12 m
Ville 12 m
School 4 (basic arts education, group 2) 30.3.2001
Pasi 16 m
Ari 16 m
Markku 16 m
Joonas 25 w
Sakari 16 m
School 5 (upper secondary vocational) 10.5.2001
Timo 17 m
Arte 17 w
Martti 18 m
Juha 20 m
School 6 (higher level) 29.5.2001
Pekka 28 m
Risto 25 m
Lauri 22 m
School 7 (basic arts education, group 1) 18.6.2001
Eerik 10 w
Kari 11 m
Petri 12 w
Jeremias 12 w
Atte 13 w
School 7 (basic arts education, group 2) 18.6.2001
Eero 13 m
Teemu 13 m
Ja^dco 14 m
Mikko 16 m
Appendix 2
Details of Focus Groups Conducted with Dance Teachers
o = comprehensive school (0-level) 
a = upper secondary level (A-level)
V = upper secondary level vocational 
tv = tertiary level vocational 
b = undergraduate degree 
m = postgraduate degree
Age is given after the name.
The subjects taught are given after the education.
The dates of the focus groups conducted appear next to the details of the institution. 
School 1 (upper secondary level vocational) 19.1.2001
Jeff 41 tv improvisation, contact improvisation, 
physical theatre
Judith 41 tv somatic methods, new dance 
technique, contact improvisation
Pauline n.a. n.a. new dance technique, contact improvisation
School 2 (upper secondary level vocational) 14.2.2001
Sharon 35 a,m contemporary dance, yoga, 
contact improvisation, choreography
Sheila 35 a,m improvisation, contact improvisation, 
modem dance, composition, choreography
Roxanne 43 a,m jazz dance, capoeira
Gregg 37 b,m ballet, improvisation, pas de deux, modem 
partnering, choreography
Caroline 41 a,tv body conditioning, ballet
School 3 (higher level) 7.2.2001
Janet 46 a,m modem dance
Tina 32 a,b ballet
Maggie 36 a,m dance theory
School 4 (basic arts education) 29.3.2001
Sheila 41 a, jazz dance
Jane 29 m ballet
Jamie 49 a,v contemporary dance
Matt n.a. n.a. ballet
School 5 (basic arts education) 19.3.2001
Elliot 41 n.a. ballet, acrobatics, complementary training
Frank 46 n.a. tap
Paula n.a. n.a. African dances
A1 (n.a.) n.a. n.a. African dances
Jeremy 39 n.a. music
School 6 (basic arts education/upper secondary level vocational) 24.5.2002
Alice 31 tv ballet
George 49 o,v ballet, pas de deux
Jim 42 o,v ballet, character dances, pas de deux, 
historical dances, acrobatics, complementary 
training
Patrick 36 a,v ballet, pas de deux
Appendix 3
Discussion Guide for Student Focus Groups
1. Introduction
2. Interests
a) How did you take up dance? What made you interested in dance?
b) It has been suggested that dancing ’has to be highly physical and rough for 
boys’ and that it has to contain the ’spirit of adventure’. Discuss this 
statement.
- Have you been taught this way?
- Are there other things in dance that interest boys?
- What about the recent break dance boom?
- How does boys’ dancing relate to sports and martial arts?
- What type of dance is uninteresting? Why?
3 . Being a boy in the dance class
a) How have you been met as a male student in the dance class?
- Are students of different sex treated differently? How? Why?
- Discuss about the roles or characters you have been asked to perform 
in choreographies.
b) What kind of dance material, you think, is appropriate for males?
- Is there such dance material that, you think, suits only for females?
c) What is male-energy in dance?
4. The male dancer
a) What roles or characters have you seen male dancers perform in dance 
performances or on video?
- What kind of male dancers you are interested in looking at? Why?
- Describe a good male dancer (the body, skills, qualities)
b) What do you think about your own body?
c) How do men and women position in relation to each other in dance?
d) What is the significance of the male dancer?
5. Gender and sexuality
a) How does gender appear in your dance community?
- In relation to your fellow-students.
- In relation to your teachers.
b) How does sexuality appear in the dance community?
- Heterosexuality.
- How are gays addressed?
- Homophobia.
6. General reactions towards male dancers in society
a) How have your dance interest been met by your parents / siblings / other 
relatives / friends?
b) Have you been bullied due to your dance interest?
- How have you solved such situations?
c) How is the male dancer perceived in Finnish society?
- How is dance perceived as an occupation for men?
7. Positioning the self in relation to Finnish males in general
a) How would you define the typical Finnish male?
b) How do you see yourself in relation to this definition?
Appendix 4
Discussion Guide for Teacher Focus Groups
1. Introduction
2. Approximately how many female and male students study dance in your 
institution?
3. What criteria are used when you take in boys?
4. If there are any typical characteristics of boys who take up dance, please, describe 
these characteristics and discuss them.
5. Discuss, the following statement: ’boys will be boys’, they need to be treated as 
boys and not as children’.
6. Does dance education for male students differ from that of female students? If yes, 
why?
7. Discuss the key ideas that should underpin boys’ dance education.
8. Many dance teachers try to get more boys involved. Why do you think, it is 
important to get more boys in dance?
9. There are prejudiced views on the male dancer in society. How is this recognised 
in your dance institution?
- Strategies.
- Discussions with male students.
10. Is there something that we have not discussed yet that you would like to take up 
in relation to boys’ dance education?
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